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ABSTRACT 
 
Six decades after the romantic comedy emerged as a Hollywood genre in 1934, the first 
romantic comedies with a central lesbian couple, including Marita Giovanni’s Bar Girls 
and Rose Troche’s Go Fish, were released in 1994. This study argues that Bar Girls and 
Go Fish represent the first in a group of films whose numbers and similarities enable 
their consideration as a romantic comedy sub-genre, namely the ‘lesbian romantic 
comedy’. This study identifies and analyses this sub-genre. It contends that these films 
have emerged as the predominant (and perhaps only) form of mainstream lesbian feature 
film in the United States of America in the mid to late 1990s and early 2000s. Yet, 
despite their relative prominence for more than a decade, they remain vastly under-
examined areas in scholarship on both film genre and lesbian culture. This project aims to 
contribute to these areas by producing the first full-length survey of the sub-genre and the 
first study of any length to focus exclusively on it.  
This study concentrates on ten lesbian romantic comedies: Bar Girls (1994), Go 
Fish (1994), Maria Maggenti’s The Incredibly True Adventure of 2 Girls in Love (1995), 
Kelli Herd’s It’s in the Water (1996), Julia Dyer’s Late Bloomers (1996), Emma-Kate 
Croghan’s Love and Other Catastrophes (1996), Heidi Arnesen’s Some Prefer Cake 
(1997), Anne Wheeler’s Better than Chocolate (1999), Jamie Babbit’s But I’m a 
Cheerleader (1999), and Helen Lesnick’s A Family Affair (2001). While this project 
employs textual analysis as its primary methodology to examine these films, these 
analyses take place more broadly within a public sphere framework. Consistent with a 
wider shift in analyses of lesbian and gay cultural products, this framework allows a 
consideration of the larger public stakes of lesbian romantic comedies and, in particular, 
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their introduction of lesbian content into a heterocentric genre. Specifically, this project 
argues that the introduction of lesbian content—or the replacement of ‘boy meets girl’ 
with ‘girl meets girl’—destabilises the genre in significant ways, but that the genre itself 
equally restricts the representation of lesbianism possible within it. Ultimately, this 
project proposes a reading of lesbian romantic comedies as conservative and progressive, 
conventional and subversive, but as nonetheless complex texts that offer a range of 
pleasures and readings to their audiences and a range of challenges to the genre itself. 
Such a reading reveals the complexity and negotiation inherent in these films’ position as 
independent films presenting culturally and politically marginal content in a mainstream 
genre.  
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“[W]hile it is true that genre movies tell familiar stories  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Elizabeth Kendall argues that the Hollywood romantic comedy—defined in the most 
basic sense as a comedy “whose central plot is embodied in a romantic relationship” 
(Mernit 12)—emerged in 1934 in the final scene of Frank Capra’s It Happened One 
Night (47-9; see also Young, “Hollywood” 258 and Harvey 107).1 Yet in 1992, almost 
six decades later, Steve Neale notes that there were still no romantic comedies where the 
central couple was lesbian or gay, despite the increasing presence of lesbians and gays in 
a range of other mainstream media (“The Big Romance” 288). Nevertheless, since its 
resurgence in the mid 1980s with films such as Ron Howard’s Splash! (1984) and Robert 
Zemeckis’s Romancing the Stone (1984), the Hollywood romantic comedy has 
experienced—and continues to experience—unprecedented success (Krutnik, 
“Conforming” 131). Mark D. Rubinfeld notes “the last five years of the twentieth century 
were an astonishing five years for the Hollywood romantic comedy” and “were a time of 
record new releases and ticket sales for the genre” (xiii). It was directly before these 
years, in 1994, that the first romantic comedies with a central lesbian couple—including 
Marita Giovanni’s Bar Girls (1994) and Rose Troche’s Go Fish (1994)—were released, 
only two years after Neale’s dire observations.  
                                                 
1 I use genre to refer loosely to a group of films that share identifiable similarities in form, content, and 
approach. Genres “consist also, and equally, of specific systems of expectation and hypothesis that 
spectators bring with them to the cinema and that interact with films themselves during the course of the 
viewing process” (Neale, “Questions of Genre” 160). Genres are also formed by critics and theorists who 
contribute to genre formation in discourses surrounding the film (see Jancovich). Thus, this study also 
contributes to the definition of lesbian romantic comedies as a sub-genre. 
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 This study argues that Bar Girls and Go Fish represent the first in a group of films 
whose numbers and similarities enable their consideration as an emerging romantic 
comedy sub-genre, namely the ‘lesbian romantic comedy’ (see Pramaggiore 65). This 
study identifies and analyses this sub-genre. It contends that lesbian romantic comedies, a 
term I use to refer to romantic comedies where the central couple are lesbians, have 
emerged as the predominant (and perhaps only) form of mainstream lesbian feature film 
in the United States of America in the mid to late 1990s and early 2000s. These films 
emerged at a time of intense mainstream interest in lesbian and gay culture, evidenced 
most notably by the early 1990s explosion of ‘lesbian chic’. The ‘lesbian chic’ 
phenomenon saw lesbians featuring prominently in a range of mainstream media, from 
magazine covers to television programs to pop music videos. Yet, irrespective of 
mainstream media’s fascination with lesbians or the relative prominence of lesbian 
romantic comedies for more than a decade, mainstream lesbian film, and lesbian romantic 
comedies in particular, remain vastly under-examined areas in scholarship on both film 
genre and lesbian culture. This project aims to contribute to these areas by producing the 
first ever survey of the lesbian romantic comedy sub-genre. Thus, one of the initial 
questions that this project seeks to answer, is what characterises the lesbian romantic 
comedy sub-genre and how does it compare—textually, generically, ideologically—to 
the Hollywood romantic comedy genre? 
While this project does examine how lesbian romantic comedies address their 
intended audience in particular ways, this is not an empirical study focused on reception 
or spectatorship. There is already a large body of existing work using these approaches, 
which adeptly considers questions of sexuality and spectatorship. Michele Aaron (“The 
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New Queer Spectator” and, indeed, her forthcoming Spectatorship) and Tamsin Wilton 
(“On Not Being”) are among the most recent proponents to expand on the late 1980s and 
early to mid 1990s work of scholars like Alexander Doty, Judith Mayne, and Richard 
Dyer who, among many others, were instrumental in beginning the process of 
deconstructing the hetero-normative bias of existing conceptions of spectatorship. Rather 
than replicate existing scholarship, this study employs textual analysis as its primary 
methodology. Textual analysis is, of course, an accepted—indeed, the most accepted—
methodology for a cultural studies project such as this one. Moreover, this study’s use of 
textual analysis occurs in addition to a consideration of contextual factors, including the 
cultural and socio-political climate of lesbian romantic comedies. The latter is facilitated 
by this project’s broader location within public sphere scholarship, which I discuss later, 
and highlights this study’s innovative intersection of film studies, lesbian and queer 
studies, and theories of the public sphere. This approach not only allows me to textually 
survey the films of this study, but also to examine, at least tentatively, how the 
ideological implications of their representations contributes to the construction of a 
lesbian public sphere.  
This study focuses on ten key films: Bar Girls (1994), Go Fish (1994), Maria 
Maggenti’s The Incredibly True Adventure of 2 Girls in Love (1995), Kelli Herd’s It’s in 
the Water (1996), Julia Dyer’s Late Bloomers (1996), Emma-Kate Croghan’s Love and  
Other Catastrophes (1996), Heidi Arnesen’s Some Prefer Cake (1997), Anne Wheeler’s  
Better than Chocolate (1999), Jamie Babbit’s But I’m a Cheerleader (1999), and Helen 
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Lesnick’s A Family Affair (2001).2 These films represent the primary texts of this study.  
  
Lesbian or Queer?  
 
I have chosen to use ‘lesbian’, rather than ‘queer’, to describe the representations of 
romantic and/or sexual desire between two female characters. I employ the term ‘lesbian’ 
flexibly; for example, I describe female-female desire as ‘lesbian’ whether or not the 
women involved have had (or will have) similar relationships with men and whether or 
not they explicitly self-identify as ‘lesbian’. (I use ‘gay’ similarly, though with reference 
to romantic and/or sexual desire between men.) Thus, I use ‘lesbian’, as Clare Whatling 
does, “to describe characters on the screen. This use of the term should be understood as 
a shorthand description for the cultural connotations of lesbianism, however, and not 
necessarily conflated with the lesbian subject who watches” (6). In doing this, I use the 
term to focus on a representation of female-female desire, without limiting that desire to a 
specific understanding of lesbian identity.  
 This use of the term is consistent with both the films of this study and broader 
trends in lesbian scholarship. In fact, lesbian romantic comedies often participate, to 
some extent, in contesting understandings and/or definitions of lesbianism, as characters 
negotiate and articulate their relationships and sexuality on-screen. Consider Go Fish, for 
example, where Daria (Anastasia Sharp) is aggressively stopped by a group of lesbians 
one night. The scene, with its “dark, nightmare setting”, is reminiscent of a mugging 
                                                 
2 For an overview of lesbian and gay film, see Lisa Daniel and Claire Jackson’s edited collection The Bent 
Lens (2003) or, for a lesbian-specific text, Alison Darren’s Lesbian Film Guide (2000). 
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scene, which is emphasised by ominous sharp sounds (like muted bullets) and slamming 
doors (Hollinger, In the Company 171). Effectively, Daria is being ‘mugged’ of her 
lesbian identity. For example, the group of lesbians asks Daria to explain how she can 
have sex with a man and continue to call herself a lesbian. Clearly, the scene is explicitly 
concerned with the boundaries of lesbian identity and sexual practice/s. As one of the 
main characters of the film, the scene privileges Daria’s point-of-view and, after a few 
minutes of hostile questioning (that include the group asking Daria why she does not call 
herself “bisexual”), Daria concludes the scene by stating “I’m a lesbian who had sex with 
a man”. Thus, the scene discourages any static or normative understanding of ‘lesbian 
identity’—the kind of identity that Judith Butler describes as “instruments of regulatory 
regimes” (“Imitation” 308)—and instead encourages viewers to consider ‘lesbian’ as a 
diverse category that can be inhabited in a range of equally valid ways.  
 This more flexible, even fluid, use of the term ‘lesbian’ is becoming increasingly 
common. Scholars such as Whatling, Andrea Weiss, Chris Straayer, and Tamsin Wilton 
similarly identify the term as “contingent, strategic, in constant flux, marked by 
undecidability” (Wilton, “On Invisibility” 4) and to a large extent share, as I do, the 
“intention [. . .] to expand the possibilities for lesbian identification and desire, not to 
proscribe new ones” (Whatling 5). This shift away from linking a particular 
understanding of lesbian identity to definitions of ‘lesbian’ represents a response to the 
early 1990s emergence of queer theory—represents, in fact, a “queering” of “lesbian” 
(see Jagose, Queer 2)—which troubled the inflexibility of a number of earlier definitions 
of the term. In its simplest form, ‘queer’ refers to any person and/or practice that 
expresses “a range of nonstraight expressions” including, for example, “lesbian, and 
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bisexual expressions” but also “all other potential (and potentially unclassifiable) 
nonstraight positions” (Doty, Making xvi). Thus, ‘queerness’ rejects “essentialist or 
biological notions of gender and sexuality, and sees them instead as fluid and socially 
constructed positionalities” (Benshoff and Griffin, Queer Cinema 1). 
 While this study is informed by and draws on queer theory, the generality of the 
term ‘queer’, where anything is theoretically possible, is also decidedly problematic for 
the purposes of this study. For example, Maria Pramaggiore argues that to “assess the 
political and aesthetic dimensions of recent films—lesbian, gay, queer or New Queer-
specific attention to genre and gender history is required” (73). As Pramaggiore implies, 
one of the ongoing criticisms of ‘queer’ is its phallocentrism, where it is overwhelmingly 
associated with the work of white, middle-class, gay men, a bias that leads Wilton to 
describe the category as a “no-woman’s land” (“On Invisibility” 6; see also Smyth, 
“Trash”). Indeed, as a lesbian it is important for me both personally and professionally to 
acknowledge the specificity of lesbians and lesbian culture and to draw attention to these 
differences, rather than allow them to be subsumed in supposedly “gender-neutral” 
categories like ‘queer’ (Pick 105). “The historical situation of lesbians”, Rosemary 
Hennessy observes, “has a specificity that is unacknowledged by the categories ‘queer’ 
and ‘gay’” (Profit 175-6; see also Wilton, “On Invisibility” 3). By employing the term 
‘lesbian’, then, this study intends to add to projects like Wilton’s of making a “space in 
film studies and cultural studies for the specificity of lesbian thinking, lesbian oppression 
and lesbian resistance, refusing any longer to ‘add lesbians on’ to work which privileges 
non-lesbian women or gay men” (“On Invisibility” 3).  
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Public Sphere(s) 
 
This study takes place within the broader framework of theories of the public sphere. The 
most famous discussion of the public sphere is Jürgen Habermas’s groundbreaking text, 
The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere, which was originally published in 
1962 and was the first major text in what can retrospectively be called ‘public sphere 
scholarship’. The ‘public sphere’ of Habermas’s text, in its simplest form, denotes the 
public interaction of citizens and the institutions through which this can or might occur: 
specifically, the (idealised) public and rational debate that, in theory, occurs between all 
(bourgeois) citizens over the shared circumstances of their lives. In this sense, the public 
sphere is both physically based in “institutions, agencies, practices (e.g. those connected 
with law enforcement, the press, public opinion, the public, public sphere work, streets, 
and public squares)” as well as a “general social horizon of experience in which 
everything that is actually or ostensibly relevant for all members of society is integrated” 
(Negt and Kluge 1-2). From the beginning Habermas’s concept was vastly hopeful and 
idealised. For example, while the public sphere theoretically included all citizens, citizens 
“whose experiences and social position marked them as lacking” were explicitly 
excluded (Clarke, Virtuous 4). Examples of excluded participants include, among others, 
women, who were not considered to have the “reason” necessary for public debate; 
working-class men, who were excluded on the basis of not owning property; and female 
and male African slaves who not only “did not own property” but “ were property” 
(Clarke, Virtuous 4). Unsurprisingly, then, of the enormous amount of scholarship that 
has since followed and engaged with Habermas’s text, much of it challenges and expands 
on his initial conception. (For overviews of Habermas’s work, and subsequent additions 
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to the field, see Eley’s “Politics, Culture, and the Public Sphere” and Eric O. Clarke’s 
Virtuous Vice.)  
 One of the most significant additions—at least in terms of the scholarship most 
influential to this study—is Oskar Negt and Alexander Kluge’s assertion, in their Public 
Sphere and Experience (originally published in 1972), that a working-class public sphere 
not only exists but actually functions “counter” to the bourgeois public sphere posited by 
Habermas (see, for instance, 57-8). One of the effects of their assertion is that it “shifted 
the terrain of the notion of the public sphere from an historico-transcendental idealization 
of the Enlightenment to a plurality and heterotopia of discourses” which “decentralize[d] 
and multipl[ied] the public sphere” (Poster n.p.). As Miriam Hansen observes in her 
foreword to Negt and Kluge’s text,  
  the book [. . .] provided a rallying point for a whole spectrum of groups  
  and movements [. . .] because it allowed these groups to think of their  
  work as at once oppositional and public: to organize on the basis of  
  specific and concrete interests yet in tandem with other marginalized  
  groups and with a view to changing society as a whole (xvi). 
Over the last three decades, a number of scholars have extended Negt and Kluge’s work 
by investigating particular kinds of publics and public spheres. Examples include Rita 
Felski’s well-known discussion of a (partial) feminist public sphere in Beyond Feminist 
Aesthetics (1989), Bruce Robbins’s phantom public sphere in his edited collection The 
Phantom Public Sphere (1993), the Black Public Sphere Collective’s black public sphere 
in their edited collection The Black Public Sphere (1995), John Hartley and Alan 
McKee’s Indigenous Australian public sphere in The Indigenous Public Sphere (2000), 
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and, of most interest to this study, Michael Warner’s lesbian and gay (counter) publics in 
Publics and Counterpublics (2002).3  (Joan Landes’s feminist approach to theories of the 
public sphere in Women and the Public Sphere in the Age of the French Revolution, 
which was originally published in 1988, represents an important precedent to these texts.) 
Each of these texts considers, in different ways, the interactions of a particular public (or 
publics) with and within dominant culture. Indeed, Warner, alongside scholars like 
Lauren Berlant in The Queen of America Goes to Washington City (1997) and her edited 
collection Intimacy (2000) and Eric O. Clarke in Virtuous Vice (2000), uses theories of 
the public sphere to specifically consider the ways queers and queerness are incorporated 
into public culture.  
 This study contributes to and extends the latter approach of public sphere 
scholarship. On one hand, this project considers the ways lesbian romantic comedies can 
be understood as part of the widespread, and largely mainstream, inclusion of queer 
content into public culture, which has been such a feature of public culture—from 
sitcoms and Hollywood cinema to magazines and academic discourse—in Western 
                                                 
3 I follow Warner to define “public” as an “indefinite audience rather than a social constituency”, which 
“comes into being only in relation to texts and their circulation” (Publics 55, 66). I also follow Warner to 
define “counter publics” as publics that are “defined by their tension with a larger public. Their participants 
are marked off from persons or citizens in general. Discussion within such a public is understood to 
contravene the rules obtaining in the world at large, being structured by alternative dispositions or protocols 
[. . .]. This kind of public is, in effect, a counterpublic: it maintains at some level, conscious or not, an 
awareness of its subordinate status. The sexual cultures of gay men or of lesbians would be one kind of 
example, but so would camp discourse or the media of women’s culture. [. . .] [P]articipation in such a 
public is one of the ways by which its members’ identities are formed and transformed” (Publics 56-7). For 
extended discussions, see Warner’s Publics.
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industrialised countries since the early 1990s. On the other hand, this project is also 
interested in examining the ways lesbian romantic comedies address and contribute to 
their own ‘publicness’, by looking at how these films address particular public/s in 
particular ways with, arguably, particular agendas. Warner argues that when texts address 
publics, and all texts address publics (it is one of the conditions of textuality), they have 
some form of agenda inasmuch as they “engage in struggles” with the public/s they 
address “over the conditions that bring them together as a public” (Publics 14). Even 
texts that have “no manifest political content can [potentially] be seen as attempting to 
create rival publics, even rival modes of publicness” from public culture, of which 
lesbian and gay texts are, for Warner, prime examples (Publics 14). Thus, this study sees 
lesbian romantic comedies as operating in the same way that Elizabeth Ellsworth sees 
feminist texts operating. That is, as texts that, through their public address/es, “constantly 
construct, negotiate and defend discursive boundaries between feminist and nonfeminist 
discourses, a process which shapes the variety of feminist identities assumed by women 
active in the women’s movement in the United States” (46). “These boundaries”, 
Ellsworth continues, “function not only negatively as constraints,” as in the case of 
stereotypes or other conventions that are limiting through the sameness of their repetition, 
“but positively as horizons of meaning” (46). Effectively, this study considers and 
documents the way/s these films privilege particular versions of lesbianism and, in doing 
so, participate in constructing a particular lesbian public sphere.  
 By employing theories of the public sphere in these ways, this study is consistent 
with a wider shift in analyses of lesbian and gay culture and cultural products. In recent 
years, public sphere scholarship and associated disciplines like studies of citizenship and 
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public space have increasingly been used as a means of analysing the causes and effects 
of lesbian and gay (quasi-)inclusion in public culture, as well as the kinds of cultural 
work (in Jane Tompkin’s formulation) lesbian and gay texts can be understood as 
performing (or attempting to perform) within and on public culture (200). These kinds of 
analyses are evident in the works of a number of public sphere and citizenship scholars. 
For example, Clarke notes: “While enthusiastic narratives about lesbian and gay inclusion 
seem at first glance to be warranted, they fail to ask how this inclusion is defined, and on 
what terms it is granted” (Virtuous 1). Thus, Clarke’s primary interest is to examine the 
“problematic entanglements between homoerotic representation and the inclusive 
procedures of the public sphere” (Virtuous 1-2). This study shares some of Clarke’s 
concerns and considers, for instance, what sort of effect the adoption of the romantic 
comedy genre, which before 1994 had been exclusively heterosexual and largely 
mainstream, might have on the types of lesbians and lesbianism(s) represented or 
privileged in the films of this study. Conversely, why might lesbians choose a Hollywood 
genre to depict lesbian stories? And what might the answers to these questions tell us 
about the position/s of lesbians and lesbianism in public culture at large? 
 In investigating these (and other) questions, I draw on a more recent definition of 
‘public sphere’. Indeed, since the publication of Habermas’s text, the phrase ‘public 
sphere’ has been used in a variety of ways and with significantly different meanings than 
Habermas’s original use (in fact, Habermas himself now uses the phrase in quite different 
ways—see, for example, “Why Europe” 17). In this study, while my research is informed 
by Negt and Kluge’s earlier definition, I adopt Geoff Eley’s definition and use ‘public 
sphere’ as flexibly as possible to signify a  
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general questing for democratic agency [. . .] wherever people come 
together for collective exchange and expression of opinion, aiming both 
for coherent enunciation and the transmission of messages onward to 
parallel or superordinate bodies, whether these are a state, some other 
institutional locus of authority, or simply a dominant culture (224). 
The size and scope of these public spheres can be vastly different and can range from the 
public sphere “of a particular institution like a company or university [. . .]. Or they may 
be spatially quite indefinite, as in the novel publics of cyberspace, trans-national 
diasporas, and globalization” (Eley 224). As Eley notes, because the phrase “public 
sphere” currently “functions as a mobile theoretical term analogous to state or society” it 
consequently “lends itself perfectly appropriately to contexts other than the Western 
European ones Habermas originally discussed” and, indeed, for any number of other 
analytical enquiries, such as the ones put forward in this study (224-5).  
 
Chapter Outlines 
 
Chapter One lays the foundation for this study by contextualising the emergence of 
lesbian romantic comedies within some of their most revealing mainstream cinematic 
intertexts of the last decade. Specifically, this chapter examines four figures that 
mainstream cinema has recurrently mobilised as sites of lesbian desire: temporary 
transvestites, objects of temporary trans-body swaps, temporary (or faux) lesbians, and, 
simply, lesbian characters. This chapter, the only chapter to focus on films other than 
lesbian romantic comedies, reads one of these figures in the following films: Donald 
Petrie’s The Associate (1996), Tom Brady’s The Hot Chick (2002), Gurinder Chadha’s 
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Bend it like Beckham (2002), Herbert Ross’s Boys on the Side (1995), and Kevin Smith’s 
Chasing Amy (1997).  
 Chapters Two, Three, and Four each examine selected features of the lesbian 
romantic comedy sub-genre. Chapter Two investigates the lesbian romantic comedy 
narrative by exploring three key stages—Meet, Lose, and Get—to consider some of the 
main similarities and differences between lesbian and Hollywood romantic comedies and 
the implications of these. One of the primary questions of this chapter is whether lesbian 
romantic comedies’ introduction of a lesbian couple triggers any significant narrative 
changes from conventional Hollywood romantic comedies. Chapter Three continues this 
survey of the lesbian romantic comedy sub-genre, by exploring the representation of 
intimacy in these films. This is a valuable focus given that the romantic comedy genre is 
centrally organised around coupling and intimacy. Chapter Three focuses on two main 
sites of intimacy: friends/communities and sex. This chapter’s primary interest is in how 
the depiction of lesbian intimacies is negotiated within a traditionally hetero-patriarchal 
genre. What characterises lesbian intimacies in lesbian romantic comedies? What 
practices are depicted? Where and how are they represented? And how do lesbian 
intimacies compare to heterosexual intimacies in Hollywood romantic comedies?  
Chapter Four, the last chapter to textually analyse the films of this study, 
examines the presentation of the lesbian body in lesbian romantic comedies. Specifically, 
this chapter examines whether the films of this study idealise or privilege a particular 
representation of the lesbian body. If so, what does the ‘ideal’ lesbian look like in lesbian 
romantic comedies? And how does she compare to the ‘ideal’ lesbian body of other 
mainstream media? The final chapter, Chapter Five, takes a wider extra-textual approach 
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to consider how lesbian romantic comedies are publicised. This chapter focuses on one 
main site of publicity: video/DVD covers. What are the features of this publicity? Does 
this publicity, by and large, address lesbian publics? If not, which publics are addressed 
and with what effect? One of the interests of this chapter is in investigating whether this 
publicity can be understood as participating in the construction of a specifically lesbian 
public sphere.  
 Throughout this study, I ask a number of questions, such as what sort of 
representation of lesbians and lesbianism do lesbian romantic comedies’ collectively 
produce and how is it particular to this cultural moment? What effects, if any, has this 
sub-genre had on the romantic comedy genre more generally? And is the lesbian 
romantic comedy a sub-genre that is likely to continue in the next decade and beyond? 
The Conclusion to this study draws together my discussions in previous chapters and 
looks at the broader position of these films in public culture. I also speculate on the future 
directions of lesbian romantic comedies and consider what insight this study can provide 
both in terms of contemporary representations of lesbians and the implications for future 
research into the romantic comedy genre and public sphere scholarship.  
 
The Films 
 
All of the lesbian romantic comedies of this study were released between 1994, the year 
the first lesbian romantic comedies were released, and 2001.4 While lesbian romantic 
                                                 
4 There is a history of lesbian filmmaking that precedes lesbian romantic comedies. The most significant 
mainstream precedent is Donna Deitch’s Desert Hearts (1985), the first lesbian romance and a watershed 
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comedies such as Lisa Gornick’s Do I Love You? (2002), Trish Doolan’s April’s Shower 
(2003), Alice Wu’s Saving Face (2005), and Ol Parker’s Imagine You and Me (2005) 
have been released since 2001, this study’s focus on the 1994-2001 period is a necessary 
containment for at least two reasons. First, the earlier groundbreaking films are of 
particular interest because they define the emerging sub-genre. They represent the first 
‘benchmarks’ of the sub-genre and all subsequent films will be defined in comparison 
with them. Second, post-release publicity like video/DVD covers, which I discuss in 
Chapter Five, was simply not available at the time of writing for a number of films 
released since 2001. Nevertheless, this study remains an important and timely 
examination of a recent and, as the above films confirm, ongoing cultural phenomenon.  
The ten films were chosen because they all basically conform to, or can be read as 
conforming to, the romantic comedy genre, with the shared exception of a central lesbian 
couple. That said, it is worth pointing out that these films are generally far less consistent, 
and more often generically hybridised, examples of romantic comedy than conventional 
Hollywood romantic comedies, although there are, of course, inconsistent and 
problematic examples of these as well (see Krutnik, “Conforming” 133-135). By 
‘hybridised’, I refer to the tendency of lesbian romantic comedies to incorporate elements 
                                                                                                                                                 
lesbian film given its relative critical and financial success and celebratory presentation of lesbian romance 
(Darren 56-57). Lesbian romantic comedies draw on and extend Desert Hearts, which was one of four 
films “about lesbianism” released between 1982 and 1986 “ending happily and [. . .] portraying lesbian 
relationships as sincere and loving. The representations of lesbianism these films offered constituted a 
major shift” (Holmlund 35). Other significant predecessors include John Sayles’s Lianna (1982), Robert 
Towne’s Personal Best (1982), and Sheila McLaughlin’s She Must Be Seeing Things (1987), all of which 
feature central (though problematic) lesbian romances.  
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from a number of genres—such as the combination of romantic comedy, parody, and 
social commentary in But I’m a Cheerleader—which often results in inconsistent, 
sometimes contradictory, generic focuses. There are at least two reasons for these 
inconsistencies. First, lesbian romantic comedies are typically produced on miniscule 
budgets and consequently cannot afford the same production values, studio support, skill 
associated with hired labour, and experienced and/or well-known actors as Hollywood 
romantic comedies. Second, lesbian content represents a major ideological challenge to a 
traditionally heterocentric genre.5 Thus, these films are inevitably inconsistent as they 
negotiate the introduction of lesbian content and characters into the genre and, in doing 
so, destabilise it in significant ways. This inconsistency or friction also comes from the 
fact that lesbian romantic comedies intersect and, to some degree, reconcile two very 
different histories of filmmaking: Hollywood filmmaking and lesbian and gay 
independent filmmaking.  
 The films of this study, aside from their primary shared characteristic of being 
romantic comedies with a central lesbian couple, also share a number of other significant 
                                                 
5 When I refer to the Hollywood romantic comedy (or any Hollywood cinema) as “heterocentric”, I refer to 
Benshoff and Griffin’s argument that: “Classical Hollywood narrative form [. . .] has had a heterosexist 
bias since its codification, in that it almost always contains a male protagonist and a female love interest 
(more rarely one also finds the reverse). As the protagonist defeats the antagonist during the climax of the 
story, the heterosexual couple is united romantically, signaling a traditional ‘happy ending’. Heterosexual 
characters—and by extension heterosexuality itself—are privileged by the very form of Hollywood 
storytelling. Non-straight characters are excluded from the central heroic roles, and queers can thus be 
frequently found in either marginalized supporting roles (the spinster aunt, the comedic shop clerk) or as 
antagonists themselves (the lesbian vampire, the effeminate gunsel)” (Queer Cinema 61). 
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similarities. These similarities represent strategic choices in refining this project, which 
are intended to produce a more focused and contained selection from which to launch my 
analysis. There are three main similarities. First, these films are all English-language and 
set in late capitalist, Western, Anglophone societies in Australia (Love and Other 
Catastrophes), Canada (Better than Chocolate), and the United States of America (Bar 
Girls, Go Fish, Late Bloomers, Some Prefer Cake, It’s in the Water, 2 Girls in Love, But 
I’m a Cheerleader, and A Family Affair). The shared language and basic cultural context 
acknowledges and attempts to address the fact that these films are “already constituted by 
other axes of difference” such as “class, culture, ethnicity, nationality” (Farmer 6). 
Moreover, even though films like Better than Chocolate and Love and Other 
Catastrophes were filmed outside the USA (in Canada and Australia respectively), they 
are included in the sample because they conform both to the above criterion and draw on 
the conventions of the romantic comedy genre in similar ways to the other eight films 
(and to Hollywood romantic comedies in general). However, a lesbian romantic comedy 
like Marta Balletbò-Coll’s Costa Brava (1994), which was released the same year as Bar 
Girls and Go Fish, is excluded because it is a Spanish film and consequently exceeds the 
prescribed limitations of the study. 
 The second similarity is that these films are all basically independent, though 
films such as Go Fish and Love and Other Catastrophes (hereafter referred to as Love 
Cats) were distributed by major studios or divisions of major studios (Samuel Goldwyn 
and Fox Searchlight respectively) (Wasser 207).6 On one hand, the distribution of Love 
Cats by Fox Searchlight is representative of broader changes in contemporary 
                                                 
6 Love Cats is the nickname given to the film by Australian film industry insiders (Reid 34). 
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independent filmmaking in the USA, with the emergence of specialty divisions of major 
studios catering to ‘niche’ independent markets (Perren 30). On the other hand, the fact 
that most of the other films of this study were not distributed by specialty divisions of 
major studios is a reminder that lesbian films continue to struggle to secure funding and 
distribution (see, for example, Smyth, “Trash”). The third and final similarity is that these 
films are all directed by women, many of whom have publicly self-identified in their 
film’s promotion as lesbian. According to Hollinger, one of the features of lesbian film in 
the 1990s is that it has “moved in the direction of lesbian-authored, lesbian-directed and 
lesbian-affirmative films made for lesbian audiences” (“From Female Friends” 81) and 
done so successfully (Kleinhans 323). This study takes up Hollinger’s statement that 
recent lesbian cinema has been “made for lesbian audiences”. While this statement would 
be difficult to comprehensively examine or conclusively argue, and is something that is 
certainly beyond the scope of this study, Hollinger’s point is a useful means of 
considering how the films of this study address particular publics. (I use ‘audience’ to 
refer to the actual people who view a film and ‘public’ as previously defined.) Do these 
films, in fact, exclusively or primarily address lesbian publics? How? Why? “These 
questions”, Warner argues in a broader context, “and their answers are not always 
explicit – and cannot possibly be fully explicit, ever – but they have fateful consequences 
for the kind of social world to which we belong and for the kinds of actions and subjects 
that are possible in it” (Publics 12). 
 A notable exception to some of these criteria is Love Cats. Like the other films, 
Love Cats is directed by a woman, Emma-Kate Croghan. Unlike the other films, at no 
point has Croghan publicly identified herself as lesbian. Love Cats also represents the 
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most hybridised and least consistent or explicit example of a lesbian romantic comedy in 
this study’s sample. For instance, the film is not only a romantic comedy, but also a 
comedy and an ensemble film that chronicles one day in the lives of five Australian 
university students. However, the film warrants inclusion in this project for a number of 
reasons. First and foremost, Love Cats was widely publicised as drawing on the 
conventions of the “screwball comedy” or, in other words, the romantic comedy (the 
screwball being a cycle of the romantic comedy genre). Moreover, the protagonist is a 
lesbian and, by extension, the central relationship in the film is also a lesbian relationship, 
namely the relationship between protagonist Mia (Frances O’Connor) and girlfriend 
Danni (Radha Mitchell). Thus, the film conforms to my earlier definitions of a ‘lesbian 
romantic comedy’ as a comedy that is centrally embodied in a lesbian romantic 
relationship.  
 Love Cats is an Australian film, which also limits the film’s ability to be marketed 
too strongly as a lesbian film. While it is to be expected that my sample of films are 
dominated by American films, given that the romantic comedy genre originated in 
Hollywood in the mid-1930s and has since been a relatively consistent Hollywood staple, 
Australia in particular has far too small a population to find a large enough ‘niche’ 
audience to make producing a lesbian romantic comedy a financially viable option. Thus, 
while Love Cats does represent something of an exception in my sample, there are a 
range of reasons that not only justify its inclusion in this project but also make it a 
productive inclusion. 
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Independent Film and ‘Lesbian Chic’: Cultural Contexts 
 
Lesbian romantic comedies grew out of a particular cultural climate that both limited and 
enabled their production and distribution in important ways. In a comment on gay male 
culture, which equally applies to lesbian culture, Richard Dyer notes: “Queer cultural 
production – like queers – can only exist in the society and culture in which it finds itself. 
Queer culture had to occur in the institutional spaces available and certain spaces were 
more propitious than others for queer cultural production” (Culture 9). Some of the major 
elements of lesbian romantic comedies’ “propitious” climate include the 
“mainstreaming” of US independent film (Levy 501-6), the emergence of “New Queer 
Cinema”, the increasing success of the romantic comedy genre from the mid 1980s to 
early 2000s (including the increasing incorporation of gay or faux gay characters), and an 
increased lesbian visibility in public culture. These factors are heavily interdependent. 
Consequently, it is useful to identify some of the key moments from each of these 
examples to begin the process of mapping out some of the most influential factors in the 
emergence of lesbian romantic comedies.  
The general “mainstreaming” of US independent film since the early 1990s 
remains one of the most important institutional and industrial shifts to occur in recent 
years, in terms of the factors most conducive to the eventual emergence of lesbian 
romantic comedies. (For extended discussion on US independent film, see Holmlund and 
Justin Wyatt’s edited collection Contemporary American Independent Film.) Kathleen 
Rowe Karlyn concurs that independent film was “[o]ne of the most significant influences 
on US popular culture and cinema in the 1990s” (168; see also Levy 496). This 
“mainstreaming” of independent film occurred across a number of levels, which initially 
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included increased critical recognition of independent film in mainstream film reviewing 
and, most importantly, increased industry awareness of the financial potential of 
independent film. Indeed, films like Quentin Tarantino’s Pulp Fiction (1994) successfully 
demonstrated the large-scale, mainstream, market potential of independent cinema. Alisa 
Perren argues that the increase of independent film, “increase” in terms of both the 
number of films being produced and the growing budgets of those films, can be attributed 
to the 1989 release of Steven Soderbergh’s sex, lies and videotape. According to Perren, 
Soderbergh’s film “marked a turning point in American independent cinema” and 
became the catalyst for the 1990s shift where “each major studio or media conglomerate 
created or purchased at least one specialty division” (30; see also Reid, More Long Shots 
115). One of the effects of this shift is that, for a short time at least, distributors were 
more willing to target films “at specific audiences”, including, to some small extent, 
lesbian audiences (Hollinger, In the Company 169). This “turning point” in film 
production and distribution coincided with and encouraged a similar growth in the 
number of film festivals catering to independent film, including lesbian and gay 
independent film, especially in the US (Levy 496). This was most evident in the 
explosion of smaller film festivals, but is also evident in a series of changes that affected 
even the largest existing film festivals. For example, it was only in 1991 that the official 
(re)naming and (re)launch of the Sundance Film Festival occurred.  
 These changes, which occurred throughout the 1990s, included an increasing 
recognition of the place of queerness (as in queer characters, themes, and moments) and 
queer film (as a practice or series of practices) within independent filmmaking. Reviewer 
Ken Maynard stated that “queer lifestyles seem to be indie film du jour” (n.p.; see also 
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Anderson 7). Gus Van Sant’s My Own Private Idaho (1991), for instance, was significant 
both as an independent film and as part of the “short-lived” New Queer Cinema (Murray 
xv). New Queer Cinema, a phrase coined by B. Ruby Rich, refers to a body of “queer”, 
independent film that emerged at the 1991 Toronto International Film Festival. Rich 
states, “[t]here, suddenly, was a flock of films that were doing something new, 
renegotiating subjectivities, annexing whole genres, revising histories in their image” 
(“New Queer Cinema” 31). While dissimilar in many respects, these films were 
characterised by: 
  appropriation and pastiche, irony, as well as a reworking of history  
  with social constructionism very much in mind. Definitively breaking  
  with older humanist approaches and the films that accompanied   
  identity politics, these works are reverent, energetic, alternatively   
  minimalist and excessive (Rich, “New Queer Cinema” 32). 
Films typically associated with New Queer Cinema include Todd Haynes’s Poison 
(1990), Marlon Riggs’s Tongues Untied (1990), Jennie Livingston’s Paris is Burning 
(1991), Derek Jarman’s Edward II (1991), My Own Private Idaho, Gregg Araki’s The 
Living End (1992), Tom Kalin’s Swoon (1992), and Go Fish. (See Aaron’s edited 
collection New Queer Cinema for extended discussion.) These films arose out of a much 
longer “tradition of lesbian and gay film-making within the history of independent, 
experimental and ‘outsider’ cinema” (Rich, “New Queer” 30), a filmmaking tradition that 
scholars like Dyer and Vito Russo have documented in texts like Russo’s The Celluloid 
Closet (1987) and Dyer’s Now You See It (1990) and his edited collection Gays and Film 
(1977).  
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 The mainstreaming of US independent film and, especially, the increasing 
attention given to New Queer Cinema “triggered significant cultural and critical (and 
small-p political)” effects in public culture and specifically in Hollywood filmmaking 
(Aaron, “New” 9). Aaron states:  
  The upside of Hollywood’s appropriation of the new queer potential,  
  was the acceptability of queer themes and queer characters in the   
  mainstream. [. . .] No longer consigned to the sole role of gay   
  neighbour (who meets untimely death), 1990s’ Hollywood’s   
  homosexuals lived varied and accomplished lives. (“New” 9) 
Indeed, since the early 1990s, the Hollywood romantic comedy had also begun to 
incorporate “gay characters and scenarios” (Krutnik, “Conforming Passions?”136). These 
“gay characters and scenarios” are most often gay male characters, or hetero-male 
characters either mistaken for and/or incorrectly presenting themselves as gay (‘faux gay’ 
characters), usually for the purpose of gaining more access to and time with their 
heterosexual object of desire. It is important to note that these “gay characters and 
scenarios” are explicitly gay (or, rarely, lesbian). That is, the characters involved either 
label themselves as gay or lesbian or, in the case of a character being misrepresented as 
gay or lesbian (‘faux’ gays or lesbians), are labeled by others as gay or lesbian (indeed, 
the central narrative friction is usually caused by these labels). This is an important 
distinction given the long history of unnamed representations of queerness in film, 
whether implied or otherwise coded as queer. Critics like Weiss and Russo have astutely 
discussed the latter trend, while this study focuses on an example of the former.  
Some of the best known Hollywood films to depict gay or lesbian (or faux gay or 
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lesbian) characters during the 1994-2001 period of this study include Andrew Fleming’s 
Threesome (1994), Amy Heckerling’s Clueless (1995), Herbert Ross’s Boys on the Side 
(1995), Beeban Kidron’s To Wong Foo, Thanks for Everything, Julia Newmar (1995), 
Mike Nichols’s The Birdcage (1996), P. J. Hogan’s My Best Friend’s Wedding (1997), 
James L Brooks’s As Good As It Gets (1997), Frank Oz’s In & Out (1997), Nicholas 
Hytner’s The Object of my Affection (1998), Damon Santostefano’s Three to Tango 
(1999), Sam Mendes’s American Beauty (1999), and John Schlesinger’s The Next Best 
Thing (2000). (See Benshoff and Griffin’s Queer Images for further discussion of these 
films, especially 253-263.) Hollywood’s incorporation of “gay characters and scenarios” 
overwhelmingly feature gay male characters, just as the New Queer Cinema is dominated 
by gay male characters and directors, to the point that Krutnik describes the inclusion of a 
central gay male friend as a recognisable generic “subset” of the Hollywood romantic 
comedy (136). Indeed, that ten of the twelve listed films feature gay male or faux gay 
male characters, rather than lesbian or faux lesbian characters, is unsurprising and fairly 
representative of the ongoing gender bias of public culture at large. As Cherry Smyth 
states succinctly, in “the New Queer Wave, lesbians are drowning” (“Trash” 39; see also 
Aaron, “’Til Death” 68 and Berenstein 125).  
 Despite the relative lack of lesbian characters in recent Hollywood cinema, it is 
still possible to read the consistent emergence of Hollywood films with gay characters, 
and the degree of success that most of the above films have met with, as suggesting that 
lesbian and gay romantic comedies were an inevitable next step in the genre’s evolution. 
Indeed, while I do not focus on them in this study, there have also been a number of gay 
male romantic comedies that have emerged parallel to lesbian romantic comedies, though 
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admittedly in lesser numbers, and include films such as Geoff Burton and Kevin 
Dowling’s The Sum of Us (1994), Victor Mignatti’s Broadway Damage (1997), Rose 
Troche’s Bedrooms and Hallways (1998), Tommy O’Haver’s Billy’s Hollywood Screen 
Kiss (1998), and Greg Berlanti’s The Broken Hearts Club-A Romantic Comedy (1999). 
Conversely, the genre’s containment of lesbian and gay characters as best friends, 
buddies, and neighbours—rather than as romantic leads—might also be read as the 
opposite. Indeed, lesbian and gay characters relegation to secondary roles might be read 
as a discourse of liberal ‘tolerance’, which limits and contains any potential ‘threat’ of 
lesbian and gay content by incorporating it into manageable characterisations that are 
always in the shadow of the film’s heterosexual norm. In this sense, Hollywood’s use of 
lesbian and gay characters might be read as an example of a public discourse on sexuality 
functioning hegemonically to limit the articulation of lesbian and gay interests and, by 
extension, of suggesting the impossibility of lesbian and gay romantic comedies.  
What is perhaps most productive about Hollywood’s increasing use of lesbian and 
gay characters, as Aaron intimated earlier, is the construction of these characters as being 
relatively happy, well-liked, and well-adjusted. These characterisations vastly exceed 
earlier Hollywood constructions of lesbian and gay characters, which Russo has famously 
documented in The Celluloid Closet, as consistently pathologised, self-destructive, and/or 
doomed. This shift in representations of queerness also gestures towards the lengthy (and 
controversial) debate over whether queer representations should strive to be ‘positive’, in 
the sense of presenting queers as healthy, happy, monogamous, and otherwise socially 
conventional. While this is best understood as a reaction to Hollywood’s long history of 
homophobic representations of queers, I am not interested in classifying films as either 
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‘positive’ or ‘negative’, which is a markedly simplistic approach to any analysis. Rather, 
I follow scholars like Dyer and Hollinger in considering the multiple meanings, potential 
consumptions, and contexts of texts. Dyer has engaged with this debate extensively in, 
for example, his chapter on “Stereotyping” (see Now You See It). For further discussion 
on this debate see, for example, Hansen (11), Linda Dittmar (88-9), and Stam and Spence 
(320). Beyond the positive images debate, this shift away from homophobic 
representations in more recent Hollywood cinema is significant not least because of 
Hollywood’s position as one of the most influential institutions of the public sphere, 
given, among other things, its global public profile and public reach, as well as enormous 
financial, social, cultural, and political resources (Hartley and McKee 4; see also 
Tinkcom 27). Consequently, Hollywood’s construction of lesbian and gay characters 
represents a significant public engagement with discourses on sexuality. 
 Alongside the mainstreaming of independent film, the emergence of New Queer 
Cinema, and the increasing appearance of gay characters in Hollywood cinema, the early 
1990s also bore witness to the beginning of ‘lesbian chic’. ‘Lesbian chic’ refers to the 
surge in (fictional and non-fictional) lesbian visibility in mainstream media, such as on 
popular magazine covers, television programs, and advertisements (Smyth, “Beyond 
Queer Cinema” 194-5). Louise Allen writes:  
we have seen an unprecedented increase in the representation of lesbian 
identity in the Anglo-American mainstream media; this popularization of 
lesbianism has occurred across diverse forms of visual media and across 
various cultural sites. There has been repeated ‘coverage’ of lesbian 
identity in film, television drama and documentary, soap opera, popular 
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fashion, and also in music and lifestyle magazines (1). 
‘Lesbian chic’ has been associated with a specific representation of lesbians and 
lesbianism, which Sherrie Inness describes as being “beautiful, well dressed, and born to 
shop” (67). ‘Lesbian chic’ presents lesbianism, to a very large extent, within the racial, 
gender, and class codes of hegemonic (heterosexual) femininity. In her well-known 
essay, “Commodity Lesbianism”, Danae Clark notes that lesbian chic represents a 
“commodifiable” lesbianism that is divested of its political content: “Once stripped of its 
political underpinnings, lesbianism can be represented as a style of consumption linked to 
sexual preference. Lesbianism, in other words, is treated as merely a sexual style that can 
be chosen—or not chosen—just as one chooses a particular mode of fashion for self-
expression” (197). Indeed, most scholars view the ‘lesbian chic’ trend as an intensely 
problematic mainstreaming of lesbianism or, more precisely, of a particular version of 
lesbianism (see, for instance, Cottingham 1; Braidt 9; Ciasullo 577; Wilton, Finger-
Licking 81-2; Pellegrini, “Consuming” 142-3). This notion of the fashionable, feminine 
lesbian with her mainstream lesbianism has itself become a knowing, inter-textual joke 
within some lesbian romantic comedies. For example, consider Avery Lumpkin (Graham 
Skipper) of Late Bloomers who, when asked how he feels about his mother’s romance 
with another woman, states that he is fine because lesbianism is the “next big thing”. 
Similarly, in Bar Girls, when Loretta (Nancy Allison Wolfe) asks her sponsors to allow 
her to include a lesbian scene in her comic book, they initially allow her because 
“lesbians are so hot right now”.  
Some of the most recognisable moments of the emergence of ‘lesbian chic’ in US 
popular culture include lesbian-focused issues of prominent US magazines such as New 
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York (“Lesbian Chic”, May 1993), Newsweek (“Lesbians”, 21 June 1993), and Vanity 
Fair (“kd lang’s Edge”, August 1993), alongside regular lesbian characters or couples on 
popular US television programs such as Roseanne, Mad About You, and, most famously, 
Ellen (Ciasullo 577, 582). Similarly, Australian television programs also began to include 
regular lesbian and gay characters in the early to mid 1990s in soap operas such as 
Pacific Drive and drama series such as GP and Water Rats (Dale n.p.). These media have 
overwhelmingly mobilised a particular (and particularly limited) representation of the 
lesbian body. These depictions have appeared alongside the increasing presence of 
lesbians and lesbianism as a central preoccupation in print, such as the emergence of 
lesbian-focused magazines like Girlfriends and Curve; in Hollywood and independent 
films, such as Andy Wachowski and Larry Wachowski’s Bound (1996) and Kevin 
Smith’s Chasing Amy (1997); on television, such as in The L Word (2004), the first 
explicitly lesbian-focused television series, which will begin airing its third season in 
2006; in popular music, with k.d. lang and the lesbian characterisation of teenaged 
Russian duo Tatu; but also within the academy, in lesbian and gay and queer scholarship 
as well as in queer-focused analyses in other disciplines (Hoogland 2; see also 
Cottingham 1).7 This study is indebted to, and expands on the emergence of this 
scholarship.  
 
 
 
 
                                                 
7 For an overview of seminal lesbian and gay scholarship see Henry Abelove, Michèle Aina Barale, and 
David M. Halperin’s edited collection The Lesbian and Gay Studies Reader.  
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Genres and Sub-Genres 
 
Lesbian Romantic Comedies and Mainstream Lesbian Film 
 
Over the last eleven years, a number of writers have described films as “lesbian romantic 
comedies”, although overwhelmingly without any explanation as to their use of the 
phrase. For example, reviewer Abbie Bernstein describes Bar Girls as a “lesbian 
romantic comedy” in an article announcing the week’s DVD releases (in March 2002); 
Alex Ben Block calls Better than Chocolate a “lesbian romantic comedy” in his “Indie 
Top 10” for an online edition of IF magazine in 1999; and Ian Edwards similarly refers to 
Better than Chocolate as a “lesbian romantic comedy” for Playback Magazine in 1999. 
None of these reviewers, however, discusses precisely how they are using the phrase or 
disclose what exactly constitutes a “lesbian romantic comedy”. A much smaller number 
of scholars have also used the phrase “lesbian romantic comedy”, usually as a means of 
describing a smaller lesbian addendum to a broader study. For instance, Hollinger 
describes Go Fish as a “romantic comedy” in her chapter on “erotic” female friendship 
films in her larger discussion of “female friendship films” in In the Company of Women 
(170). Likewise, in his discussion of contemporary romantic comedies, Frank Krutnik 
notes in passing that a “further major innovation in the [romantic comedy] genre since the 
1990s has been the extension of the romantic comedy process to gay relationships” 
(“Conforming Passions?” 136). Neither Hollinger nor Krutnik, however, offers any 
sustained analysis of such films as romantic comedies (either individually or as a group).  
 Similarly, of the even fewer scholars who have focused on lesbian or gay 
romantic comedies, none have compared as broad a sample as this project nor used the 
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same analytical approach. For example, Pramaggiore compares two lesbian romantic 
comedies, Go Fish and 2 Girls in Love, in her article “Fishing for Girls” (1997) and, for a 
portion of the article, specifically considers the implications of the genre on their 
representations of lesbianism. This is a focus I take up throughout this study; in doing so, 
I extend Pramaggiore’s study in two main ways. First, I increase the scope: I focus on ten 
films, rather than two. Second, I extend it theoretically: for a large section of her paper, 
Pramaggiore relies on Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick’s argument that “minoritising” and 
“universalising” discourses are the two most frequent (and interdependent) models of 
queerness employed in public culture (see Sedgwick, Epistemology). However, while I 
am informed by Sedgwick’s discussions, for my much larger study I draw on the broader 
theoretical approach of public sphere scholarship.  
Equally, Dennis Allen’s article “Why Things Don’t Add Up in The Sum of Us” 
concentrates on only one gay male romantic comedy, Geoff Burton and Kevin Dowling’s 
The Sum of Us (1994). Allen’s article represents the only available discussion that is 
solely focused on the intersection between gay content and the contemporary romantic 
comedy genre. However, beyond its focus on only one gay film, Allen’s discussion is 
also limited, in terms of its usefulness to the present study, by elements of his selected 
film that are largely unique. Unique characterisations like the dominant, intrusive father-
narrative, for instance, might suggest that at least some of Allen’s conclusions are not 
transferable to a wider survey of films, such as this one. To my knowledge, there exists 
no other research centrally focused on both contemporary romantic comedies and explicit 
lesbian or gay content and certainly no book/full-length studies. There are, however, a 
number of queer readings of non-contemporary and non-lesbian and gay explicit 
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romantic comedies; a good example is Doty’s queer reading of George Cukor’s The 
Women (1939) in his article “Queerness, Comedy and The Women”.  
 While few scholars have discussed lesbian (or gay) romantic comedies, a handful 
of scholars have discussed the mainstream lesbian romance film, focusing almost 
exclusively on Donna Deitch’s Desert Hearts (1985). Desert Hearts appeared almost ten 
years before the first lesbian romantic comedies were released in 1994 and, as one of the 
most well-known and successful contemporary lesbian films, it represents one of the 
most obvious mainstream forebears of lesbian romantic comedies (Stacey, “If You Don’t 
Play” 94). As a result, scholarship on Desert Hearts represents one of the theoretical 
forebears of this study. Most scholarship on Desert Hearts strongly criticises the film for 
its use of Hollywood genre conventions, arguing that the use of such conventions does 
little more than position lesbian characters in a heterosexual narrative, which dilutes or, 
worse, negates the specific differences of lesbian romances from heterosexual romances. 
Most of these scholars, like Teresa de Lauretis, take this argument further to suggest that 
these characteristics also divest Desert Hearts of its ability to communicate the social and 
political implications of a lesbian romance (see “Film and the Visible” 256; see also 
Merck, “Dessert” 380 and Stacey, “If You Don’t Play” 111). Implicit, and sometimes 
explicit, in these arguments is that lesbian films necessarily carry a “social responsibility” 
or “burden” to represent lesbianism in politically radical (and specifically non-
conformist) ways which, according to de Lauretis, can only occur within the apparently 
radical frame of avant-garde cinema (see “Film and the Visible” 257). 
 While I am informed by these approaches, and engage with them at different 
points in this study, I am not compelled by them. Rather, I find arguments put forward by 
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scholars like Hollinger, Whatling, Chris Holmlund, and Wilton much more constructive. 
These scholars recognise the limitations inherent in genre conventions but still approach 
lesbian genre films as complex texts that offer a range of pleasures and readings to their 
audiences and a range of challenges to the genre itself. Accordingly, these scholars resist 
expecting films like Desert Hearts—and, by extension, films like lesbian romantic 
comedies—to satisfy every lesbian audience member or function as a flagship for all 
strains of lesbian politics. As Whatling asks, why should a lesbian romance film like 
Desert Hearts represent everyone or be expected to “articulate issues which are not 
appropriate or relevant to the utopian premises of its romance?” (91).  
Instead, I follow scholars like Hollinger, who argue that:  
  the continued popularity and proliferation of mainstream lesbian films  
  suggests that they should not so easily be dismissed as distorted   
  counterparts of truly subversive avant-garde lesbian representations;  
  instead, they might more profitably be approached as complex texts  
  that open themselves up to various interpretive possibilities and offer  
  their female viewers, regardless of their sexual identification, myriad  
  opportunities for viewing pleasure. (“Theorizing” 13; see also   
  Hollinger, In the Company 148-9 and Wilton, “On Invisibility” 4) 
I find Hollinger’s approach especially productive given my own focus on a sub-genre of 
mainstream lesbian films. What is perhaps most curious about Hollinger’s argument, 
however, is the relative lack of scholars who have taken up Hollinger’s call to approach 
mainstream lesbian films as “complex texts” that are worthy of study and, to my mind, 
much more able to tell us something about the position of lesbians and lesbianism in 
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public culture. Wilton concurs: “a lesbian character in a mainstream movie [. . .] is 
greater than the sum of her parts, referencing and expressing a moment in the political 
history of both gender and the erotic” (“On Invisibility” 13). Indeed, where Stacey is 
surprised to find almost no mainstream lesbian romance films after expecting Desert 
Hearts to be the “first in a long line of popular lesbian romance films with ‘happy 
endings’” (“If You Don’t Play” 92), I am equally surprised to find no significant amount 
of scholarship on mainstream lesbian cinema. This study attempts to redress this lack of 
scholarship on mainstream lesbian cinema and on lesbian romantic comedies in 
particular.  
This is not a new problem, however. In the 1981 “Lesbians and Film” special 
edition of Jump Cut, Edith Becker, Michelle Citron, Julia Lesage, and B. Ruby Rich 
describe lesbianism as the “hole in the heart of feminist film criticism” (17). In 1995, 
over a decade later, Wilton similarly notes that lesbian “invisibility is not only a screen 
presence” but a feature of film scholarship as well (“On Invisibility” 2). This theoretical 
absence has been partly addressed by a recent surge in publications focused exclusively 
(or primarily) on lesbian cinema. The first book on lesbians and film was Andrea Weiss’s 
Vampires and Violets (1992). Both Weiss’s text and more recent publications on lesbian 
cinema, however, do not tend to focus on recent mainstream lesbian films. Typically, 
they either offer re-readings of classical films, as in Patricia White’s uninvited (1999), or 
focus wholly or partly on avant-garde (or at least less mainstream) texts, as in Shameem 
Kabir’s Daughters of Desire (1998). Even Tamsin Wilton’s edited collection, Immortal 
Invisible (1995), which explicitly argues for the value of mainstream lesbian cinema (4), 
is similarly dominated by discussions of less mainstream texts and lesbian readings of 
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non-lesbian explicit films, as is Whatling’s Screen Dreams (1995). Thus, no recent books 
on lesbian cinema focus exclusively (or even primarily) on mainstream lesbian cinema. 
Even Weiss’s text only mentions Desert Hearts, a phenomenally popular success for a 
self-funded lesbian film, in two paragraphs in the entire book! This is an extraordinary 
absence in a book that is ostensibly a history of lesbians in film and was published seven 
years after the release of Desert Hearts. It remains safe to say, then, that lesbian 
mainstream cinema remains a vastly under-theorised and under-researched area of film 
scholarship.  
Even in the most recent collections of scholarship on lesbian and gay and/or queer 
film and media, mainstream lesbian cinema barely rates a mention. Among the most 
recent (and most relevant) are Harry Benshoff and Sean Griffin’s Queer Images: A 
History of Gay and Lesbian Film in America (2006), their edited collection Queer 
Cinema, The Film Reader (2004), and Aaron’s edited collection New Queer Cinema 
(2004). Unlike Queer Cinema and New Queer Cinema, Benshoff and Griffin’s Queer 
Images does not include any chapters devoted to lesbian film. In fact, Queer Images 
barely mentions any of the films of this study; specifically, half are mentioned briefly as 
either a New Queer film (Go Fish) or as “romance movies” (Bar Girls, Better than 
Chocolate, But I’m a Cheerleader, and 2 Girls in Love), though collectively these 
discussions represent less than four pages. The other five films, Love Cats, It’s in the 
Water, Some Prefer Cake, Late Bloomers, and A Family Affair, are not mentioned at all.  
Unlike Queer Images and many of its predecessors, however, both Benshoff and 
Griffin’s Queer Cinema and Aaron’s New Queer Cinema include chapters, Weiss’s 
“Transgressive Cinema” and Anat Pick’s “New Queer Cinema and Lesbian Films” 
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respectively, that consider lesbian film specifically. Pick’s article, in particular, represents 
a crucial start to what must become a broader research concern of trying to tease out the 
relationship of recent lesbian cinema to New Queer Cinema as well as to the broader 
cinematic institution. This study takes a similar approach to Pick’s, by examining the 
relationship(s) between lesbian and Hollywood romantic comedies and to public culture 
at large. Unlike Pick’s article, Weiss’s article does not talk about recent cinema (she 
focuses on work in the 1970s and 1980s) and again does not include any genuinely 
mainstream lesbian cinema, perhaps because she does not consider mainstream lesbian 
film “transgressive” (a point this study actively refutes). Needless to say, the neglect of 
mainstream lesbian cinema is a common limitation of earlier collections, including Bad 
Object-Choice’s edited collection How Do I Look? (1991), Martha Gever, John Greyson, 
and Pratibha Parmar’s edited collection Queer Looks (1993), and Ellis Hanson’s edited 
collection Out Takes (1999). These texts all, like Chris Straayer’s Deviant Eyes, Deviant 
Bodies (1996), focus on avant-garde film and video, classical Hollywood cinema, and/or 
less mainstream texts. This study’s focus on a mainstream lesbian sub-genre, then, 
significantly and meaningfully diverges from, and addresses an obvious absence in, most 
existing scholarship on lesbian film.   
 There are, however, a small number of texts that consider the intersection between 
lesbianism and popular culture, including mainstream lesbian film. This work is useful, 
among other reasons, for guiding my own thinking about the intersection(s) between 
representations of lesbianism and popular (public) culture, especially in relation to 
considering how popular forms and genres delimit the available spaces for representing 
lesbians and lesbianism. Aside from Hollinger’s discussion of ‘erotic’ female friendship 
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films in In the Company of Women, one of the most valuable examples of this scholarship 
is Holmlund’s analysis of the “mainstream femme film” in her Impossible Bodies (2002). 
Holmlund discusses four films: Lianna, Personal Best, Diane Kurys’s Entre Nous (1983), 
and Desert Hearts. Holmlund’s primary interest is in how these films variously embody 
lesbianism, looking specifically at the use of femininity in depicting lesbian (including 
ambiguously lesbian) desire. Holmlund’s work demonstrates how four very different 
films produce remarkably similar depictions of lesbianism, in terms of the physical 
depiction of the lesbian body as well as the kinds of practices associated with it. These 
films can be read as antecedents to the ‘lesbian chic’ phenomenon of the early 1990s that 
I discussed earlier, which also embodied lesbian desire in white, slim, feminine bodies. 
Like Holmlund, one of my interests in this study is in how lesbian romantic comedies 
embody lesbian desire and what these representations might mean on a broader level, as 
public lesbian bodies. What do lesbians look like in lesbian romantic comedies? Do these 
films idealise a particular kind of lesbian body and, if so, with what effect?  
 
Hollywood Romantic Comedies 
 
This study investigates the romantic comedy genre as a means of understanding how the 
genre enables (and equally disables) particular representations of lesbians and lesbianism 
in the lesbian romantic comedy sub-genre. Therefore, like Benshoff and Griffin in Queer 
Cinema, I am interested in considering how genre can be understood as communicating 
certain (sometimes contradictory, often complicated) “ideological messages about 
sexuality” in general and lesbianism in particular (61). How do the lesbian romantic 
comedies of this study figure lesbianism? How does this relate to the way Hollywood 
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romantic comedies figure lesbianism or even heterosexuality? The Hollywood romantic 
comedy is probably the most overt genre in articulating particular “ideological messages 
about sexuality”, given that it is a genre devoted to coupling, and thus is an ideal subject 
for a project, such as this one, which is centrally interested in a sexuality-based sub-genre 
like the lesbian romantic comedy. In approaching genre in this way, this study draws on 
Frank Krutnik’s understanding of genre as “a functional interface between the cinematic 
institution, audiences, and the wider realm of culture” (“Faint Aroma” 57).  
Genre has been written about extensively since ‘film studies’ emerged as an 
organised academic discipline in the 1970s, most notably by Steve Neale (for example in 
1980, 1992, 2000, and 2002) and Rick Altman (1981, 1987, and 1999). Work specifically 
interested in the Hollywood romantic comedy genre, however, has received less attention 
than some of the more ‘prestigious’ (or ‘masculine’) genres, like the Western. Most 
research on Hollywood romantic comedies has tended to be dominated, at least until 
recently, by a focus on historical cycles of the genre, but particularly on the screwball 
comedies of the 1930s and 1940s. Major examples of this research include Kendall’s The 
Runaway Bride (1990), Duane Byrge and Robert Milton Miller’s The Screwball Comedy 
Films (1991), and James Harvey’s Romantic Comedy in Hollywood (1998). More 
recently, however, there has been a surge of publications on contemporary Hollywood 
romantic comedies, which are more directly relevant to this study and have likely 
appeared in response to the resurgence of the genre itself since the mid 1980s.  
One of the preoccupations of recent scholarship on the genre has been to examine 
the genre’s construction of gender. There are two main (and opposing) approaches in 
such scholarship; this study draws on both of these approaches, albeit to different 
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degrees. The first approach argues that “new romances”, a recent cycle of Hollywood 
romantic comedies that emerged in the mid-1980s with films like Fred Schepisi’s 
Roxanne (1987) and Norman Jewison’s Moonstruck (1987), are generally conservative 
and employ patriarchal gender ideologies. This argument is epitomised by the work of 
Neale and Krutnik (and, indeed, Neale and Krutnik’s Popular Film and Television 
Comedy was among the first texts to identify the new cycle). An example of the cycle’s 
use of patriarchal ideologies is its tendency to either implicitly undermine or explicitly 
oppose the female lead’s authority by “securing” her into “traditional female roles” 
(Neale, “The Big Romance” 298). Catherine Preston’s “Hanging on a Star” (2000) and 
Rubinfeld’s Bound to Bond (2001) similarly discuss ways recent Hollywood romantic 
comedies have employed conservative gender ideologies (see, for instance, Rubinfeld 
vx).  
Conversely, the second approach argues that contemporary Hollywood romantic 
comedies are often politically progressive and reflect changing social attitudes and public 
discourses on gender and sexuality. Some scholars go further to argue that recent 
Hollywood romantic comedies not only reflect these social and cultural changes, but that 
these shifts have actually changed the genre. One of the earliest examples of this 
approach is the final chapter in Bruce Babington and Peter Evans’s Affairs to Remember 
(1989). This approach is epitomised, however, by Evans and Celestino Deleyto’s edited 
collection Terms of Endearment (1998), which investigates the impact of social and 
political change, including feminist and lesbian and gay rights movements, on selected 
examples of the genre in the 1980s and 1990s. For instance, Steve Cohan’s chapter reads 
Blake Edwards’s Victor/Victoria (1982) as a “queer romantic comedy”, a possibility 
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Evans and Deleyto attribute to “post-Gay Liberation politics in America open[ing] up a 
space in mainstream Hollywood cinema” (10). 
 This study’s investigation of the lesbian romantic comedy sub-genre extends 
directly on the second approach. Like this research, I am interested in how a particular 
social, cultural, and political moment has enabled the emergence of a different kind of 
romantic comedy, in this instance a new sub-genre of lesbian romantic comedies. In the 
process of surveying this sub-genre, however, this study actually draws on both of the 
approaches discussed above. Specifically, by employing these approaches together, this 
project can read lesbian romantic comedies as both conservative and progressive, as they 
depict lesbian romance within the generic frames of the traditionally heteronormative 
Hollywood romantic comedy. Together, these approaches allow recognition of the 
complexity of these films’ introduction of marginal lesbian content into a mainstream 
Hollywood genre. This dual approach raises a number of questions, including how do 
lesbian romantic comedies compare to Hollywood romantic comedies? What are their 
most significant similarities and differences? And what might these similarities and 
differences mean, if anything, in the broader landscape of public culture? 
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CHAPTER ONE 
Cinematic Intertexts:  
Lesbian Figures in Recent Mainstream Cinema  
 
Lesbian romantic comedies draw on diverse bodies of film for, as Krutnik succinctly 
suggests, “[f]ilms never spring magically from their cultural context” (“Faint Aroma” 
57). Instead, they “represent much more complex activities of negotiation” with various 
texts, intertexts, and contexts, from cinematic and economic through to institutional and 
political (Krutnik, “Faint Aroma” 57). While I touched on some of the contexts of the 
emergence of lesbian romantic comedies in my Introduction, in this chapter I consider 
some of their most significant mainstream cinematic intertexts. I focus on four figures—
temporary transvestites, objects of temporary trans-body swaps, temporary lesbians, and, 
simply, lesbian characters (described later)—before considering some of the 
characteristics of lesbian romantic comedies in subsequent chapters. Recent mainstream 
cinema has recurrently mobilised these four figures as sites of lesbian desire, however 
temporarily or problematically. While mainstream cinema does not usually allow the 
realisation (or, at least, the long-term realisation) of lesbian desire, these figures offer 
important insights into current strategies for mobilising lesbian desire in both cinema and 
wider public culture. Moreover, the films I discuss in this chapter, as antecedents and 
contemporaries of lesbian romantic comedies, both enable and influence the 
representation of lesbian desire possible in lesbian romantic comedies and, to a lesser 
extent, vice versa.  
In effect, the construction of lesbian desire in and around the four figures I focus 
on in this chapter reveals these films’ position within accepted discourses of sexuality 
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and gender as part of essentialist binaries.8 These films can also be understood as 
important sites of disruption, though usually temporary and problematic, of the constant 
heterosexuality of mainstream Hollywood cinema. Thus, these films “reveal the extent to 
which lesbian desire and lesbian representation have been managed and negotiated rather 
than simply obliterated in Hollywood” (Mayne, “Screening” 169). Lesbian romantic 
comedies can be understood as part of a broader cultural negotiation with these figures 
and Hollywood cinema, which both draws on and contests the available spaces in public 
discourse and public culture for representing lesbianism in contemporary cinema. The 
films I discuss throughout this chapter also highlight just how significant lesbian 
romantic comedies are in using lesbian desire as their main narrative imperative, given 
the dramatically problematic characterisations that preceded them, but also demonstrate 
the inherent limitations of negotiating lesbian representations within the contested spaces 
of contemporary cinematic production and distribution. Given this project’s focus on 
lesbian romantic comedies I concentrate on the few available female-centred examples of 
each of these figures, within the context of the more numerous male-centred examples. I 
also speculate on reasons for the relative lack of female-centred examples, before moving 
towards my discussion of narrative in the following chapter.  
 
Temporary Transvestite Films: The Associate 
 
One of the most popular mobilisations of gay and lesbian desire throughout cinema 
                                                 
8 My discussion of sexuality and gender as part of essentialist binaries is based on Rob Cover’s in his 
article “First Contact”.  
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history has been the use of the temporary transvestite as a comedic device (Creed, Media 
Matrix 151).9 Temporary transvestite films are a group of films conceptualised by 
Straayer in Deviant Eyes, Deviant Bodies (42-78), which have a long history in 
Hollywood cinema and revolve around the basic need of the protagonist(s) for temporary 
disguise (Straayer, Deviant 43). This need for disguise tends to occur in one of two 
patterns: either the protagonist/s need to disguise themselves as the ‘opposite’ sex, such 
as in Wallace Wolodarsky’s Sorority Boys (2002) where three male college students must 
gain entry into a sorority, or the protagonist/s choose to dress as the ‘opposite’ sex 
because it is likely the most convincing disguise, such as in Jonathan Lynn’s Nuns on the 
Run (1990) where two male, petty criminals pretend to be nuns to avoid capture (see 
Straayer, Deviant 44).10
In Vested Interests Marjorie Garber discusses this construction of cross-dressing-
as-necessary-disguise as part of a “progressive narrative” which, rather than present 
                                                 
9 There is a significant difference between ‘transvestites’ and ‘cross-dressers’. Using Esther Newton’s 
Mother Camp, Straayer defines a transvestite as one who “attempts to pass as a member of the opposite 
sex” while a cross-dresser “exaggerates the opposite sex’s assumed gender codes to appear obviously, 
inadequately disguised” (Deviant 47; see also Newton). In other words, transvestism is linked to those who 
derive sexual/erotic pleasure from wearing the clothes of the ‘opposite’ gender, while cross dressing is 
often a matter of comic performance or necessary disguise. While I acknowledge the difference, for the 
purposes of this chapter I use these terms interchangeably because “disguise in temporary transvestite films 
[. . .] is both transvestism and cross-dressing” (Straayer, Deviant 47). 
10 Temporary transvestite films have facilitated (and been facilitated by) recent comedies that focus on 
(non-temporary) transvestites and/or transsexuals, most notably in Stephan Elliot’s The Adventures of 
Priscilla, Queen of the Desert (1994), Beeban Kidron’s To Wong Foo, Thanks for Everything, Julia 
Newmar (1995), and John Cameron Mitchell’s Hedwig and the Angry Inch (2001). 
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cross-dressing as a voluntary expression of identity or sexual practice, functions to 
recuperate any real threat of genuine gender transgression or uncontained gay or lesbian 
desire via its narrative necessity (69-70). Indeed, according to Straayer, the temporary 
transvestite film allows a fantasy of gender transgression and gay or lesbian desire to be 
played out without any sustained challenge to the notion of essential sexual difference or 
to its corresponding corollary of heterosexuality (42). Paradoxically, this occurs through 
the mobilisation of gay or lesbian desire, though to different extents and with different 
effects.  
Temporary transvestite films are characterised by the 
adoption by a character of the opposite sex’s specifically gender-coded 
costume (and often its accessories, makeup, gestures, behaviours, and 
attitudes); the simultaneous believability of this disguise to the film’s 
characters and its unbelievability to the film’s audience; visual, 
behavioral, and narrative cues to the character’s “real” sex; the transvestite 
character’s sensitisation to the plight and pleasures of the opposite sex; 
references to biological sex differences and the “necessary” cultural 
separation of the sexes; a progression toward slapstick comedy and 
increased physicality; heterosexual desire thwarted by the character’s 
disguise; accusations of homosexuality regarding the disguised character; 
romantic encounters that are mistakenly interpreted as homosexual or 
heterosexual; an “unmasking” of the transvestite; and, finally, 
heterosexual coupling. (Straayer 43-4) 
As Straayer suggests, two central features of these films are their constructions of gender 
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and sexuality. Temporary transvestite films simultaneously focus on the 
‘constructedness’ of gender—via literally constructing gender through clothes, 
accessories, and mannerisms—even as these performances are reinforced as necessarily 
imperfect, thus locating gender as an inherent, ‘natural’ effect of biological difference. Of 
course, these constructions of gender through disguise tend to be heavily stereotyped, 
especially in terms of male-to-female cross-dressing (Connell 170) and rely on the 
assumption that gender, particularly female gender, “is about what you wear” (Chapman 
241). 
The depiction of sexuality is similar: even as these films allow the possibility of 
lesbian or gay desire—by allowing, for example, a woman’s apparently same-sex desire 
for a woman cross-dressing as a man—that desire is also undermined at the same moment 
because the woman thinks her desire (for the female cross-dresser) is for a ‘real’ man 
and, thus, is heterosexual (see Straayer, Deviant 58; see also Aaron, “The New” 189). 
Consequently, any threat of lesbian or gay desire is superficially recuperated through the 
audience’s knowledge of the disguise. In other words, these films “both deny and 
acknowledge, contain and permit, the queer by-products of cross-dressing” (Aaron, “The 
New” 189). Further, lesbian and gay desire is also largely contained “within the realm of 
the comic [which] is another important compensatory element [and] which licenses the 
character’s cross-dressing and defends against its potential to cause anxiety” (Connell 
169). The lesbian potential of the situation remains, however, for as Stella Bruzzi notes, 
the “spectator [. . .] nevertheless comprehends the potential deviancy of the masquerade” 
(149).  
 Interestingly, though perhaps unsurprisingly, the representation of cross-dressing 
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differs significantly depending on the gender of the cross-dresser. Combined with this 
there is also a striking lack of female-to-male cross-dressing in recent films set in the 
contemporary period. Lucy Fischer offers one possible explanation for this gender bias, 
although not speaking of temporary transvestism specifically, when she argues that: “this 
direction of [male-to-female] cross-dressing prevails over the obverse—in which women 
are costumed as men. In favoring this mode, comedy once more privileges the male and 
claims his dominance even when woman is apparently there” (62). Indeed, temporary 
transvestite films in the 1990s and 2000s that are contemporaneously set—such as Nuns 
on the Run, Chris Columbus’s Mrs Doubtfire (1993), Gerard Lee’s All Men Are Liars 
(1995), Raja Gosnell’s Big Momma’s House (2000), and Sorority Boys—overwhelmingly 
feature male-to-female cross-dressing (Krimmer 41).11 Elisabeth Krimmer suggests that 
the few recent instances of female-to-male cross-dressing are typically confined to either 
“period pieces”, such as John Madden’s Shakespeare in Love (1998) or Clare Peploe’s 
The Triumph of Love (2001), or in tragic dramas, such as Kimberly Peirce’s Boys Don’t 
Cry (1999) where the transvestite is raped and murdered by two local men after they 
forcibly discover his biologically female body (41). (Of course, while the latter is not an 
example of temporary transvestism—because dressing as a young man is not simply a 
temporary disguise for Brandon Teena but, rather, part of the construction of a male 
self—Aaron nevertheless proposes an innovative reading of the film as a temporary 
                                                 
11 There are a handful of examples of female-to-male temporary transvestism from classic Hollywood 
cinema, like Rouben Mamoulian’s Queen Christina (1933) and Terence Fisher’s Sylvia Scarlett (1935), as 
well as later films like Blake Edwards’s Victor/Victoria (1982) and Sydney Pollack’s Tootsie (1982). These 
films have been written about extensively by scholars. See, for example, Weiss on Queer Christina and 
Sylvia Scarlet (Vampires 36-50) or Cohan on Victor/Victoria.  
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transvestite film. Aaron bases this reading on the film’s “generic and mainstream appeal” 
but “not” on “Brandon’s transgendered status” (“The New” 188; see Aaron’s “The New” 
for an extended discussion).) Thus, female-to-male transvestism has been presented in 
recent cinema as either contained in the past or as potentially fatal (to the transvestite).12  
 One of the very few examples of a contemporaneously set popular film from the 
1990s or 2000s focused on a female temporary transvestite is Donald Petrie’s The 
Associate (1996). In The Associate Laurel Ayers (Whoopi Goldberg) is a hard-working, 
talented, Wall Street executive who continues to be bypassed for promotions in favour of 
her lazy, inept, white, male, heterosexual colleagues. In response, Ayers, an African 
American woman, begins her own firm but soon faces the same bias: no one will deal 
with her, however worthy her business acumen. To get around this bias, Ayers fabricates 
an older, white, male colleague—Robert S. Cutty—whom she passes off as her associate, 
a ploy that leads to immediate financial success. However, Cutty is eventually required at 
an important business function, a fact that forces Ayers into cross-dressing as Cutty to 
‘physicalise’ her creation.  
                                                 
12 Two recent exceptions include the current release of Andy Fickman’s She’s the Man (2006), which 
follows Viola’s (Amanda Byrnes) adventures at a male boarding school, as she goes undercover as her 
absent brother, and Michael Lembeck’s Connie and Carla (2004), where small-time entertainers Connie 
(Nia Vardalos) and Carla (Toni Collette) become targets of the mob after unwittingly witnessing a murder. 
The temporary transvestism in Connie and Carla is more complicated than most male-to-female temporary 
transvestism of recent cinema, because Connie and Carla do not disguise themselves as men but rather as 
men-performing-as-women (that is, they disguise themselves as transvestite performers at the local gay 
bar). Like male-to-female temporary transvestism, much of Connie and Carla’s humour is based on the 
artifice of female gender. 
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 There are a number of immediately obvious differences between Ayers’s 
temporary transvestism and most of the temporary male-to-female cross-dressing 
prevalent in recent cinema. First, Ayers convincingly passes as the older, white, male 
Cutty. Second, in cross-dressing as Cutty, Ayers participates in a performance of cross-
racial mimicry, which foregrounds whiteness (and heterosexuality) as a racial “fiction” 
that “like all racial identities has no valid foundation in biology or anthropology” (Lipsitz 
vii). Finally, Ayers’s cross-dressing does not offer extended freedoms or an increased 
sensitisation to the ‘opposite’ sex, as Straayer suggested earlier, but rather re-enacts the 
original gender and racial bias she sought to escape and, in doing so, reminds her of the 
white, male, heterosexual privilege she is excluded from as an (implicitly lesbian) 
African American woman. I will expand on each of these criticisms separately. 
 First, it is significant that Ayers’s cross-dressing is convincing. Unlike Dave, 
Adam, and Doofer in Sorority Boys, Ayers is both diegetically and extra-diegetically 
convincing as Cutty. That is, through the use of a latex mask and wig, Ayers manages to 
pass as a credible man. There are parallels between Ayers’s convincing cross-dressing in 
The Associate and Daniel’s (Robin Williams) cross-dressing in Mrs Doubtfire. In Mrs 
Doubtfire, Daniel “is disguised in a custom-made latex mask and a full bodysuit with 
padding” (Straayer, Deviant 47). Moreover, because Daniel is a “professional voice actor, 
Daniel’s female persona is unconventionally convincing” (Straayer, Deviant 47). Sydney 
Pollack’s Tootsie (1982) is, perhaps, a less recent example of this. However, as Straayer 
points out, these are not the norm in temporary transvestism in recent cinema. Indeed, 
performances of cross-dressing in temporary transvestite films are necessarily imperfect 
to compensate for the fears associated with genuine passing as the “opposite sex” 
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(Straayer 57). While imperfect cross-dressing reinforces links between biology and 
gender—where, for example, a biological male can never adequately perform femaleness 
through cross-dressing, because biology and gender are presented as incontrovertibly 
linked—Ayers’s performance threatens the female-male binary by performing 
masculinity as convincingly as a biological male. Ayers’s performance also foregrounds 
gender as constructed and able to be appropriated through disguise and performance. 
However, while Ayers’s transvestism temporarily “signals both sexes simultaneously” 
(Straayer 57), any threat of genuine gender transgression is, at least partly, recuperated by 
the fact that diegetically her financial and professional success depends on a convincing 
performance of maleness. In some ways, then, the audience is encouraged to hope for 
convincing cross-dressing, unlike most male temporary transvestites where the 
inconsistencies between the disguised biological male and his imperfect femininity form 
most of the comic appeal of the film. That is, the dramatic need of Ayers’s progressive 
narrative is privileged over the usual comic effects of the temporary transvestite film. 
Ayers’s cross-dressing is also recuperated through both audiences’ knowledge of 
Whoopi Goldberg’s status as a (female) film star (see Straayer 48) and through a 
recurring diegetic reminder of Ayers’s lack of a penis. For instance, Camille, a female 
business executive at a client’s firm, attempts to seduce Cutty by comically leaping on 
him and unzipping his pants. Camille’s act—besides being a telling indictment of the 
ways women are encouraged to succeed in business by sexually gratifying male business 
executives—threatens to reveal Cutty’s lack and, thus, the inconsistencies between 
authenticity (Ayers’s biologically female body) and artifice (Ayers’s temporary 
transvestite disguise as Cutty). In doing this, Cutty rejects Camille and tells her to use her 
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brain rather than body to succeed in business, advice that ironically constructs Cutty as an 
ideal man who values women as intellectual equals. This ideal is reinforced when 
Camille breathlessly remarks, after Cutty has left the room, “[w]hat a man!”.  
Of course, Cutty is not a biological male, a fact that undermines Camille’s 
comment and plays out the central theme of The Associate: that the men in this film do 
not value women as intellectual equals, a ‘truth’ that explains why Ayers is cross-
dressing as Cutty in the first place. It does, however, mobilise (and idealise) the 
possibility of a relationship between female equals through lesbian desire, particularly 
given that Camille’s attempts at seduction are partly motivated by Ayers’s (through 
Cutty) recurring flirtations with Camille by, for instance, sending her flowers and notes. 
Moreover, Camille’s seduction is aimed at another biological female; this seduction both 
mobilises lesbian desire and also undermines it given that Camille views Cutty as a 
biological male. This reading of lesbian potential is again emphasised in the final 
moments of the film when Ayers reveals herself under the disguise of Cutty and, while 
Camille faints in response, Ayers is cheered on by a group of female characters and 
leaves the building with her loyal female ‘assistant’ Sally on her arm. This coupling of 
Ayers and Sally valorises a supportive community of (mostly single) women and 
mobilises the possibility of lesbian desire, particularly between Ayers and Sally. This 
ending is especially significant given that, unlike most male-to-female temporary 
transvestites, Ayers is never offered a heterosexual love interest, nor does her ‘unveiling’ 
enable the usual heterosexual coupling to ward off potentially lesbian readings.  
The second major difference between Ayer’s temporary transvestism and most 
male-to-female temporary transvestism, is that Ayers’ also participates in a performance 
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of cross-racial mimicry, or what Susan Gubar terms “racechange”, as she shifts from an 
African American female to a white male (5-6).13 Of course, as Holmlund points out, 
Goldberg also does this in Jerry Zucker’s Ghost (1990), as psychic Oda Mae (132-133). 
Specifically, Goldberg’s and Demi Moore’s celebrity invite a quasi-leading reading of the 
scene when Molly’s (Demi Moore) white husband Sam (Patrick Swayze) ‘inhabits’ 
Oda’s black female body (as psychic/medium) to touch his grieving white widow. Again, 
the erotic potential between Goldberg and Moore is dispelled through and displaced onto 
racial and sexual comedy, reinforcing taboos. Holmlund states: “Sam simply replaces her 
[Oda], obviating the lesbianism implicit in a first, teaser, close-up of Molly’s white hands 
held by Oda Mae’s black ones” to the extent that Goldberg “literally disappears at the 
film’s climax” (133). As in Ghost, then, Goldberg’s ‘racechange’ in The Associate is 
especially significant given Rob Cover’s argument that “non-heterosexual characters in 
almost all Hollywood films are white, middle-class and predominantly male” (78). Like 
gender, Ayers’s cross-racial mimicry positions race, but particularly whiteness, as 
another fiction able to be constructed, mimicked, and appropriated. In addition, that it is 
an African-American woman who critiques whiteness by appropriating and mimicking it 
suggests that her act is also ideologically important by challenging and foregrounding the 
destructive ubiquity of whiteness. Foregrounding race as a construct not only allows but 
also largely necessitates a revising of its associated corollaries of, in particular, 
                                                 
13 While my discussion focuses on an African American female’s cross-racial performance of a white male, 
I agree with Kondo that discussions of cross-racial performances (and race in performance) have tended to 
be unduly limited to thinking in a binary of black/white (83). While this exceeds the scope of this project, 
for further discussion see Elaine Ginsberg’s edited collection Passing and the Fictions of Identity (1996), 
Anne DuCille’s Skin Trade (1996), and Gubar’s Racechanges (1997). 
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heterosexuality and gender. Dorinne Kondo suggests “if we can perform [racial] ‘others’ 
[. . .] the boundaries of race—and by implication, gender, sexuality, age—might be 
‘transcended’” (81-2). However, such a project is complicated by the fact that in 
performing Cutty as white, male, and heterosexual, Ayers has produced a stereotype and, 
thus, reinscribed the boundaries that initially excluded her.  
 Modleski notes that there are two aspects to such a performance: its “aggressive 
aspect” which “reduces people to stereotypes” and its “utopian aspect” which promises 
“solidarity embedded in” an identification with “an ‘other’” (“Doing Justice” 65-6). 
Ayers, however, does not at any point identify with the white, hetero-male ‘other’ who is 
repeatedly demonstrated to be in a much more powerful position than Ayers. What 
Ayers’s temporary transvestism does draw attention to is the limitations inherent in 
“currently circulating notions of ‘identity politics’ in which race, gender, and sexuality 
are viewed as mere attributes of ‘identity,’ rather than historically shaped axes of power 
and inequality” (Kondo 82). Ayers does not seek to achieve “solidarity” with the “other” 
signified by Cutty. Rather, she seeks to - and, indeed, does - infiltrate such an “other” for 
her own financial and professional purposes. In cross-dressing as Cutty, Ayers achieves 
(disguised) equality and power precisely because as Cutty she fulfils existing social and 
cultural norms. It is not incidental that the numerous executives that reject working solely 
with Ayers only ever articulate their assumption of and preference for working with a 
man, rather than their preference for a white, heterosexual man. In choosing to create 
Cutty as an older, white, heterosexual male, Ayers both highlights but also participates in 
hegemonic conventions of race (whiteness), gender (maleness), and sexuality 
(heterosexuality). In effect, Cutty is the corporeal realisation of the ideal body and socio-
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political subject. Warner argues that the “bourgeois public sphere has been structured 
from the outset by a logic of abstraction that provides a privilege for unmarked identities: 
the male, the white, the middle-class, the normal” (“Mass Public” 240) and I would add 
‘the heterosexual’. Thus, Cutty represents the ideal public body, though that body is 
created and, initially at least, inhabited by an African American, potentially lesbian 
woman. 
 In some ways, however, Ayers’s difference(s) - as African American, as woman, 
as potentially lesbian - are consumed by Cutty’s ideological privileges over her. After all, 
even after she has created Cutty, he continues to get all the credit for her work and senior 
executives insist on dealing with Cutty rather than Ayers. However, it is also significant 
that Cutty is, initially at least, created and controlled by Ayers, a fact that results in a 
queering of his heterosexuality highlighted by Cutty’s rejection of Camille and gay kiss 
with Frank at a public function. Cutty’s kiss with Frank is especially significant because 
it occurs during Cutty’s address to the exclusive male-only Peabody Club as he is 
(ironically) accepting an award for being the businessman of the year. Cutty’s ideal 
white, hetero-masculinity is queered by the kiss, but so too are the white, hetero-
masculine audience members who are implicated in the spectacle through the act of 
viewing it. Cutty’s same-sex kiss also emphasises a lesbian reading of the subsequent 
image of Ayers leaving the club, after revealing herself under Cutty’s mask, with a group 
of women and, especially, with Sally on her arm. Ayers’s act of unmasking Cutty to 
reveal herself not only asserts an African-American (potentially lesbian) female agency 
within white hetero-masculine paradigms, but also inverts the “blackface” history in 
Hollywood cinema where white actors “blacked” their faces to play characters of various 
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(non-white) ethnicities (see Gubar 75-79).14 It also literally plays out Frantz Fanon’s 
figurative discussion in Black Skins, White Masks of ‘blacks’ wearing ‘white masks’ as 
part of a construction of a colonial self. This can be read as what Homi K. Bhabha 
considers a complex act of camouflaged mimicry that “mimes the forms of authority at 
the point at which it deauthorizes them” (91). Here, then, an African-American, female, 
implicitly lesbian subjectivity inverts various power hierarchies to “occupy the site of” 
white, hetero-masculinity (Modleski, Feminism 7).15  
The third difference between Ayer’s temporary transvestism and typical male-to-
female temporary transvestism is that by cross-dressing within the same racial and sexual 
conventions as her antagonists, Ayers’s becomes (re-)trapped by the same sexual and 
racial biases she sought to escape, rather than finding new freedoms. This is significant, 
given that as Rebecca Bell-Metereau argues, “during the first half-century of film, male 
imitation seemed a worthwhile exchange, for what the woman lost in expressiveness, she 
gained in mobility and freedom to enter the forbidden male realm” (236; see also 
Straayer, Deviant 49). Indeed, critics have suggested a reading of early women’s cross-
dressing as “a rational attempt to gain social status” (Bullough and Bullough 110). 
                                                 
14 Goldberg’s inversion of “blackface” history in The Associate is poignant given that in 1993, three years 
before The Associate was released, Ted Danson—Goldberg’s then partner—became the source of 
enormous controversy when he arrived at the Friar’s Club Roast in New York wearing “blackface” at 
Goldberg’s request (see Garrett). Goldberg and Danson eventually cited this event as one of the reasons for 
their later break-up. See Michelle Williams’s “Ted and Whoopi’s Outrageous Adventure”.  
15 My comment is based on and represents an example that is the exception to Modleski’s comment that 
“male power frequently works to efface female subjectivity by occupying the site of femininity” (Feminism 
7). 
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However, in The Associate, cross-dressing functions as another corollary of existing bias: 
“cross-dressing is no longer portrayed as a liberating experience but rather prolongs the 
enslavement of the heroine” (Krimmer 40). This “enslavement” is demonstrated 
throughout the film as Ayers is overshadowed not only by her initial “real” white 
heterosexual male associates, but also by the fictional white heterosexual male associate 
she creates. As Ayers says towards the end of the film, “even when I create the perfect 
man he ends up stabbing me in the back”. This is taken further through a series of 
comical, though unsuccessful, attempts by Ayers to murder the fictional Cutty.  
 What is most significant about this is its explicit positioning of Ayers’s body (as 
Cutty’s body) as the site of Ayers’s comical resistance to whiteness and its associated 
hetero-patriarchal masculinity. Here, as Garber suggests, the figure of the transvestite 
functions as a crucial place of “category crisis”, as a 
failure of definitional distinction, a borderline that becomes permeable, 
that permits of border crossings from one (apparently distinct) category to 
another: black/white, Jew/Christian [. . .] The binarism male/female [. . .] 
is itself put in question [. . .] and a transvestite figure, or a transvestite 
mode, will always function as a sign of overdetermination—a mechanism 
of displacement from one blurred boundary to another. (Vested Interests 
16) 
Thus, Ayers’s cross-racial transvestism, although temporary, offers a site of flux where 
whiteness, heterosexuality, and gender become less fixed, which results in a temporary 
queering of each of these categories. Problematically, however, Krimmer suggests that 
the distinct lack of female temporary transvestites in recent contemporaneously set 
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cinema, combined with the increasing representation of male temporary transvestites, can 
be read as an “erasure of women” (41); that, to some extent, women are increasingly 
excluded from the very category of “woman”, at least in contemporaneously set 
temporary transvestite films in the 1990s and 2000s. Krimmer’s observation is part of a 
longer debate in feminist studies where scholars such as Modleski have noted “how 
frequently male subjectivity works to appropriate ‘femininity’ while oppressing women” 
and that “men ultimately deal with the threat of female power by incorporating it” 
(Feminism 7). It is, thus, even more important to recognise the significance of Ayers’s 
temporary transvestism in The Associate, which, through its cross-racial and cross-gender 
performance, allows a unique (and in Hollywood distinctly rare) critique of whiteness 
and its associated assumptions of hetero-patriarchal maleness. Instead, rather than 
reinscribing sexual and gender categories at the conclusion of its temporary transvestism, 
The Associate effectively privileges a largely uncontained lesbian reading of the very act 
of temporary transvestism.  
 
Temporary Trans-body Films: The Hot Chick 
 
Another way recent cinema has mobilised lesbian desire is through temporary trans-body 
films. Temporary trans-body films are a related subset of the temporary transvestite film 
and have a similarly long history (Straayer, Deviant 70; see also Aaron, “The New” 192). 
Straayer cites examples such as Sidney Drew’s A Florida Enchantment (1914), Hal 
Roach’s Turnabout (1940), and Blake Edwards’s Switch (1991). Other examples include 
Carl Reiner’s All of Me (1984), Megan Simpson Huberman’s Dating the Enemy (1996), 
Tom Brady’s The Hot Chick (2002), and Mark Waters’s Freaky Friday (2003). In 
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addition, Aaron discusses Spike Jonze’s Being John Malkovich (1996) as an independent 
variation on the “body-swapping comedy” (“The New” 192), while Melissa Connell 
includes films such as Nancy Meyers’s What Women Want (2000) in the category as a 
similar “trans-mind” version of these films (4). Such films have been released alongside 
the emergence of lesbian romantic comedies. 
Temporary trans-body films are also conceptualised by Straayer in Deviant Eyes, 
Deviant Bodies and  
strongly relate to temporary transvestite films. [. . .] By exploiting or 
embracing physicality and sexuality, they directly address sex as well as 
gender. Several trans-body films follow the temporary transvestite formula 
except that they portray a “genuine” sexual transformation rather than 
gender disguise. They epitomize both the potential and the danger of the 
collapse of gender and sexuality in temporary transvestite films. (70) 
As Straayer suggests, temporary trans-body films depict either one or more characters 
literally changing bodies. The affected characters are typically presented as flawed 
through their chauvinism, egocentrism, or a combination of both. This is most often, but 
not always, focused on male characters (such as in Switch and What Women Want). The 
Hot Chick, which I focus on in this section, is one of the few female-centred examples 
with interesting queer moments. Like Turnabout and Dating the Enemy, The Hot Chick 
features a double trans-body change between female protagonist Jessica (Rachel 
McAdams) and male protagonist Clive (Rob Schneider). Unlike Turnabout and Dating 
the Enemy, which focus equally on their male and female protagonists, The Hot Chick 
focuses primarily on Jessica. The film’s apparent focus on its female protagonist, 
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however, is problematised by the fact that for most of the film Jessica is ‘stuck’ in Clive’s 
body (and Clive in hers); thus, while the film is ostensibly focused on Jessica, because 
she is in Clive’s body it is Clive that viewers see. Obviously this allows the film to focus 
on the star Schneider, who plays Clive (and Jessica when she is trapped in Clive’s body). 
The Hot Chick is still a useful example because it remains one of the few trans-body films 
to narratively, albeit not physically, focus on its female protagonist. This is obviously 
debatable, however, given that visually it is Clive/Schneider viewers see.  
Double swaps usually occur between two characters—one female and one male—
that magically swap bodies with each other, thus physically changing to the ‘opposite’ 
sex while retaining their original non-physical attributes. One of the most recent 
exceptions that depict a trans-body swap between two female characters occurs in Mark 
Waters’s Freaky Friday (2003); in this film the swap occurs between conservative 
mother Tess Coleman (Jamie Lee Curtis) and rebellious teen daughter Annabell (Lindsay 
Lohan). In most trans-body films the change is depicted as unfavourable for the 
characters involved and is presented as a comic struggle between the supposedly inherent 
differences between the sexes (between the biological body of ‘one’ sex and the non-
physical attributes of the ‘other’). (In Freaky Friday the essential differences between the 
characters swapping bodies are focused on age.) This comic struggle between ‘the sexes’ 
is based on a female-male binary and presents body and gender as incontrovertibly 
linked. Of course, this struggle between ‘the sexes’ also relies on conventional 
representations of femininity and masculinity and, like in the temporary transvestite 
films, the characters generally undergo a process of being sensitised to the ‘opposite’ sex 
through their experiences as that sex. This process of sensitisation, as I suggested earlier, 
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is commonly constructed as a ‘necessary’ change that addresses the character’s existing 
flaws (such as their chauvinism or spiteful treatment of other characters), thus making 
them a more empathic person (as demonstrated by their more compassionate treatment of 
characters they had previously mistreated). In The Hot Chick, for instance, the 
protagonist Jessica learns to be more appreciative of her boyfriend Billy and younger 
brother Booger. Jessica also has to apologise for her previous treatment of two school 
outsiders, overweight Hildenburg and witch Eden, when she needs their help to return to 
her body.  
 As scholars like Straayer have noted, trans-body swaps play on sexological 
theories of the “trapped soul” from the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries (see 
Deviant). ‘Trapped soul’ theory, or the theory of sexual inversion, “describes 
homosexuality as a congenital or ‘fixed condition’” where the “‘soul’ (or non-physical 
attributes) of one sex are trapped in the body of the opposite sex” (McWilliam, “Gender 
Fiction” 46). In this conception of queerness, a lesbian is really a male trapped in a 
female’s body; hence, a lesbian is really expressing heterosexual male desire from the 
body of a woman for another woman. Indeed, in ‘trapped soul’ theory, desire is 
conceived of as heterosexual. However, unlike medical or psychoanalytical models also 
prevalent at the time, ‘trapped soul’ theory was actually intended to encourage social 
acceptance of homosexuality. For example, unlike psychoanalysis, which traditionally 
conceives of homosexuality as a failed progression through the Oedipal complex and thus 
as an acquired pathology (on which see Freud’s Beyond and Three), trapped soul theory’s 
most famous proponent, Havelock Ellis, considered homosexuality to be congenital, a 
natural occurrence. Thus, while Sigmund Freud saw homosexuality as a disorder 
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requiring treatment, Ellis’s ‘trapped soul’ theory saw homosexuality as one of a number 
of “different occurrences of sexual behaviour” (Crozier 456). Contemporary uses of 
‘trapped soul’ theory are an interesting site of investigation, not least because, according 
to Sedgwick, ‘trapped soul’ theory represents one of the “two contradictory gender 
models” that undergird “current ‘common sense’ about homosexuality” (Tendencies xvii-
xviii; see also Sedgwick’s Epistemology, where she discusses this in greater detail). 
Moreover, while many theorists have noted the numerous flaws with these theories (not 
least because these theories do not adequately account for the lesbian desire of a feminine 
woman), it is interesting to note how temporary trans-body films play out scenarios of the 
‘trapped soul’. Indeed, this section explores the notion of ‘trapped souls’ to consider how 
contemporary trans-body films can be read as foregrounding the limitations of the theory. 
Consider, for example, The Hot Chick. 
The Hot Chick centres on supercilious schoolgirl Jessica. Jessica, according to 
Hollywood convention, has it all: she is a conventionally feminine and attractive 
cheerleader, comes from an upper middle-class family and drives a new car, has a 
football-playing boyfriend who dotes on her, and uses her beauty and social influence to 
generally manipulate and bully others for her own amusement. After stealing a pair of 
ancient magical earrings from a shop in the mall (where else would such jewellery be 
kept?), Jessica and her friends ridicule a gas station attendant who, unbeknownst to them, 
is really a petty criminal called Clive who has just held up the station. After Jessica drives 
away, Clive finds one of the stolen earrings on the ground. Later that evening Jessica and 
Clive, both wearing an earring each, magically change bodies. The Hot Chick literally 
presents ‘trapped souls’: the ‘souls’ of Jessica and Clive wake up the following morning 
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trapped in each other’s bodies in their respective rooms, unable to reverse the unwanted 
change until the earrings are reunited and the curse is lifted at the end of the film.  
There are two major moments of visual queerness in The Hot Chick both of which 
draw on trapped soul theory in their depictions of queer desire between male bodies. The 
first moment occurs in a nightclub. Jessica, who is trapped in Clive’s body, orders drinks 
in a nightclub with her friends. The male bartender assumes she is gay; he reads Jessica’s 
feminine gestures, which are seen as effeminate in the male body she is trapped within, as 
evidence of her gayness. The bartender’s assumption plays out Ellis’s theory that 
effeminacy is evidence of a trapped soul and, moreover, that gay men are really women 
trapped in male bodies, given that Jessica is literally trapped in Clive’s body. However, 
the scene does not manage to explain the bartender’s gayness (he is revealed to be gay in 
the final scene of the film). Because the bartender is conventionally masculine (rather 
than feminine), he is assumedly not simply a ‘trapped soul’. Consequently, the 
bartender’s gayness exceeds the explanations of queerness available in trapped soul 
theory. 
This is expanded on in the second queer moment which occurs between Jessica 
(trapped in Clive’s body) and boyfriend Billy. While Jessica is trapped in Clive’s body, 
she works as a janitor (called “Spence”) at the local school Billy attends. Eventually, on 
the night of the school prom, Jessica tries to explain her predicament to Billy. Before 
doing so, she tells her best friend and prom date April that “I’m in love with Billy and if 
I’m gonna be stuck like this [in Clive’s body] forever, he’s [Billy] just going to have to 
accept me as I am: a man”. While Billy does not believe Jessica’s story and recognises 
her only as the male janitor Spence, he has noticed Spence’s interest and considers a 
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relationship with him to the point of comically closing his eyes and puckering his lips as 
he waits for Spence’s kiss. Before this happens, however, Billy has second thoughts and 
runs away. While Spence’s desire for Billy again casts gay desire within the conventions 
of trapped soul theory, because it is literally Jessica’s hetero-female desire trapped within 
a male body, the scene cannot explain Billy’s gay curiosity. Billy does not identify as a 
trapped soul, nor does his conventional masculinity allow him to be read as an effeminate 
trapped soul. Billy consequently acknowledges Spence’s gay desire for him and attempts 
to recognise his own potentially gay desire (or, at least, gay curiosity). While Billy 
eventually rejects the possibility of a gay kiss, this scene locates his desire as more 
complicated and plural than heterosexual conventions—and ‘trapped soul’ theory—
allow. In effect, the scene queers ‘trapped soul’ theory. Moreover, that one body (Jessica 
in Clive’s body) can at once be both female and male also paradoxically draws on the 
notion that gender is not linked to biology (where a biological male can identify as a 
female and vice versa), but rather is fluid and potentially a site of multiple identifications.  
As Straayer suggested earlier, this construction of gender, sex, and sexuality as 
plural and fluid is threatening for some characters, particularly when it culminates in an 
expression (or an imminent expression) of gay (or lesbian) desire (Deviant 70). This is 
evident in Billy’s fear of acting on his gay curiosity with Spence, but also in the film’s 
final scene where Clive, who has since been magically returned to his own body (though 
he is still in the pink bikini he was wearing when in Jessica’s body), jumps into a passing 
car to escape the police. While Clive does not recognise the driver as the bartender from 
earlier in the film—given that Clive was elsewhere in Jessica’s body—the bartender 
nevertheless recognises Clive. The bartender indicates his sexual interest in Clive by 
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comically leering at him (and his bikini) and speeding away with Clive in the backseat. 
On recognising the driver’s/bartender’s gay desire and presumably imminent advances 
the film ends with a shot of Clive staring out the back window of the car with a look of 
comical fear. While Clive’s apparent fear suggests that gay desire, in this instance at 
least, is somehow fearsome, the comic element of the scene undermines the construction 
of real fear and, to some extent, downplays gay desire as a real threat. Still, the 
representation of gay desire between two men (in their own bodies) represents a genuine 
transgression of gender conventions vis a vis gay desire, which is only partially 
recuperated by the comic intimations of fear and threat.  
Throughout the course of the film, Jessica’s best friend April also becomes 
increasingly attracted to Jessica (in Clive’s body) to the point of declaring her love. April 
tells Jessica that her love is ideal because it is for her best friend (Jessica) who is in a 
male body (Clive’s), which presents lesbian desire within the physical conventions of 
heterosexuality. This is interesting because it not only exceeds ‘trapped soul’ theory, but 
also largely contradicts it. Here it is not the trapped soul, Jessica in Clive’s body, who is 
articulating lesbian desire, but rather April who is not ‘trapped’ but who nonetheless 
articulates her desire for Jessica (in Clive’s body). April’s articulation of her desire also 
suggest that Jessica’s male body is largely incidental, given that April emphasises that it 
is her best friend in a male body that makes her love ideal. The male body simply renders 
her desire socially acceptable. To some extent, then, April’s desire is simultaneously 
heterosexual and lesbian, just as she is attracted to characteristics associated with both 
conventional masculinity and conventional femininity. In this sense, April’s desire is also 
queer, given its intra- and inter-gender and sexuality identifications or, as Sedgwick 
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notes, April’s desire demonstrates a queer “open mesh of possibilities, gaps, overlaps, 
dissonances and resonances, lapses and excesses of meaning when the constituent 
elements of anyone’s gender, of anyone’s sexuality aren’t made [. . .] to signify 
monolithically” (Tendencies 8).16
 The threat of April’s earlier lesbian declaration, however, is diffused through  
an illogical dismissal of her desire for Jessica (in Clive’s body). For instance, when the 
trans-body change is reversed April becomes interested in Clive rather than Jessica, even 
though she had earlier suggested that it was Jessica (not the male body) that she was in 
love with. April’s instant interest in Clive, once he and Jessica have been returned to their 
rightful bodies, is consequently less than convincing. Even a reading of April’s ‘love’ as 
physical lust, which might explain her easy transference of interest to Clive, is not 
convincing. For example, soon after Jessica has ‘switched bodies’ with Clive earlier in 
the film, April articulates how funny, unpleasant, and unattractive the male body is. Like 
a moderate freak show, Jessica is continually required to show her friends her new penis, 
which they pull faces and groan at in repulsion. These scenes emphasise the 
inconsistency of April’s transfer of desire for Clive (in Clive’s body) and remind viewers 
of her earlier articulations of lesbian desire. Paradoxically, then, the film’s attempts to 
contain April’s earlier mobilisation of lesbian desire in her new desire for Clive actually 
fall well short and instead signal the emergence of real lesbian potential between April 
and Jessica post-trans-body switch.  
                                                 
16 For an extended discussion see Sedgwick’s articulation of her own cross-gender and cross-sexuality 
identification: “In among the many ways I do identify as a woman, the identification as a gay person is a 
firmly male one” (Tendencies 209). 
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Temporary Lesbian Films: Bend it like Beckham 
 
A much less prevalent mobilisation of lesbian desire in recent cinema occurs in 
‘temporary lesbian films’. My use of ‘temporary lesbian films’ is based on Randall 
Halle’s discussion of “temporary-gay narratives”, itself based on Straayer’s discussion of 
temporary transvestite and trans-body films. “Temporary-gay narratives”, like temporary 
transvestite and trans-body films, revolve around a disguise that is removed in the final 
moments of the film usually to enable a heterosexual coupling. Unlike temporary 
transvestite and trans-body films, “temporary-gay narratives” do not involve changing 
dress or bodies, but rather, involve a character being inaccurately labelled by others as 
gay (or lesbian, though this is much rarer). Here, then, it is less a physically evident 
disguise than an identity-based misidentification. However, physical accessories also 
often play a part in (mis)constructing someone as gay (or ‘faux gay’), such as being 
‘caught’ with a stereotypically gay music collection in Frank Oz’s In & Out (1997) or 
conforming to mainstream stereotypes of (soft) butch lesbian deportment in Donald 
Petrie’s Miss Congeniality (2000). However, a film like Charles Herman-Wurmfeld’s 
Kissing Jessica Stein (2001), which chronicles the uncertain and ultimately short-lived 
lesbian relationship between Jessica Stein (Jennifer Westfeldt) and Helen Cooper 
(Heather Juergensen), does not conform to the “temporary-gay narrative”. Indeed, there is 
no misidentification in Kissing Jessica Stein, because the characters do indeed embark on 
a lesbian relationship, however temporarily or problematically.  
According to Halle, the “temporary-gay narrative” is characterised by elements 
such as: 
the simultaneous ambiguity of the character’s sexual preference to the 
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film’s other characters and its clarity to the film’s audience; [. . .] the 
insistence on the biological or fixed explanation for sexual preference;  
[. . .] heterosexual desire thwarted by the perceived ambiguity; a coming-
out as straight followed by a heterosexual coupling (12). 
Halle notes that “temporary-gay narratives” are dominated by male protagonists. While 
Halle focuses on recent German comedies, such as Sönke Wortmann’s 1994 Der bewegte 
Mann, his ideas are also pertinent to recent popular English-language films such as Three 
to Tango. Halle notes that one of the defining features of “temporary-gay narratives” is 
that the temporary gay protagonist often begins the film as a (male) chauvinist, which 
results in a general incompatibility with the ‘opposite’ sex or, at least, with the desired 
member of the opposite sex (Halle 8-9). After their experience of being temporarily gay, 
however, the protagonist is markedly ‘softened’ to a less chauvinistic masculinity, which 
enables the required heterosexual coupling at the end of the film. What, then, happens in 
a temporary lesbian film with a female protagonist? 
Gurinder Chadha’s Bend it like Beckham (2002) is one of the few films with a 
female protagonist that largely conforms to the template of a temporary lesbian film. 
Bend it like Beckham’s protagonist Jess (Parminder K. Nagra) is a British Indian girl 
who, alongside best friend Jules (Keira Knightley), is a talented soccer player in the local 
girls’ team with aspirations of playing professionally. Though both Jess and Jules desire 
their (male) coach Joe, Jules’s mother Paula becomes inaccurately convinced that Jess 
and Jules are in a lesbian relationship. Paula comes to this decision on the basis of a 
partially overheard fight between the girls, which sounds as though the two are breaking 
up, as well as by reading the girls’ interest in competitive sport as evidence of lesbianism. 
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The latter is evidenced when Paula states, “[t]here’s a reason why Sporty Spice is the 
only one of them without a fella”. In other words, for Paula, being demonstrably involved 
in and passionate about competitive sport necessarily implicates women as lesbian. 
Mandy Treagus argues, “[t]here is such an underlying anxiety about lesbianism in the 
film that not a single representation of it is allowed to occur [. . .] This is done, above all, 
by affirming the girls’ femininity, and most of all their heterosexuality” (n.p.). Indeed, 
both girls are conventionally feminine and attractive and, like their soccer teammates, 
only ever express romantic interest in boys, which presents an unproblematic link 
between conventional femininity and heterosexuality. While heterosexual desire is never 
“thwarted by the perceived ambiguity” (Halle 12)—given that Joe never considers Jess or 
Jules as anything other than heterosexual—Paula and Pinky, Jess’s sister, both 
temporarily perceive their respective relatives as lesbian, to the extent that Jess and Jules 
have to deny such claims and ‘come-out’ as heterosexual at the end of the film by 
articulating their shared desire for Joe (as opposed to each other).  
Throughout this process, Jess, Jules, and Alan, Jules’s father, are all at pains to 
emphasise that there is nothing inherently ‘wrong’ with being a lesbian. For example, 
Alan tells Paula that regardless of Jules’s sexuality his primary concern is that Jules is 
happy. The film, however, suggests otherwise. As Treagus notes, there is not one ‘out’ 
lesbian in the entire film, to the extent that Bend it like Beckham is not really “bent at all” 
(n.p.). Accordingly, while the gay foil—that is, the ‘real’ gay character who functions as 
a foil to the temporary gay character—is a common feature of the “temporary-gay 
narrative” in Hollywood cinema, there are no real lesbians to function as Jess’s lesbian 
foil. This is consistent with the relative lack of lesbian characters in mainstream cinema 
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at large. Thus, as in the lesbian (and gay) characters I discuss in the next section, it is the 
gay male confidante, Jess’s best friend Tony, who functions as Jess’s gay foil. 
Significantly, Tony comes out as gay to Jess in the scene directly after Paula decides that 
Jules is in a lesbian relationship with Jess, explicitly juxtaposing Jess’s temporary lesbian 
status alongside Tony’s genuine gay status. 
Paula’s and Pinky’s considerable interest in the possibility of Jess and Jules 
having a lesbian relationship can be read as Jess and Jules being metaphorically haunted 
by what Terry Castle describes as the “apparitional lesbian”. According to Castle, the 
apparitional lesbian is a common device in Western literature used to disallow lesbian 
desire by positioning it, at least metaphorically, as ghost-like (30). Thus, the “literary 
history of lesbianism [. . .] is first of all a history of derealization [. . .] Passion is excited 
only to be obscured, disembodied, decarnalized” (Castle 34). Lesbian spectres or 
“hauntings” can consequently be understood as a form of textual “coitus interruptus”, 
which vetoes any physical possibility of lesbian desire (McWilliam, “Writing the 
Lesbian” 27). Of course, these “hauntings”—with, for instance, Paula’s enormous 
investment in Jules’s suspected lesbianism—also raise the very possibility of lesbian 
desire between Jess and Jules. That is, by disallowing lesbian desire through the 
metaphorical apparitional lesbian, lesbian desire is nevertheless articulated as a 
possibility. This is significant given that the film ends with Jess and Jules leaving, as 
single women, to live and play (soccer) together in America beyond the watchful 
supervision of their families. As a result, the final kiss between Jess and Joe (and his 
promises to “wait” for her) fulfil a particularly important ideological function of 
emphasising the heterosexual narrative.  
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  Interestingly, it is not the temporary lesbian protagonists that begin the film as 
chauvinists, but rather their families and specifically the girls’ mothers. Both Jess’s and 
Jules’s “mothers are represented as conservative and limiting forces in their lives, much 
more so than their fathers” (Treagus n.p.). Indeed, while Jess’s and Jules’s fathers 
articulate a desire for the girls to be happy, their mothers try to enforce normative ideals 
of hetero-femininity onto the girls. For instance, Jess’s mother, Mrs Bhamra, tries to 
mould Jess into a traditional Indian woman, who can cook traditional Indian meals and is 
intended to marry an Indian man, while Jules’s mother, Paula, considers her daughter’s 
love of soccer a direct threat to her hetero-femininity. While both mothers are the source 
of much of the comedy in the film, they are also presented as being generally ‘out of 
date’ and in need of change. That is, it is the mothers whose inflexible cultural and 
gender chauvinism is ‘softened’ by the end of the film to less traditional identities that 
eventually allow them to accept and support their daughters’ decisions.   
In many ways, the temporary lesbian narrative in Bend it like Beckham functions 
to recuperate Jess’s and Jules’s other unconventional desires—like playing soccer 
professionally and Jess’s inter-racial desire for Joe—not only for the girls’ families but 
also for the film’s audiences (Treagus n.p.). Thus, lesbianism is disavowed to offset, by 
comparison, the harmlessness of women’s sport (and here this is measured by its harm to 
conventional femininity) and Jess’s inter-racial desire for Joe (which is presented as 
thankful evidence of her hetero-femininity). It is interesting, however, that the 
apparitional lesbian was what eventually caused the girls’ mothers’ values to ‘soften’, 
which results in Jess and Jules being permitted by their families to pursue their dreams in 
America with each other. Of course, in doing this, the film’s mobilisation of lesbian 
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desire also allows just a hint of lesbian possibility to remain as Jess and Jules embark on 
their trip together as independent sportswomen.  
 
Lesbian Characters: Boys on the Side and Chasing Amy 
 
Another way recent mainstream cinema increasingly mobilises lesbian and gay desire is 
simply through lesbian and gay characters. Lesbian and gay characters occur in 
mainstream films which feature characters that both articulate and implicitly (and, less 
frequently, explicitly) consummate lesbian and gay desire. Consequently, lesbian and gay 
characters are slightly different from temporary transvestite, temporary trans-body, and 
temporary lesbian films, because there is no disguise or misidentification with lesbian 
and gay characters. Nor is the mobilisation of lesbian or gay desire temporary (though, as 
I discuss later, Chasing Amy problematises this). Considering the construction and 
employment of lesbian characters in recent mainstream cinema is a useful strategy, 
because, as mainstream contemporaries of lesbian romantic comedies, it speaks to the 
spaces currently available in mainstream cinema and public culture for lesbian 
representation. 
In mainstream cinema, lesbian and gay characters tend to offset or support the 
major heterosexual characters and, in particular, the main heterosexual romance/s, such 
as Tony’s support of Jess’s romantic problems in Bend it like Beckham. Here, then, 
lesbian and gay desire functions to facilitate heterosexual desire. As Dennis Allen notes, 
lesbian and gay characters are typically “relegated to minor roles as comic sidekicks or 
confidant(e)s [. . .] Always part of the comedy and hardly ever part of the romance, they 
thus confirm the [romantic comedy] genre’s equation of romantic love with 
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heterosexuality” (“Why Things” 72). Certainly, lesbian and gay characters are usually 
secondary characters, such as gay neighbour Simon Bishop (Greg Kinnear) in James L. 
Brooks’s 1997 As Good As It Gets, or part of a group of central characters (rarely the sole 
protagonist), such as lesbian musician Jane Deluca (Whoopi Goldberg) who is one of 
three female protagonists in Herbert Ross’s 1995 Boys on the Side.  
 The recent increase in the amount of lesbian and gay characters featured in recent 
cinema has occurred alongside the comparative explosion of minor lesbian and gay 
characters in recent films, which include Tim (Nathan Lane), the gay neighbour and 
confidante in Garry Marshall’s Frankie and Johnny (1991); Christian (Justin Walker), the 
gay best friend in Clueless; Guy (Hugo Speer), the well-endowed, gay handyman (and 
one-time stripper) in Peter Cattaneo’s The Full Monty (1997); Jim (Scott Bakula) and Jim 
(Sam Robards), the gay neighbours in Sam Mendes’s American Beauty (1999); Les 
(Huntley Ritter), the gay cheerleader in Peyton Reed’s Bring it On (2000); Tony, the gay 
friend in Bend it like Beckham; and Dwain (Michael McKean), the groom who interrupts 
his own wedding to admit his love for a male co-worker in Daisy von Scherler Mayer’s 
The Guru (2002). Major lesbian and gay characters in recent cinema can be read as 
expansions on these minor characters and—aside from Jane in Boys on the Side, Simon in 
As Good as it Gets, and Alyssa in Chasing Amy—include gay theatre troupe leader 
Meredith Potter (Hugh Grant) in Mike Newell’s An Awfully Big Adventure (1993); gay 
lawyer Andrew Beckett (Tom Hanks) in Jonathan Demme’s Philadelphia (1993); gay 
friend George Downes (Rupert Everett) in My Best Friend’s Wedding; gay friend George 
Hanson (Paul Rudd) in The Object of my Affection; lesbian bank robber Cleo (Queen 
Latifah) in F. Gary Gray’s 1997 Set It Off; gay brother Bill Truitt (Martin Donovan) in 
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Don Roos’s The Opposite of Sex (1998); and gay father and friend Robert Whittaker 
(Rupert Everett) in The Next Best Thing. 
 Like the other cinematic intertexts I have discussed, there are considerably more 
gay characters than lesbian characters in mainstream cinema. Moreover, recent 
Hollywood films with gay or lesbian characters are not only dominated by gay male 
characters, but films with gay male characters also tend to have considerably larger 
budgets than films with lesbian characters. The largest budget films with gay or lesbian 
characters include, for example, the multimillion-dollar Hollywood romantic comedies 
My Best Friend’s Wedding and As Good As It Gets, which both have gay male (rather 
than lesbian) characters. While gay characters tend to be fairly consistently located in the 
role of the confidante, usually to the central hetero-female character such as in My Best 
Friend’s Wedding, there is considerably less consistency in constructions of still rare 
lesbian characters (see Dreisinger). Indeed, the still small numbers of such 
representations make identifying any trends a difficult task. Dennis Allen (“Why Things” 
72) and Stewart (233) both suggest that lesbians, or female characters coded as lesbian, 
have often featured in secondary roles as comic sidekicks. According to Stewart, in: 
  the 1930s and 1940s it was a common custom to pair the leading lady  
  off with a female best friend before fulfilling her [the leading lady’s]  
  destiny by getting her man at the end of the film. The sidekick was  
  characterized by being far too self-assured to get any man, and   
  compensating for this by her wit and strength of character (233). 
These stereotypes of the female sidekick have often been read as lesbian, for as Darren 
notes, lesbians “have always idolized the independent woman, and hypothesized that her 
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sexuality is surely open to question” (5). There is some evidence that lesbian characters 
may still function as comic sidekicks in the context of recent cinema. In Boys on the Side, 
Jane certainly functions as the (albeit understated) comic sidekick to her two travelling 
companions (conservative AIDS-sufferer Robin and young, pregnant Holly who is on the 
run from her boyfriend). As in The Associate, the comic role of Jane is, of course, 
underscored by the presence of comedian Goldberg. And, while Jane does articulate her 
lesbian desire for heterosexual Robin, no sexual relationship develops between the two 
and Jane ends up as Robin’s platonic carer. So, while Jane was part of a minor romance 
plot (inasmuch as her romantic desire was articulated)—as opposed to Dennis Allen’s 
earlier suggestion that gay and lesbian characters tend to be comedic as opposed to 
romantic (“Why Things” 72)—her desire was unfulfilled and (romantically and sexually) 
unrequited, which arguably undermines the significance of her articulations of lesbian 
desire. Lauren Berlant concurs and suggests that Boys on the Side links “lesbian desire 
with the virtue of abstinence” (The Queen 15).  
 However, there are recent exceptions that exceed this portrayal of the platonic, 
comic, lesbian sidekick. Consider the more complicated example of Alyssa in Chasing 
Amy. Chasing Amy is one of the few recent non-lesbian films to centre on a self-identified 
lesbian (the film can be categorised as non-lesbian because the protagonist is hetero-
male, unlike the lesbian-centred films of this study). Alyssa is constructed as an 
independent, intelligent, and conventionally feminine woman. Her lesbianism is initially 
normalised through this representation, but also by presenting it as incidental: she is first 
constructed as an otherwise ‘normal’ and conventionally attractive woman who happens 
to be a lesbian, which is emphasised by the fact that there is no awkward or fraught 
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coming-out scenes (as there is in Boys on the Side). Rather, Alyssa invites new friends 
Holden (Ben Affleck) and Banky (Jason Lee) to a lesbian bar where she embraces and 
kisses another woman, without any apparent concern over their reaction. It is Holden who 
is shocked by Alyssa’s lesbian embrace with another woman, given that he had (rightly) 
assumed that he and Alyssa were attracted to each other. Thus, the film positions 
Alyssa’s lesbianism as the obstacle to Holden’s pursuit of her and, more broadly, to the 
film’s heterosexual romance narrative. 
 This is highlighted later in the film when Holden declares his interest in Alyssa 
which then becomes the catalyst for the following argument between the two: 
Alyssa: Fuck you. That was so unfair. You know how unfair that was. 
Holden: What’s unfair, that I’m in love with you? 
Alyssa: No. It’s unfortunate that you’re in love with me. It’s unfair that you 
felt the fucking need to unburden yourself about it. Do you remember for 
one fucking second who I am? 
Holden: So? People change. 
Alyssa: Oh, is it that simple? You’re in love with me and want a romantic 
relationship. Nothing changes for you. I can’t get into a relationship with 
you without throwing my whole world into upheaval. 
Holden: That’s every relationship. There’s always going to be a period of 
adjustment. 
Alyssa: Period of adjustment? There’s no period of adjustment. Holden, I 
am fucking gay. That’s who I am and you assume I can just turn all that 
around because you’ve got a fucking crush? 
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While Alyssa never denies her feelings for Holden, Alyssa’s lesbianism is explicitly 
located as the central obstacle to their relationship. As Cover notes, this positions 
sexuality as unambiguous and unchanging: it “[establishes] sexuality as a binary, divided 
solely and simply into ‘heterosexuality’ and ‘homosexuality,’ with any cross of the 
border a mistake, an unacceptable transgression doomed to failure, or an impossibility” 
(83). Of course, Alyssa does “cross” the hetero/homo “border” by beginning a 
relationship with Holden, much to her lesbian friends’ chagrin. This initially seems to 
reconfirm the centrality of heterosexuality by allowing the self-identified ‘gay’ character, 
Alyssa, to abandon her current sexual practices in favour of a heterosexual relationship 
with Holden. This plays on the myth that all a lesbian needs is an appropriate man to ‘fix’ 
her. Alyssa’s relationship with Holden is certainly privileged temporally by receiving 
more screen-time than her lesbianism. However, Alyssa’s lesbianism is not as inflexible 
as she initially suggests, and it is when she exceeds the above sexual borders that 
complications arise: not only does Alyssa consent to a relationship with Holden, it is 
eventually revealed that Alyssa has had numerous relationships with women and men in 
the past.  
Indeed, unlike the platonic lesbian from Boys on the Side or even the idealised 
gay male confidantes who are often permitted their own ideal partner such as in The 
Object of my Affection (see Dreisinger 4), Alyssa’s sexual agency is demonstrated by her 
past sexual experimentation with women and men that is legendary in her home town. 
Alyssa is also heavily penalised for such agency: she is joked about and considered a 
‘slut’, while Holden’s jealous best friend Banky dismisses Alyssa’s interest in Holden as 
further experimentation. This demonstrates a social policing of sexual borders: Alyssa’s 
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sexual history exceeds the film’s categorisations of both heterosexuality as well as 
lesbianism, which again plays out the film’s rigid homo/hetero binary by demonstrating 
the associated risk of social condemnation (Cover 83). Alyssa acknowledges such sexual 
policing given that she initially lied about having never had sex with a man and 
eventually confesses to having described herself as “gay” because she thought it would 
be easier to gain Holden’s acceptance as a lesbian (contained, clear sexuality) than as a 
woman who had been sexually active with multiple male and female partners 
(uncontained, excessive sexuality). Alyssa’s assumption is proven correct when Holden 
later breaks up with her for this very reason.  
Unsurprisingly, Alyssa’s sexual history also exceeds gender conventions, a fact 
that is evident by Holden feeling threatened by Alyssa’s past. In fact, Holden continually 
asks Alyssa to justify her sexual history to him, particularly in terms of his own more 
conservative sexual history, and eventually rejects her because of it. Consequently, it is 
not Alyssa’s lesbianism that is the real obstacle to their relationship, as I suggested 
earlier, but rather Holden’s crisis with his heterosexual masculinity. Holden is threatened 
by Alyssa’s more extensive sexual history because it exceeds his own; his fear inverts 
idealised gender conventions of the promiscuous man and the demure woman. Hence, the 
platonic or “safe eroticism” of the lesbian character is complicated in Chasing Amy 
because Alyssa’s sexuality is less able to be contained than the hetero-masculinity of the 
film’s protagonist Holden (Dreisinger 4). The ‘unsafe uncontainedness’ of Alyssa’s 
sexuality is further evidenced by the fact that Alyssa, not Holden, remains in a dominant 
position some time after she and Holden have parted ways. While Holden continues 
pining after Alyssa (to the extent that he writes a comic dedicated to her), Alyssa 
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dismissively (albeit fondly) describes Holden to her apparent new girlfriend as “just a 
guy I knew”.  
By beginning and ending the film as a ‘practising lesbian’, complete with lesbian 
love interests (first the woman in the bar and finally the woman at the comic convention), 
Cover argues that this privileges Alyssa’s lesbianism over her temporary heterosexual 
relationship with Holden (85). Cover asserts: 
She [Alyssa] begins [the film] as a lesbian, she ends as one. That 
communicates a great deal more when taking the film in its entirety […] 
Crossing the binarial divide is possible, but the happy ending occurs only 
when one crosses back to the true and proper sexual identity. Her 
promiscuous behaviour as a school-girl […] is recuperated as teenage 
experimentation. (85) 
Like temporary transvestite, trans-body, and gay films, where the film concludes with the 
hetero-protagonist revealing their ‘true’ gender and/or sexuality and thus enabling a 
heterosexual coupling, Chasing Amy also concludes by returning its lesbian character to 
her original sexual identity and practices (lesbianism), enabling an apparent lesbian 
coupling. While this prevents the continuation of the heterosexual romance the film had 
initiated between Alyssa and Holden it does—like the temporary transvestite, trans-body, 
and gay films I discussed earlier—resume its original sexual equilibrium. According to 
Cover, this recuperates “any displacement of the sexuality binary” (86) and functions “to 
discredit the idea of sexual experimentation or a sexuality that might be based on 
something other than gender-objects-of-choice, and to insist on the essentialistic and 
naturalistic fiction of the fixed sexual identity” (87).  
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However, Cover’s argument is not entirely convincing. As I mentioned earlier, 
Alyssa’s relationship with Holden is the focus of the film, thus receiving considerably 
more screen-time than her lesbian relationships; the increased screen-time allocated to the 
heterosexual romance privileges this relationship over Alyssa’s relationships with 
women. This privileging of heterosexuality is emphasised by the fact that both Alyssa’s 
female partners are unnamed and only seen in one scene each, highlighting their apparent 
insignificance. Cover’s suggestion is also too simple to account for the considerable 
challenge Alyssa poses to Holden’s hetero-masculinity. While Alyssa’s lesbianism 
remains consistent—her sexual practices demonstrate her fluid conception of lesbianism, 
which she articulates midway through the film—Holden has to reevaluate his own 
understanding of sexuality to the point of acknowledging Banky’s homoerotic desire for 
him, thus queering his own (and Banky’s) masculinity. That Alyssa is the catalyst for 
these realisations also locates her as having a greater sexual agency and social 
independence than either Holden or Banky; Alyssa’s agency is significant given that 
femininity is typically coded as subordinate to masculinity, particularly in terms of 
lesbian femininity and heterosexual masculinity.  
 Chasing Amy also offers evidence of the main problematic of lesbian characters in 
general, because lesbian sexual subjectivity is not easily contained within recent 
mainstream cinematic conventions. Alyssa is an independent and sexually active lesbian 
character, a fact that results in her sexuality being quickly demonstrated as ‘excessive’ 
and ‘uncontained’ (such as through the urban legends of her past sexual experiences that 
form the basis of her being labeled a ‘slut’), and, ultimately, as ‘dangerous’ to Holden’s 
conservative hetero-masculinity (to the point where he must reject her to maintain his 
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current hetero-masculinity). Here, then, Alyssa has more in common with the ice pick-
wielding Catherine (Sharon Stone) in Paul Verhoeven’s Basic Instinct (1991) than the 
unthreatening Jane in Boys on the Side. This is perhaps one of the reasons for the relative 
lack of secondary or central lesbian characters in recent mainstream cinema. Chasing 
Amy seems to suggest that, while gay men signal a “safe eroticism” for hetero-female 
protagonists and viewers alike (Dreisinger 4), lesbian characters can be excessively and 
dangerously sexual. 
 
Lesbian Cinematic Intertexts and Lesbian Romantic Comedies 
 
The characters and films I have discussed in this chapter represent some of the most 
visible and recent examples of the mobilisation of lesbian desire in mainstream cinema 
and are consequently useful for mapping out some of the major cinematic intertexts and 
contexts of lesbian romantic comedies. In each of the cinematic intertexts discussed in 
this chapter, the mobilisation of lesbian desire is often facilitated by an undesired 
mistake: an error can be corrected (or hidden from) via gender disguise in temporary 
transvestite films; an unfortunate and unexplainable body swap occurs in temporary 
trans-body films; erroneous sexual labelling takes place in temporary lesbian films; while 
lesbian characters (whether in a platonic relationship or oversexed) are frequently 
misguided in their choice of heterosexual objects of desire. Lesbian desire, or at least the 
potential of lesbian desire, is mobilised via some form of error or unfortunate choice, 
which implicitly locates lesbianism as something that occurs in exceptional, but 
unwelcome, circumstances: above all else it is not ordinary, natural, or normal.  
In these films, the mobilisation of lesbian desire also tends to be fleeting: 
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transitory lesbian moments arise in temporary transvestite, trans-body, and lesbian films, 
while even the lesbian desire of lesbian characters tends to be either unfulfilled (Boys on 
the Side) or active and ‘dangerous’ compared to their heterosexual desire (Chasing Amy). 
The fact that Chasing Amy featured a major and actively sexual lesbian character, even 
though she was penalised for her sexual activity, might be attributed to the film’s non-
Hollywood origins. Chasing Amy is the final film in Smith’s indie trilogy, which began 
with Clerks (1994) and Mallrats (1995). Moreover, Smith was also highly conscious 
about attempting to create a credible lesbian character (irrespective of whether lesbian 
audiences agree with his representation) (see Smith). In fact, Mandy Merck has noted that 
sexualised lesbians are depicted much more frequently in independent cinema, 
particularly art cinema, than in mainstream film (see, for instance, Merck’s “‘Lianna’”). 
 What is significant about the mobilisation of lesbian desire in these cinematic 
intertexts as a collection is that they are all contained within broader heterosexual 
narratives. These cinematic intertexts can be read as part of a broader public tourism of 
“newly sanctioned representations [. . .] of lesbian, gay or queer identities” (Hennessy, 
“Queer” 88), which as Cover notes is “based in a middle-class urban fascination for the 
other” (75). When the generally transitory mobilisations of lesbian desire evident in these 
films are extended, however, and lesbian desire becomes the sexual and narrative 
imperative of the film—as in the lesbian romantic comedies of this study—such a 
heterosexual frame is genuinely disrupted and itself contained within a lesbian frame. 
Consequently, lesbian romantic comedies both logically extend from the fleeting 
mobilisations of lesbian desire evident in these films, but also significantly undermine the 
containment of lesbian desire characteristic of these films. How, then, do lesbian 
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romantic comedies present lesbian desire outside of the ‘extraordinariness’ of the 
temporary transvestism, trans-body swaps, and lesbianism of at least the first three 
cinematic intertexts discussed in this chapter? How is lesbian desire articulated 
narratively in lesbian romantic comedies? Do lesbian romantic comedies employ existing 
romantic comedy narratives or are new narratives needed? And, if so, what are they 
characterised by? 
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CHAPTER TWO 
Narrative: Girl Meets Girl 
 
Hollywood genre films and the narratives that define them are one of the most popular 
and influential mediations of not only “the meaning of gender and sexuality in dominant 
culture” but also “the forms of embodiment and social relations that are themselves at 
issue” in the public sphere (Warner, Publics 54). Though they have dramatically 
decreased budgets (and dramatically smaller audiences and popularity) than Hollywood 
romantic comedies, lesbian romantic comedies can also be understood as contributing to 
debates surrounding gender and sexuality, albeit typically from different perspectives. 
For example, lesbian romantic comedies’ narrative replacement of ‘boy meets girl’ with 
‘girl meets girl’ can be read as engaging with and, potentially, challenging dominant 
understandings and embodiments not only of lesbianism but also of conventional 
(heterosexual) cinematic romance. As Becker, Citron, Lesage, and Rich claim, the 
“substitution of a lesbian couple for a heterosexual one could in fact substantially alter 
the narrative structures of film romance” (18). This chapter takes that statement as its 
starting point to consider some of the “substantial alterations” caused by lesbian romantic 
comedies’ ‘girl meets girl’ narrative, both generically and more broadly as embodiments 
of gender and sexuality in the public sphere. 
Narratively, Hollywood and lesbian romantic comedies share the same structure. 
Both progress along three acts: ‘Meet’ (the couple re/meet each other); ‘Lose’ (the 
couple, for whatever reason and for however long, are divided); and ‘Get’ (the couple are 
re/united) (Mernit 13-15). This narrative pattern of “order/disorder/[renewed] order” 
inevitably conforms to the basic structure of mainstream Western narrative cinema, as 
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well as most mainstream Western narratives across various media (Hayward 257). In 
terms of the Hollywood romantic comedy, the order/disorder/renewed order narrative 
“plays a large part in the stubborn return of a particularly heterosexual normativity” 
(Roof, Come xxix) and typically concludes either literally or metaphorically with the 
hetero-male protagonist “enter[ing] successfully into the social conventions of patriarchy, 
find[ing] a wife and settl[ing] down” (Hayward 258). The same holds true for the hetero-
female protagonist who, given the popular conception of Hollywood romantic comedies 
as ‘chick flicks’, is more likely to be the primary site of identification and action than her 
hetero-male counterpart; consider, for example, Sharon Maguire’s Bridget Jones’ Diary 
(2001). However, even when the focus is on the hetero-female protagonist, it is still the 
hetero-male protagonist who is most active in initiating contact and pursuing ‘the girl’. 
For example, the hetero-male protagonist pursues the hetero-female protagonist in the 
final scenes of recent Hollywood romantic comedies like Donald Petrie’s How to Lose a 
Guy in 10 Days (2003), Robert Luketic’s Legally Blonde (2001) and Monster-in-Law 
(2005), and Mark Waters’s Just Like Heaven (2005). This ‘pursued woman’ dynamic 
continues to provide evidence of Laura Mulvey’s argument about the male agency of the 
gaze (see, for example, 27, 33). Hence, even when Hollywood romantic comedies focus 
on the hetero-female protagonist, the primary dynamic very often remains ‘boy 
sees/meets/pursues girl’. 
 Lesbian romantic comedies and their replacement of ‘boy meets girl’ with ‘girl 
meets girl’ consequently signal a significant narrative change. Mandy Merck, citing a 
discussion with Annette Kuhn, suggests that the incorporation of lesbian characters into 
this “standard [boy meets girl] plot line” actually “renews the genre” (“Dessert Hearts” 
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379), while Babington and Evans state that a lesbian romance offers a sense of “novelty” 
that might revitalise the “old-fashioned” genre (268). Judith Roof might disagree with 
these critics, given that she argues that simply replacing heterosexual characters with 
lesbian characters does not necessarily challenge an existing narrative’s heterosexuality, 
because “the story itself doesn’t change” (Come xxxv). One of the arguments of this 
chapter—and of this study in general—however, is that the incorporation of lesbian 
characters into the romantic comedy genre does, in fact, facilitate certain changes. 
Indeed, this chapter investigates what sort of challenges lesbian romantic comedies’ ‘girl 
meets girl’ narrative might actually pose to the Hollywood romantic comedy genre and 
its conventions. Specifically, I consider whether and how this narrative might constitute 
at least a potential challenge to the heterocentricity of the Hollywood romantic comedy 
narrative and, by extension, to public culture. To explore these questions, this chapter 
critically compares a number of the features of the three-act romantic comedy narrative—
of ‘Meet’, ‘Lose’, and ‘Get’—by charting some of the similarities and differences 
between conventional Hollywood and lesbian romantic comedies in each act. Within this 
discussion, this chapter also investigates narrative setting (by looking at the significance 
of space and place), representational strategies (by comparing the uses of realism versus 
camp), and narrative resolutions (by considering whether ‘marriage’ is still viable in 
lesbian romantic comedies as the traditional signifier of ‘happily ever after’). 
 
Meet 
 
The central difference between conventional Hollywood and lesbian romantic comedies 
is evident from the first moments of the ‘Meet’: simply, ‘girl meets girl’ replaces ‘boy 
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meets girl’. This is, of course, an important difference that signals the emergence of the 
lesbian couple in romantic comedy. The introduction of ‘girl meets girl’ also breaks with 
almost six decades of heterocentricity in the Hollywood romantic comedy, which has a 
number of interesting effects some of which I discuss later in this chapter (see Neale, 
“The Big Romance” 288). However, before I consider some of the major differences 
between Hollywood and lesbian romantic comedies, I want to first consider their 
similarities. 
Conventional Hollywood and lesbian romantic comedies share a number of 
narrative conventions. Both have, for example, predominantly urban settings (for lesbian 
romantic comedies these include Bar Girls, Go Fish, Love Cats, Some Prefer Cake, 
Better than Chocolate, A Family Affair), with generally smaller numbers set in either 
suburban (2 Girls in Love, Late Bloomers) or suburban-rural areas (It’s in the Water, But 
I’m a Cheerleader). As in conventional Hollywood romantic comedies, the lesbians in 
lesbian romantic comedies meet in a range of spaces. I use ‘space/s’ here, like ‘place/s’, 
to refer to locations that are “continually being constructed, negotiated, and contested” 
(Leap, “Introduction” 7). Specifically, I use ‘place’ to refer to a “location that has been 
naturally formed or constructed”, while I use ‘space’ to refer to the practices “imposed on 
place, when forms of human activity impose meanings on a given location, and transform 
‘neutral’ terrain into landscape” (Leap, “Introduction” 7). In terms of the spaces lesbians 
meet in, in four of the ten films of this study, lesbians meet in non-lesbian and gay 
specific locations, such as at petrol stations (2 Girls in Love), at school as staff (Late 
Bloomers), on blind dates (A Family Affair), and on the side of the road (Better than 
Chocolate). In another five lesbian romantic comedies, lesbians meet in specifically or 
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primarily lesbian or lesbian and gay spaces, such as at lesbian dinners (Some Prefer 
Cake), lesbian coffee-shops or bars (Bar Girls, Go Fish), as workers at AIDS respite care 
homes (It’s in the Water), and at lesbian and gay rehabilitation camps (But I’m a 
Cheerleader).17 (In Love Cats, the final film included in this study, the couple are already 
together at the beginning of the film.) Thus, there is a reasonably even distribution 
between lesbian and gay (5) and non-lesbian and gay specific (4) meeting sites.  
This distribution between lesbian and gay and non-lesbian and gay meeting sites 
is interesting given Neale’s argument that “ideology is always at stake both in the mode 
and context of the [couple’s] meeting” (“The Big Romance” 288). Because the social 
space lesbians meet in these films is marked as ‘lesbian’ (or ‘lesbian and gay’) almost as 
often as it is marked as ‘non-lesbian’ (or ‘non-lesbian and gay’), these films can 
collectively be understood as emphasising lesbian characters’ participation in and 
interaction with both lesbian and non-lesbian spaces. For example, in the early moments 
of Better than Chocolate Maggie (Karyn Dwyer) is seen in a lesbian club; in a non-
lesbian and gay coffee-shop where, as I discuss later, she faces homophobia; and a 
lesbian and gay bookshop. Similarly, where the lesbian couple meet in a non-lesbian/non-
                                                 
17 It is mildly surprising that there is only one lesbian romantic comedy that takes place largely in a lesbian 
bar, given the significance of the lesbian bar in lesbian social history (see Lapovsky Kennedy and Davis 
29). In fact, they often functioned as lesbian “community centers” (Russo 317); similarly, Kelly Hankin 
notes, “[h]istorically, the space of the bar was the premiere semipublic site for lesbians, allowing them to 
make social, political, and sexual contacts with other women in the public realm” (34). There is some 
history of lesbian bars being presented in cinema both in fictional film (from Robert Aldrich’s 1968 The 
Killing of Sister George to Kevin Smith’s 1997 Chasing Amy) and in documentaries (Paris Poirier’s 1993 
Last Call at Maud’s).  
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lesbian and gay space, these films can be understood as articulating lesbian desire as 
ordinary, everyday, and ‘everywhere’ (rather than occurring only in ‘special’ or 
extraordinary lesbian- or lesbian and gay-specific sites). This representation of everyday 
lesbianism differs from the unfortunate and/or supernatural mobilisations of lesbian 
desire I discussed in the previous chapter.  
However, lesbian romantic comedies also show that there are penalties for 
lesbians’ participation in everyday public spaces: in most of the films where the lesbian 
couple meets in a non-lesbian (or non-lesbian and gay) space, that couple faces 
homophobia later in the film in the second (‘Lose’) act, which I discuss in the next 
section. For example, Better than Chocolate shows its couple, Maggie and Kim 
(Christina Cox), as victims of homophobia (albeit only a mild form) only moments after 
they meet, which pre-empts the more serious homophobia of the second (‘Lose’) act of 
the film. While I discuss this scene further in the next chapter, it is worth initially 
considering this example here. After meeting minutes earlier on the side of the street 
where Kim is painting by her van, Maggie and Kim go to chat in a local coffee-shop 
where Maggie is friends with the heterosexual male owner. The women get on well and 
when they hold each other’s hands and lean forward to kiss each other over the table the 
coffee-shop owner, Tony, quickly steps in and tells them that there is “no kissing 
allowed” and that consequently they have to leave the premises. While Maggie reminds 
Tony that he kissed a woman in the coffee-shop the previous week, Tony responds by 
saying, “I’m a man. She was a woman. That’s different”. Tony’s remarks emphasise how 
“the street – and I mean this to include not only the pavement/sidewalk but also the 
places, such as shops and cafes, which the street contains – is not an asexual space. 
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Rather, it is [. . .] heterosexual” (Valentine, “(Re)negotiating” 146). 
While Maggie and Kim laugh off the incident and leave the coffee-shop to 
continue to enjoy their fun first meeting, the incident nevertheless demonstrates an 
ominous heteronormative social policing (represented by Tony) of what is publicly 
acceptable for lesbians in public space (and, more broadly, public culture). This incident 
tells us that lesbian characters can ‘be’ lesbian, but they cannot demonstrate their 
lesbianism publicly. Of course, that Maggie and Kim do laugh off the incident also 
suggests that this is not a new experience; that, in fact, their undeterred reaction 
emphasises a history of homophobic acts that is a regular part of lesbian life. Lesbians are 
required to be effectively closeted for as Richard Fung notes: “queers for the most part 
form an ‘invisible’ minority that reveals itself, even to other queers, only through acts of 
queerness” (90). Thus, to ‘be’ a lesbian without being permitted to demonstrate that 
lesbianism publicly—through, most obviously, acts of affection, love, and/or lust with 
another woman—is to be ‘invisible’ or closeted. Warner argues:  
not all sexualities are public or private in the same way. Same-sex persons 
kissing, embracing, or holding hands in public view commonly excite 
disgust even to the point of violence, whereas mixed-sex persons doing the 
same things are invisibly ordinary, even applauded. Nelly boys are said to 
be ‘flaunting’ their sexuality, just by swishing or lisping. They are told to 
keep it to themselves, even though the ‘it’ in question is their relation to 
their own bodies. Butch men, meanwhile, can swagger aggressively 
without being accused of flaunting anything. (Publics 24) 
The homophobia Maggie and Kim face soon after meeting in Better than Chocolate 
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demonstrates the heteronormativity of public space that Warner discusses above and 
highlights the potential risks and costs of lesbian citizenship in such space. Warner notes: 
“lesbians and gay men have found that to challenge the norms of straight culture in public 
is to disturb deep and unwritten rules about the kinds of behaviour and eroticism that are 
appropriate to the public” (Publics 25). To this extent, then, Better than Chocolate—and, 
indeed, all of the lesbian romantic comedies that link ‘meeting’ in a non-lesbian or non-
lesbian and gay space with homophobia—can ultimately be read as offering a critique of 
the kind of narrative and social closeting enforced by Tony. In doing so, these films urge 
viewers, but especially viewers who do not face homophobia in their own lives, to 
consider the ways homophobia is embedded in daily life in public spaces and, 
consequently, the kinds of ways that lesbians have to negotiate the ‘publicness’ of their 
‘lesbianism’ in those spaces.  
 Unlike the social policing that Maggie and Kim face, in films where the couple 
meet in a lesbian or lesbian and gay space that couple is considerably less likely to face 
homophobia. In fact, of the five films that fall into this category—Some Prefer Cake, Go 
Fish, Bar Girls, It’s in the Water, and But I’m a Cheerleader—only two films, or less 
than half, show the couple facing homophobia, which implies that lesbians are safer and 
more accepted as lesbians in lesbian (or lesbian and gay) spaces. By implying that 
lesbians are safer in lesbian (or lesbian and gay) public spaces, these films valorise 
lesbian (and gay) community. These films also critique and ultimately challenge potential 
readings of lesbian (and gay) public spaces as ‘ghettoising’ by emphasising the necessity 
and (personal and collective) value of such spaces in homophobic public culture. 
‘Ghettoising’ is based on the phrase ‘gay ghetto’, which refers to (usually urban) 
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neighbourhoods with significantly visible lesbian, gay, bisexual, and/or transgendered 
populations (alongside reasonably GLBT friendly populations) and businesses. One of 
the most famous examples of a ‘gay ghetto’ is New York’s Greenwich Village. Tim 
Davis argues: “American gay politics has historically depended upon the establishment 
and use of residential territories (known as gay territories, gay ghettos or liberated zones) 
as a survival tactic, as the centre of the creation of a common identity, as a base for 
electoral power and as a main focus of gay politics” (284; see also Berlant and Warner 
327). However, in homophobic contexts gay ghettos can become stigmatised targets for 
homophobic activities, such as gay bashing (Davis 284-5). For a discussion of how gay 
ghettos emerge, though they do not explicitly label them as such, see Berlant and 
Warner’s “Sex in Public” (especially 326-8). (For further discussion see Tim Davis.) 
The two films that show the couple meeting in a lesbian/lesbian and gay space 
and still facing homophobia—It’s in the Water and But I’m a Cheerleader—link 
homophobia to conservative heterosexuals. Both films also use camp, as I discuss below, 
to parodically frame that homophobia, which is consistent with Moe Meyer’s 
understanding of camp as the “strategies and tactics of queer parody” (“Introduction” 9). 
The use of camp in these two films is particularly interesting given that they represent the 
only diegetic uses of camp within the films of this study (though as I discuss in Chapter 
Five, It’s in the Water also uses camp as a promotional strategy on its video cover).18 
                                                 
18 There has been a great deal written on ‘camp’ since it was first discussed in scholarship in the late 1960s 
and early 1970s when Susan Sontag’s “Notes on Camp” (1967) and Esther Newton’s ethnographic research 
into female impersonators in Mother Camp (1972) appeared. For a collection of scholarship on ‘camp’ see 
Moe Meyer’s edited collection The Politics and Poetics of Camp (1994) or for a more recent and extensive 
collection see Fabio Cleto’s edited collection Camp (1999), especially his Introduction. For a discussion of 
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While a large number of discussions of camp, including lesbian camp, often begin by 
reading it through the practices and significations of gay male camp, lesbian camp, like 
gay male camp, has a specific history with different socio-political imperatives and 
access to cultural products. Moreover, gay male camp has unquestionably been the most 
embraced in popular cultural contexts, for reasons including continuing male privilege in 
a patriarchal world. Paula Robertson discusses this further in “What Makes the Feminist 
Camp?” where she argues that in many discussions of camp, women are “objects of camp 
and subject to it but are not camp subjects” (267; see also Robertson, Guilty Pleasures). 
Camp is, in fact, the site of enormous debate within queer critical/cultural theory, 
especially in terms of lesbian performance and representation. For instance, Kate Davy, 
one of the first scholars to theorise camp as it relates to lesbian performance, finds that 
even when ‘out’ lesbian performers employ strategies such as exaggeration, parody, and 
irony in a lesbian-focused performance in a primarily lesbian space, they are not 
necessarily engaging in ‘camp’, even ‘lesbian camp’ (“Fe/male” 231, 234).19 Rather, 
Davy finds that camp, in terms of being a politically effective strategy for lesbian 
performance, is likely to lead to lesbians being effaced by and/or assimilated into 
                                                                                                                                                 
lesbian camp specifically see, for instance, Paula Graham’s “Girl’s Camp?” (1995) and Vicki Cooper’s 
“‘Female Camp’?” (1998).  
19 Jill Dolan would disagree because she identifies the performances Davy is discussing—of the (lesbian) 
“Split Britches and [at] the WOW Café”—as camp (“‘Lesbian’ Subjectivity” 40). (The WOW Café was 
created by and for “women-identified” performers, though is dominated by lesbian performers; see Davy, 
“Outing” 190.) It is, however, important to note that Dolan’s article appeared two years before Davy’s 
“Fe/male Impersonation”; consequently, some of the debates surrounding the political efficacy of ‘camp’ 
to, for example, feminists and lesbians had not yet been fully articulated at the time of Dolan’s writing.  
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hegemonic, heterosexual culture (“Fe/male” 237). At the same time, however, camp is 
just as clearly emerging as one of—if not the—most ‘popular’ forms of both lesbian and 
gay self-representation in mainstream representation, and thus may well function as one 
of the few discourses that can potentially unite lesbians and gay men in an audience. One 
explanation for camp’s potential to unite lesbians and gay men is that the features of 
camp, such as the use of excessive and humorous artifice to demonstrate a distance from 
(and incongruity with) realism, remove lesbian and gay male content from realism and its 
traditional heteronormativity (see Dolan, “‘Lesbian’ Subjectivity” 44 and Dolan, The 
Feminist 84). That is, realism—as the “most pervasive aesthetic form in Western culture 
and the dominant mode of all popular mediated forms”—is also historically associated 
with the bourgeoisie as a mode of representation designed to depict the (implicitly 
heteronormative) “establishment” (Hallam with Marshment xii, 10-23). Indeed, scholars 
like Jill Dolan and Hilary Harris have investigated realism as a mode that normalises 
heterosexuality (see Dolan, “‘Lesbian’” and Harris, “Failing” especially 204-206). 
 In It’s in the Water, camp characteristics like excessive artifice are certainly used 
to demonstrate an incongruous distance from realism; this time, however, camp is not 
used to remove gay or lesbian content from a heteronormative realist frame, but rather to 
separate the heteronormativity from the (lesbian and gay friendly) realist frame. So, 
rather than position the lesbian and gay characters as camp, the film caricatures a group 
of homophobic women—the upper-class women’s social group led by Alex’s mother 
Lily (Barbara Lasater)—as camp as a means of singling them out as tasteless (and 
unrealistic) objects of humour who are undesirably ‘out of touch’ with progressive social 
and political reality. Thus, the group of homophobic women are presented as camp, while 
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the remaining characters (and settings) in the film are presented as realist. This dual 
strategic use of camp and realism effectively invites the viewer to deride this group of 
homophobic women and, by extension, to distance themselves from homophobia. In this 
way, It’s in the Water employs realism as a site of “discursive struggle to make sense of 
our realities, albeit primarily through forms of address that support dominant beliefs and 
values, but also in ways that can refract those beliefs and values” (Hallam with 
Marshment xii). That is, by using camp to single out these homophobic (white, 
heterosexual, upper-class) women, the film juxtaposes the group as ‘the (ideological) 
other’ with the lesbian and gay (or lesbian and gay-friendly) central characters that 
constitute the film’s norm.  
However, at least one reading of this representation of camp plays out Davy’s 
concerns in “Fe/male Impersonation” about the inherent misogyny in much camp 
representation, inasmuch as viewers are encouraged to share in their derision of this 
group of homophobic women, who also represent the largest concentration of female 
characters in the film. Thus, to invite viewers, female and male, to laugh at this large 
group of women is also, by extension, to potentially laugh at women more broadly. Yet, 
another more positive reading of this use of camp is as a strategy to specifically 
undermine homophobia. Indeed, the homophobia of this group of women is parodied 
throughout the film: for example, on finding out that their group is due to volunteer at an 
AIDS respite centre, the women gasp with horror and complain about the possibility of 
‘catching’ AIDS from the patients until they eventually refuse to continue volunteering at 
the centre. They wear gloves and masks while walking up and down the centre’s 
hallways to help ‘protect’ themselves from the patients. This group of characters is also 
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constructed as camp by their highly stylised dress and mannerisms: all of the women in 
this group are fastidiously groomed (with perfectly coiffed hair); wear power suits or 
similar attire in traditionally unfashionable or conservative colours, such as bright yellow 
and green or pastels; and speak in clipped tones with demonstrative hand gestures. 
Conversely, most of the other (lesbian and gay/friendly) characters in the film dress and 
react in much more naturalistic ways, which accentuates the difference between the group 
of stylised homophobic women and the naturalistic politically progressive characters 
(many of whom are gay or lesbian). Predictably, protagonist Alex’s dress charts her 
personal progress through the film: she begins dressing like her mother, though never to 
the same degree and always with a politically progressive perspective, but slowly evolves 
to a more casual and individual dress sense.  
In this second reading of the use of camp in It’s in the Water, homophobia 
becomes the ridiculous and excessive butt of the film’s joke in much the same way as 
lesbians and gay men have been in Hollywood cinema since its inception (see Russo). 
These films return power to the lesbian and gay characters and undermine the authority of 
the conservative heterosexual characters. This inverts the usual heterocentric hegemony 
of Hollywood cinema as well as de-legitimates homophobia as a reaction to lesbianism or 
gayness. It’s in the Water’s use of camp also offers an idealised public sphere where 
homophobia is visibly marked through its exaggerated artifice. In this sense, this film’s 
use of camp may suggest that while lesbians are likely to face risks in heteronormative 
public space, homophobic heterosexuals are also at risk—if only of being marked and 
potentially ridiculed, and thus the victims of something akin to moderate homophobia, or 
‘heterophobia’, themselves—when in a lesbian (or lesbian and gay) public space. This is 
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consistent with Weiss’s understanding of camp as “a way of exposing and 
disempowering those cultural myths and representations which would otherwise be 
unrelentingly oppressive, especially to women and gay people” (Vampires 107). 
 Continuing from my previous discussion about the couple’s meeting site, if the 
couple meet each other in a lesbian or lesbian and gay setting, they are also slightly more 
likely to already know each other (as in It’s in the Water), whereas if they meet at a non-
lesbian/non-lesbian and gay specific setting they are more likely to be meeting for the 
first time (as in A Family Affair). The latter plays on Fung’s comment that lesbians are 
“invisible” and therefore unknown to each other if they are not actively ‘being’ or 
‘acting’ lesbian, such as by frequenting lesbian/lesbian and gay sites (see 90). Further, 
these two facts—that the couple is more likely to know each other if they meet in a 
lesbian or lesbian and gay setting and less likely to face homophobia—can be read as 
valorising the inclusiveness, ‘community’, and increased safety of lesbian participation in 
lesbian (or lesbian and gay) spaces. These films consequently direct viewers to consider 
homophobia as a serious and ongoing oppression that lesbians face in their (our) daily 
lives and, to adapt Linda Dittmar’s comment on “cross-generational understanding” (74), 
‘open up a space for cross-sexuality understanding’ by potentially functioning 
pedagogically for heterosexual audiences. This reading understands spectatorship in 
selected lesbian romantic comedies as encouraging an, at worst, empathy and, at best, 
identification with the on-screen lesbian protagonists, no matter how the spectator might 
identify individually. In doing this, these films conceive of spectatorship as an example 
of what Deborah Thompson talks about as cross-sexuality “identification politics” (39; 
see also Fuss, Identification). Whereas identity politics since the late 1980s and early 
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1990s have revolved around “what one identified as: straight woman, gay man”, 
identification politics is based on “identifying with as much as on identifying as” 
(Thompson 38-9). Thus, such a model encourages a focus on the “possibilities of 
identification as an active, plural, sometimes self-conflicting process, rather than on 
identity proper” (43-4). This is consistent with the flexible definition of ‘lesbian’ I posed 
in the Introduction.  
 Another similarity between conventional Hollywood and lesbian romantic 
comedies is that both are also generally set in the private sphere—the “province of 
women”—of the home, domestic life, and intimate relationships (Rowe, Unruly Woman 
110). As Rowe notes, “[e]ven when romantic comedy takes place in the workplace [. . .] 
that environment simply provides a backdrop for the film’s real interest, the relationship 
between the sexes” (Unruly Woman 110). Even though Rowe focuses on the centrality of 
heterosexual couples, the use of a workplace as the site of a relationship is nevertheless 
evident in lesbian romantic comedies like Late Bloomers and, to a lesser extent, Better 
than Chocolate (where Maggie and Kim’s relationship is discussed and played out at 
Maggie’s workplace, “Ten Percent Books”, the local lesbian and gay bookstore) and It’s 
in the Water (where volunteer Alex meets nurse Grace at the “Hope House” AIDS 
hospice, which is also the site of much conservative local controversy). In Late Bloomers 
the local high school, Eleanor B. Roosevelt High, becomes the background for a growing 
relationship between two staff members, teacher Dinah (Connie Nelson) and 
administrative assistant and married mother Carly (Dee Hennigan). The fact that the 
background to Dinah and Carly’s relationship is their workplace is an important political 
strategy. In Citizenship, Ruth Lister notes that lesbians and gays “are expected to confine 
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the expression of their sexuality to the private sphere so as not to contaminate the 
[heterosexual] public” (123; see also Bell and Binnie 4-5 and Richardson, “Sexuality” 
89). Thus, using the workplace as the background for Dinah and Carly’s relationship 
addresses this bias by insisting on lesbians’ rights not only to be recognised publicly as 
lesbian, but also to conduct lesbian relationships publicly.  
 It is also significant in terms of simply representing lesbians as having multi-
sphere identities, or identities that cross the private and public spheres. Instead of being 
restricted to the private sphere of sexuality and gender, as many hetero-female 
protagonists implicitly are in Hollywood romantic comedies, the lesbians of lesbian 
romantic comedies are usually shown to have active personal and professional lives. This 
is quite different to a number of recent Hollywood romantic comedies. For example, Just 
Like Heaven can be read as criticising its female lead, Dr Elizabeth Masterson (Reece 
Witherspoon), for her passionate investment in her work as a medical doctor. Elizabeth’s 
life is presented as deficient because she is not involved in a romantic relationship, a 
deficiency that is attributed to the long hours she works. Elizabeth is quickly and severely 
penalised in the film for being ‘too’ invested in her career by being killed in the first 
scenes. She spends the rest of the film as a ghost confined to the private sphere of her 
apartment to try and force new tenant David Abbott (Mark Ruffalo) out of ‘her’ 
apartment. Effectively, Elizabeth is forced to learn the value of romance over career 
through her confinement to the private sphere, and eventual relationship with David. 
Similarly, in Andy Tennant’s Sweet Home Alabama (2002), Melanie Carmichael (Reece 
Witherspoon) gives up her dream job in New York to return to being the rural wife of 
redneck Jack (Josh Lucas), after again having to learn to value ‘family’ over professional 
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achievement. Likewise, Andie Anderson (Kate Hudson) gives up her dream job as a 
Washington political journalist in How to Lose a Guy in 10 Days to stay in New York 
with the ‘guy’ she failed to ‘lose’, namely chauvinist Benjamin Barry (Matthew 
McConaughey). So, while some of the most recent Hollywood romantic comedies 
continue to implicitly force their female protagonists back into the private sphere of 
romance, relationships, and family—consequently privileging patriarchy over the 
feminist ideologies these films typically pay lip service to—lesbian romantic comedies 
emphasise their protagonists’ interaction in private and public spheres.  
Thus, the workplace/school also functions didactically as a site where female 
(lesbian) citizenship is negotiated and policed.20 For instance, while Dinah and Carly are 
reasonably content and respected staff members before their relationship, both face 
homophobia from students (including Carly’s daughter, Lisa), students’ parents, and 
other staff members once their relationship becomes public. They are both bullied at a 
                                                 
20 A large body of work on ‘citizenship’ has appeared since the 1950s. Most influential to this study is the 
1990s emergence of feminist and lesbian and gay interventions into dominant heterosexist conceptions of 
citizenship. Major examples include the work of Ruth Lister (1998, 2003), Berlant, Diane Richardson 
(1998), David Bell and Jon Binnie (2000), and Warner (1993, 2002). Following Richardson, this study does 
not analyse “concepts of citizenship, and the various models of sexual citizenship one might develop”; 
instead, it recognises “the growing social and political significance of citizenship as a construct [. . .] and 
the implications this may have for the social inclusion and exclusion of lesbians” (“Sexuality” 83). Thus, 
this study acknowledges that citizenship is always sexual “in that the foundational tenets of being a citizen 
are all inflected by sexualities” (Bell and Binnie 10). Citizenship is a useful consideration because it 
“provides an index for [. . .] witnessing the processes of valorization that make different populations 
differently legitimate socially and under the law” (Berlant, The Queen 20). For an overview of citizenship 
scholarship, see Engin Isin and Bryan Turner’s edited collection Handbook of Citizenship Studies (2003).  
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staff meeting where they are threatened with being fired and Dinah is told she is no 
longer allowed to coach the girls’ basketball team, because of the lesbian ‘threat’ she 
represents to the girls if she, for example, saw them changing in the locker rooms. Here 
the workplace background is more significant than Rowe initially suggested, which 
highlights that there is typically more at stake socially, culturally, and narratively in 
lesbian romantic comedies, particularly when the central lesbian romance displaces a 
more traditional and socially acceptable heterosexual marriage and nuclear family (as it 
does in Late Bloomers, where Carly leaves her husband and two children to be with 
Dinah). Indeed, Dinah and Carly’s relationship and, more precisely, reactions to their 
relationship are played out across the workplace/school through classroom and hallway 
interactions and staffroom discussions. While I discuss this further in the next section, 
‘Lose’, it is sufficient to note here how the workplace in Late Bloomers functions to 
police acceptable (female) staff citizenship. This is most clearly evidenced by other staff 
members emphasising to Dinah and Carly that lesbianism is inappropriate for school 
staff. Such policing explicitly enforces public lesbianism as outside the boundaries of an 
acceptable female citizenship, consequently implying that an acceptable female 
citizenship is necessarily heterosexual.  
 This critique of citizenship draws attention to what Ruth Lister calls “bogus 
universalism”, where concepts of “universal” Western citizenship (“Citizenship and 
Difference” 72)—that espouse equality and equal access for all citizens—in practice 
mobilise a citizenship “closely associated with the institutionalisation of heterosexual as 
well as male privilege” (Richardson, “Sexuality” 88; Lister, “Citizenship and Difference” 
73-5; see also Phelan, “The Space”). According to Jane Martin and Carol Vincent, the 
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“assumption of universality is a characteristic of traditional understandings of 
citizenship”, such as in liberal, civic republican, and social democratic models of 
citizenship, and is based around a “denial of difference and diversity” (137). I use 
‘universal citizenship’ to talk generally about this mythic “universal assumption”.  In 
Late Bloomers, while the heterosexuality of “bogus universalism” is evidenced by the 
school’s assumption and enforcement of heterosexuality, its embedded male privilege is 
highlighted by the fact that one of the head spokespeople in a later staff debate about 
Dinah and Carly’s relationship is a (white heterosexual) man and, in fact, Carly’s rejected 
husband (as reactionary patriarch). Of course, as I argue later, the purpose of Dinah’s and 
Carly’s citizenship(s) being policed in Late Bloomers is actually part of the film’s 
critique of and, ultimately, challenge to such a conception of citizenship. In this sense, 
Dinah and Carly’s fight to be able to have a public lesbian relationship as two staff 
members at a shared workplace reflects the central argument put forward by most 
feminist and lesbian and gay citizenship theorists; that is, it demonstrates a shift away 
from problematic ‘universal’ conceptions of citizenship towards an emphasis on 
acknowledging and accommodating the differences between individual citizens (Bell and 
Binnie 7; see also Richardson, “Sexuality” and Phillips, Democracy).  
 Moreover, the naming of Dinah and Carly’s workplace as “Eleanor B. Roosevelt 
High” also humorously underscores the film’s call for a recognition of individual 
difference(s) in at least two ways. First, it insists on the film’s political engagement: 
referencing Eleanor B. Roosevelt, publicly admired wife of president F. D. Roosevelt and 
significant political activist in her own right, positions the film as part of dominant 
American political discourse, as well as associates the film (and its central couple) with a 
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female political figure commonly narrativised as independent (and, thus, ‘different’ or 
‘queer’). Second, the naming of the school is, of course, a queer insider joke that gestures 
towards the “rumours” surrounding Eleanor B. Roosevelt’s erotic relationships with 
women (see Garber, Vice 76-8). This reference knowingly frames the debate over Dinah 
and Carly’s lesbian citizenship(s) within an implicitly queer political context and 
workplace.  
 While Hollywood and lesbian romantic comedies share a number of similarities, 
there are also a number of significant differences between them, some of which are 
initially evident in the first act (‘Meet’). The most significant difference is the change 
from ‘boy meets girl’ to ‘girl meets girl’ and the associated shift away from a focus on 
the supposedly inherent differences between “the sexes”, which Hollywood romantic 
comedies have relied on fairly consistently since their inception (Rowe, Unruly Woman 
10; see also Mernit in Film Genre). Hollywood romantic comedies’ usual fascination 
with the differences between “the sexes” is signalled in the often synonymous use of 
“Hollywood romantic comedies” with the phrase “comedy of the sexes”, even by 
scholars (see, for instance, Neale and Krutnik 132). This focus underscores the 
heterocentricity of the genre, which is grounded in patriarchal ideologies that assume an 
inherent difference between females and males (and assume that there are only two 
sexes) that is evident in gender performance but supposedly based in biology. There are a 
number of effects of lesbian romantic comedies’ move away from this.  
 One effect is that the generally equal focus on the female and male protagonists in 
many Hollywood romantic comedies—between, for instance, Annie (Meg Ryan) and 
Sam (Tom Hanks) in Nora Ephron’s Sleepless in Seattle (1993)—is not evident in lesbian 
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romantic comedies. Rather, lesbian romantic comedies tend to focus primarily, though 
not exclusively, on one member of the lesbian couple, such as the focus on Mia in Love 
Cats, Loretta in Bar Girls, Alex in It’s in the Water, Kira in Some Prefer Cake, Megan in 
But I’m a Cheerleader, and Rachel in A Family Affair. (The relatively equal focus on 
Dinah and Carly in Late Bloomers is one of the few obvious exceptions to this.) Lesbian 
romantic comedies’ eschewal of the inherent differences between ‘the sexes’ also results 
in a much broader eschewal of the essential differences between the couple full stop. As I 
argue later, one reason for this is because lesbian romantic comedies typically present 
external ‘obstacles’ (‘external’ as in outside the relationship) to the couple’s relationship, 
rather than internal. Internal obstacles, which are such a feature of Hollywood romantic 
comedies, are typically evidenced when the eventual couple ‘clash’ or instantly dislike 
each other on first meeting, such as in Nancy Meyers’s Something’s Gotta Give (2003).   
 In the few lesbian romantic comedies where there is a focus on the differences 
between the couple, other differences become more pronounced (as opposed to ‘sexual 
differences’). As Berenstein notes, “without the contrasts implicit in the male/female 
sexual difference, filmmakers appeal to other forms of physical variance” (128). For 
example, 2 Girls in Love consistently juxtaposes the racial and class differences between 
Randy (white, lower class) and Evie (African American, upper class) with deeply 
problematic implications. It is more common, however, for lesbian romantic comedies to 
emphasise the couple’s shared difference from wider society. The couple’s shared 
difference from society is usually linked to them facing external obstacles, like 
homophobia, which is most evident in the second act, ‘Lose’. Another effect of lesbian 
romantic comedies’ lessened attention on the couple’s inherent ‘differences’ is the 
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increased focus on friends and/or community surrounding the couple. This is a point I 
take up in my discussion of lesbian intimacies in the following chapter.  
 
Lose 
 
In the second narrative act the emerging (or re-emerging) romantic relationship between 
the central couple goes awry and results in a temporary fight and/or break-up (Mernit 13-
15). This ‘loss’ is usually caused via the introduction of obstacles to the couple’s 
relationship that temporarily seem insurmountable. The most common obstacles in 
conventional Hollywood romantic comedies are the “wrong partner”, parental opposition, 
and, more frequently, differences between the couple that are linked to gender, but that 
can also be coded via class, race, and/or age (Neale, “The Big Romance” 289; Rowe, 
Unruly Woman 10). These devices often function in combination with each other and can 
take innumerable forms (Neale, “The Big Romance” 289-90). There are, however, a 
number of fairly consistent differences between the obstacles in conventional Hollywood 
and lesbian romantic comedies. In discussing lesbian romances, Stacey argues that while 
lesbian romances share with Hollywood romances “the reliance on the use of obstacles to 
provide narrative desire and tension” the obstacles themselves tend to be “rather 
different” and include “heterosexual men, suicide, murder, neurosis, isolation, 
depression, homophobia and fear of discovery” (“‘If You Don’t Play’” 97). Similarly, 
lesbian romantic comedies also have considerably different obstacles to Hollywood 
romantic comedies. For example, on the whole, unlike many Hollywood romantic 
comedies, the obstacles in lesbian romantic comedies tend to be external (between the 
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couple and the outside world) rather than internal (between the couple themselves).  
 The most frequent external obstacles in lesbian romantic comedies are social 
opposition via homophobia, parental opposition, or a combination of both. In fact, 
homophobia represents a new external generic obstacle and is, unsurprisingly, found in 
lesbian (and gay) romantic comedies. As Stacey suggested earlier, homophobia also 
represents an obstacle in lesbian romances as well as in some of the temporary lesbian 
films I discussed in the previous chapter, such as in Bend it like Beckham when Paula 
demonstrates a homophobic aversion to Jules’ and Jess’s (supposed) lesbian relationship. 
In lesbian romantic comedies, the presence of homophobia as a common obstacle 
reminds viewers of the high stakes involved in lesbian dating and public lesbian 
citizenship generally. It emphasises the vulnerability of citizen(ship)s of difference, such 
as lesbian citizen(ship)s, in everyday public culture. With this in mind, it is possible to 
read the use of homophobia in these films as looking towards a conception of citizenship 
that moves beyond problematic ‘universal’ models of citizenship and instead looks 
towards models that might protect and “accommodate difference” (Lister, “Citizenship 
and Difference” 71).21 However, as I argue later, this is not necessarily a model that 
lesbian romantic comedies’ fully conceptualise and/or employ. 
  Central characters in films such as Go Fish, 2 Girls in Love, It’s in the Water, and 
Late Bloomers all contend with homophobic verbal abuse—from someone shouting 
“fucking dyke” from a passing car in 2 Girls in Love to more specific verbal attacks in 
                                                 
21 Chantal Mouffe’s work has been particularly influential in exploring models of citizenship based around 
difference. In particular, see her “Feminism, Citizenship and Radical Democratic Politics” (1992). See also 
Lister’s “Citizenship and Difference”. 
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Late Bloomers—while central characters in Better than Chocolate are physically 
threatened. While homophobia is represented in various ways in these films, homophobia 
is specifically used as an obstacle in half of the lesbian romantic comedies of this study: 
thus, of the ten films examined, five feature forms of homophobia as obstacles to the 
central couple’s relationship (2 Girls in Love, It’s in the Water, Late Bloomers, Better 
than Chocolate, and But I’m a Cheerleader). Of the five that do not feature homophobia 
as an obstacle, four are located at least partially in specifically lesbian or lesbian and gay 
settings (Bar Girls, Go Fish, Some Prefer Cake, and A Family Affair), where lesbians are 
presumably safe from homophobic acts, while only one film neither features a lesbian or 
lesbian and gay setting, nor homophobia as an obstacle (Love Cats).22 Overall, these 
films emphasise the everyday homophobia of lesbian lives and, excluding Love Cats, 
collectively reveal the embedded oppressions inherent in what David Bell and Gill 
Valentine describe as the “hegemony of heterosexual social relations in everyday 
environments” or, simply, heteronormative public space (“Orientations” 7). 
One of the most explicit examples of homophobia in any of the films of this study 
occurs in Better than Chocolate. As I noted in the previous section, Maggie and Kim face 
a mild form of homophobia soon after meeting when they are ejected from the local 
coffee-shop for holding hands and attempting to kiss. However, homophobia-as-obstacle 
becomes more palpable later in the film during the ‘Lose’ act. One evening Maggie 
                                                 
22 I describe A Family Affair as being partially set in a lesbian and gay setting since it was shot and set in 
San Diego’s Hillcrest, which, as director Helen Lesnick notes, is a predominantly lesbian and gay (and 
explicitly lesbian and gay friendly) area. The film’s locale is named in the film and is evident both to 
viewers familiar with Hillcrest and through the coding of many of the extras as lesbian or gay. 
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decides to protest a raid by Canadian Customs, planned for that evening, on the lesbian 
and gay bookstore in which she works (“Ten Percent Books”). In protest, Maggie, who 
has been left alone in the store while her supervisor leaves to go home temporarily, stands 
in the front window of the store. The store is closed and the door is locked, though the 
lights in the store are on so Maggie is clearly visible in her protest. She is naked apart 
from two signs that hang across her body, one across her breasts and the other across her 
pelvis, which read “obscene lesbian” and “pervert”. Maggie’s protest locates the 
bookstore as a site “for the performance of identity” (Hetherington 105), namely a 
performance of public lesbian citizenship. Specifically, Maggie protests not only the 
imminent arrival of customs, who plan on removing any material that “could be classified 
as obscene”, but also the larger censorship of lesbians in public space and culture. The 
latter is evidenced not only by the “obscene lesbian” sign she wears across her body, thus 
labelling herself as an example of ‘obscene’ material, but also by the fact that the store 
she is protesting in is, in fact, right next door to the café she was earlier expelled from for 
attempting a lesbian kiss. Thus, Maggie’s protest locates the bookstore as a public “sit[e] 
of resistance” that, in staking out a site for the performance of lesbian visibility, also 
proffers a “progressive opening up of the political sphere” (Duncan 129). 
Maggie faces homophobia moments after her supervisor leaves. A group of four 
unnamed male neo-nazis, who are walking along the street, see Maggie. While two walk 
away, two approach the window and shout loudly. They jump around the window, 
aggressively leer at Maggie’s body, and make comments including “Hey dyke” and 
“Come on lesbo, don’t you want to play with me?”. Hence, the scene demonstrates that 
“perceived transgressions of acceptable heterosexual performance are capable of 
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provoking often extreme measures designed to reassert sexual and spatial order” 
(Hubbard, “Desire” 205). The threat the neo-nazis pose is heightened when they begin 
trying to break into the shop to get to Maggie. The fact that their attempts are 
unsuccessful highlights the lesbian (and gay) knowledge required to enter the store, given 
that the spare key rests in a rainbow flag hanging over the door. The location of the spare 
key in the rainbow flag gestures towards the history of censored lesbian and gay 
representation, such as in literature and film, where lesbian and gay reading techniques 
were required to uncover lesbian and gay subtexts (see, for instance, White and Hobby 
2). Most obviously, however, the neo-nazis represent a very real and direct threat to 
Maggie’s safety. Maggie’s nakedness and petite body emphasise her apparent physical 
and sexual vulnerability, a fact that offsets the apparently overwhelming obstacle of 
homophobia. This obstacle is also emphasised by the fact that Kim is not there to support 
or protect Maggie—particularly given that Kim protected Maggie from these same men 
earlier in the film—because she has left after a disagreement between the couple (though, 
as viewers are aware, Kim is on her way back).   
Maggie’s naked protest, including the signs across her body, is contextualised by 
the pile of lesbian and gay texts on which she stands: overall, her protest articulates her 
body, a lesbian body, as visibly and textually historical, political, and public. 
Consequently, Maggie’s act does not simply protest or resist the neo-nazis who threaten 
her, but also, as I suggested earlier, protests the homophobia of public space (which, of 
course, the neo-nazis come to symbolise). The neo-nazis construct public space as a 
distinctly threatening space for women, and for lesbians specifically, which is policed and 
controlled by white, racist, heterosexist men. Even when Lila and Judy briefly surprise 
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and scatter the neo-nazis, the neo-nazis return and throw a series of molotov cocktails 
through the bookstore and café windows which, because Tony is fixing a gas leak in the 
café, results in an explosion that destroys both Tony’s café and Ten Percent Books. The 
explosion directly threatens Maggie’s safety which explicitly locates homophobia, 
represented by the neo-nazis, as an obstacle to Maggie’s safety and, by extension, her 
relationship with Kim. The explosion also depicts the more extreme end of the hetero-
sexist policing of public space.  
The scene draws on a construction of public space and urban space in particular, 
as a traditional site of “struggles, encounters, and protests” where “political encounter 
and dissonance is aired” (Merrifield and Swyngedoux 14). Andy Merrifield and Erik 
Swyngedouw continue: “Historically, people have always come together to argue and 
demonstrate in the public streets of the city, invariably seeking to reappropriate them and 
remake society in the image of its citizens” (14). Of course, Maggie’s protest is ended 
and dominated by the neo-nazis’ actions, which suggests that it is the neo-nazis, not 
Maggie, who have the public power to “remake society” in their image, by literally 
destroying (or attempting to destroy) the spaces and/or citizens that exceed that image. 
Thus, the scene actually implies that lesbians are at their most vulnerable—in terms of 
the risks posed by heteronormative public policing—when the lesbian body is at its most 
visible (as Maggie’s is with its nakedness, lesbian signage, and position in the window of 
a lesbian and gay bookstore).  
The scene certainly poses interesting questions for viewers. For example, the 
scene draws attention to the ways that “to assert their claims to equal citizenship, lesbians 
and gay men must (paradoxically) continue to mark off their bodies as different from the 
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heterosexual ‘norm’” (Hubbard, “Sex Zones” 64). Maggie’s nude lesbian body is clearly 
marked as different from the hetero-citizenship norm. Of course, Maggie’s visible 
difference results in neither increased public acceptance nor decreased public censorship 
(in the short-term at least; after the explosion, news vans arrive on the scene which might 
signal that Maggie’s protest will finally reach a larger audience). Instead, Maggie’s 
visibility renders her an immediate public target. What the scene ultimately encourages 
viewers to do, then, is to “perhaps remain sceptical of the potential for sexual dissidents 
to use public space to act as a site for the assertion of claims to citizenship and full rights” 
or, at least, to be aware of the often extreme side-effects of such actions (Hubbard, “Sex 
Zones” 64).  
A less dire side-effect of Maggie’s protest, of course, is the reunion of Maggie 
and Kim. Kim, predictably, arrives soon after the explosion and the shock of the situation 
reunites the couple (and leads to the third act of the film, ‘Get’). It is less that the obstacle 
of homophobia has been overcome—if anything the neo-nazis’ running off into the night 
signal homophobia as an ever-present threat to the couple, the shop, and to lesbians more 
broadly—but rather that it has been faced and the couple has survived relatively 
unscathed, with the support of friends (Judy) and family (Lila). While this example of 
homophobia is not the primary obstacle to the couple’s reunion in this film, it certainly 
functions as an obstacle to their relationship in the sense that it directly threatens 
Maggie’s life and, thus, her ability to be with Kim. It is also a very explicit and heavy-
handed construction of homophobia. Obviously, the use of homophobia in Better than 
Chocolate draws attention to the differences between lesbian and heterosexual 
relationships in terms of social freedoms. Indeed, Better than Chocolate, and lesbian 
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romantic comedies in general, engage viewers in thinking about the difficulties of being a 
lesbian in everyday life and about the kinds of ‘policing’ that occur over expressions of 
public lesbian identity. The neo-nazis also serve to mark the earlier scene where Maggie 
and Kim faced homophobia at the coffee-shop, when they were ejected for displaying 
lesbian affection, as being on the same continuum of homophobia. This ‘homophobic 
continuum’ again invites viewers, but particularly heterosexual viewers who have 
presumably not experienced homophobia themselves, to consider the wide range and 
frequency of homophobic acts that lesbians face everyday. Effectively, these films offer 
(heterosexual) viewers a way of recognising and reading some of the social realities of 
lesbian public life. 
Unlike the use of homophobia as social opposition and obstacle to the couple’s 
relationship, which is unique to lesbian (and gay) romantic comedies, “parental 
opposition” has been a common obstacle in both lesbian and Hollywood romantic 
comedies (Rubinfeld 65; see also Neale, “The Big Romance”). Rubinfeld identifies 
“parental opposition”, and the couple’s associated desire for parental approval, as part of 
the “permission plot”. According to Rubinfeld, the “permission plot” is one of the four 
standard plots of Hollywood romantic comedies (63-5). The permission plot can function 
independently, as a film’s sole or primary narrative, or operate in conjunction with one of 
the other three plots, namely “pursuit”, “redemption”, or “foil” plots (Rubinfeld xv). 
Interestingly, while permission plots do feature in lesbian romantic comedies, they have 
largely disappeared from Hollywood romantic comedies since the early 1970s (Rubinfeld 
64-5; see also Neale, “The Big Romance”). Rubinfeld hypothesises that the “demise” of 
the permission plot in Hollywood romantic comedies may be linked to parents’ 
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decreasing authority in Western cultures, specifically in terms of deciding on a child’s 
choice of partner (65).  
The permission plot is, however, a common feature in lesbian romantic comedies 
and much mainstream lesbian and gay film in general. There are at least two possible 
explanations for this: first, ‘coming-out’ still figures predominantly in mainstream lesbian 
and gay cinema, such as in films like Simon Shore’s Get Real (1998). Coming-out, as an 
act or practice, usually centres on a lesbian or gay character seeking their parents’ 
acceptance of their sexuality, which can be read as another incarnation of the parental 
‘permission’ plot. Second, many lesbian and gay films—especially mainstream lesbian 
and gay films, including the lesbian romantic comedies of this study—feature young 
protagonists, from pre-teens to early adults. Generally, the younger a character, the more 
authority a parent is depicted as having, which partially explains why parental 
‘permission’ is more likely to be a feature of much mainstream lesbian and gay cinema. 
Aside from many of the films of this study, recent lesbian and gay films that include 
young protagonists include Get Real, Stephen Frears’s My Beautiful Laundrette (1985), 
Ana Kokkinos’s Only the Brave (1994), Alex Sichel’s All Over Me (1996), Hettie 
MacDonald’s Beautiful Thing (1996), Lukas Moodysson’s Show Me Love (1998), Léa 
Pool’s Lost and Delirious (2000), Boys Don’t Cry, and My Own Private Idaho. In terms 
of the films of this study, permission plots feature in almost half, or four of the ten films 
(It’s in the Water, 2 Girls in Love, Better than Chocolate, and But I’m a Cheerleader), the 
last three with markedly young couples. As I discuss later, in relation to Better than 
Chocolate, ‘parental opposition’ as an obstacle is often used in combination with 
homophobia (as social opposition).  
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Traditionally, the permission plot demonstrates parental, usually paternal, 
opposition to the couple’s relationship (Rubinfeld 63). There are two strains of the 
permission plot, which depict two different responses from the parental figures involved: 
either the parental figures accept the romance (the “acceptance permission plot”) or they 
do not and the couple reject them (the “separation permission plot”) (Rubinfeld 63). In 
both instances, the couple choose each other over parental approval. In Hollywood 
romantic comedies, permission plots typically depicted a young man desiring his father’s 
approval of his new relationship and were a recurring feature of the genre pre-1970 
(Rubinfeld 64, 186). Lesbian romantic comedies, however, reverse this by depicting 
dominant mothers and absent or passive fathers. This is the case in 2 Girls in Love, It’s in 
the Water, Better than Chocolate, Some Prefer Cake, and But I’m a Cheerleader (in the 
remaining films parental figures are generally either absent or have minor roles).23 2 
Girls in Love and Better than Chocolate feature dominant mothers and absent fathers, It’s 
in the Water and But I’m a Cheerleader feature dominant mothers and relatively passive 
fathers, and Some Prefer Cake features a dominant mother and an effectively absent 
father (because the relationship occurs over the telephone the father’s exact state is 
unclear, though he is never seen or heard).  
One possible explanation for lesbian romantic comedies’ replacement of 
dominant fathers with dominant mothers is that women characters tend to dominate so-
called ‘women’s cinema’. This is particularly the case with the traditional ‘woman’s 
                                                 
23 A Family Affair is an exception to this: this film features a present mother and a present father, who are 
both proud members of ‘PFLAG’ (or ‘Parents, Families, and Friends of Lesbians and Gays’). Partly, these 
parents are allowed their actively lesbian-friendly involvement because of their simultaneous coding as 
over-zealous Jewish parents.  
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film’, the melodrama, with which romantic comedies have traditionally been closely 
linked (Rowe, Unruly Woman 96; see also Neale and Krutnik 132-3). Rowe argues that 
both the melodrama and the romantic comedy are generally maligned as lesser or ‘lower’ 
(‘feminine’) genres—as opposed to the heroic ‘masculine’ genres, such as the epic, 
adventure film, combat film, and action film—and are “linked by common ideologies 
about femininity and the limited plots they allow for narrative representations of female 
desire” (Unruly Woman 96). Therefore, lesbian romantic comedies’ replacement of boy 
meets girl with girl meets girl, with its decentring of the usual hetero-patriarchal romance 
plot, might also instill a specifically female authority over the narrative and enable an 
increased representation of other female characters, including dominant mothers.  
 What is interesting about representations of mothers in much comedy, and 
certainly in lesbian romantic comedies, is not simply their presence, though this is 
unusual. Lucy Fischer notes, for example, that in comedy the “figure of the mother is 
largely absent, suppressed, violated, or replaced” (64). What is also interesting is that in 
the comparatively few instances where the mother is diegetically present, “it is usually a 
woman who has taken over the patriarchal role of the head of the family from an absent 
or impotent father” (Rubinfeld 63). Hence, as Fischer remarks, “[w]here women do 
populate the screen [. . .] they are frequently fashioned as a patriarchal construct” (61). 
The dominant mother as an agent of patriarchy is perhaps best evidenced by her policing 
of her daughter’s hetero-femininity. In some ways, the mother’s policing of her 
daughter’s gender represents the broader policing of women’s gender and sexuality. Such 
policing is part of the romantic comedy genre’s “negotiation between female desire and 
the places ‘offered’ to women in patriarchal society, especially in terms of marriage and 
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the family” (Neale and Krutnik 133). Thus, the daughter’s desire for a lesbian 
relationship, and the associated conflict as she attempts to secure her mother’s approval 
of her relationship, is implicated in her negotiation of lesbian desire and rejection of a 
strict hetero-femininity.  
 Of course, another reading of lesbian romantic comedies’ emphasis on dominant 
mothers and absent fathers is of this family dynamic playing out Freudian theories about 
the ‘cause’ of lesbianism as being based on a girl’s inability to properly transit through 
the Oedipal phase and her subsequent ‘choice’ of an inappropriate (or, in Freud’s 
problematic conception, ‘immature’) ‘object’ (see Three). According to Freud, one of the 
scenarios that could contribute to a female’s non-heterosexual ‘object choice’ is gender 
confusion, and subsequent excessive narcissism, facilitated by the presence of a passive 
father and an active or dominating mother (see Three). In fact, there is a scene in But I’m 
a Cheerleader that offers a simplified parody of this hypothesis: in the scene, Megan has 
to identify what she believes to be the “root” or cause of her lesbianism to her therapy 
group at “True Directions”, a rehabilitation/re-heterosexualisation camp for queer youth. 
At a loss, Megan tentatively ventures that perhaps her father’s temporary unemployment 
a number of years ago, and her mother’s temporary role as the family’s ‘breadwinner’ 
during that period, gave her “the wrong idea about the roles of men and women”. Mary 
Brown (Cathy Moriarty), the camp (in both senses of the word) facilitator/therapist, 
seizes on the idea and replies: 
  Mary: Absolutely. I can’t believe that you didn’t mention this earlier.  
   Your father was emasculated; your mother was domineering.  
  Megan: Well, not exactly… 
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  Mary: You wanted to emulate your mother. You have no respect for  
   men, because you don’t respect your father. 
  Megan: It’s really not like that. 
  Mary: Megan—you have found your root! 
While Mary emphatically links the passive father/dominant mother dynamic to Megan’s 
same-sex ‘object choice’, it is not a link But I’m a Cheerleader—or any of the other films 
of this study—supports. Indeed, not only is Mary’s naively stylised camp the ‘butt’ of 
most of the film’s humour, the film also shows a number of youths who have emerged as 
lesbian or gay from within a range of family dynamics, including with dominant fathers, 
thus ultimately refuting the film’s simplified version of Freud’s causation argument.  
 A number of the lesbian romantic comedies of this study feature central lesbians 
who have dominant mothers, and depict their relationships with their daughters in a 
number of ways. For example, Alex’s mother in It’s in the Water is an overbearing 
socialite who is one of the central obstacles to Alex’s relationship. Similarly, in Better 
than Chocolate Lila’s policing of Maggie’s assumed hetero-femininity begins almost 
immediately after she arrives. Moments after moving in unexpectedly with Maggie and 
Kim, Lila begins criticising Maggie’s unflattering and “unfeminine” (or, rather, 
‘unfeminine’ and therefore unflattering) choice of clothes. Lila’s criticism is combined 
with her ignorance about Maggie’s lesbianism generally and her relationship with Kim 
specifically. Consequently, Lila is both the dominant authority figure that Maggie seeks 
approval from—demonstrated by Maggie’s consistent, unsuccessful attempts to ‘come 
out’ to her mother—as well as the source and, as Neale predicts, the “butt” of much of 
the film’s comedy (“The Big Romance” 290). Of course, in policing Maggie’s femininity, 
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Lila also links conventional femininity with heterosexuality, by telling Maggie that if she 
dresses more femininely she will be able to find a boyfriend. This exchange implies that 
conventional femininity and having a boyfriend are (or should be) universally desirable 
goals for women. This exchange also functions as a site of multiple obstacles to Maggie 
and Kim’s relationship: Lila represents parental opposition, a minor example of 
homophobia, and is also the “butt” of the film’s humour given that not only does Maggie 
not want a boyfriend, but she is already living with her new girlfriend.  
Lila-as-obstacle is necessarily effective (the film would, after all, be very short if 
the obstacles presented were easily surpassed). What is most interesting about Lila’s role 
as parental obstacle is that her ‘obstacle status’ is directly linked to her own conservative 
hetero-femininity. Lila is consistently constructed as a sad, lonely woman who is 
profoundly naïve about sexual desire and relationships. Lila’s naivety is emphasised by 
the fact that she remains clueless about Maggie’s lesbianism and her relationship with 
Kim even though there are fairly obvious clues, such as the paint imprint of Maggie’s and 
Kim’s nude bodies on the wall or the fact that Maggie works at “Ten Percent Books” 
(which Lila assumes is a discount bookstore). In fact, Lila only ceases to function as 
‘parental opposition’ late in the film when she overcomes her own sexual conservatism 
one night by putting down the chocolates she eats compulsively and instead experiments 
with a box of dildos and vibrators. In the process Lila orgasms; Lila’s orgasm is 
presented as her first, given her dramatically different post-orgasm characterisation and 
her sudden lack of appetite for her chocolates.  
This construction of Lila’s flawed hetero-conservatism is juxtaposed with Maggie 
and Kim’s relationship, which is the most harmonious (personally and sexually) of any of 
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the relationships of the film. While this is not surprising given that the film centres on 
their romance, it does idealise Maggie and Kim’s lesbian relationship over the other, 
primarily heterosexual, relationships that surround them. In a review of Better than 
Chocolate, Alex Fung writes that there is an “interesting subtext suggesting the 
superiority of our sexually liberated protagonists [Maggie and Kim] over the straight-
laced characters” (n.p.). For example, the “climactic moment in Lila’s arc occurs during 
her adventure in self-stimulation”, while the ‘climactic moment’ for Maggie’s younger 
brother Paul is his introduction to being anally penetrated (n.p.). After these experiences, 
Fung continues, the heterosexual characters “become more relaxed, wisened, and 
downright likeable. Clearly the film’s lesson is that uptight straight characters have to 
learn to (both figuratively and quite literally) loosen up” (n.p.). While, as Fung notes, the 
comparison between Maggie and Kim’s sexual relationship and Lila’s masturbation is 
inevitably part of the film’s humour, it also works to valorise the lesbian couple’s 
relationship at the expense of all other characters. This, of course, challenges the 
traditional association between heterosexuality and ‘happily ever after’ that has been 
presented in Hollywood romantic comedies for decades. Certainly, Better than Chocolate 
and its idealisation of Maggie and Kim’s relationship emphasises that both obstacles to 
their relationship—homophobia and parental opposition—are external (outside the 
couple) rather than internal (within the couple), which gestures towards their comparative 
internal harmony. Of course, the harmony of the couple is most evident in the final act, 
‘Get’.  
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Get: Negotiating Happily Ever After 
 
In the third and final narrative act, ‘Get’, the central couple are reunited. Their reunion 
foregrounds and idealises the Hollywood romantic comedy convention of ‘happily ever 
after’. Babington and Evans write: the Hollywood romantic comedy “by definition ends 
with the hopeful triumph of romantic love” (268). However, the “hopeful triumph of 
romantic love” plays out quite differently not only within Hollywood romantic comedies 
but also between Hollywood and lesbian romantic comedies. In lesbian romantic 
comedies, as I discussed earlier, the replacement of ‘boy meets girl’ with ‘girl meets girl’ 
enacts a series of significant narrative and ideological differences between Hollywood 
and lesbian romantic comedies. Among those differences is the replacement of the 
heterosexual relationship; the displacement of the patriarchal ideologies that underpin the 
hetero-relationship; and the removed focus on the “differences” between “the sexes”, of 
which the latter has traditionally been the source of much of the comedy and many of the 
obstacles in Hollywood romantic comedies (Mernit in Film Genre: Romance n.p.).  
Another related difference is lesbian romantic comedies’ shift away from 
marriage as a common generic point, whether literally or figuratively, of denouement 
(Evans and Deleyto 6; see also Mellencamp 17). For instance, recent Hollywood 
romantic comedies that use ‘marital union’ as their closing point include Garry 
Marshall’s Pretty Woman (1990), Joel Zwick’s My Big Fat Greek Wedding (2002), 
Nancy Meyers’s Something’s Gotta Give (2003), Charles Herman-Wurmfeld’s Legally 
Blonde 2: Red, White and Blonde (2003), and Martha Coolidge’s The Prince and Me 
(2004), while Robert Luketic’s Legally Blonde (2001) and Beebon Kidron’s Bridget 
Jones: The Edge of Reason (2004) end with the couple’s engagement. Similarly, the 
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central couples in Billy Crystal’s Forget Paris (1995), Andy Tennant’s Fools Rush In 
(1997), Joel and Ethan Coen’s Intolerable Cruelty (2003), and Shawn Levy’s Just 
Married (2003) fall or re-fall in love after marrying. These films support Neale and 
Krutnik’s argument that the Hollywood romantic comedy “leads inevitably towards 
(marital) union” (138). In fact, Raymond Bellour suggests that narratives that close with 
marriage might actually “[organize]—indeed constitut[e]—the classical American 
cinema as a whole” (“Alternation” 187). It is also this frequent path to literal or figurative 
marriage that “embeds heterosexuality into the very form of the [romantic comedy] 
genre” (Dennis Allen, “Why Things” 85). Hence, a lesbian couple marrying would 
arguably break the genre’s realism and the associated ordinariness of the couple, if only 
because lesbians could not ordinarily (or legally) wed in any of the countries that these 
texts were filmed in at the time of these films’ release. Thus, a lesbian couple marrying 
would be extraordinary, rather than ordinary.  
The current social climate surrounding same-sex marriage is also ‘extraordinary’ 
with enormous conservative resistance to it in many Western countries, but especially the 
US. While lesbians still cannot marry, and have that marriage legally recognised 
nationally, in Australia or the USA, Canada now represents a notable exception. The 
process of legalising same-sex marriage in Canada was facilitated with the 10 June 2003 
Ontario Appeals Court decision that the Canadian legal definition of marriage as being 
between a man and a woman was unconstitutional. However, the situation is becoming 
increasingly antagonistic in countries like the USA, where President George W. Bush 
continues to seek a Constitutional amendment to ban same-sex marriage, and indeed 
eleven states in the recent 2004 US election approved such an amendment, even though it 
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is not presently legal. As Barry Adam writes: “Since 1995, when Utah passed the first 
law of its kind, thirty-seven states and the federal government have moved rapidly to 
legislate bans against something that does not, in fact, exist in the United States, namely, 
‘gay marriage’” (259).  
Within such an antagonistic socio-political climate, then, it is unsurprising that 
eight of the ten films of this study do not feature any suggestion of marriage for the 
central couple. In fact, Go Fish—which is about Max’s (Guinevere Turner) growing, but 
reluctant, interest in Ely (V. S. Brodie)—offers a scathing critique of marriage in a dream 
sequence. Of course, Go Fish is also a ‘pre-gay marriage’ film, inasmuch as it was 
released in 1994, one year before the first US law was passed legislating against same-
sex marriage. As such, it cannot be considered in any simple way as a response to recent 
legislation, though it can arguably be considered a response to the climate that led up to 
those changes. In Max’s dream sequence in Go Fish, Max appears in a white wedding 
dress and veil as her voice-over expresses curiosity about the possibility of marrying a 
man in the future. Jude Davies and Carol Smith note that Max’s “voice-over emphasises 
the security and normalising force of the institution [of marriage] as it relates how she 
could be accepted as wife and mother in a family rather than left on the periphery as 
‘aunt’, her lesbian past read as a ‘phase’ she has been saved from by a husband” (137). 
Later in the dream sequence, Max’s lesbian friends also wear white wedding dresses 
before removing them as they stare directly and confrontationally into the camera. 
The removal of the wedding dress and confrontational stare functions to 
deconstruct and reject the ritual of marriage and, by extension, the monogamous 
heterosexual relationship it refers to. This is emphasised at the end of the sequence when 
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Max’s voice-over states, “I’m not waiting for a man. We’re not waiting for a man. I get 
this eerie feeling that a man’s waiting for me”. Max’s statement draws attention to the 
pervasiveness of heterosexual publicity by encouraging viewers to think about the social 
pressure not only to conform to heterosexuality, but also to mark that heterosexuality in 
publicly acceptable ways (such as through marriage). The statement also highlights the 
risk for women inherent in marriage, by gesturing towards the threat of domestic and 
sexual violence (implied with the ominous statement “I get this eerie feeling that a man’s 
waiting for me”). The scene suggests that Max’s “power to determine her own future may 
not rest wholly or solely on her own desires and that the cultural enforcement of 
heterosexuality forecloses a number of possibilities” (Pramaggiore 70). For Davies and 
Smith, Max’s statement that a man is ‘waiting’ for her breaks the “normative link 
between romance and the heterosexual structuring apparent in the institution of marriage” 
(138). Interestingly, this sequence occurs outside the linear narrative (Davies and Smith 
136). This perhaps suggests that a critique of marriage can only occur outside the 
boundaries of the romantic comedy narrative, which has traditionally been associated 
with the representation, normalisation, and idealisation of institutionalised 
heterosexuality.  
While Go Fish critiques marriage, two of the films of this study do conclude with 
the wedding of their central couple: namely Rachel and Christine in A Family Affair and 
Dinah and Carly in Late Bloomers. A Family Affair focuses on cynical New Yorker 
Rachel (Helen Lesnick) who, after breaking up with on-again/off-again girlfriend Reggie 
(Michele Green), moves to Hillcrest, San Diego to be closer to her retired, Jewish, 
PFLAG parents, mother Leah (Arlene Golonka) and father Sam (Michael Moerman). 
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Leah and Sam set Rachel up on a series of dates, including with future wife Christine 
(Erica Shaffer), an active, blonde, ‘California girl’. The film begins moments before 
Rachel and Christine’s wedding, before backtracking to spend the rest of the film 
showing viewers how the two ‘got to where they are now’. Consequently, Rachel and 
Christine’s wedding is a known fact from the first moments of the film and arguably 
holds less narrative (and certainly dramatic) impact than the wedding in Late Bloomers. 
Indeed, in Late Bloomers Dinah and Carly’s wedding occurs late in the film and, even 
moments before their wedding, it is not apparent if the wedding will proceed. Thus, their 
wedding is a significant part of the narrative’s dramatic arc and, as I argue later, also 
plays a crucial role in its legitimisation of Dinah and Carly’s relationship. It is for this 
reason, then, I want to focus primarily on Dinah and Carly’s wedding here.  
As I suggested in the first section of this chapter, Dinah and Carly are widely 
rejected when their relationship becomes public knowledge and it is only when they 
perform the ultimate hetero-ritual—the wedding—that they are finally accepted. Indeed, 
it initially appears that no one is going to come to their wedding until the final moment 
when every character arrives. It is noteworthy that their wedding is an otherwise 
traditional affair (that is, other than the lesbian couple): it is a formal occasion with both 
Dinah and Carly wearing white wedding dresses in a simple white-themed ceremony held 
in the backyard, with (newly) supportive family and friends in attendance. Dinah and 
Carly’s wedding inscribes the significance and long-term future of them as a couple. 
Within the context of the current political climate surrounding same-sex marriage in 
America, Dinah and Carly’s wedding also functions didactically as a political strategy to 
normalise a lesbian wedding. Rachel and Christine’s wedding performs a similar function 
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in A Family Affair. In fact, director Lesnick notes in the “Production Notes” to A Family 
Affair that: “Another of the catalysts for the screenplay was the anti-gay marriage bill in 
California.   [. . .] I decided I wanted to create a movie with a gay marriage where 
everyone would treat it as a perfectly normal event.  No one in the film would try to 
justify or apologize for it” (n.p.).  
Of course, it is also the current political climate that emphasises Dinah and 
Carly’s (and Rachel and Christine’s) wedding(s) as demonstrating one of Judith Butler’s 
observations in “Is Kinship Always Already Heterosexual?”. Butler notes: 
The debate over gay marriage [. . .] break[s] down almost immediately 
into the question of whether marriage ought to be legitimately extended to 
homosexuals, and this means that the sexual field is circumscribed in such 
a way that sexuality is already thought in terms of marriage and marriage 
is already thought as the purchase on legitimacy. (“Is Kinship” 17-8) 
After first being the victims of homophobia (socially and institutionally at their 
workplace), Dinah and Carly only receive support from their family members, friends, 
and colleagues on their wedding day at the end of the film. This fact implies that it is 
Dinah and Carly’s marriage specifically that legitimates their relationship in the eyes of 
their community. By extension, then, Dinah and Carly’s marriage can also be read as 
“produc[ing] tacit distinctions among forms of illegitimacy” inasmuch as they represent 
the “stable pair who would marry if only they could [and] are cast as currently 
illegitimate, but eligible for a future legitimacy, whereas the sexual agents who function 
outside the purview of the marriage bond [. . .] will never be eligible for a translation into 
legitimacy” (Butler, “Is Kinship” 18). Consequently, because Dinah and Carly’s marriage 
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can be directly linked to their social acceptance, to the social legitimation of their 
relationship, their marriage can also be read as participating in the construction of a 
sexual hierarchy that privileges monogamous lesbianism over less traditional practices, 
like promiscuity. Their relationship can be understood as “enforc[ing] a moral valuation 
of only particular forms of erotic expression as essentially, constitutively human” by 
“anchoring queer legitimacy in the life narratives and social privileges that normalize 
narrow versions of heteroeroticism itself” (Clarke, Virtuous 30). Similarly, Lauren 
Berlant claims that appropriating “normative forms of the good life”, like gays 
appropriating marriage, “makes a kind of (often tacit) peace with exploitation and 
normativity” (The Queen 9). Effectively, Dinah and Carly’s marriage, as a participation 
in hetero-convention, disavows less conventional desires and relationships (such as non-
monogamous lesbians) and implies that the boundaries of public culture are relatively 
rigid (see also Straayer, Deviant 179).  
 Rachel and Christine’s wedding in A Family Affair also participates in hetero-
convention and, much like Dinah and Carly’s marriage, disavows less conventional 
desires and relationships. Rachel and Christine’s wedding is a Jewish ceremony that is 
presented as fairly conventional except that it is populated by gays, lesbians, and PFLAG 
members (right down to the gay men who jostle for the bride’s thrown bouquet). 
Christine wears a white wedding dress, while Rachel dresses in a simple, but fashionable 
suit. While the couple can be read as playing on butch/femme traditions, Rachel is less 
butch than ‘urban’ (to a large extent her suit simply seems consistent with her ‘cynical 
New Yorker’ background). Rachel and Christine’s wedding is partially presented as 
evidence that Rachel has finally overcome her childhood grief over her sister’s death as 
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well as her associated fear of commitment. The latter, however, is located throughout the 
film as a source of comedy that draws on Hollywood traditions where women are 
depicted as having to cajole their unwilling men into marriage. To this extent, Rachel and 
Christine’s wedding is also implicitly presented as evidence of Rachel’s final ‘maturity’, 
where maturity is associated with monogamy and matrimony; thus, their wedding 
represents Rachel’s entry into adult (female) citizenship. This conflation of maturity with 
married monogamy “integrate[s] [. . .] erotic experiences into moral narratives of proper 
citizenship” (Clarke, Virtuous 41). Here, then, the citizenship offered by A Family Affair 
is, as it is in Late Bloomers, associated with a monogamous, married couple “who would 
marry [legally] if only they could” (Butler, “Is Kinship” 18). 
Dinah and Carly’s and Rachel and Christine’s weddings locate lesbian sexuality 
in the conventional institutional space of marriage. This ‘conventionalising’ of lesbian 
sexuality complicates my earlier suggestion of how selected lesbian romantic comedies 
might actually reject the problematic ‘sameness’ of universal models of citizenship and, 
instead, move towards a model of citizenship that is based on difference. Conversely, 
these weddings, but particularly Dinah and Carly’s, emphasise that minority participation 
in dominant modes of publicity, like a wedding, typically require those minority subjects 
to conform to the normative standards of the “normal citizen” (Clarke, Virtuous 9). Of 
course, the ‘normal citizen’ has more in common with the “bogus universalism” of 
‘universal’ citizenship that is based, like weddings, in hetero-patriarchy (Lister, 
“Citizenship and Difference” 72; see also Richardson, “Sexuality”). Thus, not only is 
Late Bloomers unable to fully conceive of or employ a radical model of citizenship based 
on difference, the film actually ends up employing the same “bogus universalism” typical 
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of the models of citizenship that were critiqued earlier in the film (which I discussed 
above).  
At the same time, however, Dinah and Carly’s wedding—or more specifically the 
sudden support or ‘change of heart’ undergone by Dinah and Carly’s friends and 
workmates as they attend their wedding in the last act of the film—also hints at the 
inherent negotiability of everyday culture. Indeed, their ‘change of heart’ suggests that 
lesbian love can facilitate social change and that the boundaries of public culture are 
negotiable via democratic debate. Interestingly, there is a scene in Late Bloomers that 
metaphorically plays out public sphere debate: the scene depicts Dinah and Carly at a 
school staff meeting where their relationship and its appropriateness at school are being 
debated between the couple and other staff. While it seems as though they have been 
unsuccessful in arguing for their relationship, it is this meeting—given that it is their last 
contact together with all of these characters as a group—that precedes the attendance of 
these characters’ at Dinah and Carly’s wedding. Thus, their debate leads, albeit slowly, to 
social change and seems to play out basic ideas about the public sphere as the (idealised) 
site of “democratic self-determination” where “[p]rivate individuals were to assemble 
freely and equally to discuss issues of public interest and exercise their powers of critical 
judgment” (Clarke 2). The ‘change of heart’ also suggests that life will be easier for the 
couple in ‘the future’, thereby evoking utopian possibilities for the future of public 
culture in general and the lesbian couple in particular. 
The use of the wedding ritual also draws on the conventions of the carnival for, as 
Andrew Horton notes, “the realm of comedy is similar to and intersects with the 
traditional realms of carnival and festivity, time periods when the rules and regulations of 
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a society are briefly suspended” (5). To some extent, the carnival’s socially 
transformative potential emerges from the fact that the carnival becomes the site where 
every citizen has the temporary opportunity to participate equally: the carnival is, after 
all, “not a spectacle seen by the people; they live in it, and everyone participates” 
(Bakhtin, Rabelais 7). In this sense, the carnival functions as an ideal public sphere of 
complete and active democratic participation. Effectively, then, the carnival marks out a 
utopian social vision—like the promise of social change proffered by the ‘change of 
heart’ in lesbian romantic comedies—or, according to Northrop Frye, “causes a new 
society to crystallize” (163; see also Rowe, Unruly Woman 107). Horton argues that 
comedy, and romantic comedy by extension, “evokes such an in-between place. A work 
that is identified in any way as comic automatically predisposes its audiences to enter a 
state of liminality” (5). The use of liminality or the ‘carnivalesque’ in lesbian romantic 
comedies can be read as serving a pedagogical function. By inviting an audience into a 
state of comedic liminality, lesbian romantic comedies embody, and allow viewers to 
participate in, a particular version (or versions) of lesbian citizenship within the public 
sphere. These films can be understood as inviting viewers to participate in a lesbian-
centric worldview where every (lesbian) citizen can contribute equally and without fear 
of homophobia.  
In Terms of Endearment, Evans and Deleyto argue that happy endings in romantic 
comedies are “a structural necessity”; moreover, that those happy endings have 
traditionally been marked by marriage, whether literal or figurative (9, 6). While lesbian 
romantic comedies do mobilise ‘happy endings’, I have already noted that they do not 
tend to feature marriages and/or weddings as part of those ‘happy endings’. It is, on the 
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one hand, understandable that lesbian romantic comedies do not frequently mobilise 
marriage as an institutional site for the sub-genre’s ‘happy endings’. As I suggested 
earlier, the current conservative socio-political climate in, especially, Australia and the 
USA means that legally married lesbian couples would convey a sense of the 
extraordinary, rather than the ordinary. On the other hand, it is perhaps also interesting 
that lesbian romantic comedies do not more frequently depict marriage as a means of 
opposing the current political panic surrounding same-sex marriage. There are at least 
four important points to note here. First, there has been a decreasing use of weddings as 
the necessary point of conclusion in conventional Hollywood romantic comedies in 
recent years; Evans and Deleyto note that “marriage or the prospect of a wedding seem to 
have become less central elements of the genre and, certainly, less centrally associated 
with the happy ending” (6). This is perhaps most famously evidenced by the non-
proposal that ends Mike Newell’s Four Weddings and a Funeral (1994), when Charles 
(Hugh Grant) asks Carrie (Andie MacDowell) if she will consider “not marrying” him 
after they have gotten to know each other. Second, happy endings are a relatively new 
addition to lesbian feature film in general. In 1985, for instance, happy endings were 
distinctly rare. Jackie Stacey notes:  
The ‘happy ending’ of the film [Desert Hearts] is probably its most 
unusual characteristic when compared with its generic predecessors  
[. . .]. Lesbian audiences generally breathed a sigh of relief when both 
characters made it to the end of the film without being killed off or having 
nervous break-downs (“If You Don’t Play” 111).  
Indeed, Hollinger observes, “lesbians in Hollywood films, even in the mid-1990s, were 
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still being presented as unhappy and dying” (“From Female Friends” 82; see also 
Cottingham 33). Third, as I have previously noted, a number of lesbian romantic 
comedies also play on the “long-standing association of lesbianism with textual 
figurations of female adolescence” (Hoogland 8). Youthful protagonists are also a 
common feature among recent lesbian film in general (for example, Only the Brave, All 
Over Me, Show Me Love, and Lost and Delirious). The use of young couples is one way 
the “issue” of marriage is avoided; the characters are so young that it is realistic for 
marriage not to be a priority. It is consequently unsurprising that the only lesbian 
romantic comedy couples to wed are markedly adult (Rachel and Christine in A Family 
Affair and Dinah and Carly in Late Bloomers). Moreover, Carly was already married to a 
man, so marrying Dinah was perhaps the only available way (narratively and 
ideologically) of legitimising her relationship with her in a way that the local community 
would read as ‘equal’ to her previous marriage.  
A fourth possible explanation for the general lack of marriages and/or weddings 
in lesbian romantic comedies is simply that same-sex marriages are not recognised 
legally in America and Australia nor were they in Canada when the texts of this study 
were filmed. As Stacey suggested, if the central lesbian couple are alive, healthy, happy, 
and still together at the end of the film, then within the context of lesbian feature films 
this is already a significant (and, until recently, atypical) happy ending. Thus, it is 
arguably less important whether the central couple stay together forever, than that they 
simply reach the end of the film without being maimed, rejected,  killed, depressed, or in 
jail. Indeed, the central couples of lesbian romantic comedies tend to end with a light-
hearted moment that signals how the couple are positively looking forward, but rarely 
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guaranteeing or implying that they will be ‘together forever’ as the final wedding scene in 
conventional Hollywood romantic comedies typically implies (and, of course, A Family 
Affair and Late Bloomers signals). This is best evidenced by the final scene of Love Cats, 
which depicts Mia and Danni laughing together with friends at a picnic, having resolved 
their earlier conflict. They are happy and, for the moment at least, they are together. 
Hence, lesbian romantic comedies offer an alternative generic ‘happy ending’, which 
valorises ‘happy right now’ over ‘happily ever after’, by focusing on and privileging the 
present.  
 
Happy Right Now: Narrative and Romance 
 
Lesbian romantic comedies, like Hollywood romantic comedies, share a basic narrative 
that proceeds along three acts, from ‘Meet’ to ‘Lose’ to ‘Get’. However, as this chapter 
has consistently argued, lesbian romantic comedies’ girl meets girl narrative effects a 
series of ‘substantial alterations’ (Becker, Citron, Lesage, and Rich 18). These alterations 
include both generic changes, such as lesbian romantic comedies’ insistence on ‘happy 
right now’ over ‘happily ever after’, as well as challenges to traditional embodiments of 
desire, such as the lesbian-centric focus and the shift away from the differences between 
‘the sexes’. Collectively, these films demonstrate the paradox of mainstream lesbian 
representation as they conform generally to the genre’s formal, but sometimes even 
sexual and political, conservatism even as they radically threaten and sometimes revise it 
via their lesbian-centric content. This was perhaps most evident with Dinah and Carly’s 
wedding, which initially seemed like an important political statement about lesbians’ 
right to have equal access to the institution of marriage and its concomitant rights and 
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privileges, but actually participated in a normative hierarchy that displaced less 
traditional desires (like lesbian non-monogamy). Effectively, this chapter reveals the 
ways lesbian romantic comedies “mediate”, sometimes uneasily, “between a body of 
conventionalised ‘generic rules’ [. . .] and a shifting environment of sexual-cultural 
codifications” (Krutnik, “The Faint Aroma” 57-8). I consider this process of mediation 
further in the next chapter in my investigation of the representation of lesbian intimacy. 
This investigation raises a number of questions, including whether lesbian romantic 
comedies participate within existing “sexual-cultural codifications” or discourses 
surrounding, for example, friendship, community, and sex or whether lesbian romantic 
comedies offer alternatives. And, if so, what are they distinguished by?  
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CHAPTER THREE 
Intimacy: Girl on Girl 
 
Hollywood romantic comedies are an ideologically conservative genre. Based around 
gender stereotypes and the idealised pursuit, however disguised, of hetero-patriarchal 
monogamy, Hollywood romantic comedies offer countless variations of hetero-normative 
‘intimacy’ (‘intimacy’ meaning relationships with a friendly, romantic, and/or erotic 
component, which are not explicitly linked to civic duty). (For a discussion of ‘intimacy’, 
see Berlant, The Queen and “Intimacy”.) In contrast, lesbian romantic comedies, as Allen 
argues in relation to gay romantic comedies, are forced to merge and revise “an 
ideologically heterosexual genre with a subcultural perspective that is itself modified by 
this fusion” (“Why” 84). Indeed, lesbian romantic comedies’ replacement of a 
heterosexual couple with a lesbian couple represents a real challenge to the genre’s 
heteronormative conception and siting of intimacy, but especially the heteronormative 
conventions of cinematic romance. However, while the introduction of a lesbian couple 
represents lesbian romantic comedies’ most obvious difference from the intimate 
conventions of the genre, it is not their only difference. Unlike most Hollywood romantic 
comedies, lesbian romantic comedies also privilege other sites of intimacy, most 
noticeably with their prominent focus on friends and community as crucial networks of 
support to the central lesbian romance. As in the previous chapter, then, the shift from 
‘boy meets girl’ to ‘girl meets girl’ again triggers a number of changes in the sub-genre, 
this time in the construction of intimacy.  
 This chapter investigates two specific, but very different, sites of intimacy in the 
sub-genre: first, the privileged representation of lesbian friends and community and, in 
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particular, their role as ‘matchmakers’ to the central romance; and, second, the depiction 
of sex between the couple, including the most common spaces and practices in and with 
which their sexuality is enacted. The first site provides insights not only into the way 
lesbian couples ‘get together’ in lesbian romantic comedies, but also into how (and why) 
the couple is very often intimately contextualised within a lesbian community. The 
second site represents the most privileged site of on-screen intimacy between a couple, 
namely sex. These are appropriate sites to consider. Friendship and “the couple” are two 
of the most common “zones” or sites of intimacy in public discourse (Berlant, “Intimacy” 
1). As such, these sites have the potential to reveal lesbian romantic comedies’ 
ideological conception of intimacy. Indeed, intimacy is an important site of investigation 
for this study as a whole. In both Hollywood and lesbian romantic comedies, the 
depiction of intimacy between a couple—and, indeed, the depiction of intimacy in 
general—embodies and “legitimates specific forms of intimacy” through the valorisation 
of certain practices, ideologies, and identities over others (Clarke, Virtuous 5). In this 
sense, a film’s main characters, but particularly the central couple, function as “models” 
or public exemplars of intimacy and, thus, can be understood as embodying and engaging 
with broader conceptions of gender and sexuality in the public sphere (Wexman x).  
 
Friendship: “Meet Cute” and Matchmaker Friends 
 
In lesbian romantic comedies, secondary characters typically play a much larger role than 
in conventional Hollywood romantic comedies. Pick notes that one of the things that 
“unites” recent “lesbian films” is their “strong sense of a female community with 
sexuality as a major component” (104). Of course, some Hollywood romantic comedies 
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often allow their central couple a ‘best friend’, such as Helen’s (Gwyneth Paltrow) best 
friend Anna (Zara Turner) in Peter Howitt’s Sliding Doors (1998). However, on the 
whole, these films tend to depict the central couple as having few other significant friends 
or non-familial social supports besides each other, although scholars like Deleyto have 
begun to observe an increasing emphasis on friendship in the genre.24 The traditional lack 
of prominent friends in Hollywood romantic comedies is perhaps most easily understood 
as a result of narrative economy; fewer important characters allow an easier focus on the 
central couple, as well as an easy justification for why the couple ‘need’ each other. 
Conversely, in lesbian romantic comedies groups of friends have an important role to 
play in the narrative, which to some extent compensates for the lack of internal friction 
between the couple. One of the recurring functions of friends in lesbian romantic 
comedies is their role as ‘matchmakers’ to the central romance, from actively 
encouraging and nurturing the couple’s romance to actually setting the couple up on their 
first date. In this section, I focus on how lesbian friends and, by extension, lesbian and 
lesbian-friendly communities are frequently implicated in the couple’s meeting. So, while 
I analysed where the couple meet in the previous chapter, I now want to consider how 
they actually meet. For example, how do lesbian friends and communities facilitate the 
couple’s meeting and what does it tell us about lesbian intimacy in lesbian romantic 
comedies?  
Mike Bygrave argues that one of the recurring ways strangers meet in Hollywood 
cinema, particularly in the Hollywood romantic comedy, is through what he describes as 
                                                 
24 The ‘teen’ Hollywood romantic comedy is an exception here, because in these films the peer group is 
central to the developing romance. Consider, for example, Gil Junger’s 10 Things I Hate About You (1999). 
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the “meet cute”: “‘Meets cute’ were numerous, inventive variations on an old idea – man 
accidentally bumps into female stranger on the street, knocks over her groceries, helps 
pick them up, and so on” (30). Neale qualifies Bygrave’s comments by adding that the 
“ordinariness” of Bygrave’s example is actually “misleading”: 
meetings tend to vary significantly in manner, in style (and in ideological 
implication) from cycle to cycle. In screwball films, for instance, there is 
always something extraordinary (something unusual, eccentric – 
something screwball) either about the meeting itself or the situation in 
which it occurs. [. . .] ‘Ordinariness’ and ‘typicality’ are much more 
characteristic of the meetings in nervous romances, while a preference for 
the extraordinary (once again) is one of the hallmarks of new romances. 
(“The Big Romance” 287-8) 
In lesbian romantic comedies, which overwhelmingly tend to emphasise the ‘ordinary’ 
over ‘extraordinary’, most of the central couples begin as strangers (7 out of 10). In the 
remaining three films, the central couple are old school friends (It’s in the Water), work-
mates (Late Bloomers), or begin the film as a couple (Love Cats). Where the central 
couple do begin as strangers, most films—5 out of 7 (Bar Girls, Go Fish, Some Prefer 
Cake, But I’m a Cheerleader, and A Family Affair)—show their meeting as either 
occurring within, or as being actively facilitated by, lesbian, lesbian and gay 
communities, or, less frequently, explicitly lesbian and gay-friendly communities (as in 
the case of PFLAG). 
This is unsurprising: as I discussed in the previous chapter, many of the lesbian 
romantic comedies of this study emphasise the risks involved for lesbians in public space, 
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so it is consistent that lesbian romances very often emerge from within ‘safer’ lesbian or 
lesbian-friendly communities. This representation of community draws on “the historical 
and contemporary importance of the space of ‘community’ for the solidification of 
homosexual politics and identity” (Bell and Binnie 131). Thus, these films can again be 
understood as valorising lesbian and lesbian-friendly communities and, at least implicitly, 
drawing attention to the homophobia of public space and the risks associated with public 
lesbian citizenship. This is an important strategy given that Hollywood cinema, and much 
mainstream lesbian cinema, has often erased all signs of lesbian community by insisting 
on the “lone lesbian couple within heterosexual society” (Straayer, Deviant 23; see also 
Hollinger, In the Company 172-3 and Holmlund 45). The “lone lesbian couple” appears 
in films like Mark Rydell’s The Fox (1967), Desert Hearts, Personal Best, and, more 
recently, Lost and Delirious.  In such films, the lone lesbian couple is often presented as 
an unusual (though typically harmless) aberration, rather than as part of a vibrant 
community with an ongoing history. To this extent, lesbian romantic comedies’ 
insistence on presenting lesbians within lesbian and lesbian-friendly communities 
participates in a broader project not only of celebrating those communities, as Hollinger 
rightly suggests, but also of extending those communities to imagine a public discourse 
and sphere that more comprehensively incorporates lesbian content (In the Company 
173).  
Indeed, lesbian romantic comedies emphasise the lesbian public sphere as an 
important site of lesbian intimacy, a “stable spac[e] of culture in which to clarify and to 
cultivate” lesbian intimacies (Berlant, “Intimacy” 5). By contrast, public space is 
implicated as a site where lesbian intimacies are not commonly possible; this reading is 
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reinforced by my discussion in the previous chapter of the recurring presentation of 
homophobia in lesbian romantic comedies as an obstacle to the couple’s romance. 
Interestingly, the emphasis on the homophobia of public space combined with the 
frequent presentation of the couple meeting either in or through lesbian or lesbian-
friendly communities might also be read as casting the lesbian public sphere as a counter 
public sphere. The idea of a lesbian public sphere as a counter public sphere is imagined 
in the opening scene of Go Fish. The scene features a classroom where Kia, an African 
American lesbian professor, asks her students to name past or present women who were 
(or who the students desire to be) lesbians. As her students yell out various women’s 
names, from Sappho to Eve to Olivia Newton-John, Kia tells her students: “Throughout 
lesbian history there is a serious lack of evidence to tell us what these women’s lives 
were truly about. Lesbian lives and lesbian relationships barely exist on paper and it’s 
with that in mind and understanding the power of history that we begin to want to change 
history”.  
Here, then, lesbian figures (and, by extension, lesbian publics) are clearly labelled 
as marginalised in historical discourses. This labelling of lesbian publics as publicly 
marginal achieves a number of things. First, it emphasises the “tension” between 
subordinate lesbian and dominant heterosexual publics that marks Warner’s definition of 
a “counterpublic” (Publics 56). Second, it encourages viewers to approach history as a 
discourse produced and maintained by culturally dominant groups and, as a result, a 
discourse inevitably embedded with (and within) all of the biases of public culture. Third, 
it invites viewers to think critically about the position of marginal publics within public 
discourse. Finally, it calls on viewers to recognise lesbian citizenship and lesbian 
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histories as ongoing cultural struggles for recognition, which the film positions itself as 
part of. Davies and Smith argue that Kia’s (and the film’s) “spoken desire for a retrieval 
of a lesbian identity [. . .] offers the audience an inclusive position of ‘we’ to communally 
carry on this work” (135). In other words, Kia’s lecture to her students also works 
pedagogically to articulate the film’s lesbian counter public status to viewers, by 
emphasising its desire to work against the marginalisation of lesbians and lesbianism in 
historical discourses, but also to encourage viewers to take up this struggle.  
While friends play an important role in most of the lesbian romantic comedies of 
this study, the role of community varies in terms of their involvement as ‘matchmakers’. 
Most lesbian romantic comedies represent community as being a kind of emotive or 
character-based mise-en-scene to the couple’s romance; this version of community occurs 
in Bar Girls, It’s in the Water, But I’m a Cheerleader, and Better than Chocolate. For 
example, in Bar Girls not only do the central couple, Loretta and Rachel, meet in the 
lesbian bar that represents the primary site of lesbian community in the film, most of their 
relationship is also played out there in the remaining film (such as having fights and 
reconciling in the bar as well as simply discussing their relationship with other women at 
the bar). In this sense, lesbian or lesbian-friendly communities are positioned as being a 
significant part of the central couple’s relationship. In other lesbian romantic comedies, 
lesbian and lesbian-friendly communities are presented as more active, such as by being 
actively involved in introducing the protagonist to her eventual lover, such as in Some 
Prefer Cake, A Family Affair, and Go Fish. For instance, in Some Prefer Cake Kira’s 
(Kathleen Fontaine) lesbian roommate decides Kira’s love life needs desperate help. In 
response, Kira’s roommate organises for Kira to attend a lesbian group dinner with her 
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where Kira meets Robin (Desi del Valle), her eventual girlfriend. In A Family Affair, 
Rachel’s ‘community’ includes friends and enthusiastic PFLAG family members, 
especially her mother Leah. Rachel’s family and friends are very active in her love life, 
from her mother carrying a sign at a gay pride march that reads “Ask about my single gay 
daughter” to setting her up on a series of blind dates that eventually lead to her meeting 
future wife, Christine.  
 Of these films, however, Go Fish represents the most interesting, stylistically 
experimental, and explicit example of friends/community actively facilitating the central 
couple’s romance. In Go Fish, protagonist Max and Ely’s friends are comprised of three 
‘out’ lesbians, all in their twenties and thirties: Kia; Evy, an Hispanic nurse and Kia’s 
girlfriend; and Daria, a white, single, non-monogamous lesbian who shares a flat with 
Ely, Max’s love interest. There is an assortment of other minor friends (mostly Daria’s 
current lover) and couples who also feature in the film, but it is these three lesbians who 
are close friends to the central couple. Kia, Evy, and Daria can be read as representative 
of a broader ‘lesbian community’. The lesbian community they represent is among the 
most racially diverse of any of the lesbian romantic comedies of this study (see Davies 
and Smith 136). Indeed, the lesbian and lesbian and gay communities in, for instance, It’s 
in the Water, Love and Other Catastrophes, and Better than Chocolate are resolutely 
white and middle-class (while, as I note in the following chapter, the central couple is 
white and middle-class in most of the films of this study). Go Fish’s representation of 
lesbian community, then, represents an important and all too rare intervention into the 
usual overwhelming whiteness and ‘middleclass-ness’ of mainstream lesbian cinema.  
The role of Max’s friends as actively involved in her love life is announced in the 
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opening credits of the film, where a series of titles announce that “This is Max”, “These 
are Max’s friends”, and “They try to cheer her up and fix her up”. From the first moments 
of the film, Max’s friends’ are explicitly signalled as her matchmaker (given their desire 
to “fix her up”). As Straayer notes, in Go Fish “lesbian coupling becomes a community 
affair” (Deviant 294, fn 23). And, of course, it is one of Max’s friends, Kia, who first 
draws her attention to Ely, a conventionally unattractive woman who Kia and Max see 
sitting at the local coffee-shop/bar. While Max is initially uninterested, to the point of 
describing Ely as “ugly”, after spending some time with Ely she soon finds herself 
becoming attracted to and interested in a relationship with her. What is most interesting 
about the use of lesbian community in Go Fish, however, is their extra-diegetic role. 
Indeed, at several different moments throughout the film the lesbian community—made 
up in these instances of Kia, Evy, Daria, and Daria’s current lover—takes on an 
anomalous extra-diegetic role. In each example the women’s heads are shot from above, 
as “talking heads”, while they lie together and discuss Max and Ely’s relationship 
(Davies and Smith 135). Hollinger notes that these scenes represent the couple’s 
“matchmaking friends” and their “assembl[y] as a pseudo-Greek chorus to comment on 
the progress of their nascent love affair” (In the Company 171; see also Braidt 10).  
These scenes (there are four in all) function as a meta-narrative that critiques not 
only the progression of Max and Ely’s romance but also the conventions of romantic 
intimacy in the genre. The critiques occur extra-diegetically, perhaps because it is only 
possible to critique the conventions of a genre from outside its narrative boundaries. An 
example of the kind of critique the chorus offers ranges from Kia asking if there is some 
way to expedite Max and Ely’s romance to Daria hoping that “this isn’t going to be one 
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of those unrequited stories”. The chorus’s tongue-in-cheek awareness of genre 
convention, at least in terms of narratively querying events, denaturalises Hollywood 
romantic comedy conventions by consistently drawing attention to them as convention in 
a lesbian counter public space (Braidt 10). Effectively, the scenes expose and deconstruct 
the genre’s construction of romantic intimacy at the same time as they privilege lesbian 
romance within those conventions. Moreover, it is also worth nothing that extra-diegetic 
commentary in Hollywood romantic comedies is far more likely to be from a single 
character, and occur in the form of a voice-over. Again, then, the visually present chorus 
in Go Fish intensifies the importance of community.  
More importantly, however, the chorus’s awareness of genre convention also 
works politically. For instance, where the film opens with Kia bemoaning the lesbian 
absence in public discourse, the lesbian chorus explicitly puts lesbians in charge of 
creating a public discourse about a lesbian intimacy (namely, Max and Ely’s romance). 
This process of creating a lesbian public presence, rather than the absence Kia spoke of 
early in the film, necessarily positions this imagined lesbian public sphere as a counter 
public sphere. Thus, the chorus scenes themselves can be read as a representation of the 
internal negotiations of the boundaries of that lesbian counter public sphere. The 
technique of shooting the chorus from above, as ‘talking heads’, demonstrates to viewers 
that the four chorus members are ‘on the same level’ or inherently equal. Indeed, these 
scenes imagine a genuinely equitable, democratic, counter public sphere, which is 
emphasised by the explicit equality of four lesbians of diverse (racial, class, cultural, 
sexual) backgrounds. The extra-diegetic positioning of the chorus can also tentatively be 
read as situating the group outside of public space. That is, the chorus become an 
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abstraction, symbolically separated from the physical spaces in which they live and work, 
from the recognisable spaces of the private and public spheres. In some ways, then, the 
creation of a lesbian public sphere in Go Fish involves an exclusion from the ‘real world’ 
or, at least, from narrative space as previously mentioned. Perhaps the chorus’s symbolic 
separation from public space might also imply that their imagination of a lesbian public 
sphere is a distinctly utopian exercise. 
 Inevitably, then, the unique position of the chorus culminates in them playing a 
number of important roles in framing the central couple’s romance. First, Max and Ely’s 
lesbian friends function as the authors of the meta-narrative about their relationship 
which couches Max and Ely’s romance within a lesbian public. Second, unlike most of 
the other lesbian romantic comedies of this study, the friends’ meta-narrative also 
provides a distinctly lesbian reading of Max and Ely’s romance that explicitly privileges 
lesbian viewers (see Hollinger, In the Company 175). Third, because Max and Ely’s 
relationship is played out in front of an extra-diegetic audience (their friends in their 
unusual chorus role), their relationship can also be read as, at least partially, publicly 
mediated. In this sense, Max and Ely’s intimate relationship represents an example of a 
“mod[e] of attachment that make[s] persons public and collective and that make[s] 
collective scenes intimate spaces” (Berlant, “Intimacy” 8). Indeed, it is specifically Max 
and Ely’s romantic intimacy that leads to their public scrutiny by the chorus, evidenced 
by the fact that their friends do not discuss anything about Max and Ely that is not 
directly related to their relationship, a focus Patricia Mellencamp pithily describes as 
talking about “‘the couple coupling’” (105). In other words, it is Max and Ely’s new 
intimacy that renders their privacy public.  
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Overall, Go Fish represents an important challenge to public culture’s ongoing 
attempts to usher lesbians and gays into the private sphere as one way of ‘containing’ 
public displays of lesbian and gay intimacy; indeed, Richardson notes that lesbians and 
gays have often been granted a kind of partial citizenship on the grounds that “they 
remain in the private sphere and do not seek public recognition or membership in the 
political community” (“Sexuality” 89). Instead, Max and Ely’s publicly mediated 
relationship insists on staging lesbian intimacy in public discourse as a specific challenge 
to the traditional and ongoing marginalisation of lesbianism.  
 
Sex and the Couple 
 
According to Straayer, representations of lesbian sex in film and video can be divided 
into five different categories:25  
The first stage is the girl-girl sex in heterosexual male pornography  
[. . .]. The second is the lesbian-feminist imagery of the 1970s, including 
the work of Barbara Hammer. [. . .] The third stage [. . .] is the lesbian sex 
scenes in narrative feature films such as Personal Best, Lianna, and Desert 
                                                 
25 I acknowledge Dyer’s concern that ‘sexual’ and, by extension, ‘sex’ is “notoriously hard to handle, since 
what one person finds sexual another does not” (Only 160). I use ‘lesbian sex’ to describe any activity that 
occurs between two or more female characters and is motivated by some form of sexual arousal. This is 
consistent with Marilyn Frye’s definition of sex as “all the acts and activities by which we generate with 
each other [. . .] passages of passionate carnality of whatever duration or profundity” (cited in Straayer, 
Deviant 200). These pleasures are not necessarily genital-focused, though “the word does imply some 
degree of genital arousal and activity” (Dyer, Only 160). 
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Hearts. Although lesbian relationships had been the subject of earlier 
feature films—for example, The Fox (Mark Rydell, 1968) and The Killing 
of Sister George (Robert Aldrich, 1968)—explicit sexuality remained 
offscreen. The fourth stage is lesbian video porn, made by lesbian 
production companies [. . .]. The last category [. . .] is contemporary 
independent videos and films which, for the most part, are exhibited in art-
related contexts such as gay and lesbian film and video festivals. Like 
earlier independent works that reflected a cultural feminist context, these 
contemporary videos and films are sexually explicit. But unlike the earlier 
works, contemporary independent works often de-romanticize lesbian sex. 
(Deviant 201-3) 
Like Straayer’s fifth category, lesbian romantic comedies are usually independent films 
that are exhibited primarily or exclusively on the lesbian and gay film festival circuit 
(although as I have previously noted, films like Go Fish and Love Cats were distributed 
by major studios and, as such, had reasonably significant art-house releases). Unlike 
Straayer’s fifth category, however, lesbian romantic comedies always romanticise the 
lesbian sex of their central couple. In fact, the romanticisation of lesbian sex can, in part, 
be considered a feature of the genre, given that romantic comedies are, as a rule, centrally 
concerned with romanticising the re/formation of a couple (see Neale, “The Big 
Romance” 286).  
The representation of lesbian sex in lesbian romantic comedies is generally 
consistent with the third category, which refers to the mainstream lesbian-focused 
narrative films that began to appear in the early to mid 1980s. As Straayer notes, the 
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mainstream lesbian films she cites differ from earlier representations of lesbian sex, in 
films like The Killing of Sister George for instance, because they present lesbian sex on-
screen. While lesbian sex had previously been depicted in heterosexual pornography and 
B-grade films like lesbian vampire films (on which see Zimmerman or Weiss), on-screen 
lesbian sex was for the most part a new phenomenon in mainstream cinema. This shift 
towards representing lesbian sex on-screen was consistent with a broader shift in 
mainstream cinema, which reflected a slightly more relaxed approach to sex in public 
culture at the time: Mellencamp, for example, argues that one of the features of 
mainstream cinema in general since the 1980s is that “sex has been more real than 
implied, as much on-screen as off” (17). The relaxing of attitudes towards sex also 
extended to sexuality: indeed, the “1980s represent a watershed period for the portrayal 
of lesbianism in mainstream American cinema” (Hollinger, In the Company 139). This 
section analyses some of the key features of on-screen lesbian sex in the films of this 
study, from the spaces sex occurs in to the most common practices depicted, as a means 
of continuing my analysis of the construction of lesbian intimacy in these films.  
 To begin with, however, it is useful to point out that not all of the films of this 
study include on-screen lesbian sex scenes. Of the 10 films of this study, seven depict on-
screen, diegetic sex between the couple (Bar Girls, Go Fish, 2 Girls in Love, It’s in the 
Water, Late Bloomers, Better than Chocolate, But I’m a Cheerleader). Of the remaining 
three films, two depict on-screen sex between the couple as part of fantasies and/or dream 
sequences (Some Prefer Cake, A Family Affair). The final film, Love Cats, does not 
depict sex between the couple at all. I want to consider this further. The absence of on-
screen lesbian sex in Love Cats is not necessarily noteworthy, after all, sex scenes are not 
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a “prerequisite for the romance” or romantic comedy genres (Hankin 33). This absence 
can also be explained by the fact that Love Cats is the only film about the reformation of 
a couple, rather than the formation. That is, Mia and Danni begin the film as a couple, 
break up early in the film, and get back together in the film’s penultimate party scene; the 
remaining nine films show the formation of first-time couples. Thus, Love Cats is less 
about showing sexual chemistry between the couple, which is often used to signal a 
couple’s romantic compatibility, and more about Mia (re-)learning to appreciate Danni. 
However, what does make the absence of lesbian sex in Love Cats noteworthy is that the 
film depicts other types of sex: namely, two instances of sex between a man and a woman 
and one instance of sex between two men. Most significantly, all of the sex depicted on-
screen is presented outside of the conventions of romance and love typical of the genre.  
 For example, the first sex scene of the film occurs between a man and a woman in 
the second scene (or first scene after the credits) of the film. The scene’s early 
prominence implies that this sex scene may set up the film’s approach to sex (even 
though its early prominence also removes it from the main narrative arc, which follows 
Mia and Danni and climaxes at the end of the film with their reformation). The scene 
shows Ari, a Jewish male university student and one of the main characters of the film, 
engaged in sex. Viewers see a mid-shot of Ari’s head and chest. Ari is lying on his back 
on a bed as an unseen American woman audibly orgasms as she (assumedly) sits astride 
him. Moments before she orgasms, the woman breathlessly remarks to Ari that “you’re 
so good!” and “I’ve just never had it like this”. The woman, however, is anonymous: 
viewers never see her face and she is never named, which might suggest that she is 
indistinguishable among the many women Ari has sex with. The woman’s off-screen 
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position and anonymity also disembodies her desire and interrupts viewers’ potential 
engagement with her (and her desire). Similarly, during sex, Ari’s facial expression 
suggests boredom and, perhaps, emotional disengagement from the event. These three 
factors—the emphasis on Ari’s skill, the woman’s anonymity, and Ari’s apparent 
boredom—collectively emphasise that the sex is a service, rather than, as is frequently 
presented in the genre, evidence of the couple’s romantic love. This reading is made 
explicit at the end of the scene when the woman thanks Ari and pays him in cash. 
Evidently, Ari is a part-time prostitute, which, in this instance, overtly de-romanticises 
the preceding sex scene.  
 The remaining two sex scenes also function to de-romanticise sex and occur 
between unnamed characters in conventionally unromantic locations. First, sex occurs 
midway through the film between two male characters in a public toilet stall. Thus, the 
sex, like the woman in the earlier sex scene, is heard rather than seen. Viewers know sex 
is occurring not only because audible markers of sex are heard—such as grunts of effort 
and groans of sexual pleasure and orgasm—but also because one of the men comes out of 
the toilet stall to get a condom from the vending machine. This scene contributes to the 
stereotypical siting of sex between men in public spaces like toilets and to the 
stereotypical characterisation of such sex as anonymous and non-monogamous (though, 
importantly, as employing safe-sex practices and, thus, as sexually responsible). The 
scene also presents sex outside of the conventional markers of romance and love typical 
of the genre. This does not assume that there is not (or cannot be) ‘romance’ or ‘love’ in 
sex that occurs in a toilet, but, rather, that this sex is outside of the genre’s constructions 
of romance and love.  
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The final sex scene occurs between a male and a female character in Mia and 
Alice’s bathroom towards the end of their house-warming party. Michael, one of the 
main characters in the film and Alice’s eventual love interest, walks into the bathroom 
and is shocked to find a man and woman standing and having (vaginally penetrative) sex 
against the bathroom wall. On seeing Michael enter, the two finish having sex and leave 
the room, apparently separately and without any real conversation or evident affection for 
each other. The lack of post-coital engagement between the two codes their sex as 
anonymous and/or casual (though it might also be read as embarrassment at being 
‘caught in the act’). Because the sex occurs towards the end of the party, the scene may 
also imply that the sex is the result of alcohol and/or drugs (and/or the general ‘party’ 
atmosphere), which emphasises a reading of the sex as ‘casual’.  
 It is significant that these three sex scenes, as the only examples of on-screen sex 
in the film, all seem to separate sex from romance, at least as it is typically coded in the 
genre, and instead position it as either a service or as an individualistic pleasure (Evans 
and Deleyto 7). In contrast, Mia and Danni’s relationship, which is neither anonymous 
nor casual, is implicitly romanticised because of the absence of on-screen sex between 
them. Hence, the absence of on-screen sex is used as evidence of the more valorised and 
substantive presence of romance and love. However, while there are no on-screen sex 
scenes between Mia and Danni, there is a discussion of their sex. In particular, Mia 
discusses a past sex scene midway through the film, which is the only time the couple’s 
sex is referenced. In this scene, Mia describes a holiday the two shared on a farm owned 
by a relative of Mia’s. Mia describes “trying to be really quiet” as she performed oral sex 
on Danni under the covers. The siting of the couple’s sex on a farm, with its connotations 
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of ‘fresh air’, ‘country cooking’, and ‘naturalness’, constructs the couple’s sex as idyllic 
and romantic. By extension, the couple themselves are emphasised as romantic 
exemplars, which sets them apart from the apparently impersonal on-screen sex that 
occurs between other characters. Mia’s description of the couple’s sex also emphasises 
the couple’s sexual compatibility, without having to display the lesbian body on-screen.  
 Of the films that do depict diegetic (non-fantasy/non-dream) sex between the 
lesbian couple, sex typically takes place in conventional locations or spaces. The spaces 
that sex occurs in have the potential to reveal a lot about the constructions of sex and 
intimacy that occur with and within them. As numerous cultural and sexual geographers 
have pointed out, “all social processes occur within a spatial [. . .] context” (Saunders 
278). Hence, space is not simply a “passive backdrop” to on-screen action; rather, spaces 
are dynamic sites that are “constructed around particular notions of appropriate sexual 
comportment” (Hubbard, “Sex” 51; see also Hetherington). In mainstream lesbian 
cinema, Holmlund claims that sex “when shown at all [. . .] always takes place in 
relatively tame and traditional places: in bed (Lianna, Desert Hearts) or at home in front 
of the fire (Personal Best)” (39). Similarly, in lesbian romantic comedies, sex 
overwhelmingly takes place in conventional locations. So, while kissing takes place in a 
variety of spaces—from cars (Late Bloomers) and storage cupboards (It’s in the Water) to 
bars (Bar Girls, But I’m a Cheerleader) and doorsteps (A Family Affair)—sex occurs in 
beds (2 Girls in Love, It’s in the Water, Late Bloomers, Better than Chocolate, But I’m a 
Cheerleader), on lounges (Go Fish), and, in keeping with the cinematic cliché par 
excellence, in front of the fireplace (Bar Girls). Better than Chocolate is the only film to 
depict sex (or attempted sex) occurring outside the house as well as inside; outside, sex is 
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1) attempted in a van parked on a busy street, and 2) located in a toilet in a lesbian club. I 
discuss the former example later.  
 It is significant that these films, aside from Better than Chocolate, exclusively 
situate sex in the spaces of the home—in bed- and lounge-/living-rooms—or the intimate 
sphere (Habermas, Structural 50). This is consistent with the presentation of heterosexual 
sex in most Hollywood romantic comedies (and most mainstream Hollywood cinema in 
general) and, as Holmlund confirmed earlier, much mainstream lesbian cinema. One of 
the effects of depicting lesbian sex in familiar, domestic spaces is that lesbian sex itself is 
rendered, to a point, familiar and domesticated; in Pellegrini’s words, “lesbianism as 
domesticity” (“Lesbianism” 27). This is, of course, highly gendered. Gay (male) sex is 
stereotypically sited in outside spaces like parks and public toilets, spaces associated with 
masculinity and the public, which by extension associates gay sexuality with sexual 
agency, individualism, and non-monogamy (see Leap). Conversely, the overwhelming 
siting of lesbian sex in domestic spaces—spaces associated with femininity and the 
private—locates lesbianism, by extension, within institutional narratives of monogamy, 
couple-dom, and the family. For Pellegrini, this valorises lesbians as “icons of 
domesticity” (“Lesbianism” 27).  
 This stereotyping of lesbian sex in domestic spaces can partly be understood in 
terms of gender privilege. Leap, for instance, argues that one reason men are more 
“closely associated” with sex in public spaces is that there is an inherent danger in 
potentially being “found”; thus, engaging in public sexual activities in the first place 
“depend[s] heavily on questions of status and privilege”, such as being male in a 
patriarchal society (“Introduction” 11). This comparison between public male and private 
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lesbian sex foregrounds the implications of gender on sexual freedoms. These domestic 
spaces also cue viewers to read lesbian sex as conventionally feminine (rather than hyper-
feminine, such as in porn films, or masculine); ordinary and everyday (rather than 
somehow remarkable or unusual); and everywhere (rather than rare or mysterious, the 
latter demonstrated by the common mystification about what, precisely, lesbians ‘do in 
bed’). Here, then, the domestic spaces of the bed- and lounge-rooms are not just physical 
spaces; they are also ideological spaces that frame, and in their framing normalise, a 
particular version of lesbian sex. 
 On one hand, the siting of lesbian sex in private spaces, aside from being a social 
norm, might also be read as locating lesbian sex in a safe space as a means of protecting 
those engaged in it from homophobic public retribution, whether minor, like verbal 
insults, or major, like violence (Hubbard, “Sex” 55-6). In turn, this strategy could be read 
as reminding viewers of the public risk inherent in being a lesbian and the fraught 
position of women in public space in relation to the pervasive threat of physical and/or 
sexual violence. On the other hand, these films’ consistent siting of lesbian sex in private, 
domestic spaces also draws attention to the fact that lesbian sex, like any example of 
overt lesbian sexuality (such as kissing or holding hands), is routinely forced into the 
private sphere (Lister, “Citizenship and Difference” 89). Lesbians are, to be precise, 
“expected to confine the expression of their sexuality to the private sphere so as not to 
contaminate the public” (Lister, Citizenship 123; see also Hubbard, “Sex” 52). The 
process Lister describes is part of what Elizabeth Bernstein and Laurie Schaffner discuss 
as the public “regulation of sexuality” (xiii). This regulation is played out in the early 
scenes of Better than Chocolate where in three scenes in the same day Maggie and Kim’s 
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first attempted lesbian intimacies—from tentative handholding and a thwarted kiss to 
passionate kissing and sex—are progressively shunted from a public space, to a private 
space in a public place, to an apparently private space.  
 Maggie and Kim’s first attempted physical intimacies occur in the public space of 
an urban café. As I noted in the previous chapter, Maggie and Kim are asked to leave the 
café by owner Tony, after they hold hands and attempt to kiss across the table. When 
Tony asks the couple to leave the café, Maggie initially stays sitting at the table with Kim 
and playfully asks Tony, “What about handholding? Handholding OK?”. While 
handholding is evidently not OK for Tony—he continues to insist that the couple leave 
his café, which they do—Maggie’s playful questioning explicitly tests and 
(unsuccessfully) attempts to negotiate the boundaries of Tony’s, and by extension the 
public’s, tolerance of (her) lesbian intimacies in (Tony’s) public space. Tony’s 
unflinching heterosexism reveals the café as a heteronormative space. Hubbard describes 
heteronormative space as follows: “while displays of heterosexual affection, friendship 
and desire are regarded as acceptable or ‘normal’ in most spaces, [. . .] homosexuals are 
often forced to deny or disguise their sexual orientation” (“Desire/Disgust” 191-2). In this 
instance, it is Tony who forces Maggie and Kim to deny and disguise their lesbianism by 
expelling them from the café at the first sign of a kiss. Thus, Maggie and Kim’s 
attempted kiss is shown to exceed the boundaries of the public’s tolerance; as a result, the 
couple’s right to publicly perform lesbian intimacy is revoked and they are physically 
expelled from the public space they have threatened, in Lister’s words, to “contaminate”.  
 After being ejected from the café, Maggie and Kim find themselves on the 
sidewalk outside Tony’s café; significantly, Kim’s van is parked on the street directly 
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outside Tony’s café, which positions it as an obvious spatial alternative. (Moreover, the 
idea of the couple kissing and potentially having sex in Kim’s parked van is clearly also a 
play on the term ‘parking’ in dating vernacular.) As the couple wonder where they can 
continue their so-far-successful first date, Kim opens the door of her van and says: 
“There’s always my place”. Maggie responds excitedly and jumps into the back of the 
van. Kim’s van offers more privacy than the highly regulated public space they have just 
left, though as I discuss below it is not an unproblematic privacy. Specifically, Kim’s van 
represents a (somewhat) private space in a public place: the van is parked on a busy, 
inner-city street, and is passed by a range of street traffic. Kim’s van, however, is private 
in the sense that it is Kim’s private property, which is, structurally, a lockable enclosed 
space with curtains on the back windows (see Bok 10). Moreover, the interior of Kim’s 
van includes a bed, a desk, curtains, shelves, and various knick knacks that emphasise the 
van as Kim’s primary living space. In other words, the van’s interior, as well as Kim’s 
initial invitation to “my place”, encourages viewers to read the space as a private, 
domestic space, even though, as the scene quickly reveals, the van’s public context 
destabilises any long-term reading of the van as private. By cuing viewers to read Kim’s 
van as a private space, the film also highlights how spaces are not statically or 
exclusively public or private; rather, public and private are “interpretations” or a “way of 
seeing [. . .] a particular locale” (Leap, “Introduction” 9). 
 Inside the van the dominant colours are lavender and burgundy, the former the 
symbol of lesbianism (evidenced, most negatively, by 1970s feminists’ exclusion of ‘the 
lavender menace’) and the latter the colour of the van’s curtains. Thus, much of the 
scene’s light is slightly pink and/or cherry, as light is diegetically filtered through the 
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curtains. These colours imbue the van with a sense of passion and, specifically, of 
imminent lesbian sex. The anticipation of sex is emphasised by the juxtaposition of slow 
and fast motion. The scene cuts between parallel inside/outside shots of the van, which 
are presented at different speeds. Outside, shots of street traffic are shown in fast motion 
indicating the ‘busy’ urban world that is ‘passing’ the occupied couple by, but which 
perhaps also represents the pervasive threat of someone interrupting and/or trespassing on 
the couple’s privacy. Inside, shots alternate between standard- and slow-motion, which 
helps to build the dramatic tension of the scene (and audiences’ likely sexual tension in 
anticipation of a sex scene). This juxtaposition of outside/fast motion and inside/slow 
motion might be read as demonstrating a kind of ‘spatial tension’ in the couple’s search 
for an appropriate space to explore each other’s bodies, which shows, that is, their 
“location in public (heterosexualised) space as being in tension with the desire for 
‘privacy’” (Bell, “Perverse” 305).  
 The use of slow motion also helps ward off readings of the couple’s intimacies as 
casual or non-monogamous which is largely (though not completely) outside the 
‘romance’ conventions of the romantic comedy genre. Indeed, it is unusual for a couple 
in a romantic comedy to progress so quickly towards physical intimacies. Evans and 
Deleyto claim that while “sex has become more and more separated from the sphere of 
love and romance and acquired a certain prestige as a medium of pleasure and self-
expression, [. . .] to a very large extent, it still remains entangled with the emotional and 
moral resonances of love” (7, my emphasis). Maggie and Kim, however, are kissing 
passionately on a bed (though they have sex slightly later in the film) in less than fifteen 
minutes of film and within a day of formally meeting. This is partly because, as I argued 
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in the previous chapter, in lesbian romantic comedies ‘obstacles’ to the couple’s romance 
are more likely to emerge from outside the couple, rather than inside. Maggie and Kim 
can ‘get together’ so quickly in large part because their relationship ‘obstacle’, Maggie’s 
mother and Maggie’s attempted ‘coming out’ to her mother, has yet to happen. Thus, the 
use of slow motion in presenting Maggie and Kim’s nascent touching, as well as the slow 
movements of the couple themselves (like Kim’s slow purposeful stroking of Maggie’s 
hair), romanticises the couple’s intimacies by emphasising their slow sensuality as well 
as showing how ‘time slows’ or ‘stands still’ in the first moments of a new romance. This 
use of speed works to recuperate the couple’s intimacies into the genre’s romance 
conventions and into larger institutional narratives of ‘monogamy’ and ‘the couple’. 
 While Maggie and Kim are the only central couple in the films of this study to 
reach this level of intimacy so quickly, two other films are relevant here. The first is Bar 
Girls where Loretta and Rachel meet at the local lesbian bar in the second scene of the 
film (the first scene shows Loretta choosing an outfit to wear to the bar). Loretta sees 
Rachel, whom she has never met before, at the bar and decides she wants to take her 
home, which she soon does. At Loretta’s house, the couple dance together and soon move 
to Loretta’s bed, where it seems inevitable that the couple will have sex. However, 
Rachel quickly reveals that she will not have sex with someone she does not love. Thus, 
after initially appearing to be progressing towards early sex, like Maggie and Kim in 
Better than Chocolate, Bar Girls undercuts this progression by explicitly embedding sex 
within the ideologies of romance and love that are so typical of the genre. The only other 
film to show the central character having casual sex is Some Prefer Cake, where Kira’s 
early casual sex is juxtaposed against her later sexual ‘maturation’ into a monogamous 
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relationship where sex between the couple is not depicted on-screen except as a 
fantasy/day-dream.  
 To return to Kim’s van: initially, the couple are shown talking and examining 
some of Kim’s possessions, including a map, which shows where Kim has travelled (and 
is perhaps a euphemism for her sexual history), and a CD (which provides a silent, but 
diegetically heard, soundtrack for the couple’s intimacies, increasing the apparent build-
up to sex). Kim begins to dance seductively beside Maggie, presumably to the CD the 
couple have just been discussing, and gently pulls Maggie into the dance. The couple 
begin dancing slowly, holding each other. The next shot of the couple is a mid-shot that 
shows the couple in shadows against a screen of deep red curtains, which emphasises the 
sexual intensity of the moment. Kim pulls Maggie onto the bed and the couple are soon 
lying on the bed together, Maggie on her back facing Kim above her. The couple begin to 
slowly kiss in a close-up. The progression from a mid-shot to a close-up structurally cues 
viewers to the increasing intensity of the scene. But, at this penultimate sexual moment, 
the couple are interrupted as the van jerks sharply and the couple are physically dislodged 
from their embrace and, almost, the bed itself: alas, Kim’s van is being towed. 
 In fact, throughout this scene, viewers have been privy to the elaborate staging of 
the next interruption of Maggie and Kim’s intimacies. First, viewers see a male on a 
bicycle, in an apparently official outfit, approach the van. The unnamed man gets off his 
bicycle to examine the van and, on inspection, leaves a parking ticket under the van’s 
windscreen wipers. Second, viewers see the arrival soon after of a tow-truck. The tow-
truck driver begins the process of attaching the van to his tow-truck so he can tow it 
away. All of this occurs completely unbeknownst to the couple; the couple only become 
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aware of the movement when the tow-truck drives away, turning a corner, which 
dislodges the couple from each other. While the couple’s first kiss at the café was 
thwarted by Tony, the couple’s probable first sexual encounter is again thwarted by 
men—first, the parking inspector, and second, the tow-truck driver—policing the 
boundaries of public space (‘spatial interruptus’?). While the interruptions of Maggie and 
Kim’s intimacies obviously functions to frustrate and increase viewers’ desire for a sex 
scene, the scene also clearly emphasises how privacy is, in Bernstein and Scaffner’s 
words, “public[ly] constituted” (xiv) and, from the recurrence of men as ‘interrupters’, 
patriarchally managed. Valentine argues: 
It is well established in the geographical literature that age and gender 
have a profound impact on individuals’ perceptions and experiences of 
everyday spaces (Hart, 1978; Valentine, 1989). It is argued that, in 
particular, differences between the sexes stem from inequalities of power 
between men and women which are reflected in the way space is designed, 
occupied, and controlled. But [. . .] the ability to appropriate and dominate 
places and hence influence the use of space by other groups is not only the 
product of gender; heterosexuality is also powerfully expressed in space. 
(“(Hetero)sexing Space” 395; see also Leap, “Sex” 115-116) 
So, even in the relative privacy of Kim’s parked and enclosed van, Maggie and Kim can 
still be read as exceeding the boundaries of public “tolerance”—given that it is Maggie 
and Kim’s (non-heterosexual) sexuality that kept the van parked on the street for so 
long—and, as a result, are again expelled from public space, this time by literally being 
towed away. After Kim’s van is towed, the couple are forced to leave it impounded 
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because they do not have the money to pay the $120 release fee/fine. Further, the 
impounding of Kim’s van continues the idea of private property being under public 
management and control. However, after being ejected first from the café and then from 
Kim’s van, Maggie and Kim are finally granted some privacy. Namely, in the elapsed 
time of the first two interruptions, the apartment Maggie agreed to sub-let earlier in the 
film has become available.  
 The third scene of particular interest occurs in the apartment that night. Maggie’s 
mother (Lila) and brother (Paul) have since arrived a day earlier than expected and the 
four have all gone to bed, Lila in the main bedroom, Paul in an odd space in the hallway, 
and Maggie and Kim together in a smaller room. Maggie and Kim lie awkwardly 
‘spooning’ each other on a small lounge. The couple’s spatial relegation to the lounge is 
significant and is evidence of the primary conflict of the film: namely, Maggie’s mother 
Lila does not know Maggie is a lesbian and consequently does not recognise Maggie and 
Kim as a couple. As Kim whispers in mock frustration, if Lila did know they were a 
couple “maybe she’d give us the bed!”. Because Maggie and Kim are not recognised as a 
legitimate site of intimacy within the family, they do not have access to conventional 
sites of intimacy in the spaces of the home (most obviously, the bed). Effectively, 
Maggie’s privacy within the spaces of the home is directly related to her lesbian privacy, 
and here I mean Maggie’s closeted-ness within her family. Like many examples of ‘the 
closet’, Maggie’s particular privacy or closeted-ness is not hers alone. Rather, both Lila 
and, to a lesser extent, Paul also participate in maintaining Maggie’s closeted-ness 
through repeated refusals to recognise or articulate Maggie’s lesbianism in the face of 
implicit and explicit markers of lesbianism.  
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 In this sense, ‘the closet’ is a spatial metaphor for the “schizophrenic spatial lives 
of many gays, lesbians and bisexuals who are not ‘out’” in all spaces or with all people 
(Hubbard, “Sex” 56). Thus, the private space of the home often takes on added import as 
“a key site for the celebration of gay identity – a space where sexual dissidents can come 
together in an environment that is (relatively) secure, comfortable and free from 
surveillance” (Hubbard, “Sex” 56). This initially holds true: when Maggie and Kim first 
arrive at the apartment, they are excited to finally be able to share a legitimately private 
space away from the highly regulated public spaces and places they were earlier ejected 
from. However, when Lila and Paul arrive slightly later in the film and share the private 
spaces of the apartment with Maggie and Kim, those same spaces suddenly threaten to 
‘out’ Maggie to her family. That is, the implicit and explicit lesbianism of the 
apartment—in effect, the sexuality of the private space Maggie occupies—threatens to 
put an end to Maggie’s lesbian privacy (or closeted-ness). In fact, the lesbianism of the 
apartment and the practices of the couple within it are marked as lesbian in a range of 
ways, many of which are comically obvious.  
 To begin with, for example, the apartment is located in a warehouse-like building 
in a run-down, industrial part of town. In an urban landscape, such a location is 
frequently characterised by scholars, like Kevin Hetherington, as a “marginal” space 
associated with the “margins of society” or “alternative” identities and practices (105-9). 
That is, though Hetherington does not use the term, such a location is implicitly queer. 
Already, then, the private spaces of Maggie’s apartment are contextualised in a queer 
place. Similarly, one of the dominant colours inside the apartment is, as in Kim’s van, 
lavender, a symbol of lesbians and a recurring sign in the film. While there are other 
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clues—such as the painting of the couple’s nude bodies hanging on the wall and the fact 
that the couple both answer the door with wet hair (evidence of the shower they just 
finished having together)—the most obvious clue is the numerous sex toys throughout the 
apartment. To be sure, when Maggie and Kim first arrive at the apartment, there are 
dildoes and vibrators, property of the apartment’s unnamed lesbian owner, readily visible 
in numerous locations around the apartment. The sex toys, most commonly associated 
with lesbian sexuality, are a casual and thus completely normalised feature of the 
apartment. The sex toys mark the apartment not just as lesbian space, but as explicitly 
sexualised lesbian space, which, in turn, renders the ‘familiar’ domestic spaces I 
discussed earlier distinctly ‘unfamiliar’. The sex toys also signify (generically) unfamiliar 
sexual practices. As decorative objects, the sex toys signify the more explicit sexual (and, 
the film implies, unromantic) practices of the absent lesbian owner. Because of their 
association with more explicit and less romantic sex, the sex toys are not used in the sex 
scenes of the central couple. Indeed, the presence of the sex toys emphasises, by contrast, 
the gentle ‘niceness’ of the couple’s sex, which I discuss slightly later. 
 The sex toys themselves are on shelves, on the lounge, on tables; in short, they are 
everywhere. There are three effects of the ‘everywhere-ness’ of the sex toys. First, their 
‘everywhere-ness’ signifies a sexual ‘excess’ that suggests a lesbian sexuality that cannot 
be contained or controlled. Second, by extension, the ‘excess’ of the multiple sex toys 
also implies that while Maggie’s and Kim’s intimacies were easily contained and 
removed from public space earlier in the day, their intimacies will be more ‘excessive’ 
and thus harder to control (or hide) in these private spaces. Third, the fact that the sex 
toys are ‘everywhere’ in the main areas of the apartment, rather than hidden away or 
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confined to the bedroom, also implies a lesbian sexuality that is unquestionably ‘out’, at 
least in the private spaces of the apartment. This draws on an ideal of privacy, of spaces 
“hidden from the light of public view in which autonomy is most effectively enacted”, 
which is associated with “personal life, intimacy, passion, sexuality” (Duncan 128). Of 
course, this conception of privacy, which is implied by the large number of unhidden sex 
toys, is also completely at odds with Maggie’s lesbian privacy or closeted-ness with her 
family; inevitably, this public/sex toys versus private/closeted-ness tension represents a 
major source of comedy in the film and presages Maggie’s inevitable coming-out. This 
tension also locates intimacy, but especially sex, as a site of irretrievable or ‘un-
recuperable’ difference from the hetero-norm. Harris, for example, argues that “the 
impossibility of lesbian passing [is located] squarely at the site of a queer sexuality” 
(“Failing” 205). In other words, “lesbians can no longer enter the heteronormative 
narrative—we cannot pass—because our own sexual spaces, practices and apparatuses 
mark our difference” (Harris, “Failing” 205). What Harris’s comments suggest is that 
Maggie’s closeted-ness is a performance that will ultimately fail, because the lesbianism 
of the space she occupies, namely the apartment, will ‘mark her difference’ or disrupt her 
lesbian privacy, by making it public (or ‘outing’ her). Indeed, Maggie’s lesbian privacy 
fails quickly and explicitly; namely, when she and Kim have sex later that night.  
 On the small lounge that night, Maggie and Kim comically try to get comfortable 
by climbing over each other and repositioning themselves. During this awkward process, 
Maggie ruefully asks, “Could this be love?”. The couple laugh and Kim responds with 
mock resignation: “It must be love. There’s no other reason we’d be putting ourselves 
through this”. While the two are clearly joking, their conversation is an important cue to 
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the audience to read the couple’s continuing intimacies as blossoming romance and love, 
rather than as non-monogamous fucking. And, indeed, while the couple are joking in this 
scene, the following day Kim earnestly tries to tell Lila that she and Maggie are “in love”, 
even though, predictably, Lila leaves the room before Kim finishes her disclosure. As 
such, their conversation represents another gesture by the film to recuperate the speedy 
progression of the couple’s intimacies—it is still only the first day the couple have spent 
together—into a conventional romance narrative and into the broader institutional 
narratives of monogamy and couple-dom that are central to the sub-genre. This is 
emphasised by mise-en-scene. Beside the lounge, a small coffee table/bedside table holds 
a number of white candles that flicker gently in the corner of the scene. The candles, a 
conventional symbol of romance in mainstream cinema, function as a diegetic source for 
the soft lighting typical of romanticised sex scenes (Holmlund, Impossible 39). The 
candles also function to pre-empt the kind of soft romanticised sexual practices about to 
be employed by the couple. Harris, for instance, links candles to depictions of sex that are 
in “no way sexually explicit, merely suggestive of a sort of romanticized erotic 
relationship” (“Failing” 205). This holds true with Maggie and Kim’s sex scene.  
 Soon after Maggie and Kim joke about being in “love”, Kim pulls the covers off 
them, which until then had been covering their bodies, and throws it to the ground. In her 
action, Kim reveals two slim, white, semi-nude bodies in similar clothing: specifically, 
both wear a matching bra and underpants (Kim’s is black and Maggie’s is white and pale 
blue). The outfits serve to code Maggie’s and Kim’s bodies as feminine, sexualised, and, 
by keeping them partially clothed and thus maintaining a certain ‘respectability’, as 
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middle-class.26 (I take up the link between ‘respectability’ and ‘middle-class-ness’ in the 
following chapter.) By removing the covers, Kim not only reveals their sexualised 
bodies, but also sexualises the space and, more broadly, the scene. Indeed, as soon as the 
covers are removed, Maggie lies on top of Kim and the couple begin kissing, before Kim 
unclips Maggie’s bra with a dramatic wrist flourish. Kim’s flourish calls attention to the 
ease and skill with which she undid Maggie’s bra, which codes Kim as sexually skilled 
and experienced, attributes usually only valorised in male characters (at least in 
mainstream cinema). Kim’s confidence and skill is juxtaposed, perhaps to recuperate any 
‘threat’ of lesbian virility, with the couple’s frequent ‘girlish’ giggling fits, which 
punctuate the scene. The couple’s giggling also highlights their playfulness and ‘ease’, 
both of which accentuate the couple’s compatibility and the romance of the scene. Neale 
states, “[p]laying together, having fun together, are key elements in the ethos of romance 
to which romantic comedy as a whole [. . .] seems to be dedicated” (“The Big Romance” 
292). Of course, the couple’s giggling and, soon, groans of sexual pleasure as they 
continue kissing are also what piques Maggie’s brother’s, Paul’s, interest and 
foreshadows the inevitable failure or ‘outing’ of Maggie’s lesbian privacy/closeted-ness. 
 Paul is down the hall bench-pressing (or lifting) five books as a makeshift weight. 
The books Paul lifts work as a meta-narrative to Maggie and Kim’s sex scene and include 
titles such as “Lotus Love with a Same Sex Partner”, “Lesbian I Am”, and “Good Safe 
Lesbian Love”. The books are a comic reminder of the lesbianism of the apartment, 
which will ultimately reveal Maggie’s lesbianism (the books almost literally functioning 
                                                 
26 See Harris’s “Failing” for a discussion of “respectability” as a specifically white and middle-class 
performance. 
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as lesbian ‘writing on the wall’). The books might also function ‘meta-sexually’. For 
example, one of the shots in this scene is a close-up of the rise and fall of the books as 
Paul lifts them. Viewers can read the spines of the books at the top of the lift, when Paul 
briefly pauses before bringing the books back down again (and out of view of the shot). 
This rhythm—of the books lifting and dipping, lifting and dipping—is perhaps intended 
to suggest the ‘rhythm’ of sex that is occurring between Maggie and Kim down the hall, 
which visually cues viewers to read the giggling and groaning that Paul begins to hear as 
evidence of sex. Paul interprets the sounds as sex too, for on hearing the sounds Paul 
stops lifting the books and tip-toes down the hall to investigate the source of the sound.  
 Paul first sees Maggie and Kim from the doorway of their room in a medium 
distance shot. Initially, Paul can only see their legs from the knees down, which are 
pulsing and flexing in a similar rhythm to his earlier book-lifting. The camera pans to the 
left, which represents Paul’s point-of-view as he increasingly peers around the doorway, 
until Maggie’s and Kim’s bodies are completely revealed. Their bodies are nude and 
neither sees Paul at any point. The medium distance shot centrally frames the entwined 
bodies of the couple and “retains the viewer’s place in the scenario” by ensuring what 
Roof describes as sexual “coherence” (Roof, A Lure 67-8). That is, the entire sex scene is 
visible (rather than a small part of it, as in close-ups), so viewers have an overall or 
“coherent” view of the scene and the actions within it (Roof, A Lure 67-8). The action 
Paul witnesses is Kim lying on top of Maggie, as she kisses her face and neck and fingers 
Maggie’s clitoris. The couple writhe together in an intense, but ultimately gentle rhythm. 
While there is a sexual intensity in the scene there is, as Holmlund’s and Harris’s 
comments suggested earlier, nothing ‘rough’ or extreme about their sex (Impossible 39 
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and “Failing” 205). Maggie’s head and back are arched backwards and her eyes closed as 
she moans softly, all of which signal her sexual pleasure. As the scene progresses, shots 
alternate between medium distance shots and close-ups: the former represents Paul’s 
view from the doorway and, thus, frames the scene voyeuristically, while the latter shows 
a “distinct preference for the caress, the kiss” (Holmlund, Impossible 39), and potentially 
fetishises parts of Maggie’s and Kim’s entwined bodies.  
 In fact, the latter “preference for the caress, the kiss” is evident in all ten films’ 
depictions of lesbian intimacy between the couple and in all seven (non-fantasy) on-
screen sex scenes. While close-ups of caresses and kisses are predominant in all of these 
sex scenes, most actually depict caresses and kisses at the exclusion of all other sexual 
imagery. This is the case in five of the seven films that feature on-screen, non-fantasy, 
sex scenes: namely, Bar Girls, Late Bloomers, It’s in the Water, 2 Girls in Love, and Go 
Fish (the more graphic depictions in the latter example do not occur in the sex scene, 
rather, they occur in other characters’ imaginations after the fact). So, for example, in Bar 
Girls, Loretta and Rachael stand in front of the fireplace in Loretta’s otherwise darkened 
lounge-room. The firelight flickers against the couple’s faces, which are centred in a 
close-up as they look into each other’s eyes, and connotes a sense of romance and 
‘warmth’. The brief clichéd scene includes close-ups of the couple stroking each other’s 
faces, of Rachael’s back, of fingers running through hair, and of the couple kissing. All of 
these actions occur slowly and gently, emphasising romance and femininity over 
uncontrolled or aggressive lust; in other words, idealising lesbian sex as “gentle, diffuse, 
egalitarian and rooted in the context of a caring relationship” (Kitzinger and Kitzinger 
22). Moments after the couple begin to kiss more purposefully the camera tilts upwards, 
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above the couple, and continues until the couple’s heads are no longer in the frame, 
which signals the end of the short scene. The camera similarly tilts up and away from 
Alex and Grace kissing in bed in It’s in the Water to end the scene, while in Late 
Bloomers, 2 Girls in Love, and Go Fish the camera simply cuts from shots of kissing and 
touching to, for the most part, post-coital ‘morning after’ scenes.  
 The emphasis on kissing and touching across the films of this study, usually at the 
expense of more explicit sexual imagery, is consistent with Straayer’s description of 
“romanticized, feminine sex” (Deviant 207). Straayer argues that this kind of 
romanticised sex is often used in narrative cinema to encourage viewers to make an 
emotional engagement with the characters and to embed sex within institutions of 
middle-class monogamy, rather than focus on sex as a more explicit or risqué spectacle. 
While this representation of lesbian sex does privilege the couple’s emotional 
engagement over their sexual engagement, it does not wholly desexualise them—one 
criticism of mainstream representations of lesbian sex (see, for example, Wilton, Finger-
Licking 92-3)—given that the implication is usually that the couple will have sex off-
screen. Indeed, a tilt or pan away from a couple kissing, especially where the film 
“returns to the couple in the same space and at an unspecified later time”, was one of the 
euphemistic strategies employed in Hollywood cinema during the height of the Hays 
Hollywood Production Code to suggest the occurrence of sex (Williams, “Of Kissing” 
294-5; for a discussion of the Production Code, see Halberstam 177 and Noriega). 
Kissing is, according to these films’ often exclusive focus on it, perhaps the only 
“publicly acceptable representation of private sexual life” (Phillips, On Kissing 97). 
While this emphasis on romantic kissing can certainly be partly attributed to genre, I 
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think it also represents an awareness of the ever-present threat of heterosexual 
appropriation of lesbian sexual imagery. As Straayer notes, “a disapproving heterosexual 
audience always lurks nearby. It is a sideward gaze that we feel watching us as we 
watch” (Deviant 213). To some extent, then, the emphasis on kissing as the primary or 
even only sex act in most lesbian romantic comedies can be read as discursively 
defensive by drawing on a history of lesbian sexuality as ‘the unrepresentable’.  
 Obviously, the use of these kinds of techniques seem to contrast strongly, at least 
at first glance, with Better than Chocolate’s depiction of lesbian sex as an object of male 
voyeuristic interest. One of the noteworthy aspects of Better than Chocolate’s voyeurism 
scene is its engagement with debates about privacy. Specifically, what the couple thought 
of as a private act being expressed in a private space, namely, having sex in a separate 
room in an apartment Maggie is sub-letting, was witnessed and became, to a point, 
public. Certainly, Paul’s voyeurism initially seems to gesture towards what Leap 
describes as the “‘false security’ of the bedroom”, which refers to the regulation of queer 
practices through the “intrusion, supervision, and/or disruption” of queer sex by public 
officials (Introduction 10-1, see also Bell, “Perverse” 309-312). More than the earlier 
interruptions of Maggie and Kim’s privacy, the sex scene in particular draws attention to 
the fact that “notions of privacy, as well as of public space, are exclusionary; the right to 
privacy being primarily a right of legally married heterosexuals” (Lister, “Citizenship and 
Difference” 89-90). The sex scene, then, encourages viewers to think about the range of 
ways lesbian sexuality is both publicly and privately regulated.  
 Ultimately, however, Paul’s voyeurism is played down and, in fact, used 
strategically in the film. For example, Paul only watches the couple for a moment before 
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leaving with a wide grin (he has, after all, just exposed his sister as a lesbian). Moreover, 
he is not presented as sexually enjoying his view of Maggie and Kim and is never 
presented as having any authority over any woman in the film. Because Paul’s authority-
as-voyeur is so comprehensively undermined, his voyeurism can instead be read as 
symbolic of a larger debate which “centres on the problems of producing scenes of 
woman-centred intimacy and lovemaking that remain satisfying for lesbian audiences 
while not falling into the traditional function of being a turn-on for heterosexual men” 
(Jones 290; see also Jones 290 and Kitzinger and Kitzinger). Thus, Better than Chocolate 
does not uncritically mobilise a hetero-male voyeur. Instead, the film uses Paul to draw 
attention to the problems of and debates surrounding hetero-male voyeurism in cinematic 
representations of lesbian intimacy, at the same time as insisting on its right to represent 
lesbian sex on-screen.  
There is, however, one lesbian romantic comedy that presents sex in 
uncharacteristically graphic ways. Some Prefer Cake presents a sex scene between its 
couple, Kira and Robin, in the shower. What sets this scene apart is that it represents the 
only on-screen sex scene between the couple and occurs as part of a fantasy sequence. 
The scene is clearly presented as a fantasy: Kira, who works in a comic book warehouse, 
sits down in a quiet corner of the warehouse to read a comic. She opens the comic to a 
page where the most prominent scene appears to be of two women facing each other in a 
bathroom, as one begins to undress. The music begins to ‘wobble’ and fade, as the shot 
fades to a white blur, indicating that Kira has ‘immersed’ herself in the images on the 
white page. Thus, both techniques emphasise Kira’s ‘blurring’ from reality to fantasy. 
Kira’s fantasy occurs, like the comic, in a stylised bathroom (and, specifically, in a 
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shower). Her fantasy is dominated by the sound of running water. The sound and images 
of running water code the scene as sexy through the emphasis on the lubricated tactility 
of wet bodies, but might also function as a euphemism for the ‘fluids’ or ‘fluidity’ of the 
women’s arousal. The first image of Kira’s fantasy is a medium shot of Kira’s and 
Robin’s naked bodies as they kiss in the shower. Their bodies are framed and partially 
covered on the left and right of the shot by two white shower curtains. The women’s 
bodies are visible in the centre of the shot through a narrow gap between the shower 
curtains, which briefly presents their bodies voyeuristically. Behind the women, the 
dominant image is of bright yellow tiles, which feature throughout the bathroom and 
connote a sense of warmth and intensity. While the scene includes an emphasis on close-
ups of kissing and caresses like the other lesbian romantic comedies, the scene also 
includes more suggestive, even explicit, imagery.  
Early in the scene, for instance, there is a close-up of Kira’s mid-section as she 
stands side-on to the camera. Robin stands behind her as she reaches around and rubs her 
hand down Kira’s body towards her vagina. Kira’s leg is slightly raised and blocks any 
clear view of the action, so the image is suggestive of vaginal and clitoral rubbing rather 
than explicit. Another suggestive image directly follows this shot. It is a medium shot of 
Kira’s upper body as Robin’s head emerges from the bottom of the shot, as though she is 
standing up after performing oral sex. Again, the image is suggestive of a sex act rather 
than explicit. However, its suggestion of oral sex is unusual; oral sex is almost never 
depicted, and rarely discussed or suggested in lesbian romantic comedies or mainstream 
lesbian cinema (Holmlund, Impossible 39). Consequently, the suggestion of oral sex 
indicates that sex is the primary purpose of this scene, rather than romance, and that sex 
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is being employed in unusual and strategic ways (a point I expand on below). The most 
explicit image, however, occurs two shots later in an extreme close-up of Robin 
mouthing, kissing and licking Kira’s erect nipple. Kira’s nipple and Robin’s actions are 
clearly visible and are centred in the shot. While the scene does not end here, these initial 
shots occur in a sequence and are punctuated only by a shot of passionate kissing and of 
Robin licking Kira’s finger.  
Like the sex scenes in the other lesbian romantic comedies, Kira and Robin’s sex 
scene is also acted and filmed with slow, deliberate movements, rather than fast or 
aggressive movements. In part, this helps to romanticise Kira’s sexual fantasy. The 
soundtrack, which is dominated by the sound of running water but which also features a 
slow, acoustic guitar song, also emphasises the scene’s gentleness. The fact that the 
camera is static in filming the sex scene, rather than dynamic and moving around the 
women indicates that viewers are intended to watch, rather than identify with the women 
or their actions (see Straayer, Deviant). However, because the more suggestive or explicit 
shots are shot in close-up or extreme close-up, the scene is primarily presented 
fetishistically rather than voyeuristically (the latter usually shown in medium distance, so 
as to provide a view of the entire scene, not just one element). Hence, while in most 
lesbian romantic comedies the ‘slowness’ of sex is used to romanticise the sex by 
emphasising its emotion and sensuality, in Some Prefer Cake the slowness of the scene is 
also used to produce an unhurried and decidedly fetishistic viewing of the women’s body 
parts, such as Kira’s centre-stage nipple. 
While it is important not to overstate the frankness of this sex scene, given that 
like most lesbian romantic comedies Some Prefer Cake’s sex scene is implicit rather than 
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explicit, the film does, more than others, unapologetically sexualise its lesbian couple and 
allow its viewers to do the same (see Straayer, Deviant 213). However, Some Prefer Cake 
does not engage in the same kind of ‘coyness’ of other lesbian romantic comedies, where 
most (if not all) sexual imagery occurs off-screen and is book-ended with on-screen 
kisses and caresses on one end and post-coital morning-after shots on the other. Thus, 
Some Prefer Cake represents something of an anomaly, not just in this study but in 
mainstream lesbian cinema at large. One of the most common criticisms of lesbian sex 
scenes in mainstream lesbian films, such as Desert Hearts, is that they are “too soft, 
fuzzy, and romantic” and present a “somewhat sanitized” image of lesbian sex (Kessler 
15; see also Stacey). Conversely, Some Prefer Cake depicts lesbian sex comparatively 
lustfully, which is also emphasised by the fact that the sex scene is Kira’s sexual fantasy 
and thus represents her sexual longing for Robin. Consequently, Some Prefer Cake can 
be read, like Straayer’s reading of more explicit films, as responding to “assumptions that 
lesbians are sexually inactive and disinterested (one incarnation of lesbian invisibility)” 
and, by extension, as working to “assert sexual pursuit and pleasure as an integral 
component of lesbian life” (Deviant 199).  
Only one other film, A Family Affair, depicts a sexual ‘fantasy’ scene, but that 
scene is extremely brief and ends in a farcical nightmare. In this scene, protagonist 
Rachael is initially shown lying on her back in bed, looking up at fiancée Christine who, 
in her fantasy, is tamely posing for her. The next shot is of ex-girlfriend Reggie, who has 
replaced Christine in the fantasy, and whose expression is more sexual than Christine’s 
comparative coyness. In the next shot, Reggie is replaced by Rachael’s mother, who 
comically thrusts and orgasms above Rachael (complete with purple feather boa around 
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her neck). The scene’s conclusion is comical rather than sexual or sexy. Rachael 
immediately screams at the sight of her mother in her dream and wakes up, which ends 
the short fantasy/nightmare. Thus, where Some Prefer Cake uses fantasy to present sex in 
more graphic ways than is usually permitted in the genre, A Family Affair employs 
fantasy to present otherwise taboo images as comedy.  
Like A Family Affair, Some Prefer Cake also employs comedy towards the end of 
its fantasy scene, though with a different purpose. Specifically, the extreme close-up of 
Robin mouthing and licking Kira’s nipple is followed by a medium distance shot of the 
same image, framed by the white shower curtains. The shower curtains frame, and 
partially cover, Kira and Robin’s naked bodies in this shot as they did in the very first 
shot of the scene. This is, however, the last shot to feature any sex between the couple. 
While the scene does not end with this shot, the rest of the scene mocks the seriousness of 
the preceding sex scene with an absurd intrusion. Indeed, in the next shot, Sydney, Kira’s 
hetero-female best friend, storms into the bathroom wearing an outlandish costume 
comprised of a black top, a black feather boa draped around her shoulders, and what 
appears to be a black tutu. Sydney’s interruption is never coded as sexual or sexy in any 
way. Rather, Sydney enters the scene to argue with Kira about feeling left out since Kira 
has begun dating Robin, which obviously signals Kira’s guilt about her friend (given that 
the scene is Kira’s fantasy). Thus, Sydney’s black costume symbolises the ‘dark mood’ 
she brings to the scene and might also signal her ‘mourning’ her lost friendship with Kira. 
Her black tutu also emphasises the nonsensicality of her presence in Kira’s (previously) 
sexual fantasy. Sydney’s entrance is, in addition, heralded by fast, lively music which 
dominates the soundtrack. This juxtaposition, of Sydney’s bad mood with the upbeat 
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music, is representative of the larger dissonance of her oddly-costumed entry into Kira’s, 
until then, fairly conventional sexual fantasy.  
Like the numerous interruptions of Maggie and Kim’s attempted intimacies in 
Better than Chocolate, including being ejected from a café and having a van towed, 
Sydney’s primary function is as an interruption to Kira and Robin’s intimacies. While 
Sydney is only present in the scene very briefly, Sydney’s interruption signals the last 
time Kira and Robin are shown engaged in on-screen sex (even in fantasy). Like Paul’s 
brief surveillance of lesbian sex in Better than Chocolate, then, Sydney’s odd interruption 
also directs viewers to consider the multiple regulations of lesbian sexuality. That it 
occurs in Kira’s fantasy emphasises regulation as an ongoing fear for lesbians in 
conceptualising their desire. And, significantly, it is again a heterosexual character that 
interrupts the lesbian couple, emphasising the privilege and dominance of heterosexuality 
in contemporary society. Significantly, however, Sydney’s interruption does not signal 
the end of lesbian sex altogether.  
In the film’s final scene, Kira meets Sydney and Devon, a male friend, at a café. 
Kira mentions she spent the night with Robin, a statement that is pre-empted by the 
fleeting previous scene of Kira, naked in bed and holding Robin, who is also naked, as 
she sleeps. Both Sydney and Devon are eager for details of the couple’s night together, 
but Kira, very uncharacteristically, refuses to provide any and states simply that “it’s 
private”. Thus, after initially depicting lesbian sex in more forthright ways that most 
other lesbian romantic comedies, Some Prefer Cake concludes more conventionally: by 
gesturing towards off-screen sex (if we read the image of the naked couple in bed as 
‘post-coital’) but refusing to divulge or depict any details of the experience. It is possible 
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to read the shift away from presenting Kira’s sexuality on-screen as a response to 
Sydney’s earlier interruption and, consequently, as Kira’s attempt to both maintain 
privacy over her intimate practices and to resist any further heterosexual interruptions. 
Perhaps, then, Some Prefer Cake ends where Love Cats began, by using the absence of 
on-screen lesbian sex as evidence of the couple’s more important—generically 
speaking—love and romance. 
 
Intimacy and the Body 
 
All of the lesbian romantic comedies of this study demonstrate, to different extents, an 
awareness of the stakes involved in depicting lesbian intimacy on-screen. For example, 
while both lesbian and Hollywood romantic comedies are structured around a central site 
of intimacy, namely the romantic and sexual relationship of their central couple, lesbian 
romantic comedies also privilege other sites of intimacy, like the role of friends as 
matchmakers. The privileging of lesbian friends signals the increased importance of 
‘community’ to lesbian romance and implicitly directs viewers to consider the increased 
obstacles to lesbian romance in hetero-normative culture. In their depictions of sex, 
lesbian romantic comedies romanticise lesbian sexuality through close-ups of slow kisses 
and sensual caresses, as do Hollywood romantic comedies and mainstream lesbian films 
(Holmlund, Impossible 39). However, many do so at the expense of all other sexual 
imagery. One effect of this is that it limits the articulation of the erotic and/or sexual 
aspects of the couple’s relationship, because these aspects occur implicitly (off-screen) 
rather than explicitly (on-screen). Obviously, this disallows hetero-normative 
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appropriation of on-screen lesbian sexuality because, quite simply, it barely occurs on-
screen. Similarly, when lesbian romantic comedies do depict slightly more sexual 
practices on-screen, they employ additional strategies to resist hetero-normative 
appropriation. For instance, in Better than Chocolate the authority of the diegetic hetero-
male voyeur is roundly undermined, while in Some Prefer Cake Kira ends the film by 
refusing to allow her heterosexual friend Sydney to be privy to the details of her sex life 
any longer. To some extent, Kira’s attempt to resist Sydney’s appropriation of her sex life 
represents the sub-genre’s attempt (whether or not that attempt is necessarily deemed 
entirely ‘successful’) to resist mainstream heterosexual appropriations of lesbian 
intimacy. From the most tentative to the most challenging depictions of lesbian intimacy, 
lesbian romantic comedies consistently privilege, and are structurally centred around, 
lesbian intimacy. In doing so, these films offer a moderate ‘queering’ of the 
heteronormative history of the romantic comedy genre, even as their own counter-cultural 
potential is partly normalised by their recuperation and commodification into and by the 
genre. 
Collectively, then, these films’ representations of lesbian intimacy all reveal their 
engagement in debates over the “most private and intimate meanings of gender and 
sexuality” (Warner, Publics 57). Their engagement is revealed not only through their 
depiction of specifically lesbian “forms of intimate association, vocabularies of affect, 
styles of embodiment, [and] erotic practices”, but also through their insistence on 
representing these practices of intimacy within the broader contexts of supportive lesbian 
community juxtaposed with homophobic public culture (Warner, Publics 57). At their 
most productive, these films draw attention to the homophobic oppressions embedded in 
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public space and the way these oppressions are enforced by the various public agents who 
police it, as well as begin to tease out some of the problematical interplay between 
notions of ‘public’ and ‘private’. The following chapter expands on these ideas by 
looking at the representation of the lesbian body in lesbian romantic comedies. The 
central question of the following chapter is whether lesbian romantic comedies privilege 
or idealise a particular lesbian body and, if so, what such a body might reveal about the 
sub-genre’s conception of lesbianism in the context of public culture. And if these films 
do depict an ideal lesbian body, what might she look like?  
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CHAPTER FOUR 
The Body: “Chic to Chic”27
 
In Hollywood romantic comedies, and mainstream cinema in general, the body of the 
hetero-female protagonist is, by and large, white, slim, youthful, conventionally feminine 
and attractive, able-bodied, and middle- (or upper-middle-)class (Straayer, Deviant 180; 
Holmlund 38). Hollywood’s limited range of permissible embodiments functions 
ideologically to construct the body of the hetero-female protagonist as a participant in, for 
instance, hetero-normativity, patriarchy, ‘middle-class-ness’, and white supremacy. In 
other words, it is on the surface of the body that ideologies of gender, sexuality, race, and 
class are contested (Jagose, Lesbian 160-1). In mainstream cinema, the lesbian body has 
been as equally circumscribed as the hetero-female body, but in significantly different 
ways. Before 1980, for example, the most common incarnation of the lesbian body in 
mainstream cinema, outside of the feminine vamps of pornography and B-grade lesbian 
vampire films, was the butch or masculine lesbian body (Halberstam, Female 180, 186; 
see also Creed, “Lesbian”). (For a comprehensive overview of ‘the butch’ in cinema, see 
Halberstam’s Female Masculinity 175-230.)  
The masculine lesbian body, epitomised by prison warden Evelyn Harper (Hope 
Emerson) in John Cromwell’s Caged (1950) or even June Buckridge (Beryl Reid) in 
Robert Aldrich’s The Killing of Sister George (1968), typically signifies the dangers or 
threat of gender and sexual non-conformity in general and lesbianism in particular. Of 
course, while the masculine lesbian body was overwhelmingly presented as a punishable 
                                                 
27 Coleman quoted in Holmlund 38. 
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offence in mainstream cinema—by the film’s end she was, after all, usually alone, 
miserable, or dead—she also offered audiences a range of subversions to engage with 
(see Russo and Lugowski). However, by the mid to late 1980s, with the release of films 
like Desert Hearts and Personal Best, the feminine lesbian body had emerged as the new 
lesbian body norm in mainstream cinema (Halberstam, Female 180, 186). These films, 
like the broader ‘lesbian chic’ trend that began to appear in mainstream magazines and 
television programs in the early 1990s, depicted the lesbian body in analogous ways to 
Hollywood’s hetero-female bodies. Holmlund writes: “All fit nicely within the current 
bounds of Hollywood femininity: they are white, middle class, young, nicely dressed, 
with slim bodies and good complexions” (38). Moreover, in a few key instances, most 
notably in Desert Hearts, the feminine lesbian was not only not punished for her lesbian 
transgression, her lesbian romance was, in fact, the celebrated focus of the film.  
Like Desert Hearts, lesbian romantic comedies similarly employ white, 
conventionally attractive, feminine bodies as their most common embodiment of 
lesbianism. However, while these lesbian bodies superficially conform to Hollywood 
conventions they also exceed those conventions with their explicit lesbianism, a sexuality 
which fundamentally challenges Hollywood’s hetero-normativity. And the central bodies 
in lesbian romantic comedies are always read as lesbian. Even when one woman of the 
central couple begins the film in a heterosexual relationship, like Carly of Late Bloomers, 
genre conventions nonetheless encourage viewers to read her body as lesbian, given that 
viewers expect her to enter into a lesbian relationship at some point in a lesbian romantic 
comedy. Thus, the lesbian body in lesbian romantic comedies is both a product of and a 
challenge to the hetero-normative conventions of the Hollywood romantic comedy genre. 
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Like other features of the sub-genre, then, the lesbian body reveals the tension between 
the conservative ideologies of the Hollywood romantic comedy genre and the subversive 
lesbian content of the sub-genre. This chapter continues this study’s survey of lesbian 
romantic comedies by further investigating the nuances of this ‘tension’. Specifically, this 
chapter explores how these films depict the lesbian body both within and against 
established binaries of sex and gender. In both instances, I am interested in what these 
lesbian bodies reveal about the sub-genre’s ideological conception of lesbianism. To do 
this, this chapter focuses on the four most frequent types of lesbian embodiment in 
lesbian romantic comedies: femininity, whiteness, ‘good girls’ and respectability, and 
youthfulness. 
 Methodologically, this chapter favours a second-wave feminist/identity politics 
focus on representation, analysing images of lesbians within the context of the 
enumeration of stereotypes. While scholars like Vivian Sobchack and Laura Marks have 
both written extensively on embodiment, considering respectively in, for example, 
Carnal Thoughts and The Skin of the Film how particular cinematic techniques invite the 
body of the spectator to respond, this chapter focuses on textual norms of representation. 
This more traditional focus on representation and roles is important. Not only is this 
approach consistent with the rest of this study and with cultural studies as a whole, it is 
also warranted given this study’s location at a time when the relative paucity of 
representations of lesbians in popular culture imbues each representation with enhanced 
importance. Thus, given the narrow spectrum of lesbian representation in contemporary 
mainstream media, an analysis of lesbian representation still has a socio-political 
currency that has, to some extent, been lost to mainstream feminism.  
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Femininity 
 
Most of the films of this study, like most mainstream lesbian films and almost all 
Hollywood romantic comedies, mobilise a conventionally feminine body, certainly for 
their protagonist. This occurs in six of the 10 films: Bar Girls, It’s in the Water, Love 
Cats, Better than Chocolate, But I’m a Cheerleader, and A Family Affair. In two of the 
remaining four films, the lesbian body is conventionally feminine—slim, with long hair, 
and “on the whole, [. . .] femmes rather than butches” (Holmlund 33)—but dressed in 
unconventionally feminine ways, such as in casual, urban modes of dress like a cap worn 
backwards, (sometimes close fitting) t-shirt, and jeans that nevertheless reveal slim, 
identifiably female bodies. This is evident in Go Fish and Some Prefer Cake. (2 Girls in 
Love and Late Bloomers both break with this trend and depict protagonists whose bodies 
can be read as predominantly masculine, rather than feminine; I discuss these exceptions 
later.)  
 Ann Ciasullo argues, with reference to representations of lesbians in mainstream 
magazines, that the increasing prevalence of the feminine lesbian body normalises 
lesbianism by ‘heterosexualising’ it (578). Unlike ‘othering’ the lesbian body, which was 
a strategy prevalent in earlier Hollywood films and was characterised by an emphasis on 
a lesbian’s unattractive or dangerous difference from the hetero-norm rather than her 
similarity to it, the ‘heterosexualisation’ of the lesbian body potentially subsumes her as 
part of dominant culture. Dick Hebdige talks about this process as “recuperation” where 
the initially deviant “subculture” is “incorporated as a diverting spectacle within the 
dominant mythology from which it in part emanates” (131; see also Hall). The feminine 
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lesbian body, in other words, becomes part of the hegemonic landscape, rather than an 
exception to it. Ciasullo goes on to further suggest that this results in the feminine lesbian 
body being “made into an object of desire for straight audiences” because she looks “‘just 
like’ conventionally attractive straight women” (578). However, even the most 
conventionally feminine lesbian bodies in lesbian romantic comedies are frequently 
embodied in ways that complicate such a reading. For instance, consider the most blatant 
example of a conventionally feminine lesbian body: Alex of It’s in the Water.  
 The first scene of the film shows Alex getting ready for a Women’s League 
meeting (which is the meeting of the group of camp, homophobic women I discussed in 
Chapter Two). The camera tracks over approximately fifteen pairs of rejected shoes lying 
on the floor, most of them conventionally feminine shoes such as high heels and pumps, 
to show Alex from the waist down trying on another pair of shoes. This scene draws on 
the ‘lesbian chic’ construction of lesbian femininity, like hetero-femininity, as being all 
about fashion and comportment (Inness 67). In doing so, the feminine lesbian body offers 
an immediate challenge to Ciasullo’s apprehensions by suggesting that if the lesbian body 
can be feminine, then any feminine body can potentially be lesbian. Such a ‘revelation’ 
renders every body a “problem of knowledge” whose boundaries are unsecured and 
permeable (Chapin 414). Effectively, then, the feminine lesbian body queers the 
hegemonic landscape which, for Roof, represents the “most powerful challenge” to 
heteronormative conceptions of gender and sexuality (A Lure 250; Creed, “Lesbian 
Bodies” 87). Alex’s feminine lesbian body offers other challenges, as well.  
 After trying on a few pairs of shoes, viewers can see Alex’s bright pink mini skirt 
and slim white legs as she finally decides on a pair of bright pink heels. The camera 
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follows Alex, maintaining the waist-down focus, as she walks out the door. This focus on 
Alex from the waist down continues through subsequent scenes. She is seen briefly 
driving in her silver convertible; however, when she gets out of the car the camera again 
tracks her body from the waist down as she walks along a path and into a building. It is 
only when Alex finally reaches the Women’s League meeting and sits down at her table 
that viewers finally see her upper body, also dressed in bright pink, outside of the brief 
in-the-car shot. Most obviously, this blatant focus on Alex’s lower body, but particularly 
her shoes and legs, through the early credit scenes can be read as conventionally fetishist, 
in traditional psychoanalytic accounts of it (see Whatling 33). That is, these scenes 
initially seem to position the feminine lesbian body, as Ciasullo’s comments suggested 
earlier, as an object of heterosexual, and specifically hetero-masculine desire by self-
consciously adopting a style of cinematography closely associated with the male gaze and 
its fetishisation of the female body. Thus, these scenes play on the fetishistic scopophilia 
of the male gaze that Laura Mulvey discussed in “Visual Pleasure and Narrative 
Cinema”.  
 However, this construction of Alex could also be described as ‘hyper-feminine’: 
after all, Alex is not simply wearing a mini skirt, but a pink mini skirt that matches her 
pink jacket and pink high heels. This exaggerated or ‘excessive’ femininity, in 
conjunction with the fact that Alex initially models her possible shoe/outfit combinations 
in front of a tall mirror, encourages a reading of this scene as drawing the spectator’s 
attention to the construction of the female body as fetish. This “self-conscious 
hyperbolisation of femininity” bespeaks Mary Ann Doane’s ‘feminine masquerade’, 
which has the potential to “subvert[t] the masculine structure of the look” (Smelik 363; 
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see also Doane, Femme 26 and “Film”). This potential subversion of the traditional 
conceptions of the gaze occurs through the feminine masquerade’s distancing function. 
Indeed, the feminine masquerade works by employing an excessive femininity to 
highlight the distance between gendered self and performed gender. For Doane, the 
purpose of emphasising such a distance from the performed or imaged gender was to 
provide female spectators ‘objectivity’ with which to view films. Thus, the 
“masquerade’s resistance to patriarchal positioning would therefore lie in its denial of the 
production of femininity as closeness, as presence-to-itself, as, precisely, imagistic” 
(Doane, “Film” 81-2). The emphasis on Alex’s self-conscious construction of a feminine 
masquerade can therefore be read as resisting hetero-patriarchal accounts of the fetish, 
given that for Doane “proximity disenables the ambivalent operation of fetishism” (Roof, 
“Close Encounters” 35; see also Doane, Femme 23-4). Thus, the first scenes in It’s in the 
Water offer at least two challenges to the heterosexualisation of the feminine lesbian 
body.  
 Another noteworthy example of the feminine lesbian body, which also addresses 
the spectatorship of that body, occurs in Better than Chocolate. In the first scene, which 
also takes place during the opening credits, Maggie appears on stage at a lesbian bar lip-
synching to a song with two back-up singers. Maggie is dressed in a white, sequined 
bodice with angel wings and a halo. Maggie’s glamorous outfit reveals her petite figure 
as she lip-synchs to the following lyrics: 
  I would really love to see you naked, baby. 
I would like to see you tremble with me [. . .]. 
  Oh oh, baby. Ooooh, I say … 
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  [Chorus] Se-xy. 
  I could take you on a very sexy ride. 
[Chorus] Se-xy. 
While she is lip-synching Maggie smiles, pouts, and dances around the stage to the 
adoration of the lesbian audience. The audience vocally responds to Maggie’s sexy 
antics, such as when Maggie walks to the front of the stage and thrusts her hips and pelvis 
towards the audience as she tells the audience how she would like to “come inside”. This 
scene, from Maggie’s outfit to the song lyrics to her sexy performance for a lesbian 
audience, explicitly sexualises Maggie’s feminine lesbian body. Her body is specifically 
sexualised for the diegetic lesbian audience, which can, by extension, be read as 
welcoming the desire and attention of extra-diegetic lesbian spectators. However, the film 
resists positioning Maggie’s body as a site of diegetic (and by extension extra-diegetic) 
hetero-masculine desire. For example, immediately after Maggie finishes performing and 
is seen leaving the lesbian club, she is accosted by two male skinheads who harass her. 
Maggie is still in her angel outfit but now has a denim jacket on, wrapped tightly around 
her, which implies two things. First, that public space remains a potentially threatening 
space for the feminine lesbian body. And second, that the sexualised feminine lesbian 
body is nonetheless off limits to these two heterosexual men (and to the hetero-male gaze 
in general). Further, Kim arrives soon after the two men approach Maggie and interrupts 
the scene offering support; effectively, Kim offers to help defend the feminine lesbian 
body from unwanted hetero-masculine advances (and I would add spectatorship).  
The film also implies that the feminine lesbian body is distinct from a feminine 
hetero-female body, as Sally Munt argues in relation to gender in her edited collection 
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butch/femme, and is often misread as undesirable (or unable to be desired) by, at least, the 
lone diegetic hetero-female. For instance, soon after arriving, Maggie’s mother Lila 
begins criticising Maggie’s femininity. While Maggie’s usual dress is less flamboyant 
than her earlier angel outfit (she typically wears pants or jeans and a shoestring singlet or 
tight t-shirt though she is always identifiably female and feminine), Lila asks Maggie in 
exasperation why she dresses the way she does. Lila notes that Maggie will “never get a 
boyfriend dressed like that”. While Lila, as Maggie’s naive mother, is the source of a lot 
of the film’s humour, she is also the only heterosexual female character in the film. Thus, 
it is significant that the feminine lesbian body is never presented in similarly risqué ways 
to Lila, as the only heterosexual female, and that Lila remains unable to read the feminine 
lesbian body as a site of (lesbian) desire. Perhaps, then, the film might also be tentatively 
read as rebuffing the potential investment of hetero-female spectators in the feminine 
lesbian body as a site of spectator desire. Again, then, in lesbian romantic comedies the 
feminine lesbian body is not simply the heterosexualised body Ciasullo worried about, 
but, rather, inhabits conventional femininity in consistently agentive ways. As Jewelle 
Gomez suggests, the feminine lesbian body “often inhabits a stereotypic place in a 
nonstereotypic way” (qtd in Nestle, The Persistent 16).  
The construction of Megan (Natasha Lyonne) in But I’m a Cheerleader can also 
be read as engaging, although from quite a different perspective, with Ciasullo’s concern 
that the feminine lesbian body is often used to normalise lesbianism by 
‘heterosexualising’ it. But I’m a Cheerleader, as the title suggests, is a tongue-in-cheek 
look at the stereotypical association between conventional femininity and heterosexuality, 
focusing on the supposedly paradoxical lesbianism of its cheerleading protagonist, 
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Megan. Indeed, Megan conforms to an image of hegemonic femininity: she is a white, 
slim, conventionally attractive, school girl with long blonde hair. She is not only an 
obedient daughter, good student, and cheerleader; she is also dating the captain of the 
football team. Megan is Hollywood’s quintessential ‘girl next door’. However, Megan is 
also a lesbian and it is this subversion of hegemonic femininity that is the film’s comedic 
and political focus. One of the comedic narratives in the film, for example, is that Megan 
herself is the last character to realise that she is a lesbian, because she is convinced that 
being a conventionally feminine cheerleader means that she is necessarily heterosexual. 
Her parents, however, consider Megan’s vegetarianism and posters of (gasp!) Melissa 
Etheridge as ample evidence of her latent lesbianism. In response, Megan’s parents pack 
her off for an extended stay at “True Directions”, a stylised sexual reorientation camp 
that ‘re-heterosexualises’ queer youth by schooling them in conventional gender 
performativity. Thus, True Directions is explicitly concerned, as in Ciasullo’s argument, 
with attempting to normalise and re-heterosexualise Megan by enforcing conventional 
femininity.  
 Megan’s True Directions class is comprised of nine apparently queer youth. Of 
the nine, there are five girls and four boys. It is noteworthy that out of the nine, only two 
begin the film by maintaining that they should not be at the camp because they are, in 
fact, already happily heterosexual. The two youths are Megan and Jan. Where Megan is 
the most conventionally feminine girl at the camp, Jan (Katrina Phillips) is the most 
conventionally masculine girl. Thus, it is possible to read Megan and Jan as 
representative of different ends of the femininity spectrum. Specifically, Jan is a butch, 
Hispanic girl, with a shaved head, androgynous face, and visible moustache. She dresses 
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in baggy, masculine clothes, has a relatively low speaking voice, and (double gasp!) she 
loves playing softball. Hence, where Megan is the quintessential ‘girl next door’, Jan is 
the stereotypical dyke. However, the film does not maintain these stereotypes. Just as 
feminine Megan eventually recognises her lesbianism, so too is masculine Jan resolutely 
heterosexual. Indeed, while Megan’s stay at the camp ironically allows her to reject her 
heterosexuality in favour of a lesbian relationship with teen rebel Gram (Clea DuVall), 
Jan makes an impassioned plea to her instructors and peers—and ultimately to viewers—
to stop reading her masculine body as necessarily lesbian. Jan states: “Everybody thinks 
I’m this big dyke because I wear baggy pants, I play softball, and I’m not as pretty as 
other girls, but that doesn’t make me gay. I like guys. I can’t help it. I just want a big fat 
wiener up my …”. Jan’s voice trails away as she runs out of the room and leaves the 
camp. Thus, the film counters stereotypes of lesbian masculinity not only with the 
feminine lesbian body of its protagonist, but also with Jan’s masculine hetero-female 
body. 
 However, in Jan’s case in particular it is a superficial countering of stereotypes, 
because ultimately the film does mock Jan for her masculine hetero-femininity. Almost 
all of Jan’s peers, for example, implicitly tease her by joking among themselves and 
wondering when she will ‘realise’ she is ‘actually’ a ‘lesbian’, even after her heartfelt 
plea. Thus, Jan is presented as unsuccessfully performing both heterosexuality and 
femininity, which implies that if a woman does want a 'big fat wiener' then she had better 
look the part. In other words, the conventionally hetero-feminine woman is still 
emphatically privileged in heterosexual discourse over a hetero-masculine woman, even 
in a lesbian romantic comedy. By contrast, the feminine lesbian body is shown to have 
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more mobility than Jan’s masculine hetero-female body. So, instead of normalising 
lesbianism by heterosexualising the feminine lesbian body, as Ciasullo discussed, 
Megan’s feminine lesbian body de-normalises heterosexuality by emphatically 
destabilising normative links between conventional gender and sexuality. Again, then, the 
feminine lesbian body is shown to be capable of mounting a challenge to gender and 
sexual conventions, even while the masculine hetero-female body was not. 
While the feminine lesbian body occurs explicitly in six of the 10 films of this 
study and in a more casual variation in two others, Late Bloomers and 2 Girls in Love 
both depict decidedly masculine lesbian bodies. The masculine lesbian body complicates 
my preceding discussions by offering an exception to the feminine lesbian body norm of 
lesbian romantic comedies. Ciasullo suggests that where the feminine lesbian body has 
become the norm in mainstream media in the 1990s, the masculine lesbian body is 
“virtually invisible” (578). Indeed, the masculine lesbian body in cinema has been largely 
derided as a “negative” stereotype given that it renders lesbianism “readable in the 
register of masculinity” and “actually collaborates with the mainstream notion that 
lesbians cannot be feminine” (Halberstam, Female 177). The latter is clearly a point the 
films of this study, as a whole, work against. Of course, while the masculine lesbian body 
has been invested with multiple connotations popularly read as negative, such as 
‘predator’ and ‘imitative male’, these characterisations also reveal the threat this body 
poses to public culture. In fact, Ciasullo, unlike Roof, actually considers the masculine 
lesbian body “better able than a ‘femme’ body to challenge mainstream cultural fantasies 
about lesbianism” because, for one thing, she is less likely to be incorporated into 
conventional heterosexual fantasies (578, 602-5).  
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In Late Bloomers the protagonist Dinah is a tall, white, masculine lesbian with a 
short, masculine haircut and an androgynous face. Dinah’s masculinity is emphasised by 
her masculine fashion sense and her passion for mathematics and sport, but particularly 
basketball. Not only are these pursuits associated more closely with masculinity than with 
femininity, at least in mainstream media, these pursuits also result in Dinah spending 
more social and professional time with her male, rather than female, colleagues. 
Effectively, Dinah is ‘one of the guys’. For instance, early in the film Dinah is invited to 
dinner at a male colleague’s house (Ron Lumpkin played by Gary Carter). Dinah chats 
with Ron, drinks with Ron, and plays basketball with Ron, while Ron’s wife Carly 
quietly prepares dinner for the family (and their guest) and cleans up after dinner. Carly is 
not included in Dinah and Ron’s conversations to any real degree and, consequently, the 
scene sets up a patriarchal differentiation between femininity and domestic service and 
masculinity and domestic authority. Ultimately, however, Dinah’s masculine lesbian 
body works as a site of disruption to the family’s patriarchal relations. It is, after all, 
Dinah who tries to include Carly in her conversations with Ron, albeit unsuccessfully, 
and offers to assist Carly with her domestic labours. More significantly, however, it is 
with Carly that Dinah begins a romantic and sexual relationship later in the film which 
removes Carly from her subservient hetero-familial role with Ron and, instead, engages 
her in an egalitarian lesbian relationship.  
The masculine lesbian body in 2 Girls in Love also works to disrupt dominant 
gender and sexual conventions. In 2 Girls in Love teen protagonist Randy is a white, 
working-class, lesbian tomboy. (I use lesbian ‘tomboy’ to denote an adolescent masculine 
lesbian.) Randy is coded as a tomboy through her short un-styled hair, baggy masculine 
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clothes, androgynous face, and rebellious behaviour (she is failing high school and is 
frequently in detention). Randy’s masculinity is further emphasised by her name, “Randy 
Dean”; a masculine name is, according to Halberstam, a traditional marker of lesbian 
masculinity (Female 186). In fact, Randy’s body is framed as masculine in the very first 
scene of the film. Like It’s in the Water, 2 Girls in Love begins with a shot of feet. 
Specifically, the first shot in 2 Girls in Love shows two pairs of feet facing each other: 
one in high-heeled shoes and black stockings which stand against a wall and face the 
camera, the other in old sneakers and baggy denim overalls which face away from the 
camera. The camera slowly tilts, from foot-height to head-height, up the back of the 
short-haired figure in overalls, to reveal the short-haired figure leaning forward to kiss a 
long-haired, feminine woman. The first time, then, that viewers see Randy (from behind 
in overalls), it is unclear whether she is female or male. Hollywood romance conventions, 
of course, cue viewers to read the couple as male-female/heterosexual. By setting viewers 
up to read the couple as heterosexual, the film’s subsequent revelation that Randy is a girl 
not only draws attention to, but also destabilises and queers those conventions. The result 
is that the masculine lesbian body is immediately set up as a site of subversive potential, 
not only in terms of Hollywood romance conventions but also in terms of conventional 
gender and sexuality. 
The image of Randy as possibly female or male (or perhaps both at once or 
something else altogether) can be read as bringing the:  
correlation between gender and biological sex into question, undermining 
as well the correlation between gender and sexuality. Admitting the 
possibility that a woman can be a man, that the traits attributed to 
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masculinity are not exclusively masculine, and perceiving lesbians as 
masculine reveals the threat to masculine supremacy and to a heterosexual 
system lesbians potentially pose. (Roof, A Lure 248) 
One of the ways the potential threat of masculine lesbian bodies is frequently contained 
in dominant culture is through the proliferation of stereotypical notions that the masculine 
lesbian body is a necessarily unattractive one (see Ciasullo 600 and O’Sullivan 85). 
Indeed, both Late Bloomers and 2 Girls in Love depict masculine lesbian bodies as 
unattractive outsiders, although these characterisations function to pre-empt these films’ 
insistence on the desirability of the masculine lesbian body. Numerous scenes in Late 
Bloomers, for example, code Dinah as an outsider, including as specifically 
undesirable/unattractive. Initially, Dinah’s last name, “Groshardt”, which is pronounced 
“Gross heart”, could be read as signalling her conventional unattractiveness. Effectively, 
Dinah represents the quintessential “caricature lesbian whipping girl”: she is, in 
conventional mainstream representation, unfeminine, unstylish, and unattractive and, 
thus, very different from the ‘lesbian chic’ bodies of most other lesbian romantic 
comedies (O’Sullivan 85).  
This characterisation of Dinah is similarly emphasised by a scene that occurs later 
in the film where two students sneak into her classroom during a school event and, after 
having sex, draw a caricature of Dinah’s face on the blackboard. The students’ mean-
spirited drawing and the caricature’s exaggerated and unflattering features functions as 
further evidence of Dinah’s apparent undesirability. Perhaps the best example, however, 
occurs when teacher Dinah is critiquing a ‘love note’ she intercepts between students in 
class and one of her students whispers “No-one’d ever fall in love with you”. Initially, the 
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student’s comment marks Dinah’s undesirability to her students. However, the student’s 
emphasis on falling in ‘love’ rather than on simply having sex gives the interchange more 
symbolic weight, given the film’s position in the romantic comedy genre, and serves to 
draw viewers’ attention to Dinah’s position as an unlikely romantic lead. By extension, 
the student’s comment presages the film’s rewriting of romantic conventions to construct 
Dinah’s masculine lesbian body as the film’s central site of romantic and sexual desire. 
In 2 Girls in Love, Randy is also constructed as an unattractive outsider. 
Specifically, Randy’s masculine lesbian body makes her a target of homophobia at 
school. She is called a “freak” by a group of girls, for example, and a “fucking dyke” 
from a passing car of school peers. Randy’s school peers police and, through their 
teasing, punish Randy’s gender and sexual transgression. Effectively, the taunts of 
Randy’s school peers represent dominant culture’s defensive response to the threat posed 
by Randy’s masculine lesbian body, as a subversion of gender and sexual conventions. 
Their teasing also demonstrates the penalties associated with Randy’s transgressive ‘out’ 
lesbian citizenship, which is rendered visible, first and foremost, by her masculine body 
(see Phelan, “Public” 196 and Halberstam, Female 217). Ultimately, of course, Randy’s 
masculine lesbian body, like Dinah’s, becomes a site of resistance against the hetero-
normative gender roles embodied by her school peers, by visually articulating an 
alternative that has traditionally been read as ‘lesbian’ (Halberstam, Female 217). Randy 
even labels her own body as a site of resistance when, for example, she wears an “ACT 
UP”— the ‘AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power’—t-shirt to school, which explicitly aligns 
her body with anti-stigmatisation politics.  
Randy’s act publicly politicises her masculine lesbian body and represents a 
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defiant refusal to be dominated by the taunts of her peers. Randy’s act also, in Munt’s 
words, generates a “lesbian presence” (“The Butch” 95). That is, for Munt, the masculine 
lesbian body is the “signifying space of lesbianism”, by which she means that it is the 
most visible and identifiable embodiment of lesbianism; thus, “when a butch walks into a 
room, that space becomes queer” (“The Butch” 95). Consequently, Randy’s act does not 
only politicise her body. Because hers is a masculine lesbian body, Randy’s act also 
publicly articulates a politicised lesbianism more broadly, which implicates—perhaps 
even queers—her school peers, who are drawn in to Randy’s lesbianism by viewing and 
sharing space with it. As a result, Randy’s act exemplifies the masculine lesbian body’s 
ability to disrupt and challenge mainstream culture. However, while both Dinah’s and 
Randy’s bodies function as productive sites of disruption not only to romantic 
conventions, but also to gender and sexual stereotypes, they also remain notable 
exceptions to the feminine lesbian bodies that dominate the films of this study.  
 
Whiteness 
 
While both the feminine and masculine lesbian bodies of lesbian romantic comedies 
resist sexuality and gender stereotypes, albeit in different ways, these films do not 
initially appear to resist racial stereotypes. Indeed, in nine of the 10 films of this study, 
the protagonist is white. The overwhelming presence of central white characters produces 
a racial hierarchy that privileges whiteness and, implicitly, couches the lesbian body 
within white supremacist ideology. In the tenth film, A Family Affair, the protagonist, 
Helen, is Jewish and her girlfriend, Christine, is white. It is significant that the only 
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exception is based on ethnicity and religion, rather than race, which emphasises the 
crucial role of whiteness in these films. While I set ‘Jewishness’ aside from other 
examples of, by and large, Anglo-Protestant whiteness, I nevertheless include 
‘Jewishness’ in the category of whiteness. In doing this, I have taken the lead of scholars 
like Dyer (White 12), Leonard Rogoff (230), and Benshoff and Griffin (America 68). This 
use recognises that in most Western mainstream media, “black-white discourse” 
represents the most “powerful discourse of otherness” employed by dominant white 
culture, which also underscores the significance of deconstructive arguments of it, such 
as this one (Goldstein 385). More especially, however, including ‘Jewishness’ in the 
category of whiteness allows me to draw attention to what Dyer refers to as “gradations 
of whiteness” (White 12). “Some people”, Dyer writes, “are whiter than others. Latins, 
the Irish and Jews, for instance are rather less securely white than Anglos, Teutons and 
Nordics; indeed, if Jews are white at all” (White 12). (For a brief historical overview of 
depictions of Jews in Hollywood cinema, see Benshoff and Griffin, America 67-71; see 
also Aaron, “Cinema’s Queer Jews”.)  
In six of the 10 films of this study, both members of the couple are white. Thus, 
these films more often than not assert lesbian beauty, embodied by these films’ 
romanticised central couple, as “a function of Anglo hegemony” (Wexman 140). In the 
remaining four films there are more diverse representations of race: aside from A Family 
Affair, Bar Girls features Rachel (Liza D’Agostino), a biracial woman; 2 Girls in Love 
features Evie (Nicole Parker), an African American schoolgirl; and Some Prefer Cake 
features Robin (Desi del Valle), a Hispanic woman. Tellingly, all three non-white lesbian 
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bodies are white women’s love interests.28 While this could be read optimistically as 
alluding to a politically correct embrace of multicultural inter-racial romance, it could 
also, less optimistically, be read as alluding to the long history of colonial representations 
of the ‘exotic’ racial ‘Other’. Moreover, only one of these non-white women labels 
herself as such in the films. In this way, (non-white) race can be understood as being 
employed in tokenistic but complicated ways by “implacably reduc[ing] the non-white 
subject to being a function of the white subject” (Dyer, White 13; see also Morrison 44, 
46-7, 51-4 and Nakayama and Martin vii). Similarly, in Playing in the Dark Toni 
Morrison notes the way “Africanist character[s]” have been used to “define the goals and 
enhance the qualities of white characters” (53). I want to consider these ideas further with 
reference to the only non-white woman to (be permitted to) label herself as such: Evie 
from 2 Girls in Love. 
As an African American, Evie offers a rare example of a non-white character 
being in the central couple of a lesbian romantic comedy. This was a determined choice 
on the part of director Maggenti, who states that “I tried to subvert some of the filmic 
stereotypes we have about contemporary American culture—for instance, even the 
African American girl comes from an upper middle class family and the white girl Randy 
is from a working class lesbian family” (“The Incredibly” 15P). Of course, reversing a 
                                                 
28 I am following Dyer when I adopt the term “non-white” (White 11). Dyer argues that he uses “non-
white” to avoid two commonly used terms, namely “black” and “people of colour”. Dyer rejects using 
“black” because it not only reinstates the black-white binary of much work on race, but also because it 
“excludes a huge range of people who are neither white nor black”, such as Asians or Native Americans 
(White 11). ‘Non-white’ is also specifically useful because my discussions of race in this chapter frequently 
consider the ways ‘whiteness’ functions to police its boundaries to all ‘non-white’ peoples.  
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binary does not, as Maggenti suggests, necessarily “subvert” it in any real way. 
Nevertheless, Evie represents a compelling exception to the overwhelming whiteness of 
lesbian bodies in lesbian romantic comedies, particularly in light of the conspicuous 
absence of black lesbians in mainstream cinema (Sullivan 450). However, Evie only 
represents an exception on the basis of her race. Otherwise, Evie is slim, young, 
conventionally feminine and attractive, monogamous, and upper-middle class; in short, 
she is positioned firmly within the paradigms of conventional heterosexual attractiveness.  
In fact, Evie’s ‘conventionality’ actually conforms to stereotypes of white 
Hollywood femininity (except whiteness). Like The Cosby Show, which was both 
criticised and praised for presenting a black American family within the paradigms of a 
middle-class white family (see Jhally and Lewis, and Goon and Craven), Evie is likewise 
positioned within the paradigms of white femininity. And, where The Cosby Show was 
criticised for “de-ethnicis[ing] the Huxtable family”, Evie also receives all the privileges 
of hegemonic whiteness but without any real acknowledgment of her blackness (May 
18). Given that Evie is, for the most part, surrounded by white characters, her 
conventionality is especially problematic. As Berenstein notes in her discussion of 2 
Girls in Love: 
on the one hand, the absence of a discussion of race [. . .] is appealing—
these are women who fall in love and cross racial borders without their 
differences creating a barrier. On the other, that very elision seems forced, 
since race is a central element of [. . .] films in which interracial 
relationships occur (128).  
Certainly, Randy and Evie do not face any explicit racial bias in the film, nor is there any 
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consistent articulation of their relationship as inter-racial (Halberstam, Female 225). This 
is a particular concern given that it is a white filmmaker (Maggenti) who has simplified 
the complexities of an African American girl’s romance with a white girl, in a white-
dominated community, in a white-dominated medium. This is most clearly revealed in 
the scene when Evie explicitly labels herself as “black”.  
This scene occurs midway through the film after a family dinner at Randy’s 
house, where Evie is an invited guest. After dinner, Evie and Randy are talking to each 
other outside. Evie, nervous about what impression she has made with Randy’s family on 
their first meeting, worries that (Randy’s aunt) Rebecca does not like her. Evie asks: “Is it 
because I’m black?”. Randy quickly answers “No! No way”. Evie’s question juxtaposes 
her own blackness with Randy’s and Randy’s family’s whiteness and, because she 
wonders if her blackness is a potential problem for the white family, also exposes 
whiteness as the film’s racial (and ideological) norm. Randy answers Evie by suggesting 
that Rebecca “probably just has a problem with people who can go to Paris for a week”, 
which references a story Evie relayed earlier about her mother taking her to Paris during 
a business trip. Significantly, Randy’s answer to Evie—that Rebecca is financially 
jealous, rather than racially biased—foregrounds class at the exact moment race is 
articulated. This is a significant choice by the director which effectively shuts down any 
further discussion of race or its implications to the girls’ relationship (with each other, 
with each other’s families, or with the wider community). The juxtaposition of class with 
race is a recurring tactic in the film, a tactic which is perhaps employed to avoid ‘the 
issue’ of race. There is, for instance, a running joke that whoever sees Evie’s car, a brand-
new Range Rover, is inevitably so impressed that they stop and comment on it (“nice 
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car!”). By comparison, Randy’s ‘wheels’, which receive no praise from passers-by, are 
her roller-blades. The comparison between the girls’ modes of transport is emphasised a 
number of times, including early in the film when Evie offers Randy a lift home. Randy 
initially turns down the offer because “I’ve got my blades”, but quickly acquiesces, 
which explicitly juxtaposes the mobility, luxury, and privilege of Evie’s car with Randy’s 
inexpensive, labour-driven, and comparatively immobile transport.  
 The backgrounding of Evie’s blackness in comparison to the foregrounding of the 
girls’ class difference recalls Richard Fung’s criticism of de Lauretis’s apparent dismissal 
of race as an issue in Sheila McLaughlin’s She Must Be Seeing Things (1987). Fung 
comments: “by casting the role of Agatha as a person of color, a whole cultural baggage 
is invoked; on the other hand, one feels that people of color are simply inserted to 
legitimate the liberal credentials of the film or of the white characters in it” (qtd in de 
Lauretis, “Film and the Visible” 270). In response, de Lauretis concedes that the film 
“cast[s] a black Latina in a role that doesn’t really deal with her as a black lesbian” 
(“Film and the Visible” 271). These comments can be applied to 2 Girls in Love: casting 
Nicole Parker in the role of Evie invokes a history of white domination in interracial 
interactions in the US, yet never adequately addresses or acknowledges this history. 
Thus, the film can be understood as using Evie’s blackness as a method of uncritically 
‘liberalising’ the film, given that her role “doesn’t really deal with her as a black lesbian”. 
This reading is emphasised by extra-textual information. For instance, writer/director 
Maggenti has commented that the film is loosely autobiographical and, of the two 
characters, it is Evie who is based on her (“The Incredibly True” 15P). Maggenti’s 
revelation suggests that she has simply transposed an African American actor into an 
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effectively white characterisation, given that the character is based on the (white) 
filmmaker, without questioning the differences and implications of the shift.  
 There is, however, at least one productive effect of Evie’s naming of her 
blackness. Frankenberg argues:  
one of the truisms about whiteness with which scholarly critics of 
whiteness frequently operate at the present time is the idea that whiteness 
is an unmarked category. [. . .] The more one scrutinizes it, however, the 
more the notion of whiteness as unmarked norm is revealed to be a mirage 
or indeed, to put it even more strongly, a white delusion. (“The Mirage” 
73) 
By naming her blackness, then, Evie effectively ‘outs’ whiteness and destabilises it as the 
film’s unremarked upon norm by drawing attention to its fictional invisibility. Thus, 
Evie’s statement not only names her own blackness, it also implicitly names Randy’s 
whiteness and reminds viewers that while “whiteness is invisible to whites it is 
hypervisible to people of color” (Rasmussen, Klinenberg, Nexica, and Wray 10). 
However, while Evie’s comments attempt to expose whiteness-as-norm in 2 Girls in 
Love, this same construction remains largely untouched in the remaining nine films of 
this study. Whiteness, in lesbian romantic comedies, is ostensibly the “un-raced center of 
a racialized world” (Rasmussen, Klinenberg, Nexica, and Wray 10; see Morrison 44, 46-
7, 51-4).  
Perhaps the most normative employment of whiteness, however, occurs in films 
like It’s in the Water where Alex’s white lesbian body occurs alongside Viola (Liz 
Mikel), the African American domestic employee of Alex’s white parents. According to 
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Jacqueline Bobo and Ellen Seiter, the black domestic employee represents one of three 
common stereotypes of black femininity which positions the black woman’s femininity 
as centrally articulated “by her relationship to white people as domestic service” (301). 
Thus, Alex’s white lesbian body attains much of its ideological power in its relationship 
to a subordinate black female body. Thornham suggests that in mainstream cinema the 
black female domestic servant “occupies the contradictory position of both economically 
exploited worker and surrogate family member, and is thus located simultaneously within 
the public and the private spheres” (141). This holds true with the representation of 
Alex’s relationship to Viola. For example, where Alex’s mother Lily is consistently curt, 
distant, and directive to Viola, Alex talks to Viola in an affectionate, familial way and 
discusses intimate topics of conversation with her, such as when she confides in Viola 
that she is having difficulty with Lily. (Character names also emphasise the normative 
construction of whiteness, especially “Lily” as the white boss.) Viola is similarly 
affectionate and familial with Alex. She touches Alex’s chin in a maternal way and, when 
Alex’s white parents (and Viola’s employers) have left, Viola makes Alex some breakfast 
and, when she sees Alex not eating, says “Alex, sweetness, eat your sandwich”.  
While the two women’s intimacy is warm and charming, Viola is nonetheless in a 
position of servitude to Alex as her previous nanny and the current domestic employee of 
Alex’s parents. As a consequence, Alex’s casual intimacy with Viola seems ideologically 
disingenuous and suggests that Viola’s blackness is being used in the film to confirm 
Alex’s (white) ‘racial liberalism’. Thus, a black woman is cast in a role that is explicitly 
subordinate to all of the white characters in the film even as there is no adequate effort to 
deal with, or even acknowledge, the implications of this casting (see Fung qtd in de 
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Lauretis, “Film and the Visible” 270). This construction of blackness again imbues the 
film’s whiteness with implicit dominance. Straayer has argued fervently, in her 
discussion of Joy Chamberlain’s Nocturne (1990), that the history of white domination 
“precludes racial neutrality” in implicitly or explicitly subservient constructions of 
blackness to whiteness and that consequently filmmakers (especially, I presume, white 
filmmakers) have to “assum[e] sufficient responsibility” for the images they create 
(Deviant 196). Indeed, bell hooks argues:  
There is a direct and abiding connection between the maintenance of white 
supremacist patriarchy in this society and the institutionalization via mass 
media of specific images, representations of race, of blackness that support 
and maintain the oppression, exploitation, and overall domination of all 
black people. (2) 
It is, perhaps, an important point that while these films do generally reinscribe white 
supremacist ideologies, they do not generally reinscribe hetero-patriarchy and it is this 
difference that potentially (though clearly not often in practice) allows them a space from 
which to resist normative whiteness. Doty, for example, describes queerness as a 
potential site of “difference that views the erotically ‘marginal’ as both (in bell hooks’s 
words) a consciously chosen ‘site of resistance’ and a ‘location of radical openness and 
possibility’” (Making 3). Davies and Smith have added to Doty’s argument, suggesting 
that lesbian and gay representation can “functio[n] both to police and to fracture white 
straight normativity” (105). Doty’s and Davies and Smith’s comments suggest that 
lesbian and gay representation can function as sites that call into question normative 
heterosexuality and, by extension, destabilise the normative whiteness it is couched 
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within. But, as Davies and Smith note, while some lesbian and gay representations do 
disrupt white hetero-normativity, thus ‘fracturing’ it, they can also—as in the films of this 
study—simply reinscribe a normative whiteness. Harris talks about the difficulties of 
white bodies achieving truly anti-racist performances, particularly in mainstream media, 
and warns against assuming that queerness (or any version of lesbian and gay 
representation) is necessarily “racially transformative” (“Failing” 192; see also Harris, 
“Queer” 39 and Davy, “Outing”). Further, I would suggest that it is a character’s 
whiteness that gives them the representational mobility to even attempt to ‘fracture’ white 
hetero-normativity in the first place.  
Perhaps surprisingly, a similar construction of whiteness is used in Go Fish, a 
film that is otherwise widely applauded for being racially and ethnically diverse (see, for 
example, Davies and Smith 136). In fact, the film is racially and ethnically diverse; for 
instance, an inter-racial lesbian couple are among the main characters (specifically, Kia, 
an African American woman, and Evy, a Hispanic woman). However, Go Fish, like the 
other films of this study, presents a racial hierarchy where whiteness is dominant. This is 
evidenced by the fact that the central couple is white, while the non-white characters 
remain firmly in the margin. This is perhaps an unexpected claim to make about this film, 
especially given the privileged roles of Max and Ely’s friends, including Kia and Evy. As 
I noted in the previous chapter, one of the privileged roles of Kia, Evy, and another of 
Max and Ely’s friends, Daria, is as extra-diegetic ‘talking heads’. In this role, these 
characters create a meta-narrative about the film which arguably privileges their point of 
view in the film and, thus, also privileges their non-white races and ethnicities. Indeed, 
these privileged moments happen without the knowledge of the white couple, Max and 
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Ely, and can be read as a site of resistance to the white-centric narrative (and, by 
extension, white-centric genre). However, it is these extra-diegetic moments that most 
clearly reveal the marginalisation of Go Fish’s non-white characters. For example, the 
characters in the privileged talking heads scenes are exclusively focused on the progress 
of the white couple’s romance. Further, the talking heads scenes happen entirely extra-
diegetically and hence are literally marginalised in the film’s diegesis. These two factors 
suggest that whiteness is again the racial norm in this film and that non-whiteness is 
being employed primarily in relation to a dominant whiteness. The lesbian romantic 
comedies of this study, then, seem to inscribe a “racialised typification of female screen 
personae”—a racialised public body—that is not only white, but normatively white 
(Davies and Smith 12). 
However, one film, A Family Affair, does pose some challenge to the otherwise 
homogenous representation of whiteness in the other nine films. A Family Affair’s 
challenge to whiteness centres on white Christine’s desire to convert to Judaism so she 
can raise a Jewish family with Rachel, her Jewish girlfriend and eventual wife. 
Christine’s conversion is most vividly imagined in a scene where Rachel goes to the 
kitchen and finds it a dramatic mess with pots and pans strewn everywhere. Christine is 
leaning over a pot attempting to make kreplach for the first time. Outside the kitchen, 
Rachel finds Jewish textbooks all over the living room, including the tongue-in-cheek 
“So you want to be a Jew … haven’t you suffered enough?”. While Rachel is looking 
through Christine’s textbooks and audio tapes, Christine suddenly shouts “Shit!” from the 
kitchen and Rachel runs in to see what the problem is. Instead, when she enters the 
kitchen Rachel enters a comedic fantasy where she imagines Christine, dressed in 
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traditional Jewish garb, scolding three similarly attired children. Rachel is so frazzled by 
her fantasy of a Jewish lesbian family that she leaves to “get some air”.  
While Rachel’s response is positioned in the film as part of her elaborate fear of 
commitment, the scene can also be read as a challenge to normative whiteness. For 
example, Christine’s desired conversion from Anglo-Protestant to Jew emphasises the 
plurality of whiteness. It also reveals, in Dyer’s words, the “gradations” of whiteness 
(Dyer, White; see also Frankenberg, Displacing 1). Yet, unlike Dyer’s earlier comments 
that suggested that Jews were usually depicted as less “securely” white than “Anglos”, A 
Family Affair positions Jewish Rachel and her Jewish family as the film’s ethnic and 
religious norm (White 12). Consequently, it is actually Christine’s Anglo-Protestant body 
that represents the site of difference within the film. This is a significant difference given 
that Christine’s body, in any of the other films of this study, would be the unremarked-
upon norm. However, this is also, perhaps, too generous a reading of the scene.  
Indeed, it is important not to overstate the destabilising effects on whiteness of 
Christine’s conversion. After all, these challenges to whiteness all occur between white 
characters and represent internal struggles within the category of whiteness. Effectively, 
these struggles reveal the hegemony of white ethnicities—whether Anglo-centred or 
otherwise—even as whiteness remains the racial norm in the film and, in fact, in all of the 
films of this study. Indeed, the only real moment in any of the films that genuinely 
threatens the status of whiteness as racial norm remains Evie’s naming of her blackness, 
which is atypical in its explicit articulation of race. Consequently, and most 
unfortunately, these films can collectively be understood as continuing to draw on and 
contribute to what Morrison terms the “‘normal,’ unracialized, illusory white world” (16). 
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One of the intentions of this discussion of race, then, is to insist on marking whiteness 
and, in doing so, to attempt to refuse to participate in Frankenberg’s “white delusion”. 
Hazel V. Carby refers to this process as “mak[ing] visible what is rendered invisible” by 
moving away from “the (white) point in space from which we tend to identify difference” 
(193).  
 
‘Good Girls’ and Respectability 
 
Traditionally, ‘middle-class-ness’ has been associated with white heterosexuality, while 
‘working-class-ness’ has been associated with non-heterosexuality and non-whiteness 
(Skeggs, Formations 118). That is, class, or its euphemistic discourse of respectability, is 
“another mechanism for the reproduction” of sexual and racial hierarchies (Skeggs, 
Formations 118; see also Davy, “Outing” 201). However, in contradistinction to these 
stereotypes, it has been one of the features of mainstream representations in recent times 
that lesbian bodies—white feminine ones in particular—are also overwhelmingly middle-
class bodies (see Ciasullo). Similarly, in lesbian romantic comedies feminine lesbian 
bodies are always middle- or upper-middle-class, while masculine lesbian bodies are 
frequently working-class. Thus, nine of the 10 films of this study depict middle- or upper-
middle-class feminine lesbian bodies for both their protagonist and their protagonist’s 
girlfriends. Only 2 Girls in Love shows a working-class masculine lesbian body (Randy) 
and her working-class lesbian family, although these working-class bodies are explicitly 
contrasted with Evie’s black, upper-middle-class body. The only exception to this is 
Dinah’s middle-class, masculine, lesbian body. The recurring association in lesbian 
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romantic comedies between femininity and middle-class-ness and, to a lesser extent, 
masculinity and working-class-ness initially tells us a number of things about these films’ 
conception of the lesbian body. For one thing, the overwhelming use of feminine and 
middle-class lesbian bodies reveals the sub-genre’s privileged normalisation of this as the 
ideal lesbian body. The idealised feminine, middle-class, lesbian body both reflects and 
participates in the body norms of the broader romantic comedy genre and the lesbian chic 
phenomenon of mainstream media, by again embodying lesbianism within hegemonic 
femininity. In contrast, the masculine and/or working-class lesbian body remains a 
marginalised exception.  
Feminine lesbian bodies are coded as middle-class through, among other things, 
their association with signifiers of economic and cultural capital. For example, Danni in 
Love Cats mulls over which cello to purchase, while Loretta in Bar Girls, Alex in It’s in 
the Water, and Evie in 2 Girls in Love all drive expensive cars. Coding feminine lesbian 
bodies as middle- and upper-middle class serves a range of ideological purposes, but, 
most obviously, it normalises lesbianism. The ‘middle-classing’ of feminine lesbian 
bodies also draws on other institutions of hegemonic femininity, but especially whiteness. 
In fact, Davy argues that white “womanhood is a racialization process in which middle-
class respectability functions as a structuring principle” (“Outing” 201). For example, 
while It’s in the Water reveals that lesbian middle-class-ness has fewer privileges than 
hetero-female middle-class-ness—by showing Alex’s loss of class privilege when she 
breaks-up with husband Robert for girlfriend Grace—it also reveals how she retains a 
racially privileged middle-class-ness through her whiteness.  
Indeed, Alex, while still in a heterosexual relationship with Robert, has 
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considerable privilege. She lives in a large home, drives a convertible, has an extensive 
array of expensive outfits, is financially supported by Robert, and is popular around town 
(everyone stops to greet her by name). Alex is the epitome of respectability or, in other 
words, has all the class privileges of the “good girl” in Davy’s conception of it, which is 
the discursive embodiment of the “straight-middle-class-white-girl” (“Outing” 201, 193). 
The day after she breaks up with Robert to begin a relationship with Grace, however, 
Alex loses a range of class-specific capital. Initially, Alex loses economic capital: she 
goes to the bank to realise that she no longer has access to her shared accounts with 
Robert and has only limited funds in her individual account. She also has no immediate 
way of recouping the financial loss, given that her only job is a volunteer position (further 
evidence of her previous upper-middle-class-ness). Alex next loses her silver convertible, 
which is towed away on Robert’s request (the car was kept in his name).  
Finally, Alex also loses her hetero-social capital. While Alex was earlier greeted 
enthusiastically by everyone she passed in the street or local cafe, all of a sudden Alex is 
ignored, treated coldly, or maliciously whispered about. Similarly, where previously 
store-owners would allow her to access store credit, those same privileges are suddenly 
revoked. In other words, It’s in the Water reveals that for “women to take up a lesbian 
identity [. . .] would mean to disinvest their gains in respectability” (Skeggs, Formations 
122). Thus, Alex’s lesbianism results in her loss of access to the white, hetero-patriarchal, 
upper-middle-class privilege that her position as Robert’s wife bestowed upon her. Thus, 
as Skeggs argues, heterosexuality can be understood as a “form of capital interlinked with 
other capitals through social networks and cultural knowledge. It is often necessary for 
entry into sexual divisions of labour” (Formations 120). However, as Skeggs adds, while 
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heterosexuality can “confer privilege” it can only do so “alongside other relations of 
inequality, such as class, race and gender” (Formations 120). Alex’s previous class 
privilege was dependent upon and embedded within her racial and gender privilege as a 
white woman in a hetero-patriarchal marriage. When she leaves Robert, Alex loses many 
of her class privileges. However, she retains her residual racial privilege as a white 
woman, which maintains some of her previous class privileges.  
A telling example of this is that while Alex loses all of the above capital (and 
more), she maintains access to her upper-middle-class-ness in relation to the only black 
female character in the film (aside from a black choir in the last scene): Viola, the 
domestic employee of Alex’s white, upper-middle-class parents. While Alex is now 
ignored by the white locals in the café and made the object of quiet ridicule by the white 
staff in the bank, Alex and Viola interact in precisely the same manner before and after 
Alex begins a relationship with Grace. Yet, while the women’s relationship is tender and 
kind, Viola, as an employee, is implicitly and explicitly unequal in her interactions with 
Alex to the point that Viola’s job is potentially at stake if she were to also choose to 
ostracise Alex. So while Alex loses many of her class privileges, which were attached to 
her position within hetero-patriarchy as Robert’s wife, she maintains her ‘good girl’ 
privileges because of, and through, her dominance over Viola, the only black woman in 
the film (and the only woman in the film who does not have racial access to the all-white 
‘good girl’ category). As Davy notes, “white women have more mobility than others; it is 
at the intersection of class privilege that whiteness is fully mobilized” (“Outing” 198). 
Thus, Alex’s lesbian body retains its middle-class-ness, but only within an implicitly 
white supremacist ideology, which again emphasises that white bodies frequently gain 
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their ideological power through dominance over subordinate black bodies (see Morrison; 
see also Harris, “Queer”). 
 Whiteness is also crucial to the class construction of the only working-class 
lesbian body: Randy in 2 Girls in Love. In fact, 2 Girls in Love is also the only film to 
explicitly compare working-class and upper-middle-class lesbian bodies. In 2 Girls in 
Love, Randy and her family, headed by Aunt Rebecca, are marked as working class at the 
beginning of the film. While Randy’s family lives in a small, run-down house on the 
outskirts of town, Randy is first seen wearing denim overalls and scuffed sneakers as she 
kisses Wendy, a married working-class feminine woman, at the shabby local petrol 
station where she works. Randy’s unkempt appearance, casual position at the petrol 
station, and active expression of sexual desire (especially for a married working-class 
woman) all code her body as working-class by distancing her from the neat, orderly, 
respectable, and sexually chaste bodies of middle-class ‘good girls’ (see Mercer and 
Julien 107-8). The mise-en-scene of Randy’s desire, namely the run-down petrol station, 
is a particularly telling marker of her working-class status. Indeed, working-class lesbian 
bodies, unlike middle-class bodies, are often coded as such through their notable lack of 
economic and cultural capital.  
Throughout the film, Randy’s lack of capital is explicitly contrasted to Evie’s 
wealth of economic, cultural, and social capital. For example, Evie drives a brand new 
Range Rover, while Randy works at the service station that checks Evie’s car. Similarly, 
Evie is an excellent school student who is associated with ‘high’ cultural texts—like 
operas and Walt Whitman poetry—while Randy is failing school and is associated with 
loud punk music. Likewise, Evie’s social capital is emphasised by her popularity at 
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school, while Randy has almost no social capital at school; she is an object of ridicule, at 
least initially, whose only real friend is Frank (Nelson Rodríguez), a queer Hispanic boy. 
All of these forms of capital are marked on the girls’ bodies in a range of ways and 
emphasised most obviously by the juxtaposition of Evie’s neat, orderly, and respectable 
feminine body with Randy’s untidy, disorderly, and unrespectable masculine body. 
However, instead of placing Evie in a position of power, this juxtaposition is a strategy 
that the film uses to valorise Randy’s differences and simultaneously contain the ‘issue’ 
of Evie’s ‘blackness’. To be sure, by casting Randy as a kind of ‘class casualty’, the film 
implicitly characterises Evie’s earlier articulation of ‘blackness’ (“is it because I’m 
black?”) as disingenuous.  
 And this is the crux of the film’s politics. While Evie’s upper-middle-class 
house is presented in blues and greys, specifically ‘cold’ tones, and her upper-middle-
class black mother is depicted as being frequently away on business and often critical of 
Evie, Randy’s working-class home is shot in ‘warm’ tones that emphasise the family as 
affectionate and communitarian. That is, Randy’s working-class-ness is privileged over 
Evie’s upper-middle-class-ness. Moreover, while Evie is not permitted to articulate 
‘blackness’ in any real or extended way—which would be one way she could mobilise 
her black, feminine, upper-middle-class, lesbian body as a real challenge to hegemonic 
femininity—Randy’s body is used to disrupt class conventions. Middle-class-ness, the 
film seems to imply, is a category that has historically been resolutely white. Thus, when 
non-white characters inhabit ‘middle-class-ness’, as Evie and her mother do, their 
position is somehow suspect. To some extent, then, the film paradoxically implies that 
Randy, as a white girl in an affectionate home, is a more legitimately middle-class subject 
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than Evie. So, while the girl’s romance ostensibly bridges class and racial differences, the 
film itself does not.  
 Indeed, Philippa Gates argues that positioning a black character in a white role in 
order to make them more ‘palatable’ for white audiences to identify with—she is talking 
specifically about black masculinity in the Hollywood detective film—displaces the issue 
of race onto class. She argues:  
By placing black characters within white mainstream definitions of 
middle-class values, lifestyle, and profession, they are made more 
familiar, identifiable, and “unthreatening.” [. . .] White hegemonic  power, 
thus, occupies the middle class and defines it as the ideal to which to 
aspire. The middle class then becomes a space that cannot be redefined 
with specificity for black culture and meaning for the ‘other’; instead it 
can align the ‘other’ with the mainstream. (Gates 27) 
Of course, in a related point, it is highly significant that Randy’s body is not only 
working-class, but also masculine, given that working-class and masculine lesbian bodies 
are decidedly unusual in mainstream representations. While Randy is one of only two 
explicit examples of a masculine lesbian body in the ten films of this study, Randy and 
her aunt Rebecca are the only representations of working class lesbian bodies. And while 
there is certainly an historical association between representations of masculine lesbian 
bodies and working-class backgrounds—indeed, it is one of the ways mainstream culture 
has attempted to characterise the masculine lesbian as unattractive (Ciasullo 601, see also 
Holliday and Hassard 9)—it is still noteworthy within the context of the films of this 
study that Randy’s body functions as an exception to the norm on two counts. Ciasullo 
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talks about Queen Latifah’s role as Cleo in Set It Off, a butch lesbian depicted as a 
desiring and desirable subject within the film. In the film, Cleo functions as a site of 
multiple differences, for she is not only a butch lesbian, but also a working-class and 
black lesbian. However, this character does not necessarily function as a powerful site of 
disruption for mainstream representations of the lesbian body. Instead, Ciasullo suggests 
that Cleo inhabits a working-class lesbian body precisely because she is also black and 
masculine. In other words, Cleo’s difference functions as a “foil” to the “mainstream 
image of the white (hetero) sexualized femme lesbian”, which underscores that the 
“femme body is necessarily a white body, so a Black lesbian cannot be a femme” (597).  
 While my intention is certainly not to suggest that class and race are functioning 
in the same way in Set It Off and 2 Girls in Love (or that class and race can ever function 
in directly correlative ways), I do think that Randy’s working-class lesbian body, like 
Cleo’s, functions as a site of multiple differences. And that to a large extent Randy’s 
working-class lesbian body facilitates her gender difference as well. Moreover, because 
Randy’s body functions as a site of multiple differences, it also functions explicitly as a 
site of disruption for mainstream representations of the lesbian body. And this is where 
Randy’s body differs most significantly from Cleo’s. Cleo is not permitted to function as 
a lasting site of disruption; in fact, Cleo’s difference and transgression from racial, 
gender, class, and sexual norms is ultimately punished by death (by sacrificing herself for 
her hetero-feminine middle-class friends no less). Randy, of course, does not die at the 
film’s end; she is the film’s romantic lead. While this is a necessity for the romantic 
comedy genre (Set It Off is a heist film), I would suggest that Randy is permitted to 
function as the film’s romantic lead and maintain her differences, namely her working-
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class and masculine lesbian body, because she is also white.  
After all, lesbian romantic comedies do not typically feature non-white 
protagonists (none of the films of this study do). Randy’s whiteness is crucial in its 
ideological ability to recuperate her other differences into dominant racial paradigms. 
Consequently, Randy’s whiteness also authorises her ‘working-class-ness’ and, 
moreover, allows her to use those differences strategically to mobilise her bodily 
differences as sites of disruption. The “right not to conform,” Dyer argues, “to be 
different and get away with it, is the right of the most privileged groups in society” 
(White 12). All of the films of this study, including the only film with a working-class 
protagonist, play out Davy’s concern that the “array of meanings which adhere in 
‘middle-classness’ are virtually laminated with the array of meanings that constitute an 
institutionalized whiteness” (“Outing” 198). As Davy’s comments suggest, then, the 
films of this study consistently employ ‘middle-class-ness’, even when based on 
‘working-class-ness’, as a privileged expression of whiteness.  
 
Youthfulness 
 
Finally, youthfulness is also a recurring feature of the lesbian body in lesbian romantic 
comedies. To be precise, half of the films of this study show distinctly youthful 
protagonists (marked either by their presence as school or university students, even if the 
latter is in terms of dropping out). These films include Go Fish, 2 Girls in Love, Love 
Cats, Better than Chocolate, and But I’m a Cheerleader. While the remaining five films 
feature adult protagonists, four show young adults or adults that are not markedly ‘old’ 
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(Bar Girls, It’s in the Water, Some Prefer Cake, and, perhaps tenuously, A Family Affair). 
Only Late Bloomers features a middle-aged (but by no means elderly) couple. These 
basic statistics emphasise the significant youth/young adult focus of lesbian romantic 
comedies that I discussed in previous chapters and have linked to a range of factors, from 
the emergence of the Hollywood ‘teen market’ in the mid twentieth century and the 
prevalence of youth-focused Hollywood films since that time, the association of 
lesbianism with adolescence, and the youth focus in much recent mainstream lesbian and 
gay cinema. “[W]omen and/or lesbians”, Holmlund writes, “are, according to 
Hollywood’s standards, a priori young and white” (76; see also Sobchack’s discussion of 
the undesirable construction of the ageing female body in film, such as 40-2). 
Holmlund’s comment is played out by the financial success (or otherwise) of 
lesbian romantic comedies. For example, all of the films that received funding from 
Hollywood sources and achieved reasonable box-office success have young, white 
protagonists, while the films with older protagonists received no Hollywood funding and 
fared much worse at the box-office. In fact, the five films with youthful protagonists did 
dramatically better at the box-office, with an average gross of US$1,761,849.29 
Conversely, of the five films with adult protagonists/couples only three films had box-
office information available and those three averaged only US$216,769, with Late 
                                                 
29 According to the Internet Movie Database (www.imdb.com), the gross box office figures for these five 
films are as follows: Go Fish (US$2,408,311), Better than Chocolate (US$2,011,254), 2 Girls in Love 
(US$1,977,544), But I’m a Cheerleader (US$2,199,853), and Love Cats (US$212,285). While Love Cats 
has a much smaller gross than the other 4 films, it is worth pointing out that these figures are for the US 
box office of an Australian film. In Australia, Love Cats did dramatically better with figures of 
AU$1,637,929 (Reid 43).  
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Bloomers, the only film with an older central couple, having the lowest gross of 
US$34,891.30 Similarly, of the three films with major distributors (or their independent 
arms)—Better than Chocolate (Trimark Pictures), Go Fish (Samuel Goldwyn Company), 
and Love Cats (Fox Searchlight Pictures)—all have youthful protagonists. While these 
are not unassailable links between financial success and youthful protagonists, the 
consistent difference tellingly emphasises the prevalence of youthful lesbian bodies in the 
films of this study and, of course, in youth-centric public culture.  
Given this focus on youthful or young adult lesbian bodies, I want to consider the 
most obvious exception, namely the middle-aged, white couple, Dinah and Carly, in Late 
Bloomers, but particularly protagonist Dinah. The title of the film, Late Bloomers, is the 
first cue to viewers that this film will focus on older bodies and, as such, immediately 
encourages viewers to “adopt an awareness of queer sexualities that is less youth-
centered than usual” (Dittmar 83). It is worth considering how this works in more detail. 
Aside from being white and middle-aged, Dinah is a tall, masculine, lanky lesbian with 
short, unstyled, light brown hair and an androgynous, conventionally unattractive face. 
These features, in addition to her typical attire, emphasise and exaggerate her age by 
marking her as ‘behind the times’ and ‘unfashionable’. For example, a typical outfit for 
Dinah includes wearing a brown flannel shirt under a bright blue jacket, tucked into 
matching bright blue pleated pants, worn high on her waist, with her sports socks and 
basketball sneakers. Dinah’s flannel shirt is a trope in mainstream representations of 
                                                 
30 Again, according to the Internet Movie Database (www.imdb.com), the gross box office figures for these 
five films are as follows: Late Bloomers (US$34,891), A Family Affair (US$41,463), Bar Girls 
(US$573,953), while there were no box office figures available for Some Prefer Cake or It’s in the Water.  
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lesbians, which is typically used to code the masculine lesbian body, as Sue O’Sullivan 
notes in a different context, as “‘mannish’ but not at all stylish but at the same time 
definitely a woman. Therefore she has to be ugly” (85).  
 Dinah’s role as romantic lead, however, cues viewers to the fact that her initial 
characterisation as unattractive outsider actually augurs the film’s larger goal of rewriting 
romantic conventions to include bodies like Dinah’s as key sites of desire. One of the 
ways this romantic rewriting occurs is through these scenes’ construction of Dinah’s 
body as abject. Dinah’s body is not only female, as the exemplary abject body, but also 
older, masculine, and lesbian. The abject body, more than anything else, is associated 
with challenging the dominant order and, consequently, as being an object of disgust for 
dominant culture (Kristeva 4-5). Specifically, an abject body is one that commits a crime 
against dominant culture, by exceeding and challenging its boundaries. The ‘crime’ of 
abjection is a significant one, because it “draws attention to the fragility of the law” 
(Kristeva 4). Dinah’s body is cast as an outsider for precisely these reasons, because her 
body exceeds the youthful, hetero-femininity of hegemonic femininity. As a result, 
Dinah’s body is represented as a site of disgust in the film, at least to her students, who 
read her body as an example of undesirable and threatening difference. Dinah’s body-as-
threatening is emphasised, as I have noted in a previous chapter, by her dismissal as 
coach of the girls’ basketball team because of the lesbian ‘threat’—presumedly of lesbian 
‘contamination’—that she supposedly poses to her team. 
Dinah’s initial construction as abject can be read as an example of what Butler 
talks about as a “specific reworking of abjection into political agency” (Bodies 21). Dinah 
is, after all, the film’s romantic lead. Consequently, Dinah’s point-of-view is privileged in 
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the film and, as such, the film works to recuperate Dinah’s body as the primary site of 
desire and desirability in the film. This recuperation occurs through a rewriting of the 
“abjection of homosexuality into defiance and legitimacy” (Butler, Bodies 21). Indeed, 
there is a wonderful scene towards the end of the film that plays out Butler’s comment. 
One evening, after Carly has moved into Dinah’s house, Dinah walks into the bedroom. 
Carly, who is lying in bed and reading a book, turns to look at Dinah. Viewers are 
positioned behind Dinah and, looking over Dinah’s left naked shoulder, viewers can see 
Carly looking appreciatively up and down Dinah’s apparently naked body. The scene 
aligns viewers with Dinah’s point-of-view so that viewers are privy to Carly’s desire for 
her. Consequently, the scene structurally insists that viewers, through its use of point-of-
view, also read Dinah’s body as desirable. Although Dinah does not say anything in this 
scene, after a moment, Carly asks “Now? Naked?”. As though in answer to Carly’s 
questions, the camera immediately pans down to show the top of a basketball in Dinah’s 
hands.  
The scene cuts to the two women outside, both naked and, at different points in 
the scene, completely visible from head to toe, playing one-on-one basketball at night on 
Dinah’s driveway. While the scene does not depict the women as being seen by anyone 
else, their naked and potentially public game of basketball is a highly defiant act that 
asserts these women’s bodies as both agentive and subversive of traditional public social 
order. And, while most of this extended scene, which is intercut with other scenes, is shot 
in fast sweeping and flashing shots, at a number of points the camera slowly pans over 
both women’s bodies. Dinah’s body, usually covered in clothes coded as old and 
‘unstylish’, is revealed to be slim, physically capable, and active, all qualities associated 
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with youthfulness. Similarly, Carly’s curvaceous body, previously coded as ‘frumpy’ 
because of her poor body-image and domestic misery—at one point in the film she tells a 
co-worker that she is not sure whether she should “go on a diet or jump off a building”—
is presented as active, passionate, and exuberant. Indeed, the couple’s basketball game 
reveals their athletic and playful intimacy as they lean into one another, which is 
noteworthy because ‘fun’ is one of the genre’s most commonly used indicators of a 
couple’s compatibility (Neale, “The Big Romance” 292).  
 Of course, it is highly significant that the first and only time Dinah’s and Carly’s 
completely naked bodies are revealed is not, as might be expected, in the slow sweeping 
shots of a sex scene, but rather in the sharp and agile motion of sport. Carly’s large 
breasts bounce as she parries her way around Dinah’s driveway, while sharp sudden 
moves reveal sagging skin and fatty deposits on both women’s bodies. In other words, the 
scene reveals that neither of these women’s bodies have been “[p]urified of ‘flaws,’ all 
loose skin tightened, armoured with implants, digitally enhanced, the bodies of most 
movie stars and models are fully dressed even when naked” (Bordo, “Beauty” 153). To a 
large extent, then, the scene emphasises the, by Hollywood norms, ‘imperfectness’ of 
these lesbian bodies. Yet, the imperfectness of their bodies is part of the film’s 
romanticisation of them, as a celebration of their defiant transgression of Hollywood 
conventions. Indeed, in their complete and in-motion nakedness, Dinah’s and Carly’s 
bodies are clearly capable, flirtatious, and, to each other at least, highly desirable. And, 
by showing these unconventional older lesbian bodies as desiring each other, the film 
continues to insist that audiences also read these bodies as desirable.  
Dittmar argues, albeit with specific reference to the elderly female body, that 
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“[t]reating these women as a legitimate subject for cinematic contemplation and allowing 
them ample freedom for zestful self-display, the film challenges whatever prudery and 
ageism contemporary queer and straight audiences might bring with them” (82). 
Dittmar’s comments can be applied to the middle-aged lesbian bodies of Late Bloomers: 
by showing these bodies as physically, romantically, and sexually playful, the film breaks 
with the lesbian body norm of lesbian romantic comedies and, instead, emphasises the 
older lesbian body as a rewarding and legitimate site of lesbian desire. Overall, the film’s 
recasting of Dinah’s abject body as a defiant and legitimate older, lesbian body can also 
be understood as a rewriting of Hollywood conventions. Butler suggests that such a 
strategy is intensely political because it is part of queer culture’s attempt to create “the 
kind of community [. . .] in which queer lives become legible, valuable, worthy of 
support” (Bodies 21). It is exactly this kind of community that Late Bloomers, through its 
strategic valorisation of the older lesbian body, begins to imagine. 
 
The Lesbian Body and Publicity 
 
Richard Fung has expressed a concern that feature filmmaking “requires a level of 
financing and infrastructure that demands a return of investment” that may “force on gay 
and lesbian filmmaking the codification and demographic appeal of the Hollywood 
feature, with its predictable plot and its good-looking, young, white, middle-class 
protagonist” (92). Indeed, the ideal lesbian body of lesbian romantic comedies is, exactly 
as Fung fears, white, middle- or upper-middle class, youthful, and feminine. However, 
while lesbian romantic comedies do not depict diverse representations of lesbian bodies, 
the apparent conventionality of most of the lesbian bodies in these films should not 
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necessarily be read as evidence of their complicity with Hollywood ideologies either. To 
begin with, the explicit and celebrated lesbianism of all of the lesbian bodies of these 
films poses a significant challenge to the heterosexual norm of Hollywood and of 
dominant culture. These lesbian bodies encourage viewers to adopt a more sophisticated 
approach to reading bodies, by destabilising a range of Hollywood stereotypes. For 
example, these bodies challenge conventional readings of feminine bodies as necessarily 
heterosexual and of older female bodies as necessarily incapable or undesirable.  
However, while the lesbian bodies of lesbian romantic comedies inhabit 
conventional bodies in a range of unconventional ways, many films also regrettably draw 
on destructive racial hierarchies and, especially, implicitly white supremacist ideologies. 
Thus, lesbian romantic comedies, like Hollywood romantic comedies, can also be 
understood as participating in the maintenance of hegemonic femininity in public culture, 
particularly through their insistence on drawing on a largely un-challenged norm of 
whiteness. These films’ ability to both offer challenges to Hollywood norms and, in other 
instances, accede to them reveals their fraught and ongoing negotiation of the available 
spaces for representing lesbian desire in contemporary cinema and public culture. This 
‘negotiation’ and the inherent narrative and ideological tension it produces are features of 
the sub-genre’s introduction of subversive lesbian content into a Hollywood genre. But 
are they also a feature of the sub-genre’s publicity? In fact, what characterises the 
publicity of lesbian romantic comedies? And what might it reveal about the position of 
lesbians and lesbianism in public culture? 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
Publicity Extratexts: 
Video/DVD Covers and a Lesbian Public Sphere? 
 
While Chapters Two, Three, and Four have begun the process of textually mapping the 
lesbian romantic comedy sub-genre, this chapter takes an extra-textual approach to 
examine these films’ publicity. This is an important focus to end this study on. In public 
sphere scholarship, publicity is a “distinct concept” representing an “instrumental 
publicness”; it is not simply “publicness or openness but the use of media [. . .] associated 
most with advertising and public relations” (Warner, Publics 30; see also Fraser, 
“Rethinking” 521). An analysis of ‘publicity’ thus allows a consideration of how lesbian 
romantic comedies are launched into the public sphere as commercial products. For 
public sphere scholars like Eley, publicity increasingly operates by ‘targeting’ consumers 
as “individuals” thereby removing the traditional “mediating contexts of reception and 
rational discussion, particularly in the new age of the electronic media” (226). Of course, 
as Eley is well aware, this individual targeting paradoxically occurs by addressing that 
individual as part of an ideologically-loaded public. Consequently, this chapter’s primary 
interest is in understanding how lesbian romantic comedies’ publicity commodifies 
lesbianism, by looking not only at how ‘lesbianism’ is addressed to and for particular 
publics—explicitly lesbian and implicitly heterosexual publics, to be precise—but also at 
what relationships these texts posit between those publics. This is particularly my interest 
in my discussion of ‘blurbs’ (defined later). As John Hartley argues of public sphere 
scholarship, it is no longer appropriate to “look for citizens in the city centre”; rather, one 
should “look for the public in publicity” (The Politics 1). Overall, then, this chapter 
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argues that the articulations of lesbianism in these films’ publicity, and the way these 
articulations address publics in implicitly hierarchical relationships, ultimately participate 
in defining the boundaries of a specifically lesbian public sphere in a range of ways.31 
This argument is consistent with Hartley and Alan McKee’s in The Indigenous Public 
Sphere. They write that a public sphere is not only shaped by its own “writing and public 
narration”, but is also “brought into being and structured in the writing” of other public 
spheres as well (Hartley and McKee 3).  
 This chapter focuses on one example of publicity to examine the ‘writing and 
narration’ of and about a lesbian public sphere: namely, video/DVD covers, looking 
specifically at cover images, taglines (or straplines), and blurbs (or extracts of film 
reviews that are reproduced on video/DVD covers). This is a prudent site of publicity to 
examine in relation to films like lesbian romantic comedies. Video/DVD covers are the 
key marketing text as films make the transition from film festivals and exhibition to the 
potentially lucrative video/DVD rental and sales market. Moreover, for lesbian romantic 
comedies, whose exhibition is largely (if not completely) confined to lesbian and gay film 
festivals, video/DVD covers—and these films’ associated release into the rental and sales 
market—often represents their only real commercialisation and their first and probably 
only opportunity to reach non-festival-going viewers.32 In examining the ‘blurbs’ on 
video/DVD covers, then, this chapter distinguishes between those originally published in 
lesbian publications, lesbian and gay publications, and non-lesbian publications. I define 
                                                 
31 For an historical overview of film advertising, see Staiger’s “Standardization” (in particular 97-102). 
32 For  extended discussions of the rental video market, see Wasser’s Veni, Vidi, Video and Gomery’s 
Shared Pleasures. 
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lesbian publications as those with a specific articulation of lesbianism in the publication 
title and/or those primarily and explicitly targeted at lesbian viewers/readers. Similarly, I 
define lesbian and gay publications as those with a specific articulation of lesbian and gay 
community in the publication title and/or those primarily and explicitly targeted at lesbian 
and gay viewers/readers. I define non-lesbian and gay publications as those with no 
specific targeting of lesbians and/or gays. So, for instance, I consider Diva and Scotsgay 
as a lesbian and lesbian and gay publication respectively, while I consider Time Out and 
Los Angeles Times as non-lesbian and gay publications.  
 The division between ‘lesbian’ and ‘lesbian and gay’, in particular, is a useful 
means of recognising that lesbian marginality is quite distinct from gay marginality and 
that lesbians have by no means received the same type or level of marketing specifically 
targeting them (see Chasin). This chapter brings much needed attention to the specificity 
of lesbian publicity, just as this study as a whole brings much needed attention to a sub-
genre of mainstream lesbian film. In fact, while Habermas’s conception of the public 
sphere is largely “blind to the significance and operation of gender”, and thus “bound to 
miss important features of the arrangements he wants to understand” (Fraser, Unruly 
127), contemporary public sphere scholarship is comparatively ‘blind’ to the 
‘significance and operation’ of lesbianism. Further, the distinction between lesbian, 
lesbian and gay, and non-lesbian and gay is also not meant to imply that these categories 
are mutually exclusive, nor is it meant to imply a similar division or exclusivity between 
lesbian and, for instance, non-lesbian and gay publics, but rather to focus on how the 
agendas of publications can influence the readings of films they produce. As Mark 
Jancovich notes, “the different taste formations which underpin different publications 
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will lead those publications to discuss films, and to address their own readers, in very 
different ways” (38; see also Brunsdon). For example, lesbian publications have a stated 
interest in lesbianism and so are more likely to privilege lesbian aspects of a film in its 
reception in particular ways. Aside from their differences, all of the publications this 
chapter cites are ‘popular’ in the sense that they are both relatively successful with their 
targeted audience/s, demonstrated in the most basic sense by their continuing publication, 
and conform to a ‘popular’ aesthetic through their use of generic conventions (Stacey, “If 
You Don’t” 112; see also Griffin 3). Popular publications are a useful investigative site 
for this chapter; as Hartley notes, the popular media are the new “public domain, the 
place where and the means by which the public is created and has its being” (The Politics 
1).  
 As stated, the following discussion is divided into three sections: Images, 
Taglines, and Blurbs. Although these elements obviously function together as a complete 
text, this division allows a more focused analysis of their individual and intertextual 
operation.  
 
Cover Images 
 
One of the most dominant presences on the front cover of lesbian romantic comedy 
video/DVDs, like most video/DVDs, is their cover image/s. The still images on the front 
of video/DVD covers, including the actors in the images and their surrounding 
iconography, function as a visual public address which aims to interpellate the audience 
into the film’s preferred reading or ideology (see Althusser, especially 128-132). That is, 
in Warner’s formulation of it, these images attempt to address a particular lesbian public 
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by imagining that public into being, for a public “exists by virtue of being addressed” 
(Publics 67). With this in mind, the visual public address on video/DVD covers can be 
read as functioning in at least three ways: first, the figures in the image are intended to re-
present the public/s the publicity is trying to address; second, the figures in the image are 
intended to re-present an object of desire for the public/s the publicity is trying to 
address; and third, the image is intended as some combination of the first two 
possibilities. On the front video/DVD covers of the films of this study, there are a number 
of recurring visual tropes, which variously draw on the above visual public address 
norms.  
The two most common configurations are, first, a close-up or medium close-up of 
the women facing each other (for example, see Figure 1); and second, a close-up of the 
women facing the camera with their faces closely together, often touching (for example, 
see Figure 2). There are obviously variations on these images, but these represent the 
most common basic image structures. Both of these images emphasise intimacy between 
the couple, which is consistent with these films’ generic focus on lesbian romance, as 
well as emphasise the united ‘sameness’ of the couple (inasmuch as the couple either 
looks in ‘the same’ direction in the same way or look directly at each other). I return to 
this point later, though it is worthwhile to note that this is already quite distinct from 
Hollywood publicity, which typically emphasises the gendered difference of their couple. 
The former image—the couple facing each other (see Figure 1)—positions the viewer in 
an overtly voyeuristic position, looking in at the two faces who seem unaware of the 
intrusion (and, consequently, who are at least implicitly vulnerable objects of the 
spectator’s gaze). More tentatively, by desiring one of the women, the spectator may also 
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be simultaneously located as the object of the other woman’s desire. That is, by desiring 
one woman who is the object of the other woman’s gaze, the spectator is necessarily 
implicated in the women’s lesbian desire. Thus, to some extent, this image might be read 
as positioning the couple as both objects and, tentatively, subjects of the gaze. Unlike 
most mainstream film publicity, this sets up a spectatorship relationship that is based in a 
circuit of lesbian desire. The latter image (see Figure 2), of two faces close together and 
directly facing the camera, appears more formidable. The two faces approach the world 
head-on and together; their faces resolutely meet the viewer’s gaze and connote a more 
active character agency. To some degree, the former image (see Figure 1) offers the 
imaged couple as both objects and, potentially, subjects of desire, while the latter (see 
Figure 2) asserts them as subjects with which to potentially identify. At least one of these 
visual tropes (or a variation of one of these visual tropes) is prominent on the video/DVD 
covers of 2 Girls in Love (Figure 1), Better than Chocolate (Figure 2), Go Fish (Figure 
3), Late Bloomers, Love Cats (Figure 4), It’s in the Water (Figure 5), and Bar Girls 
(Figure 6). I discuss these two main cover image variations separately.  
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Figure 1: 2 Girls in Love video cover. 
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Figure 2: Better than Chocolate video cover. 
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Figure 3: Go Fish video cover.
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Figure 4: Love Cats video cover. 
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Figure 5: It’s in the Water video cover.
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Figure 6: Bar Girls video cover. 
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All of these images draw on a construction of the lesbian couple as similar, rather 
than different to each other. Initially, this emphasises the closeness and complementarity 
of the couple, but also hints at other readings. More than most of these covers, however, 
the Love Cats cover extends these covers’ emphasis on ‘sameness’ to depict lesbianism-
as-narcissism. According to Barbara Creed, depictions of lesbians as narcissistic is most 
evident in images where two women are “posed in such a way as to suggest one is a 
mirror-image of the other” which presents the “lesbian body as a reflection” (“Lesbian 
Bodies” 120-1). These representations typically position the lesbian characters in a 
“sealed world of female desire” that symbolically and physically excludes males (Creed, 
“Lesbian Bodies” 121-2). This depiction of lesbianism is apparent on the Love Cats video 
cover (Figure 4), while the 2 Girls in Love video cover poses a challenge to this 
stereotypical conception of lesbianism (Figure 2). The Love Cats video cover features 
two image strips, which together feature the five ‘heads’ of the five main characters. The 
central lesbian couple, Mia (right) and Danni (left), is depicted in the top image strip. 
Their faces feature beside each other; in fact, the couple’s faces are parallel and are 
depicted in an almost identical fashion. Their eyes and lips are at the same angle, their 
foreheads and chins are cropped from the image in the same way, they are both white, 
they have similar faces (it is primarily their different hair colour that distinguishes them), 
and they have identical laughing expressions. Their faces are also slightly turned toward 
each other, signalling not only their interest in and attraction for each other, but also 
hinting at their position as mirror images of each other. They are also both presented in 
warm colours (yellow and rusty orange respectively), which emphasises how they 
visually and romantically complement each other (as well as the ‘warmth’ of their 
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relationship). The complementary colours again emphasise the couple’s similarity and 
potential mirroring of each other.  
These lesbians’ ‘sealed world of female desire’, in Creed’s words, is further 
emphasised by layout: the male characters and the heterosexual female character are 
literally excluded from the narcissistic lesbian couple by the two separate image strips. 
The top image features the central couple who are privileged at the top of the video 
cover. The bottom image includes the two male characters, Michael (left) and Ari (right), 
who are depicted on either side of Alice (centred). Thus, while Alice is surrounded by her 
heterosexual male love interests, Michael and Ari, all of the heterosexual characters are 
spatially excluded from the ‘sealed world’ of the narcissistic lesbian couple above. This 
presentation of the lesbian couple as narcissistic, alongside their separation from the 
heterosexual characters, literally visualises Creed’s ‘sealed world of female desire’, 
which is most commonly associated with heterosexist constructions of lesbians as objects 
of desire (“Lesbian Bodies” 121-2). These separate images also effectively mark out two 
distinct reading positions of the video cover and of the film, and address two basic 
reading publics: ‘lesbian’, through the top image of the lesbian couple, and 
‘heterosexual’, through the bottom image of the heterosexual characters. Arguably, it is 
the lesbian reading of the film, or address to a lesbian public, that is privileged by the 
video cover, because it is the top image (and, indeed, because the couple’s heads hover 
above the large title word ‘love’, a word that holds considerable symbolic weight in the 
romantic comedy genre, while the heterosexual characters are instead associated with 
‘and other catastrophes’).  
 The video cover of 2 Girls in Love (Figure 1), however, complicates these 
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discussions. While the two girls face each other with their foreheads resting together as 
though mirror images, their race, gender, and class undermine any reading of the girls as 
simple mirror images of each other. Randy is, as I discussed in previous chapters, a 
white, working-class, short-haired tomboy, while Evie is an African American, upper-
middle-class, long-haired, feminine girl. These visible differences disrupt any reading of 
the couple as narcissistic mirror images. Moreover, unlike many constructions of the 
narcissistic lesbian couple—whose power typically resides in their exclusion of males, 
rather than in their agentive, desiring subjectivity—Randy and Evie are depicted in the 
centre of a flower. On one hand, the position of the girls inside the flower draws on the 
long historical association between femininity and nature in general, and femininity and 
flowers in particular. This association casts femininity as ‘natural’, romantic, emotional, 
and ‘innocent’, rather than cultural, rational, and knowledgeable (Jordanova, “Natural 
Facts” 43, 58; de Lauretis, The Practice 233; Bennett 242).33 To this extent, the flower as 
framing device can be read as an attempt to neutralise the threat lesbian sexuality poses to 
the dominant order by associating it with a nice, ‘natural’, and safe femininity. However, 
this stereotype of femininity has traditionally been associated with heterosexual, rather 
than lesbian femininity. In other words, lesbianism is being commodified on this cover by 
being presented in analogous ways to hetero-femininity, much like the lesbian bodies I 
discussed in the previous chapter. This publicity strategy effectively constructs 
lesbianism in “anti-essentialist terms. That is, homosexuals are not depicted as inherently 
                                                 
33 This association between femininity and nature is part of a broader series of binaries, specifically 
female/male, nature/culture, and passive/active, which feminists have critiqued for years. Carol 
MacCormack’s edited collection Nature, Culture and Gender (1980) is an excellent example of feminist 
engagement with the topic (see in particular Jordanova’s chapter; see also Bordo, Unbearable 12).  
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different from heterosexuals” (Clark 195). In turn, this sets up a metaphoric spatialisation 
of lesbianism as embedded within broader public culture, rather than as being separate 
and different to it.  
On the other hand, however, the flower is the plant’s sexual organ, a fact that 
allows a tentative oppositional reading. Read in conjunction with the existing link 
between budding flowers and vaginas in visual art, Georgia O’Keefe is probably the most 
famous example here, the girls’ heads inside (or over?) the flower/sexual organ can be 
read as indicating the practice of oral sex (especially if their heads are read as a play on 
the sexual colloquialism of ‘giving head’). Moreover, the position of the girls’ heads 
within the flower/vagina, but especially their teeth—currently hidden by their closed 
mouths and ‘lips’ (on their faces but symbolically their vaginal lips, too)—hints at the 
more fearsome mythology of the ‘vagina dentata’ or the vagina with teeth. The vagina 
dentata, in theories of psychoanalysis, signals male castration anxiety. In The Monstrous-
Feminine, Creed notes that the “myth about woman as castrator clearly points to male 
fears and phantasies about the female genitals as a trap, a black hole which threatens to 
swallow them up and cut them into pieces” (106). Similarly, Elizabeth Grosz describes 
the vagina dentata as “the identification of female sexuality as voracious, insatiable, […], 
castrator/decapitator of the male [. . .], preying on male weakness” (293). Effectively, the 
vagina dentata myth characterises female sexuality as dangerous and, in particular, most 
dangerous to men, since women do not typically have a penis—at least in mainstream 
media—that can be bitten off during penetrative intercourse and do not suffer castration 
anxiety. Because it is Randy and Evie that provide the potential of ‘teeth’ within the 
vagina dentata, the lesbian couple become the actual (and, perhaps, definitive) threat of 
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female and, in particular lesbian sexuality. However, the couple’s position inside the 
vagina dentata also suggests that lesbian sexuality is protected by it, even as male 
sexuality is threatened by the same mythological figure. Thus, this cover image can be 
read as returning agency to the lesbian couple of Figure 1 who look at each other, rather 
than directly at the viewer, and yet retain more power than was evident in an initial 
reading of them as passive objects of desire for viewers. This can potentially be linked to 
the marked (racial, class, gender) differences of the couple, where the film’s decision to 
use a multiracial central couple—as well as code that couple’s difference through class 
and gender—disallows any reading of these lesbians as simply narcissistic ‘mirror 
images’ in a ‘sealed world’. Nevertheless, while this reading raises a number of 
provocative images, it is nonetheless an oppositional reading to the image itself, and a 
tentative one at that. At the very least, however, it does emphasise the lurking challenge 
lesbianism poses, even from within apparently normative imagery, like the gentle flower, 
which implies that lesbianism is always potentially a counter-discourse when it engages 
with sits within public culture.  
Conversely, the Better than Chocolate video cover is less tentative in its explicit 
depiction of assertive lesbians (see Figure 2). This cover shows the lesbian couple staring 
ahead, as subjects with which to potentially identify and, indeed, as inhabiting a 
specifically lesbian subject position. This constructs the lesbian couple as active subjects, 
who not only represent an idealised version of the public the publicity is attempting to 
address, but also, through their conventional attractiveness, dually function as potential 
objects of desire. The lesbians’ subjectivity, in particular, also speaks to a specifically 
lesbian public sphere. Though there is nothing necessarily counter about this intimation 
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of a lesbian public sphere, the representation of agentive, lesbian subjects is, of course, 
counter to most mainstream representations. The Better than Chocolate video cover does, 
however, draw on and extend what Straayer talks about as the “lesbian look” 
(“Hypothetical” 45). The lesbian look, which is demonstrated by the couple’s direct 
returning gaze at the spectator, is facilitated by the establishment of a link between 
“female subjectivity and agency” (Hollinger, “Theorizing” 12). This emphasis on agency 
equally pre-empts the lesbian look’s emphasis on “exchange”; indeed, it “looks for a 
returning look, not just a receiving look. It sets up two-directional sexual activity” 
(Straayer, “Hypothetical” 45). The ‘two-directional sexual activity’ that the lesbian look 
proffers between the lesbian couple and their viewer allows the viewer to participate in 
the women’s lesbian desire by participating in their desiring gaze. This image effectively 
enables an active spectatorship and subjectivity based on lesbian desire. At the same 
time, the lesbian couple also maintain their agency. They are at no point completely 
passive objects of the spectator’s gaze. By looking directly towards the spectator, they 
demonstrate an active awareness and acceptance of their audience, as well as authorise 
the audience’s participation in their desire in a way that maintains the couple’s authority 
over that desire.  
However, the lesbian look on the Better than Chocolate video cover and its offer 
of two-directional sexual activity is generically delimited by the sub-genre’s emphasis on 
the ‘sameness’ of their couple, which I noted earlier. To expand: the central couple on 
most lesbian romantic comedy video/DVD covers is presented in physically similar ways. 
This might be demonstrated by their pose, expressions, positioning in the image, race, 
gender, dress, hair-cut, or all of the above (for example, as I discussed earlier, the couple 
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on the Love Cats video cover are almost identical). Such similarities can be read as a 
metaphor for the complementarity and equality, where equality is understood to mean 
‘the same’, of these lesbian couples’ relationships in particular and of lesbian sexuality 
and sex in general. Here, then, equality can be symbolically depicted through, for 
instance, a couple having the same hair cut or pose and, by extension, practices, power, 
and/or desire. Yet, Halberstam notes that “whereas people may well invest in values such 
as equality and reciprocity in their political lives, they may not want those same values to 
dominate their sexual lives” (Female 113). Thus, even in the ‘two-directional sexual 
activity’ offered by the lesbian look, the Better than Chocolate video cover (re)inscribes a 
particularly utopian or, in actual fact, a limited notion of lesbian sexuality by presenting it 
synonymously with sameness. The emphasis on sameness, by extension, represents a 
commodification of a homogenous ‘lesbianism’ that structurally resists diversity.  
In terms of exceptions, the most significant is Some Prefer Cake (Figure 7). Some 
Prefer Cake is the only lesbian romantic comedy that does not feature at least one image 
of its central couple on the front cover of its video/DVD. The Some Prefer Cake cover 
depicts a close-up of a piece of chocolate cake with a bite taken out of it and a fork 
covered in chocolate cake in the foreground. The background, which takes up two thirds 
of the cover, features a mid-shot of minor character Katie (Machiko Saito). In the film 
itself, Katie is one of two women that protagonist Kira engages in casual sex with, before 
she meets and begins a monogamous relationship with her eventual partner Robin. Of 
these women, however, Katie is the only Asian American and the only one represented as 
a danger to Kira. Specifically, the morning after she and Kira have casual sex in the film, 
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Figure 7: Some Prefer Cake video cover. 
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Katie inaccurately assumes she and Kira are now a couple and begins to obsessively plan 
their week together. Instead of coding Katie’s obsessiveness as comedic, the film’s 
soundtrack cues viewers, with an off-key piece more at home in a thriller, to read Katie as 
dangerous and apparently deranged. This reading is confirmed when Katie steals one of 
Kira’s jackets from her room, which represents physical evidence of Katie’s treachery, 
and then stalks Kira for the rest of the film. While Katie is initially presented as a serious 
threat, by the film’s end she has become a ridiculous joke to Kira and her friends. Of 
course, in this discussion of publicity, the prominent position of a minor character on the 
front cover of the video is highly unusual and entirely inconsistent with the publicity of 
all other lesbian romantic comedies. In fact, all of the other films of this study depict at 
least one image of the central couple on the front of their video/DVDs and in ways that 
connote happiness and romance. Such a publicity strategy signals the film’s genre, as 
romantic comedy, and identifies the women on the cover as the central couple (hence also 
signalling the film as lesbian romantic comedy). By positioning Katie, a minor character, 
on the front of the Some Prefer Cake video cover, the publicity obscures any clear 
signalling of the film’s generic intent. With no couple on the front cover, it is simply not 
apparent that the film revolves around the formation of one. While it is unclear what the 
film’s publicists ultimately intended with this cover image, what might a reading of this 
cover suggest about the film? 
If the film’s title is Some Prefer Cake, then the cover initially casts Katie as the 
‘some’ of the title, given that it is Katie who is consuming the chocolate cake (thus, 
‘Katie prefers cake’). It is, of course, important that there is not one, but two forks on the 
cover. While Katie holds one fork, the second fork is positioned as though just put down 
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by the video cover’s viewer. Thus, the cover invites the viewer to pick up the fork and 
share the cake with Katie. This exchange is coded sexually, which results in a reading of 
the cover as sexually provocative. The cover, in fact, draws on the conventions of soft-
core film publicity, in part through a racist characterisation of Katie. On the cover, Katie 
is shown in a red, patent-leather jacket that reveals her cleavage and black bra, with her 
long black hair held partially up with matching red hair accessories that also match her 
bright, red lipstick and long fingernails curled around another fork hovering above the 
cake. Katie’s dress and pose both signal an exaggerated and sexualised femininity that 
codes her as a prostitute (which is neither mentioned nor implied in the film itself). 
Overall, this sexualisation of Katie on the cover connotes her as threatening. Indeed, 
Katie’s unsmiling and direct gaze at the viewer constructs her femininity as un-feminine, 
dangerous, even disturbed. The chopstick-like hair accessories also draw attention to and 
stylise Katie’s Asian heritage, which the cover utilises to locate and ‘explain’ her 
exaggerated and sexualised femininity.  
This combination also reveals that the ‘danger’ Katie might signal is a specifically 
sexual and racial danger, which draws on stereotypes of the “always-sexually-available” 
Asian woman in mainstream cinema (Frankenberg, “The Mirage” 73; see also Marchetti 
2 and Kwan). This has particular resonance considering the recent release of Rob 
Marshall’s Memoirs of a Geisha (2005) and its exotification of Japanese culture 
(including Marshall’s controversial use of Chinese actors). On the Some Prefer Cake 
cover, it is a specifically sexualised racial danger that Katie poses, which is the “sexual 
danger of contact between the races” that draws on the threat of the “lascivious Asian 
woman to seduce the white” hero (Marchetti 3). In fact, the presentation of Katie is 
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consistent with Lynda Hart’s discussion in Fatal Women that “the lesbian, the prostitute, 
and the woman of color” are “linked in the white heterosexual male imaginary” because 
“all three, separately and therefore together” do not “facilitate the reproduction of the 
white man” (120). The imaging of Katie on the Some Prefer Cake video cover, a woman 
of colour and a lesbian who is coded as a dangerous prostitute, participates in mainstream 
culture’s construction of lesbianism for its own consumption. It revels in the comparative 
sexualisation and exotification of lesbian desire through its racist and sexist 
objectification of a stereotypically depicted Asian woman. Consequently, this video cover 
constructs lesbian sexuality as dangerous, in comparable ways to Chasing Amy’s 
emphasis on the dangerous and uncontained lesbianism of Amy. In doing so, the Some 
Prefer Cake cover constructs lesbianism as needing to be contained within a larger and 
necessarily authoritative heterosexual public sphere, which downplays, even negates, the 
political significance of lesbian publics. Of course, as part of complex texts like 
video/DVD covers, the images and public addresses I discuss here are always expanded 
on and/or complicated by surrounding intra-texts, such as taglines, and inter-texts, such 
as blurbs (and, indeed, the film narrative itself, in which Katie is neither a prostitute nor 
actually dangerous). 
 
Taglines 
 
Taglines and blurbs textually frame and negotiate, whether by confirming or challenging, 
the preferred reading of the film offered by the cover’s images. I use taglines, or 
‘straplines’ as they are known in the UK, to refer to one of two things: either a short 
catchphrase/sentence provided by the film’s promoters, or an existing quote reproduced 
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on a video/DVD cover to produce a desired comparison between the quote and the film. 
The former tagline is produced in-house and provides an easily consumed summary of 
the film; they “have the least number of words to describe the film in the best possible 
light”, says Steve Scerri (qtd in Kalina 57). The latter tagline, a related quote used on the 
cover, is less common but can include quotes from external (non-review) texts, such as 
poems or songs. (I discuss the use of extracts from existing reviews, or ‘blurbs’, in the 
following section.) While all of the video/DVD covers of the films of this study have at 
least one tagline, few use both types and most rely on the former type of tagline. 
The taglines on lesbian romantic comedy covers are most often characterised by a 
playful emphasis on their distinctiveness or difference as lesbian romantic comedies. In 
other words, most lesbian romantic comedies emphasise their lesbian ‘niche’ in the 
romantic comedy genre. A wonderful example of this occurs on the Bar Girls cover, 
which states simply: “Finally … a romantic comedy without men!”. Its simple and direct 
expression of difference publicises the film’s significance as one of the very first lesbian 
romantic comedies and clearly articulates its point of difference—a romantic comedy 
‘without men’—to an audience as yet unacquainted with the sub-genre. The mock 
exasperation of the statement both flags the film’s comedic elements and cheekily 
engages with the notion that the “primary threat of female bonding is the elimination of 
the male” (Straayer, “Hypothetical” 53). In other words, the explicit gynocentric focus of 
the tagline depicts the realised threat of female bonding at its most radical: a lesbian 
community that exists almost entirely without men and certainly without male romantic 
interests. The implication of a lesbian community metonymically signals a lesbian public 
sphere and, in fact, a potentially counter lesbian public sphere. Specifically, the 
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exasperated tone of the tagline, whether mock or serious, implies at least a potential 
tension between a lesbian and heterosexual public sphere, which is one of the definitive 
characteristics of a counter public sphere (see Warner, Publics).  
Similarly, the tagline on the A Family Affair DVD cover also demonstrates a 
certain mock exasperation, this time at the heteronormativity of the romantic comedy 
genre. The A Family Affair tagline reads: “The course of true love doesn’t always run 
straight”. Obviously, the tagline is a pun, using ‘straight’ to indicate both narrative 
direction and sexuality. However, its emphasis on the fact that love does not ‘always’ 
have to be ‘straight’ implicitly criticises the monolithic heterosexuality of the Hollywood 
romantic comedy genre since the mid 1930s and, in doing so, also establishes its own 
niche as a lesbian romantic comedy. The tagline’s emphasis on the film’s lesbian 
difference from the genre’s hetero-norm again commodifies lesbianism as distinct from, 
rather than the same as, dominant society which, combined with the tagline’s possible 
mock tension, locates the implied lesbian public sphere as, again, a potentially counter 
lesbian public sphere. In fact, the emphasis in both the Bar Girls and A Family Affair 
taglines on the fact that they are filling a niche or addressing a lesbian absence in the 
genre demonstrates, in Fraser’s words, how “counter-publics emerge in response to 
exclusions within” dominant society and so “help expand discursive space” (Justice 82). 
This is a feature of the use of taglines on many lesbian romantic comedy video/DVD 
covers, which highlights their potentially progressive engagement with the “unjust 
participatory privileges” of the public sphere (Fraser, Justice 82). 
 However, while Bar Girls and A Family Affair begin to paint a relatively 
consistent picture of the role of taglines on video/DVD covers, the It’s in the Water video 
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cover (Figure 5) contains an unusual discrepancy. This tagline states: “The locals are 
shocked; The town’s in an uproar; The homos are on the loose…”. Not only does it not 
emphasise its unusualness as a specifically lesbian romantic comedy, as the other films 
did, but the exaggerated tagline actually employs camp discourse to parody homophobia. 
In fact, it is the only use of camp on the video/DVD covers of the films of this study. 
There are a number of possible reasons why camp is not used more often as a discursive 
strategy on lesbian romantic comedy covers including, most obviously, that camp is 
predominantly associated with gay men. Perhaps it is not surprising, then, that the use of 
camp on the It’s in the Water cover is not strictly linked to either lesbians or gay men, but 
rather both. Indeed, the tagline uses the term “homo”, which engages both lesbians and 
gay men in its exaggeratedly conservative public address. This is slightly different from 
the use of camp in the film’s narrative where, as I discussed in Chapter Two, the film 
invites all viewers to unite in their derision of the group of homophobic women 
represented by Alex’s mother Lily. As the chosen scheme for publicising the It’s in the 
Water video, however, camp is being used strategically (and specifically) on the cover to 
unify non-heterosexual sexualities—at least those that recognise themselves, to whatever 
extent, under the “homo” moniker—into one ideal audience of consumers. This use of 
camp seems to invite a politically productive version of what Davy terms “signalling 
through the flames” (245). In other words, this tagline is taking a broader aimer at public 
culture’s homophobia than the individual characteristics of camp, like its humour or 
theatricality, might traditionally allow.  
With this in mind, the use of camp in this tagline functions on at least two levels. 
First, it suggests an oppositional re-reading of the tagline, which implies that the “homos” 
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really will be on “the loose” in this film and that, as a consequence, the locals will be 
“shocked” and the town will be in an “uproar”. That is, the homophobia signalled by the 
tagline will represent a serious obstacle in this narrative, which the “homos” will need to 
overcome. Thus, the tagline invites “homos” to recognise themselves under its camp 
moniker to unite as an audience of consumers. Second, based on this reading, the film is 
also positioned as a serious cultural product that recognises its political currency and 
invites “homos” to locate themselves as politically literate and, more than that, politically 
agentive through their consumption of this film. The tagline on the It’s in the Water video 
cover also imagines, though this time within the context of “homos”, a public sphere 
where lesbian and gay male publics can interact without fear of reproach which, certainly 
in terms of a specifically lesbian public, is an ongoing project that permeates a number of 
the films of this study.  
 
Blurbs 
 
I use ‘blurbs’ to refer specifically to what Adrian Clarke describes as “quotes culled from  
[. . .] reviews” (13) or what Kate Douglas terms “review extract blurbs”, which are 
extracts from existing longer reviews of the text (808, see also Jackson).34 Douglas 
argues that blurbs, as opposed to conventional reviews that typically appear in either print 
                                                 
34 American humourist Gelet Burgess coined the term “blurb” in 1907 (Jackson 57). In his Burgess 
Unabridged, Burgess defines “blurb” as a “flamboyant advertisement; an inspired testimonial [. . .] On the 
‘jacket’ of the ‘latest’ fiction, we find the blurb; abounding in agile adjectives and adverbs, attesting that 
this book is the ‘sensation of the year’” (7). For further discussion see Mark Davis (248), Adrian Clarke, or 
Kevin Jackson. 
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or online journals, are more likely to be read by consumers given that “[s]ince these 
blurbs are part of the book itself, they are perhaps the only reviews that are guaranteed to 
be read by the reader” (809). Clearly, book blurbs have obvious parallels in film publicity 
to the blurbs on video/DVD covers available for rent and/or retail, particularly in 
(re)framing a preferred reading of the text (Bronski 26; Davis 249-251). In this sense, 
blurbs, like film reviews proper, mobilise what Hans Robert Jauss terms a genre’s 
“horizons of expectations” (22), which reveals how publicity texts like blurbs and, more 
broadly, video/DVD covers function ideologically to “shape and determine to some 
extent the range of meanings” of any given film (or, indeed, sub-genre) (Mayne, Cinema 
67).  
The blurbs on most of the front and back covers of lesbian romantic comedy 
video/DVDs offer relatively consistent readings of their genre by emphasising the light-
hearted, fun, and comedic romance at the centre of their narratives. For instance, the 
blurbs describe these films as “infectious fun” (People Magazine, Go Fish video cover); 
“[b]reezy and upbeat” (Los Angeles Times, Bar Girls DVD cover); “irresistibly 
affectionate” (The Age, Love Cats video cover); “a feel good movie” (LL&GFF, It’s in 
the Water video cover); “delightful, quirky” (Hollywood Online, Some Prefer Cake video 
cover); “a raucous comedy” (Roger Ebert, But I’m a Cheerleader video cover); a “joyful 
lesbian romantic comedy” (Diva Magazine, Better than Chocolate video cover); and 
“[f]ull of comic treats” (Curve, A Family Affair DVD cover). Each of these descriptions 
participates fairly consistently in the broader generic publicity of these films by similarly 
emphasising their romantic and/or comedic qualities. However, very few blurbs 
emphasise or acknowledge the lesbian focus of these films (unlike taglines which, as I 
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discussed earlier, tend to playfully stress their difference as lesbian romantic comedies). 
Of the few that do, most are from reviews originally published in lesbian or lesbian and 
gay publications. For example, the description of Better than Chocolate as “joyful lesbian 
romantic comedy” is taken from a review published in Diva Magazine, a glossy lesbian 
magazine published in the UK. This blurb not only clearly labels the film as a lesbian 
product but also emphasises its initial reception in an explicitly lesbian publication aimed 
at lesbian readers/viewers. Thus, this short blurb both symbolises and addresses (not to 
mention participates in) a distinctly lesbian public sphere. 
Similarly, the description of It’s in the Water as “a feel good movie” is part of a 
longer blurb that was originally published as part of the film’s screening at the London 
Lesbian and Gay Film Festival. The complete blurb on the It’s in the Water video cover 
states: “It’s in the Water is much more than a satire on American right wing values, it’s a 
very rare animal indeed; a feel good movie about, and for, both lesbians and gay men”. 
This blurb explicitly labels It’s in the Water as a lesbian and gay film that has already 
been consumed by lesbian and gay audiences (at the London Lesbian and Gay Film 
Festival). That the review itself is part of a lesbian and gay institution, namely the 
London Lesbian and Gay Film Festival, as well as the broader international lesbian and 
gay film festival circuit, reinforces the film as a public text that both addresses and is 
consumed by lesbian (and gay) publics. In fact, the blurb’s suggestion that It’s in the 
Water is “much more than a satire on American right wing values” specifically locates 
the film as an American, politically left, cultural product that is critical of the American 
political right (and its social and institutional corollaries, such as small-town 
homophobia). By articulating its resistance to the conservative US right, of course, the 
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blurb rehearses familiar territory; that is, in articulating the film’s political tension with 
the conservative right, the blurb locates the film within a specifically counter public 
sphere. However, it is not necessarily a specifically lesbian counter public sphere. Indeed, 
what is unusual about this blurb is its insistence that It’s in the Water is a film that is 
“about, and for” lesbians and gays. The blurb draws particular attention to the film’s role 
as a “very rare animal” because of its dual address to lesbian and gay publics. This dual 
address, as I noted earlier, is consistent with the cover’s tagline, which employs camp 
discourse to address lesbian and gay publics as part of an ideal ‘homo’ audience. While 
this dual address is a pragmatic attempt to broaden the market share of the film by 
encouraging multiple publics to invest in and consume the film, the act of shared or 
cross-sexuality consumption is equally idealised as an act of political literacy.  
Conversely, if unsurprisingly, video/DVD cover blurbs originally published in 
non-lesbian and gay publications do not usually acknowledge the lesbian content of 
lesbian romantic comedies except through implication, euphemism, and other indirect 
narrative devices. For instance, the DVD cover of Bar Girls features a blurb from the 
well-known American film critic Leonard Maltin who describes the film as a “romantic 
comedy with a twist!”. Here, “twist” works metaphorically for the lesbian variation the 
film poses on the traditionally ‘straight’ romantic comedy genre. The Late Bloomers 
video cover similarly features a blurb from The Hollywood Reporter that labels the film 
as a “decidedly offbeat romantic comedy”. Again, “offbeat” is used to signal an unusual 
and odd (or queer) variation on the genre. This is the case on the Better than Chocolate 
and It’s in the Water video/DVD covers. This discursive strategy in non-lesbian 
publications of emphasising lesbian romantic comedies as light-hearted (‘twist’, 
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‘offbeat’), but essentially harmless variations on the romantic comedy genre proper draws 
on the dominant model of advertising in targeting the so-called ‘lesbian and gay niche 
market’ (on which see Chasin). Such niche marketing operates “on the line between 
distinctiveness from, and similarity to, dominant” identity (Chasin 102). The above 
blurbs can be understood as doing something similar by emphasising both these films’ 
distinctiveness—as a ‘twist’ or as an ‘offbeat’ variation (both inflected with an implied 
queerness)—and their similarity to ‘dominant identity’ or, in this case, the dominant 
romantic comedy genre. Their similarity is articulated simply by their emphasis on these 
films as romantic comedies with a variation, and thus as the ‘same’ with an entertaining 
‘difference’. Obviously, distinctiveness and similarity are not opposite possibilities in a 
binary, but rather function in a strategic tension that maximises economic potential—by 
making available a range of valid readings of the publicity—but also reflects a wilfully 
“enduring incoherence” about homosexuality on the part of dominant society (Sedgwick 
Tendencies xii).  
Of course, these blurbs also reveal the implication of publication on a blurb’s 
articulation of lesbianism. These blurbs do, for example, begin to highlight that when the 
video/DVD cover blurbs emphasise the lesbian (or lesbian and gay) specificity of the 
films, those blurbs are more likely to be from reviews originally published in lesbian (or 
lesbian and gay) publications. And, indeed, this is the main difference between publicity 
that is produced in and circulated through lesbian (or lesbian and gay) publications and 
publicity that is produced in and circulated through non-lesbian (or non-lesbian and gay) 
publications. Here, then, the advertised (or unadvertised) sexuality of the institutions—
whether lesbian, lesbian and gay, or non-lesbian and gay—has marked effects on the way 
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‘lesbian’ can be and cannot be articulated in these publications. In part, these differences 
function pedagogically. Jancovich, for instance, argues that film reviews “give a sense of 
the very different ways in which people are supposed to ‘talk’ about films” (37). Hence, 
reviews function to instruct readers about how to talk about the film/s reviewed. Lesbian 
publications, for instance, encourage their (reading) publics to articulate the ‘lesbian-
ness’ of lesbian romantic comedies, thereby launching ‘lesbian’ into public discourse. 
Non-lesbian and gay publications encourage their (reading) publics to talk about the 
romance and comedy of lesbian romantic comedies in ways that are frequently 
ambiguous or, at least, are not lesbian specific. Thus, to some extent, lesbian publications 
can be understood as instructing lesbian publics to be publicly lesbian by launching 
lesbian products, including themselves, into public discourse, while non-lesbian and gay 
institutions can be understood as instructing non-lesbian and gay publics not to launch 
lesbian products into public discourse (consequently enforcing a kind of passive closeting 
of lesbian products and, by extension, lesbian public/s).  
According to Warner, this should be expected. He argues: 
speech that addresses any participant as queer will circulate up to a point, 
at which it is certain to meet intense resistance. It might therefore circulate 
in special, protected venues, in limited publications. The individual 
struggle with stigma is transposed, as it were, to the conflict between 
modes of publicness. The expansive nature of public address will seek to 
keep moving that frontier for a queer public, to seek more and more places 
to circulate where people will recognize themselves in its address; but no 
one is likely to be unaware of the risk and conflict involved. (Publics 120) 
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Of course, the partly pedagogical functions of these reviews also work to negotiate the 
rhetorical boundaries of a lesbian public sphere—whether it is a lesbian publication 
helping to construct a lesbian public sphere, or a non-lesbian publication helping to 
construct a (non-lesbian) lesbian public sphere. In her discussion of film reviews of 
Personal Best, Ellsworth argues that reviews function as “discursive boundaries” that 
“distinguish” the “writing and speech” of the community that produced them (46). As I 
suggested above, one of the features of a specifically lesbian ‘writing and speech’ in the 
reviews reproduced on lesbian romantic comedy video/DVD covers, is their explicit 
articulation of a public ‘lesbianism’. It is possible to begin to read these reasonably 
consistent differences in the way ‘lesbian’ is and can be discussed in lesbian, lesbian and 
gay, and non-lesbian and gay publications as evidence of these institutions and perhaps 
even public spheres as responding to each other. Ellsworth argues that reviews form 
“moments” of “communities’ discursive self production that contradict or oppose the 
positions offered to them within hegemonic ideology” (46). In the same way, reviews of 
lesbian romantic comedies in lesbian publications may also ‘constitute moments’ of 
lesbian communities’ ‘discursive self production’ that emphasise their opposition—or 
countering to—the positions available ‘within hegemonic ideology’ in non-lesbian and 
gay reviews of lesbian romantic comedies. There is some evidence, then, to begin to read 
reviews from lesbian publications as negotiating the boundaries of a lesbian public sphere 
as a counter public sphere, while non-lesbian and gay publications continue to emphasise 
lesbian products—in this instance, lesbian romantic comedies—as closeted (or, at least, 
closely regulated) and embedded within the public sphere.   
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Publicity and Lesbian Romantic Comedies  
 
In examining the video/DVD covers of lesbian romantic comedies, one of this chapter’s 
interests was in looking at how these texts articulated lesbianism in relation to public 
culture and how that relationship to public culture could be understood as evidence of its 
construction of and circulation within a particular public sphere. While Habermas’s 
earliest arguments opposed a conception of the public sphere that allowed for multiple 
publics and public spheres—claiming that it would represent a “departure from, rather 
than an advance toward, democracy” (Fraser, Justice 80; see, for example, Habermas, 
Structural 133-138)—selected publicity of lesbian romantic comedies frequently 
emphasised their position within a specifically lesbian public sphere. Fraser writes that 
this is a common strategy for marginal groups, or “subaltern counterpublics”, such as 
lesbians (Justice 81). The existence of a subaltern counterpublic, for Fraser, signals the 
existence of “parallel discursive arenas” where marginal publics can “invent and circulate 
counter-discourses, which in turn permit them to formulate oppositional interpretations” 
of their discursive existence (Justice 81). And, indeed, the video covers of lesbian 
romantic comedies often evidenced their circulation within lesbian ‘discursive arenas’, 
such as publications or film festivals. Moreover, for some covers, like the It’s in the 
Water cover for example, their circulation through such a ‘discursive arena’ resulted in an 
articulation of a specifically counter or oppositional public stance.  
Of course, reading publicity is not the same as reading films and there were 
certainly examples of publicity that were inconsistent with the narrative and 
performances in the films themselves, the latter of which I have discussed in previous 
chapters. Some Prefer Cake and Better than Chocolate are obvious examples. For 
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example, when I discussed the images on the Better than Chocolate video cover earlier in 
this chapter, I noted that using Straayer’s notion of the ‘lesbian look’ allows for a positive 
reading of the video cover in that it can be understood as offering ‘two-directional sexual 
activity’ between the direct gaze of its lesbian couple and the viewer. Yet, I noted that the 
same cover could also be problematised for its reinscription of lesbian sexuality and sex 
as ‘sameness’, where the similar positioning, posturing, and dressing of its central couple 
can be understood as a metaphor for the ‘equality’ and more general ‘sameness’ of its 
couple (and of their sexual desires, practices, and power). Thus, the cover also offers a 
utopian, but very limited notion of lesbian sexuality. Of course, Better than Chocolate—
the film, rather than its publicity—goes some way towards shifting the usual frames of 
cinematic lesbian representation by inverting the usual coming-out narrative to be about 
the protagonist’s heterosexual family members, rather than the lesbian protagonist. The 
Better than Chocolate video cover, then, offers a useful example of how publicity, in this 
instance a video cover, can militate against the ‘liberatory’ potential of the film itself. It 
also emphasises the ongoing “symbolic production” of a film, which begins long before it 
is exhibited and continues long after it has been launched into the video rental and sales 
markets, with interesting, sometimes uneasy, results for the public/s addressed (Jancovich 
36). 
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CONCLUSION 
 
This study represents the first examination of the lesbian romantic comedy sub-genre and 
its defining shift from ‘boy meets girl’ to ‘girl meets girl’. This is an extraordinary fact. 
While it points to the significant contribution this project makes to studies of both film 
genre and lesbian culture, it also raises a number of questions including, most obviously, 
why has it taken until now for this study to take place? After all, even though this study 
has focused on a small sample of films, lesbian romantic comedies nevertheless represent 
an emerging sub-genre of one of Hollywood’s generic mainstays. Moreover, these films 
not only signal the emergence of the lesbian couple in the romantic comedy genre for the 
first time in its sixty-two year history, but also rupture the relatively uninterrupted hetero-
normativity of that history. Lesbian romantic comedies also represent the predominant 
(and probably only) genre of mainstream lesbian feature film in the United States of 
America and, even more significantly, have been for a number of years. Yet, only a 
handful of scholars have acknowledged the emergence of the sub-genre, and even fewer 
have discussed it in any detail.  
 The potential disregard for lesbian romantic comedies evident in the marked lack 
of scholarly attention given to them can be contextualised in relation to existing 
scholarship on Desert Hearts, but particularly the work of de Lauretis, which opposes the 
use of mainstream genres by lesbian films. As I noted in the Introduction to this study, 
one of the main arguments against lesbian mainstream genre films is their apparently 
‘inevitable’ depiction of a wholly de-politicised and universalised lesbianism (see de 
Lauretis, “Film and the Visible” 256). This study has implicitly and explicitly refuted this 
kind of argument. Not only is this argument largely inaccurate, it is also unnecessarily 
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restrictive and highly unproductive. As Whatling has argued in Screen Dreams, the 
“paucity” of lesbian representations should not be considered reason enough to expect 
mainstream lesbian genre films, like Desert Hearts and, I would add, lesbian romantic 
comedies, to carry the weight of all lesbian political expectation (91). Moreover, the 
lesbian romantic comedy sub-genre does, in fact, offer a range of specific challenges to 
its parent genre, not least of which is its triumphant emphasis on lesbian romance which, 
given the preceding six decades of hetero-normative Hollywood romantic comedies, 
should be neither dismissed nor underestimated.  
 Indeed, unlike the mainstream cinematic intertexts I discussed in Chapter One, 
where lesbianism was mobilised as part of extraordinary but ultimately unfortunate 
circumstances within a larger heterosexual narrative, lesbian romantic comedies are 
centrally structured around the explicit realisation of lesbian romance. As such, these 
films offer a genuine disruption to the persistent heterosexuality of mainstream cinema. 
Moreover, as Chapters Two, Three, Four, and Five have all demonstrated, this disruption 
results in other changes to the genre as well. To be sure, Allen notes that the gay romantic 
comedy represents an “intersection of two or more cultural or ideological contexts” 
which actually “refracts the ideologies involved” (“Why Things” 72, 76). In other words, 
while the kind of ‘gayness’ able to be represented is certainly restricted by the genre, the 
romantic comedy genre is also changed because of its application to a gay romance. This 
is exactly the kind of change that Evans and Deleyto predicted the genre was capable of, 
but did not explicitly document, in their edited collection Terms of Endearment. 
Similarly, as this study has shown, the introduction of a central lesbian couple to the 
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romantic comedy genre also triggers a series of changes to an array of generic 
conventions.  
 For example, Chapter Two noted that both lesbian and Hollywood romantic 
comedies progress along three acts—Meet, Lose, and Get—and are generally set in urban 
or suburban locations. However, one of the most significant changes is how lesbian 
romantic comedies’ shift from ‘boy meets girl’ to ‘girl meets girl’ overwrites, among 
other things, the traditional focus on ‘happily ever after’ to simply ‘happy right now’. In 
part, this is a result of these films’ decreased emphasis on marriage, which has been (and 
remains) the customary finale of the Hollywood romantic comedy but was not a legal 
possibility for lesbians in the three countries of origin (Australia, Canada, USA) at the 
time of these films’ production. This change can also be read as an acknowledgment of 
the fraught history of lesbians in the cinema, where until recently lesbians typically ended 
films (if they made it to the end of the film at all) as rejected loners. Thus, a lesbian 
couple concluding the film unharmed and together is already a highly significant and 
atypical ‘happy ending’, without the gesture towards ‘ever after’. Chapter Two also 
identified a new generic obstacle to the central couple’s relationship, namely 
‘homophobia’. Like their emphasis on ‘happy right now’ over ‘happily ever after’, the 
emergence of homophobia-as-obstacle highlights the increased social difficulties and 
public risks of lesbian romance as opposed to heterosexual romance. In fact, the emphasis 
on social, rather than just ‘personal’ issues, in lesbian romantic comedies emphasises 
these films’ broader scope than mainstream Hollywood fare, which promotes an 
individualistic ideology that rarely encourages social reflection or activism. It also 
reflects these films’ politicisation, where they consistently epitomise the second-wave 
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feminist truism that the ‘personal’ really is ‘political’. Read together, these changes prove 
that lesbian romantic comedies do not simply insert lesbian characters into an unchanged 
heterosexual narrative. Rather, the narrative itself is changed, to a certain extent, to 
incorporate and reflect the different lived experience of lesbian romance in homophobic 
society. 
 Chapter Three similarly identified changes to generic conventions in its 
investigation of these films’ depictions of lesbian intimacy. Perhaps the biggest change 
was the markedly increased presence of minor characters compared to most Hollywood 
romantic comedies and, in particular, the important role lesbian friends often play as 
matchmakers to the central couple’s romance. The prominent role of lesbian friends in 
these films communicated not only the importance of lesbian community as a kind of 
‘intimate context’ for lesbian romance, but also the ongoing need for lesbian romances to 
be nurtured in a safe space away from the dangers and hindrances of homophobic society. 
Hence, where the lesbian romance emerged from within such a lesbian ‘intimate context’, 
the couple was far less likely to face homophobia; conversely, where the central couple 
did not have access to a lesbian support network, they were far more likely to face 
homophobia. It is worth pointing out, of course, that these conclusions are based on the 
sample of films examined in this study and do not represent generalisations about actual 
lesbian relationships or, indeed, the way future lesbian romantic comedies will 
necessarily play out. However, within this context, there is again an emphasis on the 
differences of lesbian romance from heterosexual romance, including a particular 
emphasis on the increased social penalties for lesbian romance, which evidences the sub-
genre’s incorporation of changed conventions in depicting specifically lesbian intimacies.  
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 Even Chapter Four, which analysed the fairly homogenous representation of the 
ideal lesbian body as white, youthful, middle-class, and feminine, nonetheless identified 
ways this embodiment exceeded Hollywood norms. Most obviously, the ideal lesbian 
body’s explicit and celebrated lesbianism undermined Hollywood’s stereotypical 
heterosexualisation of femininity, even as her whiteness reinscribed destructive racial 
stereotypes by contributing to the construction of whiteness as an ‘invisible’ norm. 
Within this racially normative context, the feminine lesbian body nonetheless queered the 
hegemonic landscape by implying that if a lesbian body can be feminine, then any 
feminine body—including the ostensibly heterosexual bodies of Hollywood cinema—can 
potentially be lesbian. Finally, one of the most striking challenges posed by selected 
publicity of lesbian romantic comedies, as identified in Chapter Five, was their emphasis 
on the sub-genre as part of a lesbian counter public sphere. In other words, these films’ 
promotion did not simply characterise lesbian romantic comedies as conventional or 
unchanged romantic comedies, but purposely drew attention to their tension with and 
difference from Hollywood romantic comedies and dominant society more broadly. 
While this again emphasised that even these films’ publicity did not passively present 
lesbians within unchanged generic conventions, it also highlighted lesbian romantic 
comedies as public texts or, in Warner’s words, collective “scenes of association” 
(Publics 57-8). Warner argues: “Homosexuals can exist in isolation; but gay people or 
queers exist by virtue of the world they elaborate together” (Publics 57-8). As Chapter 
Five observed, lesbian romantic comedies’ publicity insisted on understanding these 
films as an important part of the process of ‘elaborating’ a specifically lesbian world, 
which variously resisted and acceded to dominant society.  
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 Overall, then, this study has offered consistent evidence that while lesbian 
romantic comedies are unquestionably constrained by their genre in representing 
lesbianism—after all, these films typically favour representations of white, middle-class, 
conventionally feminine lesbians in idealised monogamous relationships—they rarely, if 
ever, passively import lesbian characters into a completely intact heterosexual genre. 
Thus, this study’s reading of the sub-genre challenges arguments, like de Lauretis’s, 
which continue to write off mainstream lesbian genre films. Accordingly, instead of 
dismissing lesbian romantic comedies for their adoption of the romantic comedy genre, 
this project proposes a more productive interpretation that reads them within and through, 
rather than despite, their limitations as genre films. While such a reading calls for a 
greater cultural and political generosity, it also recognises that these films have succeeded 
against the odds and are already significantly politicised texts that challenge the entire 
history of Hollywood generic filmmaking through their celebratory focus on lesbian 
romance. Ultimately, then, this project proposes a reading of lesbian romantic comedies 
as conservative and progressive, conventional and subversive, but as nonetheless 
complex texts that offer a range of pleasures and readings to their audiences and a range 
of challenges to the genre itself.35 Such a reading acknowledges, rather than penalises 
them for, the complexity and negotiation inherent in these films’ position as independent 
films presenting culturally and politically marginal content in a mainstream genre.  
                                                 
35 This reading is based on Dyer’s statement in The Culture of Queers that calls for readers to judge his 
essays “on how well they manage to hold together a sense of oppression and resistance, negativity and 
play” (Culture 7).  
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 As Dyer wisely reminds us in The Culture of Queers, while “institutions” and 
“forms”, like Hollywood genres, do “delimit and deform what can be done” within them, 
“they are also what makes doing possible at all” (9). Indeed, it is likely that the success 
lesbian romantic comedies have met with, evidenced in the most basic sense by their 
continuing position as the predominant mainstream lesbian genre for more than a decade, 
is almost certainly based on their adoption of the romantic comedy genre. Berenstein 
argues that the use of generic narratives and conventions, like those of the romantic 
comedy, is a practical choice for lesbian filmmakers, because:  
  (1) lesbian spectators are, on the whole, used to that format; (2)   
  narratives offer a satisfying forum for romantic story lines and on-  
  screen sex; and (3) narratives, if they’re done well, have more chances  
  of finding distributors and drawing larger numbers of viewers. (134)  
The romantic comedy genre also allows lesbians to rewrite themselves into mainstream 
culture in specifically lesbian ways, as well as fundamentally destabilise assumptions that 
generic conventions are necessarily heterosexual conventions (Griffin 3; see also Wilton, 
“On Invisibility” 4). And while the use of the romantic comedy genre has inevitably 
resulted in a certain “pigeonholing” of representations of lesbianism, for Andrea Braidt 
“the prospect of a continuous lesbian film production is too important a development to 
argue against [. . .] for fear of categorisation” (12).  
 And there are already sure signs that the lesbian romantic sub-genre is set to 
continue well into the future. Indeed, as I have previously noted, lesbian romantic 
comedies like Do I Love You? (2002), April’s Shower (2003), Saving Face (2005), and 
Imagine You and Me (2005), among others, have all been released since the 2001 focus 
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of this study. Consequently, while this study offers a series of tangible contributions to 
contemporary scholarship, it also offers a number of directions for future scholarship. 
First and foremost, this project, like earlier projects by Hollinger, Wilton, Stacey, and 
Holmlund, calls for an end to the scholarly distaste for mainstream lesbian cinema, which 
is one possible reason it has taken so long for lesbian romantic comedies to be the topic 
of a full-length survey, such as this one. Second, this study has set a precedent for future 
investigations not only of specifically lesbian romance texts on television, like Geoffrey 
Sax’s 2002 adaptation of Sarah Waters’s novel Tipping the Velvet (1998). It has also 
opened up a space for the investigation of other mainstream lesbian interludes—like the 
continuing commodification of Ellen’s lesbian television persona or the ongoing success 
of the lesbian-focused television series, The L Word—which have similarly received little 
scholarly attention. Indeed, while television continues to incorporate gay male characters 
in a range of roles, most famously in programs like Queer as Folk or Queer Eye for the 
Straight Guy, lesbian characters, particularly lesbian main characters, remain a 
comparative rarity. Third, and most obviously, this project calls for future scholarship to 
take up where this study leaves off, by investigating subsequent developments in the 
lesbian romantic comedy sub-genre since 2001. Finally, this study also aims to bring 
attention to, by inviting future scholarship on, a parallel sub-genre: namely, the gay 
romantic comedy. Like lesbian romantic comedies, gay romantic comedies also emerged 
in 1994 with films like The Sum of Us and, indeed, were likely facilitated by the same (or 
very similar) factors. However, only future scholarship can reveal how they compare to 
their lesbian counterpart, the lesbian romantic comedy.  
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   Aside from content, this study has also offered another contribution to scholarship 
by innovatively framing its genre survey in theories of the public sphere. Specifically, 
where other scholarship has largely focused on identity-politic examinations of lesbian 
content and spectatorship (see, for example, Stacey), this study has gone beyond these 
approaches to offer further analyses of socio-political, representative, and generic 
conventions as well as to speculate on the construction of a distinctly lesbian public 
sphere. The latter, in particular, adds to the growing body of work on diverse publics and 
public spheres, but especially to Warner’s work on lesbian and gay counter publics. 
However, while this study has been closely guided by the work of scholars like Warner, it 
also diverges from it in meaningful ways by focusing solely on explicitly lesbian, rather 
than implicitly queer, texts. As such, this study contributes to projects like Wilton’s that 
insist on providing lesbian-specific focuses on lesbian texts, rather than continue to see 
lesbian work as a marginal addendum to other work (“On Invisibility” 3). And perhaps 
this is the most important contribution this study has to offer and, indeed, the most 
important call for future scholarship it can make. 
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